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A B S T R A C T  

The research embodied in this dissertation has been designed as a pragmatic enquiry 

with the primary aim to explore the human security, identity and other concerns of 

German expatriates (or, expats)—that is, citizens—in China’s Hong Kong Special 

Administrative Region and varying locales in Thailand, and to evaluate to govern-

ance implications arising about them—as especially pertaining to the German gov-

ernment.  It is rooted in such scholarly claims arguing that migration research so far 

has mostly focused on the notion of the national interest in order to approach the 

theme (and its respective aspects) rather than on an equal concern for the well being 

of such individuals, and that therefore the state becomes more of a negative actor for 

the people it actually should protect. 

Although primarily based in the Political Science and International Relations disci-

plines, it also draws on a variety of other schools in the Humanities in order to pursue 

and analyse extant and newly generated data, such as Cultural Anthropology, Sociol-

ogy, History, Geography and Law.  However, it was primarily through the applica-

tion of quantitative and, especially, qualitative methods in the field that it could be 

determined that the German expat population under question has a wide range of 

broadly based “security” concerns.  These included such basic issues as those related 

to the communication of official government information and the protection of free-

dom from bodily harm, but they also extended to rather qualified concerns pertaining 

to the provision of pensions and health insurance, political participation and external 

voting, schooling and access to education, taxation, and repatriation. 
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While it could be demonstrated that the values behind some German legislative regu-

lations are at odds with these concerns and demand a greater inclusion of the respec-

tive issues into German “domestic” policies, it is argued that such revisions are not 

very likely to occur in the near future because of the prevailing dominance of the 

state-centric perspective in the German official and public consciousnesses.  Moreo-

ver, it is concluded that the intended reconfiguration of state governance structures in 

Germany according to postnational standards can only be achieved through the con-

stant promotion of more human-oriented approaches through pedagogy, information 

and politics.  And it is here that the educative missions of universities and schools 

particularly apply. 
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C H A P T E R  1  

F O C U S  O F  T H E  R E S E A R C H  A N D        

S I G N I F I C A N C E  O F  T H E  T O P I C  

The main focus of the research undertaken through, and reported in, this dissertation 

is on citizens from the Federal Republic of Germany (hereafter, Germany or FRG)—

conceptualised as expatriates (or, expats)—who have ventured into the host jurisdic-

tions of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (henceforth, Hong Kong or 

HKSAR) in the People’s Republic of China (also, China or PRC) and selected lo-

cales in the Kingdom of Thailand (or, Thailand).  Based on an initial review and ap-

praisal of past foci of analysis in the social sciences and extant research on the migra-

tion theme from the various academic disciplines participating in its discussion, the 

work particularly set out to explore the human security concerns of those expats, in-

cluding their senses of identity, and, especially, the role of the German Federal Gov-

ernment (or, GFG) in addressing these matters. 

However, as it had become clear that similar questions could (and should) also be 

raised in relation to their returned counterparts, the work also aimed to devote some 

attention to the discussion of these issues with a focus on former German expats in 

those places who have relocated to Germany (repatriates or, repats). 

In doing so, the work particularly regards itself as an attempt to place the single hu-

man being at the centre of scholarly considerations and respective conceptualisations 
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regarding the organisation of social life, noting that “the forgetting of the individual” 

in the political realm has “terrible, that is, inhumane consequences” (Noetzel 2010: 7, 

this researcher’s translation from the German-language). 

This opening chapter begins to delve into the above considerations by presenting: an 

outline of the central questions set for the research of this dissertation (Section 1.1); a 

discussion of the scientific interest behind it (Section 1.2); and a review of the cur-

rent state of migration research, together with its main analytic foci (Section 1.3).  

The chapter concludes with a statement regarding the further structure of this disser-

tation and the representation of the research behind it (Section 1.4). 

 

1 .1   The  centra l  research q uest ions  

The overriding question set for the research undertaken and reported in this disserta-

tion is as follows: 

What are the various human security concerns of German expatriates/expats (as one 

example of a national group from the so-called Developed World), how are they ad-

dressed by their German home government (and its host counterparts), and what ca-

pacities and policies should the German state (and its counterpart entities) develop 

to meet the needs of those German people who have ventured beyond the interna-

tionally recognised domain of Germany? 

The formulation of this question was informed by an increasing recognition that, to 

date, human migration (or, mobility) research has tended to largely overlook the ex-

periences and, especially, vulnerabilities of such allegedly carefree persons from the 
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so-called Developed World, Germany included, as will be elaborated in the follow-

ing Section 1.3. 

It has been pointed out that the idea of statehood not only suggests a responsibility 

for governments to protect their own citizens, but also those people who are rather 

considered residents or visitors.  At the same time, however, it has also been made 

clear that this responsibility, in actuality, is limited primarily to a state’s sovereign 

territory, that is, the area in which the respective government has what is commonly 

known as the monopoly of legitimate force (see, e.g., Fullilove 2008: 93). 

This researcher has attempted to recognise the former principle by including German 

expats’ host states into the initial considerations for the present research.  However, 

given the second restricting principle as well as other circumstance limitations of the 

research, most notably related to time, it was decided that only secondary attention 

should be given to the role of the host state during the investigation.  The bracketing 

of relevant passages in the original research question is intended as an indication of 

these considerations. 

In addition, this researcher also has developed a supplementary set of lower-ranking 

questions in order to address certain issues implied in the overriding question in more 

depth.  These lower-ranking questions, as organised in accordance with what might 

be termed their main conceptual realm, and along with a few explanatory notes, are 

presented in the paragraphs below. 
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1 . 1 . 1   T h e o r e t i c a l  

What are relevant scholarly perspectives for the analysis of migrations and related 

issues, what are their strengths and weaknesses, and can the notion of expatriation 

serve as a more inclusive theoretical framework than others? 

As will be discussed in more detail later, this question was especially informed by 

initial research for the dissertation which revealed an increasing scholarly dissocia-

tion from established concepts in migration discourses, and an ongoing intellectual 

search for more appropriate semantics or terminologies that are able to capture the 

complexities behind population movements.  It also built on the recognition that the 

notion of expatriation could offer this possibility. 

 

1 . 1 . 2   M e t h o d o l o g i c a l
1
 

What is the source of legitimacy in claims to incorporate German expat security con-

cerns into their respective domestic (nation-)state policies and what are the guiding 

standards or principles against which such legislations should be measured? 

This question particularly arose from this researcher’s search for an adequate evalua-

tive framework against which current home state practices and policies regarding ex-

pats could be measured.  It also resulted from the discovered necessity (as discussed 

in more detrail below) to approach the social sciences from a people-centred rather 

than a nation-state-based perspective and to bring these arguments into the analysis. 

                                                 
1
 As will be made clear in Chapters 2 and 3, this researcher follows David Morgan’s (2007) under-

standing of the term methodology as a rather abstract set of shared beliefs about the organisation of 

research.  In return, he understands the term method to refer to procedures regarding the practical con-

duct of research. 
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1 . 1 . 3   E m p i r i c a l  

1.1.3.1  Profiling: What is a contemporary profile (numbers, distributions and char-

acteristics) of Germany’s global and selected expat populations, and what 

are the motivations and durations of German expat ventures? 

Obtaining an answer to this question was considered important especially because it 

seemed to offer contextual information regarding the various human security issues 

of different expat types. 

1.1.3.2 Community/Identity: What are German expats’ senses of community and 

identity, how are these shaped by their home culture and other environ-

ments, and what implications can be drawn from such views about the for-

mation of human security concerns and the governance issues related to 

them? 

This question has been constructed because, as will be demonstrated later, communi-

ty and identity represent two important aspects of the overarching human security 

notion selected for this research. 

1.1.3.3 Security: What are German expats’ personal, communal, economic, politi-

cal and other concerns about everyday and general security, and how are 

these addressed by the expats themselves and their home (and host) states? 

This question has been formulated because it seemed to assist the researcher in struc-

turing the targeted human security concerns by expanding on its several other ele-

ments beside the community and identity notions alluded to above. 

1.1.3.4  Repatriation: What are German expats’ views about remaining in their host 

locale or returning to their home state (or moving on to a third country); 

what are German repats’ concerns about security; and how are these ad-

dressed by the people themselves as well as the governments involved? 
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Initially, the prime idea behind this question and the inclusion of repats into the pro-

ject was based on the aim of briefly analysing their senses of security as former ex-

pats.  This aim was adjusted in the course of the research in that they were estab-

lished as an independent sample group having concerns in their own right, which, in 

turn, may relate to the main expat target group as possible future repats.  Neverthe-

less, the repats were never considered as an equally focal target group compared to 

the expats.  Despite the fact that they deserve to be investigated in greater depth in 

another study, they remained of secondary relevance throughout the research process 

here, mainly due to the project’s time and resource constraints. 

1.1.3.5 Governance: How might enhanced expat (and repat) security, and better 

legal arrangements about it, be devised in Germany; and what are the pro-

spects for a timely incorporation of the various German expat issues into 

viable in-country policies? 

This question especially developed out of this researcher’s view that, as a result of 

this investigation’s analysis, an enhanced scholarly and public discussion about ex-

pat/repat governance could be accompanied by a further consideration of the pro-

spects for policy implementation as well as those actors that could facilitate such a 

process. 

 

1 .2    The  sc ient i f ic  interes t  behind  the  research  

By using the example of Germany, the main scientific interest behind this research 

was to discuss the arguments and strategies for a better inclusion of expat security 

concerns into the realm of policy and action development, given the increasing im-
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portance of people movements in the social dynamics of the present day, as well as 

the persisting relevance of the nation-state in terms of organising human life in what 

is commonly referred to as the contemporary era of globalisation.
2
  Hence, it has 

been noted by David Held et al. (1999: 326), for example, that even though the con-

temporary international movements of people seem to be “on balance slightly less 

intensive [i.e., numerous]” than before, they really appear far “more geographically 

extensive than the great global migrations of the modern [i.e., preceding] era”.
3
 

In fact, as this researcher already has attempted to make clear elsewhere, one could 

argue that the social phenomenon of people beyond the state and related population 

movements “matter more today than ever before, not only because of their widening 

reach …, but [especially] because of the enhanced acceleration and increased fre-

quency with which they occur” (Nieberg 2010: 159).  Hence, Anthony McGrew 

(2008: 18), for example, has identified the notion of “accelerating pace” as an im-

portant feature that characterises the social and other dimensional interactions of the 

contemporary phase of globalisation. 

                                                 
2
 Globalisation is a much-debated phenomenon and has been used in both, the academia and the gen-

eral public, to describe a process, a condition, a system, a force, an agenda, an ideology and an age.  

Drawing on the works and thoughts of a range of social scientists (McGrew 2008; Holton 2005; 

Scholte 2005; Steger 2003), it is here taken to mean a set of long-standing and inter-related social pro-

cesses associated with principal sectors of human activity such as politics, economic, culture, ecology 

and technology, which have resulted in an extension, intensification and acceleration of worldwide 

interconnectedness between state and private actors so that, in effect, the entire planet is increasingly 

seen and experienced as a single place.  Following Held et al. (1999: 306-309), the beginning of the 

contemporary phase of globalisation can be dated around 1945—noting that especially later develop-

ments in technology have added the greatest stimuli for it. 
3
 The Population Division of the United Nations (UN) recently noted that the total number of persons 

worldwide currently residing outside their country of birth for more than 12 months must be estimated 

at some 214 million (see UN 2011: 1).  Some observers cite the number as even higher and at around 

230 million (see, e.g., Esman 2009).  While these totals represent, more or less, two and a half times 

the figure of 75 million estimated for 1965 (see UN 2002: 11), they are still about the same percentage 

in terms of the world’s overall population—namely, about 3 per cent. 
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A closer look at the current developments in terms of more short-term movements 

and/or stays, as inter alia monitored by the UN World Tourism Organization (UN-

WTO), may underline this argument.  It shows that the number of cross-border tour-

ist arrivals worldwide had risen to a remarkable 982 million in 2011—up from some 

528 million in 1995, and only 25 million in 1950 (see UNWTO 2012: 6-8; Wearing 

et al. 2010: 3). 

 

1 .3   The  s ta te  o f  migrat ion  research:  re v iewing  

re levant  l ines  o f  d i scuss ion  

This discussion is a follow-up to Section 1.1 and begins to review the state of migra-

tion research with special consideration of the basis on which the overriding question 

set for this investigation has been formulated.  It specifically sets out to identify rele-

vant lines of discussion in the migration research area and the different approaches 

utilised to date to shed light on the issues associated with them.  For a better under-

standing of this section, it should be noted that it does not attempt to cover the entire 

extensive field of migration research, but will concentrate on those works that have 

been found to have a special relevance to this dissertation. 

It must be emphasised that this review especially considers rather general and empir-

ical studies of migration, while those works paying greater attention to relevant theo-

ries and concepts in the field are discussed in Chapter 5 (which is devoted to a spe-

cific description of the theoretical framework set for this research).  As such, it not 
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only entails a detailed consideration of the term “expatriation” as in differentiation to 

other migration theories and the concepts of “diaspora” and “transnationalism” in 

particular, but also extends to a thorough discussion of further relevant theories like 

“human security” and “critical security”.  Moreover, there is an in-depth review of 

relevant methodological sources in Chapters 3 and 4. 

As indicated in Section 1.1, human migration research heretofore has not placed 

much emphasis on people from so-called developed countries.  For example, Anne-

Meike Fechter (2007: 33) stated that her own research in Jakarta, Indonesia, was 

about “the experiences of a group often overlooked in migration discourses, [that is], 

those of privileged … expatriates”.  She further stated that: 

As the majority of migration studies have concentrated on 

non-privileged migrants, discussions of affluent movers from 

Western societies have not only been less prominent but often 

rather speculative (Fechter 2007: 33). 

Ronald Skeldon can be cited as one researcher who has devoted much of his work to 

migrants related to developing countries.  For example, in his 1990 volume Popula-

tion Mobility in Developing Countries: A Reinterpretation, Skeldon developed an 

explanatory model of people movements, largely based on detailed case studies in 

Peru and Papua New Guinea.  His more recent works still often focus on migrants 

from developing countries with special emphasis on the Asian-Pacific region (see, 

e.g., Skeldon 2006).  The notion that migration research has placed a strong emphasis 

on developing countries is important in terms of this study because its research chal-

lenges the impression that could be drawn from those preceding analyses that the 
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basic insecurities generally associated with people movements are exclusively lim-

ited to such populations. 

It has also been noted that the academic discussion about emigration, or what is con-

ceptualised here as expatriation (being one of the dimensions of the migration story) 

tends to be more pronounced in countries with a comparatively long history of immi-

gration (which is the other dimension of the migration story), as especially related to 

the English-speaking world, than in those ones that have never consistently perceived 

themselves as such, Germany included.  Ludger Pries (2010) has elaborated this ar-

gument in his recent impressive review of research concerning foreign migrant or-

ganisations in Germany. 

His claims are supported by earlier observations made in this regard.  For example, 

as Harald Lederer argued some years ago in a more general treatment of population 

movements related to Germany: 

… contemporary emigration from Germany is … a neglected 

area of migration research [and] only a very few treatments 

exist regarding the profiles and motives of this emigration 

(Lederer 2004: 38). 

To underline this argument, one finds, for example, that there are few references to 

the German expat phenomenon in most relevant Political Science textbooks in Ger-

many, such as in Hans Karl Rupp’s repeatedly issued Politische Geschichte der Bun-

desrepublik Deutschland (Political History of the Federal Republic of Germany, lat-

est edition 2009).  A notable exception in this regard is Wilhelm Bleek’s (2003) sec-

tion on Germans abroad in Uwe Andersen and Wichard Woyke’s edited volume 
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Handwörterbuch des politischen Systems der Bundesrepublik Deutschland (Hand-

book of the political System of the Federal Republic of Germany).  This dissertation, 

therefore, complements previous research efforts on emigration/expatriation from 

Germany and goes further to contribute to an acknowledgement of the issues associ-

ated with it. 

The discussion now turns to a consideration of these issues by proposing the view 

that migration research to date has tended to approach its emigration/expatriation di-

mension from three broadly-defined directions:  one that is embedded in the histori-

cal tracking of population movements;  one that is reflected in the theorising about 

the reasons for such movements and the formation of certain senses of belonging;  

and one that is comprised of the formulation of political action scenarios on the basis 

of extant movement statistics of global, regional or local scope as well as more wide-

ranging observations of world affairs and social development trends, respectively. 

For example, a series of massive compendia has emerged, offering comprehensive 

insights into population movements at the global and regional levels or with a special 

focus on single countries (see, e.g., Bade et al. 2011; King 2007; Cohen 1995).  One 

of the most recent publications in this regard is The Encyclopedia of Migration and 

Minorities in Europe: From the 17th Century to the Present by Klaus Bade, et al. 

(2011).  It portrays migration as a defining feature in European history and gives de-

tailed analyses of people movements as related to various countries of the region.  

Another example of such historical accounts with a special focus on Germany is Dirk 

Hoerder and Jörg Nagler’s 1995 edited volume People in Transit: German Migra-

tions in Comparative Perspective 1820-1930. 
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Placed at the nexus between historical portrayals of German emigrant/expat situa-

tions and the consideration of specific issues that can be raised in relation to popula-

tion movements is Mathias Schulze, et al.’s German Diasporic Experiences: Identity, 

Migration and Loss (2008).  It analysed German emigrant/expat movements and the 

process of identity formation of Germans worldwide with a special emphasis on as-

pects of language in varying periods of the more recent era.  These sources have 

proven relevant in terms of this dissertation insofar as they provided this researcher 

with comprehensive insights that allowed for familiarisation with the topic and asso-

ciated issues, especially related to Germany. 

Additionally, a number of works are available offering detailed overviews of the var-

ious theories and concepts that have developed in migration research to explain both 

movements of people as well as their resulting affiliations with certain places, and to 

contribute to the analysis of the various issues arising about such notions (see, e.g., 

Brettel & Hollifield 2008; Han 2006; Massey et al. 1993). 

As will be discussed in Chapter 5, very broadly these theories can be divided into 

two groups, namely classical concepts primarily exploring reasons for migration and 

new concepts focussing on people’s senses of identity in terms of home and host so-

cieties and the connections they maintain to of these places.  These new concepts in-

clude the notions of expatriation, diaspora and transnationalism, already alluded to 

above.  Perhaps the most influential of these notions currently is transnationalism, 

which advocates identification with more than one locale as the predominant indica-

tor of migrants’ senses of belonging in the comtemporary era.  It has been put forth 

in numerous studies, such as Die Transnationalisierung der sozialen Welt (The 
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Transnationlisation of the social World) by Ludger Pries (2008) and researchers like 

Steven Vertovec (1999), Alejandro Portes et al. (1999) as well as Basch et al. (1994).  

While aspects of the various migrant theories and concepts have certainly proven in-

spiring, it is the newer concepts that have especially influenced the design of this dis-

sertation, as elaborated in Chapter 5. 

Apart from those works focusing on a designated outline of the different migration 

theories, there also is a variety of publications available paying greater attention to 

various challenges for migration research arising from an overview-like considera-

tion of the development of the several theories and their interdisciplinary application 

(see, e.g., Harzig & Hoerder 2009; Portes & DeWind 2007; Bommes & Morawska 

2005).  Writings like these have proven to be especially valuable for this researcher 

as they pointed out different opportunities of linking the application of theories with 

a critical reflection of the research challenges related to them. 

Furthermore, a solid body of literature exists offering valuable discussions about 

broadly-defined political challenges that can be raised in relation to the emigration 

theme.  Such works include Michael Fullilove’s 2008 World Wide Webs: Diasporas 

and the International System and Douglas Massey and Edward Taylor’s 2004 Inter-

national Migration: Prospects and Policies in a Global Market.   

Another outstanding publication in this regard is Stephen Castles and Mark Miller’s 

repeatedly issued The Age of Migration: International Population Movements in the 

Modern World (latest edition 2009).  It combines an historical account of the various 

stages of contemporary international migration with a discussion of general policy 

issues related to population movements, including a brief section on expat govern-
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ance.  This latter aspect is given even more attention by the afore-cited Fullilove 

(2008), who devoted an essential part of his work to “diasporas and politics”. 

While these sources have provided useful contextualisation for this study, they differ 

from it in that they do not place emphasis on the revelation of migrants’ needs 

through the examination of specific groups in the field.  However, the most benefi-

cial outcome of these works for this particular study was that they provided the re-

searcher with initial insights about what expats’ concerns regarding their political 

participation in the home state generally could be, notably those related to national 

elections and representation in the national legislature. 

Besides these works, there also is a number of monographs, contributions to edited 

volumes and journal articles which examine the various political issues related to 

migration in a more specific fashion.  Therein, the design of citizenship law seems to 

be of particular importance.  For example, this is reflected in Stephen Castles and 

Alastair Davidson’s 2000 Citizenship and Migration: Globalization and the Politics 

of Belonging which argues that with intensifying migrations new forms of citizenship 

are needed that go beyond single state loyalities and take into account the formation 

of multiple senses of belonging (and, one could add, governance). 

Analyses like these are supplemented by studies that delve deeper into the complex 

issues surrounding new forms of citizenship.  Examples of research in this regard are 

Aihwa Ong’s ideas concerning “flexible citizenship” (1998) and the writings and 

publications of Thomas Faist on notions of “dual citizenship” (e.g., Faist & Kivisto 

2008; Faist 2007).  For instance, the contributions to his 2007 volume Dual Citizen-

ship in Europe trace dual or multiple citizenship practices in European immigration 
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and emigration countries that are framed by Faist’s critical assessment of citizenship 

from different theoretical angles, especially concentrating on states’ and individual 

rights’ persepctives.   

The common ground these works share with this dissertation is the importance given 

to issues of belonging, multiple identities and the political demands for expat gov-

ernance resulting from them.  One recent study in the area of citizenship, however, is 

particularly close to this researcher’s approach concerning the governance of emi-

grants/expats.  In his book International Migration and Citizenship Today, Niklaus 

Steiner (2009) argues that in order to overcome the deficiencies of conventional 

forms of citizenship, their reconceptualisation should consider the abolishment of the 

formal separation between residents and citizens’ rights.  With this argumentation he 

builds on ideas of Rainer Bauböck (2005), who suggested an “expansive citizen-

ship”. 

However, one book identified in the research does not seem to share the suggested 

relevance given to questions of citizenship.  Based on case studies of six Western 

European countries, Yasemin Soysal’s 1994 Limits of Citizenship: Migrants and 

Postnational Membership in Europe argues that the significance of citizenship in the 

region is declining and that a postnational model of membership is emerging, charac-

terised by granting non-citizens access to almost the same social and political rights 

that are open to citizens.  Through its focus on political systems and cultures in ex-

plaining the various paces of migrant inclusion into host societies, the book challeng-

es the argument that the notion and design of citizenship is an important element in 

the discussion about migrant/expat governance, both regionally and globally.  In do-
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ing so, however, it tends to overlook migrants’/expats’ serious struggles for inclu-

sion—some of which appear to be deeply rooted in principles of citizenship, as the 

above references make perfectly clear. 

Apart from the three directions towards emigration/expatriation discussed so far (as 

indicated in the last two paragraphs), migration research to date is also defined by a 

strong focus on the interests of the nation-state, rather than by a concern for the indi-

vidual human beings involved.  For example, as Roberto Sala (2006: 100) has ar-

gued, there is a considerable number of studies on migration available that must be 

criticised for their inherent “methodological nationalism”.  This notion was especial-

ly designed to address criticisms of the nation-state as the dominant frame of refer-

ence in social science research and was put forth by scholars, such as Andreas Wim-

mer and Nina Glick Schiller (2002). 

The abundant body of literature about the potential loss or gain of human skills and 

resources deemed important for a country’s development may be cited as a case in-

point (see, e.g., Beine et al. 2008; Hunger 2003).  It demonstrates what Dietrich 

Thränhardt and Michael Bommes, in their edited volume National Paradigms of Mi-

gration Research, have referred to as “the ever-present repetition of national research 

outlooks [according] to the traditional concepts and construction ideas of … given 

nation states” (2010a: 7).  Thought-provokingly, Thränhardt and Bommes designed 

this volume to compare and contrast different migration policies and research ap-

proaches in various countries, with the intention to make scholarship more aware of 

the state bias in this field (see 2010b: 9-38).  Thus, their work has had a major influ-

ence on this dissertation. 
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If not necessarily with the intent to do so, a number of studies regarding emigra-

tion/expatriation trends in relation to single countries also have applied this state-

centric approach.  One example of these studies with regard to Germany is the 2007 

report Auswanderung aus Deutschland (Emigration from Germany) by Lenore Sauer 

and Andreas Ette.  Most of this report is devoted to a detailed depiction of emigration 

trends from Germany and the motives and composition of the population involved as 

based on German official statistics. 

In 2003, Graeme Hugo et al. published a similar report on Australian emi-

grants/expatriates entitled Australia’s Diapsora: Its Size, Nature and Policy Implica-

tions which paved the way for a Federal government commissoned follow-up inves-

tigation into the theme presented to the public under the title They still call Australia 

home: Inquiry into Australian expatriates (Legal and Constitutional References 

Committee 2005).  Both Australian reports also included a thorough discussion about 

specific policy recommendations. 

All three reports proved vitally important for the design of this project as they pro-

vided this researcher with initial insights to further explore the composition of Ger-

man emigrants/expats in particular and these peoples’ concerns and needs in general.  

With regard to the latter, the issues of political participation and communication were 

of special significance for the construction of the survey questions and other proto-

cols.  However, these sources also provided this researcher with the opportunity to 

compare and verify his findings and to give substance to any discussion about ade-

quate proposals for policy and action. 
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Another example of the state-centric approach to emigration/expatriation is the con-

ceptualisation of migration as a possible benefit to so-called sending countries that 

has intensified over the past few years.  Prominent advocates of this concept include 

Thomas Faist who, in 2008, published a work entitled Migrants as Transnational 

Development Agents, as well as the afore-mentioned Skeldon (2008) and Thränhardt 

(2005). 

In a 2005 migration issue of the German journal Aus Politik und Zeitgeschichte 

(About Politics and Contemporary History), the latter author wrote an article entitled 

Entwicklung durch Migration: Ein neuer Forschungsansatz (Development Through 

Migration: A New Research Approach) in which he argued that migration research 

should devote greater attention to investigating the role of population movements in 

the design of development policies as this, like in the case of India, could lead to the 

acceleration of development through the return of skilled former expats.   

While this approach is without a doubt concerned with the well-being of people and 

represents an extraordinary contribution to development policy formulation, its 

shortcoming is the missing link of the personal situation of the migrants.  However, 

this is felt only as a slight weakness especially if compared to classical state-centred 

migration research. 

Finally, even though considered under-researched, as indicated at the beginning of 

this section, a number of empirical works are available analysing so-called privileged 

emigrants/expats either along the lines of their profession (irrespective of their loca-

tion) or their nationality and in special consideration of their particular locality.  One 

example of an analysis of professional groups is Florian Kreutzer’s and Silke Roth’s 
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2006 edited collection Transnationale Karrieren: Biographien, Lebensführung und 

Mobilität (Transnational Careers: Biogrpahies, Lifestyle and Mobility).  It presents a 

collection of accounts of migrants from various professions who are analysed accord-

ing to the development of their occupational careers and in consideration of their 

everyday lives. 

Similar works in this regard extend to several monographs on specific occupational 

groups, such as diplomats (Niedner-Kalthoff 2005), architects and engineers (Kenne-

dy 2004), foreign correspondents (Hannerz 2004) and investment bankers (Knorr-

Cetina & Bruegger 2002).  While all these studies provide valuable initial insights 

into the composition and living conditions of expat groups, they fall short of address-

ing relevant issues for political treatment, which is the crucial objective of this study. 

The body of research regarding specifically located emigrant/expat groups with a 

connection to a particular country includes works like the ones focusing on Australi-

ans in Hong Kong/China (McMillen & Su 2009; McMillen 2007); Britons in Hong 

Kong (Knowles & Harper 2009), as well as in Jakarta/Indonesia (Fechter 2007), Par-

is/France (Scott 2004), New York/United States (Beaverstock 2003) and Singapore 

(Beaverstock 2002); British (and Singaporean) women in Dubai/United Arab Emir-

ates and China (Coles & Walsh 2010; Willis & Yeoh 2002); Japanese in Lon-

don/United Kingdom (Sakai 2000); Swiss in Japan (Zorzi 1999); as well as Germans 

in Namibia (Armbruster 2010), New Zealand (Bürgelt et al. 2009), and in the finan-

cial sectors of Singapore and London (Meier 2009, 2006). 

A more detailed look at these works reveals that they tend to pay particular attention 

to the formation of emigrant/expat identities.  One example here is Anne-Meike 
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Fechter’s 2007 study.  Her work analysed British expats in Indonesia along the lines 

of metaphors, such as “bubble” or “ghetto”, and argued that the target populations 

sometimes would consider their living conditions as artificial and separated from the 

lives of the native population.  It may be interesting to note that earlier works, such 

as Expatriate Communities by Eric Cohen (1977) focusing on American expats, 

come to similar conclusions. 

The works of Lars Meier (2009, 2006) can be cited as another example in this genre.  

By using the example of German finance managers in Singapore and London, Meier 

described the formation of emigrant/expat identity and argued that this is constructed 

in the everyday interaction of the target populations with their specific host localities 

and in recourse of existing images of these places as well as forms of “otherness” in 

general. 

These works are particularly noteworthy for their people-centred approach and also 

point to possible insecurities that can arise in connenction with population move-

ments and the senses of identity in particular, as especially reflected in the observed 

notions of seperateness and otherness.  Both aspects have proven extremely relevant 

for the design of this dissertation. 

An additional example for the analysis of specific emigrant/expat groups is Petra 

Bürgelt, Mandy Morgan and Regina Pernice’s 2009 study on Germans in New Zea-

land.  It investigated factors that facilitate such emigrants’/expats’ adjustment to their 

target locales and was aimed at improving these peoples’ health and well-being. 
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One aspect of their study that was particularly worth mentioning with regard to this 

dissertation was their attempt to transfer their findings into recommendations not on-

ly for the emigrants/expats themselves, but also in terms of the German government 

and other relevant institutions’ policies.  Recognising that particularly the political 

recommendations remain generic, it is especially the notion of an information short-

fall experienced by the subject population that is mirrored in the survey questions 

designed for this study. 

Besides that, however, there is hardly any scholarly contribution that explicitly fo-

cuses on the main issue areas set for this research—that is, the human security con-

cerns and actual living conditions of specifically located emigrant/expat groups of 

one nationality
4
—and demonstrates, based on a reasoned position, why governments 

should be concerned to address such questions, and how certain state policies and 

practices regarding these populations should be evaluated on a case-to-case basis. 

In fact, this project’s principal supervisor, Don McMillen, may be cited as an exam-

ple here to illustrate that a scholarly need seems to exist to devote greater attention to 

the study of both emigrants/expats’ actual living conditions and, broadly-defined, 

security concerns, and their home governments’ responses to them.  His argument 

reads: 

To date, few [scholars] have focussed on specifically located 

expat groups … [and] until recently even fewer analysts have 

delved very deeply into [such] crucial issue areas …, [as] se-

curity and states’ jurisdictions (McMillen 2007: 33-34, italics 

original). 

                                                 
4
 For some of the few sources available on this study’s sub-issue of repats, see the writings of Ariane 

Berthoin Antal (2001, 2000) which especially focuses on the work-related concerns of mostly German 

returnees as to be addressed within an employer-employee relationship. 
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His research on such issues as related to Australian expats in China and Hong Kong 

in particular seems to be one of the few attempts to approach these themes (see 

McMillen & Su 2009; McMillen 2007). 

Another example for the nascent research in this regard is Simon Marginson et al.’s 

2010 International Student Security.  That work assessed the various security con-

cerns of university students from different nationalities in Australia and called for a 

more people-centred approach in addressing theses issues.  It found that there was a 

widespread concern that included such dimensions as safety of the person, finances 

and health that provided some useful guidelines for this researcher’s conceptualisa-

tion of possible emigrants/expats’ issues. 

 

1 .4   The  s tructure  o f  the  d isser tat ion  

Very broadly, the research conducted for this dissertation has been prepared for 

presentation in four main parts which basically follow a set of abstract ideas about 

both the organisation of research and the generation of scholarly insights.  These are 

initially developed in Part I of this dissertation—hence entitled Introduction: The 

metatheoretical foundations of the research.  Consisting of two chapters, the present 

and the following one, this part is particularly designed as an attempt to design and 

track the initial search for, and justification of, the selected topic of research.  It is 

therein that it is especially concerned with a description of the informed process that 

has led to the establishment of the given project and the procedures selected for its 

organisation. 
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Correspondigly, it has been the specific objective of this chapter to outline the focus 

of the research and establish its significance.  Based on a review regarding relevant 

lines of migration research, it was argued that there is a lack of human interest-based 

enquiries in this area and that it is particularly important to generate new insights into 

the human security concerns of Western and, especially German, expats and repats to 

counter this trend. 

Chapter 2 relates to these considerations by outlining a summary of the methodologi-

cal framework that has been employed in the research, including its strategies and 

instruments for data collection and analysis, in order to meet the respective aims.  It 

argues that it is especially the combination of extant theoretical knowledge and new 

empirical material under the notion of pragmatic research and the application of dif-

ferent analytic perspectives and data collection methods that could contribute to the 

generation of the desired insights. 

Part II consists of three chapters and is largely based on a body of available scholarly 

sources that can be utilised in the organisation of a research project—thus it is enti-

tled Prior theoretical knowledge.  It is devoted to a detailed discussion about, and 

justification of, one particular aspect of the research design as previously summa-

rised, namely the methodological framework and its implementation in terms of data 

collection strategies and analytical instruments. 

Consequently, Chapter 3 outlines the related academic discussion about research 

methodologies, focusing on the different scholarly approaches available to generate 

insights.  It is argued, with recourse to the first part, that research never operates 

merely in a deductive/theory-driven fashion, nor in an inductive/data-driven mode, 
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and that therefore the pragmatic combination of both forms of insight generation un-

der the notion of abduction seems to be a valid compromise—as is the purposeful 

merging or triangulation of theories and methods according to the central questions 

of the research. 

The following two chapters connect with these arguments and introduce the imple-

mentation of the selected pragmatic approach by devoting special attention to the da-

ta collection strategies and analytical instruments adopted for the research.  Specifi-

cally, Chapter 4 outlines a three-part data collection strategy, each part representing 

one of the following methods: itinerant ethnography, the review of documents and 

other relevant materials and fieldwork research investigations.  It argues that follow-

ing this multiple data collection strategy is not easy, but serves as a useful approach 

to generate the necessary information. 

In a similar way, Chapter 5 identifies the notions of constructivism, human and criti-

cal security, postnationalism and expatriation as particularly relevant analytical per-

spectives for the research.  It argues that the German Grundgesetz (constitution) and 

other relevant German legal texts provide the much-needed evaluative framework 

against which the concerns of the selected German populations should be measured. 

Part III—Newly collected empirical data about German expatriates in Hong Kong 

and Thailand—consists of five chapters that provide the insights generated through 

the analysis of the targeted populations’ human security concerns and is organised 

along the lines of the five empirical questions set for this research.  Congruently, 

Chapter 6 outlines a profile of Germany’s global and selected expat populations.  

Based on evidence regarding an overall number of some 6 million German expats 
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venturing worldwide, it argues that the selected populations in the HKSAR and Thai-

land provide rather heterogenous groups who tend to share the notion of “permanent 

temporariness” (Rodriguez 2005, cited from Menjivar 2006: 1030) to characterise 

their situations. 

Chapter 7 provides an assessment regarding the selected populations’ senses of 

community and identity.  It argues that the targeted groups in both locales are not 

particularly cohesive communities, but that their identities pose little concern for the 

people involved and that therefore the major issues of concern for the selected Ger-

man populations in the HKSAR and Thailand rather seem to derive from their every-

day and general difficulties arising from the fact that they continue to feel culturally 

affiliated with Germany. 

Chapter 8 embodies the empirical core of the dissertation.  It consists of eight sub-

sections, each of which is devoted to a particular issue that was found relevant in 

terms of the human security concerns of the targeted German expat populations in 

Hong Kong and Thailand.  These include communication and information, the pro-

tection of physical integrity, political participation and external voting, provisions of 

pensions and health insurance, taxation, education and access to schooling, repatria-

tion and others, such as child benefits and inter-country adaptions.  The chapter’s 

sub-sections each basically follow the same three-part structure, providing a descrip-

tion of the issue, a consideration of current German policies as pertaining to it, and a 

concluding analysis in terms of both scholarly issues and policy development as 

guided by the thought of human security.  It is argued that the GFG could do a much 
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better job in enhancing the human security of its expats and that the values behind 

relevant legislative provisions provide the necessary grounds for action. 

Chapter 9 focuses on the attitudes and security concerns of German repats in Germa-

ny.  It provides evidence that German repats also have various concerns, such as 

those related to resentments held by others about their expat ventures, issues con-

cerning their re-entry into employment, job dissatisfaction and state relocation assis-

tance.  It is argued that the GFG should target these concerns for the same reasons 

alluded to above. 

Chapter 10 expands on the above findings by assessing the prospects for an imple-

mentation of the suggested policy revisions in the near future.  It draws on a review 

of the discourses about both the provision of political rights to expats and the notion 

of “brain drain”, as well as on an examination of possible forms of political expat 

interest representation in Germany.  It argues that currently there are only a few start-

ing-points for post-national policy development. 

Part IV, consisting only of Chapter 11, recaps the research findings in this disserta-

tion by summarising its main scholarly outcomes and insights and considers both 

what is deemed to be future policy implications and necessary research endeavours—

hence its title Conclusions: Insights from the research. 
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C H A P T E R  2  

R E S E A R C H  D E S I G N  A N D                  

I M P L E M E N T A T I O N—A N  O V E R V I E W  

Having established the main themes of the research for this dissertation, as well as 

the scholarly need to deal with the relevant issues, this chapter presents an initial dis-

cussion about the organisation and processing of the project’s investigation.  There-

fore, first an outline of the main aims of the research will be given (Section 1).  This 

outline paves the way for a summary of the methodological approach adopted in the 

research, including its key elements and general implications for data collection and 

analysis (Section 2).  Their particularities in relation to this dissertation are subject to 

a subsequent discussion (Section 3).  However, it must be emphasised that the con-

siderations in the last two sections are only meant as an overview and that there is a 

detailed discussion of the adopted approaches in Chapters 3 to 5.  This chapter con-

cludes with some discussion about the target group and the locations selected for the 

research (Section 4). 

 

2 .1   The  a ims  o f  the  research  

Congruent with the main themes and research questions established in Chapter 1, it 

has been the overriding aim of this dissertation to empirically—that is, grounded in 
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both especially qualitative but also somewhat quantitative investigations as well as 

extant source analyses—explore the broadly-defined human security concerns of 

German expats (and repats) in the selected sites of Hong Kong and Thailand, and to 

enhance discussion about these people’s governance in the scholarly and public 

spheres. 

In addition, it also emerged as a real issue of concern in the course of this research to 

more deeply explore, in a methodological sense, the justifications for assuming the 

afore-mentioned perspective regarding migrants/expats as human security.  This also 

included a critical reflection of other views that scholarship has taken on to date, as 

especially related to the notion of the nation-state that Nina Glick Schiller, Linda 

Basch and Cristina Szanton Blanc (1999: 97) have depicted as being highly relevant 

among “the forces that continue to structure our imaginations” to date. 

This, therefore, has been added to the list of subsidiary aims set for the research that 

can be derived from the formulated set of lower-ranking questions as outlined in 

Chapter 1 of this dissertation.  Being aware that some aspects of these aims have 

been implied in the preceding discussion, they are worth clearly reiterating here—

ranked in order of their importance for the research. 

1. Empirical 

1.1 Profiling: examine the composition of the global and selected German expat 

populations in terms of their numbers, distribution and characteristics. 

1.2 Community/Identity: analyse German expats’ evolving senses of community and 

identity and examine their implications for notions of human security. 

1.3 Security: identify German expats’ personal, communal, economic, political and 

other concerns about everyday and general security, and evaluate how these 

are addressed by the expats themselves and their home (and host) states. 
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1.4 Repatriation: assess German expats’ views about remaining in their host locale 

or returning to their home state (or moving on to a third country); identify 

German repats’ concerns about everyday and more general security; and 

evaluate how these are addressed by the people themselves and the govern-

ments involved. 

1.5 Governance: explore how enhanced expat (and repat) security, and better legal 

arrangements about them, might be devised in Germany;  and evaluate the 

prospects for a timely incorporation of the various German expat issues into 

viable in-country policies. 

2. Methodological 

Explore the meaning of (migration) research focusing on individual persons’ con-

cerns about their security and evaluate its relevance in relation to nation-state per-

spectives. 

3. Theoretical 

Identify relevant scholarly perspectives for the analysis of such migrations and relat-

ed issues, discuss their strengths and weaknesses and evaluate whether the notion of 

expatriation offers a more inclusive alternative as an analytical framework. 

 

2 .2   Methodolog ica l  framew ork and approaches  

Considering the term according to its broadest meaning, the word “methodology” 

refers to the study of the principles and practices underlying the organisation of re-

search and guiding the processing of scholarly enquiries in the various academic dis-

ciplines.  In this sense, one may also speak of the philosophies of research and the 

abstract (or even metaphysical) foundations that are behind and/or shape the more 

mechanical explorative procedures of an investigation (see, e.g., Morgan 2007). 

Speaking in the plural form already indicates that these regulating ideas are highly 

contentious and conflicting.  Thus, academic discussions about the appropriateness 
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and superiority of certain approaches in the social sciences are especially character-

ised by differing fundamental beliefs and assumptions concerning the nature of reali-

ty (ontology), knowledge (epistemology) and applications (instruments and methods) 

which can be adopted to reveal and analyse relevant research issues in particular 

fields of concern.
5
 

The research reported in this dissertation has adopted a pragmatic methodological 

approach to guide its underlying investigations.  In contrast to the inductive and de-

ductive modes of scholarly inference associated with the more commonly known 

methodologies of positivism and interpretivism, this approach advocates the notion 

of abduction as the all-dominant form of social enquiry and supreme means to gener-

ate insights in the humanities.  Basically, this notion embodies both the recourse to 

extant theoretical knowledge as well as the collection of new empirical data in order 

to draw the conclusions for a certain research theme.  Besides, the approach also 

proposes a combination (or, triangulation) of different research instruments and data 

collection methods in a way that best services and provides heightened validity for 

the investigation.  The triangulation of methods was identified as being of especially 

high value in studies of migration and was found to be successfully utilised by a 

number of relevant scholars in the field (see, e.g., Knowles & Harper 2009; Bürgelt 

et al. 2009). 

The dissertation sets out to further elaborate on these issues in the opening Chapter 3 

of Part II.  However, it is important to note here that the notion of pragmatism 

seemed appropriate for, and was ultimately applied to, the research because it reflects 

                                                 
5
 Another conception that appears in this regard is the role of values in a scientific enquiry (axiology). 
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the identified scholarly need not only to supplement extant knowledge about German 

(and other) expat and repat issues and policies by further empirical observations, but 

also to draw important connections to some more theoretical-methodological consid-

erations.  For example, as was shown in Chapter 1 of this dissertation, initial research 

behind the project not only revealed a theoretical-methodological “gap” in the sense 

of how German and other Western expats and their related issues are conceived and 

treated by the academia, but also a significant lack of empirical and, especially, 

fieldwork-based data regarding their experiences and, especially, security concerns in 

specific locales and more globally. 

 

2 .3   The  s trateg ies  and ins truments  o f  data  

co l lect ion  and  analys i s  

The strategies and instruments of data collection and analysis used in the investiga-

tion for this dissertation are especially related to the ideas of a pragmatic research 

methodology as alluded to above.  They at first include, at a somewhat macro-level 

stage and as far as the specific theme of data collection strategies is concerned, the 

notion of itinerant ethnography—an approach that Louisa Schein (2000: 28) has de-

scribed “as moving ‘out from single sites and local situations of conventional … re-

search designs to examine the circulation of cultural meanings, objects and identi-

ties’”. 
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As will be revealed at certain stages of the dissertation, this researcher, similar to 

Schein (2000: 26-27), has come to the view that a considerable number of the several 

scholarly meetings an investigator attends outside a designated situation of official 

data collection, as well as some of his/her many informal conversations and other 

objective encounters he/she had during that time should be considered as represent-

ing more than simple forms of supplementary data;  and that, therefore they should 

rather be treated as “fragments of discourse” playing an important part in constituting 

both who particular target groups—in this case German expats in Hong Kong 

(GEHK) and German expats in Thailand (GETH)—are and how these populations, 

as well as their issues, are perceived by a more wider public in the general, academic 

and officials spheres.  It is for this reason that the strategy of itinerant ethnography 

was ultimately applied to the research behind this dissertation. 

In addition, the macro-level strategies of data collection employed in this research 

also included some more formalised and specifically situated modes of investigation.  

In their broadest sense, these forms included what has been termed documentary 

analysis and the study of other archival and extant materials; however, they also ex-

tended to single fieldwork research investigations in a specifically designated site. 

The structured evaluation of primary sources and scholarly literature are the two con-

stitutive elements of the review of documents and other relevant sources strategy.  In 

detail, this strategy specifically included the review of media reports and official 

government materials, as well as that of a comprehensive body of secondary works 

broadly related to the fields of social science methodology, globalisation, migration, 

state and governance research, as already started in Chapter 1. 
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These sources emerged to be of particular relevance, especially with regard to the 

central questions and the methodological framework set for the research, but some, 

notably the official government materials, also contributed to the overall analysis of 

data.  However, the most relevant instruments in the context of data analysis were 

derived from the notions of constructivism, critical and/or human security, post-

nationalism and expatriation, as well as the several commentaries in the German ju-

risdiction pertaining to the identified expat issues. 

With particular regard to more micro-level strategies of data collection in the field, 

the research reported in this dissertation built on a combination of quantitative and 

qualitative methods.  The application of these methods seemed appropriate not only 

due to the open nature of the questions set for the fieldwork research part of this 

study, but also with a view to its aim to recruit participants of most diverse back-

grounds so as to enhance the chance of exposing a greater variety of concerns and 

needs.  For example, short questionnaires were constructed in order to peruse initial 

profiling data and views from the chosen groups which served as a basis for the tar-

geted selection of subsequent interview candidates and other informants, notably ex-

perts. 

Further micro-level data collection strategies in the field comprised more informal 

dialogues and observations.  Initially, it was also the aim of this researcher to con-

duct focus group discussions with members and experts of the targeted populations 

in order to generate more general views in addition to the more personal insights that 

could be derived from individual interviews.  This aim, however, was dismissed dur-
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ing the investigations as it was impossible to achieve such meetings in the selected 

sites due to time constraints and some logistical and infrastructural problems. 

While this discussion might serve as an initial overview of the strategies and instru-

ments of data collection and analysis, the researcher sets out to elaborate on its indi-

vidual aspects in more detail in Chapters 4 and 5 in the next part of this dissertation.  

First, however, some comments on the target group and sampling locations selected 

for the research seem instructive. 

 

2 .4   The  se lect ion  o f  the  targe t  expat  groups  

and sample  locat ions  

German expatriates as the overriding target group set for the research reported in this 

dissertation have been selected firstly because they represent one outstanding exam-

ple of those Western migrants whose views about their day-to-day and more general 

security were found to be largely disregarded by the academia to date—as indicated 

in Chapter 1 of the study. 

Secondly, they have been selected because they share the same nationality with that 

of the researcher.  And, it was assumed that this circumstance could not only work to 

the advantage of the researcher in terms of gaining access to the people under study, 

but might eventually lead to obtaining and assessing data in a way that most compre-

hensively reflects the views and intentions expressed by those who were targeted. 
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The issues behind this assumption have been discussed in the scholarly literature.  

They have been treated, for example, as a cost-benefit question of whether the re-

searcher should seek basic matching with a single or several characteristics relevant 

to the target groups, such as ethnicity or sex, so as to gain what is called “insider sta-

tus” in this particular group of people, and, by this, reduce existing social distances in 

order to obtain enhanced cooperation, more open dialogue and, hence, more valid 

and reliable data—or, whether the researcher should retain an “outsider status” in 

order to increase chances of both being perceived more unbiased by the respective 

target population as well as challenging more common views on a given theme (see, 

e.g., Hesse-Biber & Leavy 2006: 136-141). 

In relation to the specific data collection method of interviewing, Robert Weiss 

(1994: 137) has noted that it tends to be rather “difficult to anticipate what interview-

er [that is, the investigator] attribute will prove important” to a research participant of 

a particular target group, and how this person would respond to it.  He proposed that 

one way to overcome this difficulty was “to ask to what extent it is necessary for the 

interviewer [or, researcher] to be an insider [or, respectively, outsider] in the re-

spondent’s world in order to be effective as an interviewer [or, researcher]” (Weiss 

1994: 137, italics added). 

However, given the fact that in the social sciences the researcher is as much a part of 

the investigation as those being researched, and acknowledging the pragmatic meth-

odological approach’s emphasis on research as an insight revealing dynamic process 

(rather than one which is static and one-way), it is argued here that any attempt to 

pre-determine the above-cited necessity and effectiveness demanded by Weiss not 
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only is impossible to achieve, but also must be regarded as largely irrelevant in the 

broader context of a specific research project. 

In fact, this researcher proposes that a far more appropriate way to phrase the insid-

er/outsider issue is one of simple utility and that this must be evaluated on a case-to-

case basis and by recognising the specific constraints of the particular research pro-

ject under question, such as related to financial resources and time.  Hence, there is a 

solid body of empirical evidence available, for example, pointing to a tendency that a 

shared ethnic background between the researcher and those who are researched 

proves useful in terms of easing access to a specific social group(s) under study, and 

to obtain cooperation and response so as to expedite the understanding of the issues 

set for the research.  As Sharlene Hesse-Biber and Patricia Leavy, for example, have 

summarised in regard to their observations in the specific area of interviewing: 

The standard thinking … suggests that if the interviewer [or, 

researcher, in the sense of this argument] is an outsider this 

might make it more difficult to gain access and understand 

the situation of “the other” (Hesse-Biber & Leavy 2006: 136, 

italics original). 

These findings have been considered especially important given the limited 

timeframe set for the research project in this instance and its fieldwork components 

in particular.  Hence, it was for those reasons of utility in terms of assuming the re-

spective insider status that German expats seemed to be the appropriate target group, 

and were ultimately selected for the research reported here. 

Turning to the sampling locations, Asia as the overriding site of investigation for the 

research for this dissertation was selected because there are good reasons to assume 
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that the 21st century most likely will become known as an “Asia-Pacific Century” 

(Steans & Pettiford 2005: 3; see also Ali 2008)—with states and localities of the re-

gion evolving as increasingly important for many countries, Germany included, for a 

whole range of reasons—but most notably trade and security.  Widely held notions 

of “China Rising” (see, e.g., Snow 2006; Yan 2006; White 2005) give credence to 

this outlook. 

It is the view of this researcher that expats venturing to those Asian places will as-

sume a growing prominence in such circumstances, and that states—like Germany—

will be compelled to develop positive relationships with the respective socio-political 

entities.  The increasing trend of people movements involving Germans towards the 

non-European and non-American worlds, especially in Asia, may be cited to illus-

trate this prospect (see Sauer & Ette 2007: 31-33; Statistisches Bundesamt Deutsch-

land 2008: 60, 2006: 60).  Besides, this selection also acknowledges a cultural envi-

ronment that has been described as differing highly from that of Western states (see, 

e.g., Barber 1996; Huntington 1993; Said 1978). 

The selection of China and Thailand as the specific sites of investigation within the 

overall research has been based on an assessment of these and various other Asian 

locales’ relevance to Germany.  For example, as it has been reported by the German 

Auswärtiges Amt (Federal Foreign Office, or FFO), China is Germany’s second most 

important export market outside of Europe, after the United States (US) and even 

ahead of Japan.  Thailand, on the other hand, as it has been noted, is home to more 

than 500 German firms (see Auswärtiges Amt 2010), including a considerable num-

ber of medium-sized businesses that are commonly considered as engines of techno-
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logical innovation (see, e.g., Geißler 2008).  The selection also has taken into ac-

count such criteria as inner-Asian cultural differences broadly-defined, as well as a 

provisional analysis of the stock and types of German expats in those places. 

The latter aspect has played an especially important role in determining Hong Kong 

and selected locales in Thailand as the ultimate sites of investigation.  Hence, the aim 

set for the research was to target as many German expats of varying backgrounds as 

possible in order to ascertain the assumed range of security issues pertaining to them.  

This objective largely has been persued in terms of the perceived variance of German 

expat populations in the selected cases.  Accordingly, Thailand, for example, is wide-

ly considered as a favoured destination for retired persons (see, e.g., Osang 2009), 

while Hong Kong is predominately seen to host many persons with a business back-

ground (see, e.g., Cagape 2009; Knowles & Harper 2009).  Initial correspondence 

with a Press and Cultural Affairs official at the German Embassy in Bangkok has 

supported this perception concerning Thailand.  During an early research facilitation 

dialogue, this researcher was asked to clarify the targeted population of his research 

as follows: 

I assume, basically, it is about the following circle: people 

who were deployed here by corporations or other institutions.  

[However], there are those, too, who are locally employed or 

pursuing own businesses, [and those who are] teachers or lec-

turers at [one of the local] schools or universities.  What 

about the fairly large group of those early retired persons and 

drop-outs settled here—[and] who we call the “Pattaya-

group”? (Nieberg, pers. comm. with the German Embassy 

Bangkok, November 2009) 
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Finally, Hong Kong was selected over other places in China, such as Shanghai, Bei-

jing or Guangzhou, because it can be considered to embody important societal as-

pects of all those localities, namely economic productivity as well as increasing gov-

ernmental attention and incorporation efforts into its authoritarian political system.  

The notion of Hong Kong as the gateway to China (see, e.g., Lin 2003; McMillen & 

DeGolyer 1993), for example, gives credence to such a perception. 

The target expat populations in the selected sites are of particular interest in the sub-

sequent chapters of Part III of this dissertation.  However, the next chapters of Part II 

will first return to detail the methodological framework adopted in this research and 

outline the strategies and instruments of data collection that were utilised in relation 

to the respective groups. 
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C H A P T E R  3  

M E T H O D O L O G I C A L  C O N S I D E R A T I O N S  

As the opening section to Part II of this dissertation, this chapter specifically sets out 

to detail the pragmatic methodological approach adopted in the research undertaken 

and reported here.  It begins by distinguishing pragmatism from the more common 

approaches to social science research inter alia known as positivism and interpre-

tivism (Section 3.1).  It then turns its attention to the single notion of pragmatism and 

proceeds with a detailed description of the approach’s distinctive elements of abduc-

tive reasoning and multiple triangulations (Section 3.2).  The chapter concludes with 

some reflexive considerations regarding the limitations and challenges of employing 

the pragmatic methodological approach by relevant researchers and by this author in 

particular (Section 3.3). 

 

3 .1   Pragmatism as  a  research methodology  in  

the  Soc ia l  Sc iences  

In one of his recent publications, David Morgan (2007) has outlined an overview-

like, but systematic, model of the different methodological approaches that have been 

developed in the area of social science research to date.  This model, which is depict-

ed in Figure 3.1 below, consists of a qualitative, a quantitative and a pragmatic ap-

proach, and was built on the following criteria: 
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•  the “connection of theory and data” or, in the words of this researcher, the 

mode of scholarly reasoning as far as extant (theoretical) knowledge and newly 

collected empirical information are concerned, 

•  the “relationship [between the researcher and] the research process”, and 

•  the “inference from data” or, the explanatory power of insights drawn from the 

research (see Morgan 2007: 71). 

Figure 3.1 

David Morgan’s model of the three basic methodological approaches to social 

science research and their key criteria 
 

 
 

Qualitative     Quantitative        Pragmatic 
 

 Approach       Approach         Approach 

 
 

Connection of theory and data  Induction     Deduction        Abduction  
 

Relationship to research process  Subjectivity     Objectivity        Intersubjectivity 
 

Inference from data   Context      Generality        Transferability 
 

 
 

Source: Morgan 2007: 71 (as replicated by this researcher) 

However, these approaches are also known under several other names inside the 

Humanities, of which positivism, constructivism and pragmatism can be considered 

as being among the most common designations in the discourse (see Tashakkori & 

Teddlie 1998).  So, in noting this, the view is proposed here that, in order to highlight 

the key differences between the three approaches, it is rather favourable to retain the-

se established terms and to purposefully integrate such aspects of Morgan’s model 

under those categories that justly can be considered most meaningful with a view to 

sharpen the intended distinctions.  Based on a further review of relevant literature, 

this researcher has come to the view that these aspects especially should include: 

first, the modes of scholarly reasoning applied to a research project; and, second, the 

strategies and instruments adopted for its data collection and analysis.  Consequently, 

the rest of this section aims to explain these aspects in relation to each of the ap-

proaches. 
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However, in order to avoid confusion with a view to one of the data analysis instru-

ments employed in the research behind this dissertation (as later described in Chapter 

5) this researcher decided that the less common notion of interpretivism should be 

adopted in favour of the term constructivism to address these issues.  In addition, it 

should also be noted that, if not cited otherwise, all comments made in the following 

section are in reference to Morgan’s previous statements. 

Starting with interpretivism, this approach has been described as advocating the 

mode of induction as the dominant form of scholarly reasoning in the Social Sciences 

and as the supreme source of human insight derived from research efforts in that par-

ticular field.  In its purest form, as Udo Kelle and Susann Kluge (1999: 16-19) have 

noted, the mode of induction can be referred to as a research process that arrives at 

statements or conclusions regarding a certain theme or issue by mere empirical in-

vestigations and observations, and without any kind of recourse to previous enquiries 

and prior theories, or knowledge.  They suggested that for such operations the appli-

cation of so-called qualitative research methods is regarded as the most appropriate 

strategy to collect the data required.  These are commonly associated with a number 

of fieldwork activities, such as interviewing and participant observation, but can also 

extend to the analyses of documents and other materials (see, e.g., Hesse-Biber & 

Leavy 2006). 

Positivism, on the contrary, has been said to adhere to the strict guidance of the mode 

of deduction as the dominant form of scholarly reasoning and generation of insights.  

As opposed to the inductive mode of logical inference alluded to above, deduction 

has been described by Kelle and Kluge (1999: 18-21) as representing a research pro-
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cess that derives its conclusions from the evaluation of collected empirical data 

against a body of prior theoretical knowledge and an early developed set of tentative 

hypotheses about it in particular.  It is herein that the application of so-called quanti-

tative research methods is suggested as the most appropriate strategy to gather rele-

vant data and information by the afore-mentioned researchers.  These are particularly 

related to the use of frequency analysis and correlations as derived from surveying, 

documentary or other source-based reviews (see, e.g., Neuman 2006). 

Finally, pragmatism has been portrayed as a third way in terms of scholarly reason-

ing and the generation of insights in the Social Sciences.  It has been reported by 

Kelle and Kluge (1999: 21-24) that it asserts the mode of abduction as the paramount 

form of scholarly reasoning which involves ideas of both induction and deduction in 

order to overcome the narrowness and deficiencies associated with each of these sin-

gle approaches.  Specifically, abduction has been described by Kelle and Kluge as a 

research process that results in the proposing of tentative hypotheses about theoreti-

cally evaluated empirical data which gain their value from a solid reflection about the 

collection methods and analysis instruments utilised as well as an astute statement 

regarding the explanatory power of any obtained insights.  As it will be described in 

more detailed below, pragmatism therefore has been deemed to be able to make use 

of both quantitative and qualitative research strategies, as well as their various in-

struments. 

The research design behind this dissertation has been constructed in accordance with 

pragmatic thought because it is considered to provide a more honest and valuable 

methodological approach than the notions of positivism and interpretivism—and, as 
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such, one that theoretically reflects best on the more practical realities and various 

stages of a research process.  The following section elaborates on this argument by 

looking closer at the notions of abductive reasoning and triangulation as the two most 

important elements of pragmatism. 

 

3 .2   Abduct ive  reasoning  and tr iangulat ion  as  

key  e lements  o f  pragmatism  

Having established the notions of abduction and triangulation as important features 

in distinguishing pragmatism from positivism and interpretivism, this section now 

proceeds with a detailed description of the key characteristics and mechanisms of 

these two concepts.  Beginning with abduction, it is important to note that this notion 

especially builds on the recognition that scholarly insights do not simply emerge out 

of the empirical world which, as suggested by pure inductive thought, reveals itself 

to an unknowing and unbiased researcher—an assumption that has been noted and 

criticised as impossible to convert into practice (see Kelle & Kluge 1999: 16-19). 

In fact, and rather similar to the deductive approach, abduction proposes theoretically 

informed and knowledge-driven research, that is, scholars have a basic knowledge 

about a specific field of enquiry at their disposal and are able to consider and inter-

pret new information against it.  As in the words of Udo Kelle and Susann Kluge: 

The development of new [understandings] is … some kind of 

“pinch” by which the male or female researcher draws on 

both, extant theoretical knowledge as well as empirical data 
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materials (Kelle & Kluge 1999: 21, italics added, this re-

searcher’s translation from the German-language). 

Therefore, abduction recognises the circumstance that empirical phenomena often 

constitute the starting-point of scientific insights.  This element has been emphasised 

by inductive-oriented research, but is a neglected issue as far as the deductive ap-

proach is concerned (see Kelle & Kluge 1999: 21).  This balancing between the ex-

tremes of the inductive translatedand deductive modes has been considered an im-

portant feature of abduction.  As Morgan (2007: 70-71) has persuasively argued: 

[A]ny experienced researcher knows that the actual process 

of moving between theory and data never operates in only 

one direction.  Outside of introductory textbooks, the only 

time that we [i.e. the researchers] pretend that research can be 

either purely inductive or deductive is when we write up our 

work for publication.  During the actual design, collection 

and analysis of data, however, it is impossible to operate in 

either an exclusively theory- or data-driven fashion. 

Morgan (2007) continued to state, in a rather casual manner: 

Try to imagine acting in the real world for as long as 5 

minutes while operating in either a strictly theory-driven, de-

ductive mode or a data-driven, inductive mode—I certainly 

would not want to be on the same road as anyone who had 

such a fatally limited approach to driving a vehicle! 

It is thus the constant interplay between extant theoretical knowledge and new empir-

ical data that might be perceived as the essence of abduction and the distinguishing 

feature of this particular form of scholarly reasoning from the modes of induction 

and deduction.  Indeed, it is this feature that has led Norman Blaikie (1993: 162) to 
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propose that abduction should be viewed as a more “cyclic” or “spiral” approach 

compared to the rather “linear” practices of induction and deduction. 

Petra Bürgelt et al. have taken on this idea of a “cycle”.  In the methodological part 

of their study on German migrants in New Zealand they define abduction with some 

reference to grounded theory, as an “iterative process [in which] data collection and 

analysis are intertwined [in such a way that they] proceed continuously throughout 

the research” (Bürgelt et al. 2009: 33). 

Ideally, as they note (Bürgelt et al. 2009: 33), this process lasts until some kind of 

research saturation is achieved—that is, the point at which no further insights can be 

derived from any other subsequent data collection and analysis.  However, the view 

proposed here is that, in a more down-to-earth sense, this will rather be the case 

when the practical constraints of a certain research project lead to the termination the 

investigations at hand.  So, it has been indicated by Morgan (2007: 71), for example, 

that the abductive movement back and forth between data collection and analysis 

does not necessarily have to be limited to a single research project. 

Bürgelt et al. (2009: 32) have developed an ideal image of the research process ac-

cording to their own assumptions and interpretations.  It is depicted in Figure 3.2 be-

low because this researcher believes that it represents a useful illustration of what is 

referred to here under the notion of abduction—but not without noting that it may be 

even better conceived as a display of the overall framework of pragmatism. 
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Figure 3.2 

Abduction as a key aspect of pragmatism 

 

 
 

Source: Bürgelt et al. 2009: 32 
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Turning to the notion of triangulation, this concept, when taken by its original mean-

ing, suggests the combined application of qualitative and quantitative methods in 

ways so as to best serve the addressing of a particular research issue.  However, there 

is increasing recognition that the concept of triangulation should no longer be con-

fined to the use of methods alone (see Bryman 2004: 1143) but could only unfold its 

full effective force through the supplementary application of additional sources of 

knowledge, including theoretical perspectives (see Flick 2008: 25).   

In adopting such a rather broad stance towards the mixing of investigative means, the 

sociologist and psychologist Uwe Flick (2008: 12) has defined triangulation as the 

studies of research issues on the basis of at least two interrelated approaches which 

lead to an increase in the stock of knowledge that could not have been possible by 

consulting merely one position.  This conception expands on earlier aims associated 

with triangulation, namely the verification and cross-checking of findings through 

the testing of information generated by one instrument against data collected and an-

alysed by another, and the elimination of effects of bias or misrepresentation that 

may arise from one-method approaches.  Instead, his conception recommends the 

utilisation of triangulation for purposes of enhancing insights more generally (see 

Flick 2008: 26). 

Norman Denzin (1970: 300) has suggested substantiating triangulation along four 

dimensions and argued that in these respects the “triangulation of method, investiga-

tor, theory, and data remain the soundest strategy of theory construction”, or for in-

creasing the stock of knowledge as in the sense of the previous considerations. In de-

tail, these individual forms of triangulation refer to the following: the combination of 
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research instruments, divided into within-methods and between-methods; the em-

ployment of different observers; the consultation of different theoretical perspectives; 

and the investigation of the same phenomena in accordance with differing points in 

time as well as places and persons involved.   

Of the four types provided, the research for this dissertation has especially relied on 

the approaches of theory and method triangulation.  They have allowed this research-

er to collect and analyse data more comprehensively than he would have been able to 

through the application of only one of the approaches.  However, before each of the-

se approaches will be considered in more detail, a closer look at the limitations of 

pragmatic research and its components seems to be appropriate. 

 

3 .3   Chal lenges  to  pragmatic  research  

As indicated in the preceding discussion, positivism and interpretivism are based on 

two contrasting forms of logical reasoning and methodical approaches for generating 

new scientific insights.  Alleged deficiencies in these areas have led to the develop-

ment of the alternative methodological framework of pragmatism which is based on 

a back-and-forth movement between inductive and deductive inference, as well as 

qualitative and quantitative research strategies and methods.  While this playful-like 

exploratory approach allows for unanticipated possibilities, it might be dismissed 

though by scholarly standards as the antithesis of rigorous research because, by such 

definitions, pragmatists could not retain the integrity of the phenomenon under study.  
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As Michael Patton has warned: “[It should be noted that not all insight] comes auto-

matically together to produce some nicely integrated whole” (1990: 466). 

However, as Kelle and Kluge (1999: 24) have pointed out, this apparently uncon-

strained play with knowledge and data does not occur in empty spaces.  In fact, as 

they note, the “play materials” are moulded out of empirical data and theoretical 

knowledge that the player combines to new useful cognitive patterns.  They suggest 

that therefore Muße (focus) and the ability to play in an unbiased fashion are the nec-

essary conditions.  In a similar way, Berth Danermark et al. (1997: 93) noted that 

“abduction [as an essential part of pragmatism] builds on creativity and imagina-

tion”. 

Moreover, although not referring explicitly to pragmatism, as Blaikie (2004: 1) has 

noted, there is a fair number of social researchers who are applying “some version of 

abduction with a variety of research methods”, but therein only fail to detail their ex-

act proceeding.  In a similar way, Denzin (1989: 235-236) has argued with a view to 

triangulation that: 

[Scholars] who employ the triangulated method [grounded in 

the pragmatic methodological framework] are committed to 

sophisticated rigor, which means that they are committed to 

making their [research design, proceeding and findings] as 

public as possible. … The phrase sophisticated rigor is in-

tended to describe the work of any and all [social researchers] 

who employ multiple methods, seek out diverse empirical 

sources and attempt to develop interactionally grounded in-

terpretations. 

Thus, it is the challenge of all pragmatic-oriented researchers to articulate and, espe-

cially, to reflect on, their investigative actions.  The notion of self-reflection, as An-
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thony Giddens (1995: 235) has noted, refers to the capacity of human agents to ra-

tionally monitor their own conduct.  Reflexivity suggests that researchers must ac-

count not only for the spectacle under investigation but also how observations them-

selves are organised. 

In sum, it should have become clear from the above discussion that a great amount of 

criticism concerning pragmatic research surrounds the lack of rigorous attention to, 

and the outline of, procedures as well as considerations leading to the application of 

certain approaches and methods.  At the same time, however, it must be noted that 

there are only a few works available that deal with methodological guidance in terms 

of pragmatic research and that appropriate techniques for using its principles are still 

being developed (see Blaikie 2004: 1). 

Hence, it has been this researcher’s challenge to bring together the few materials of-

fering valuable insights concerning the methodological issues of pragmatism and uti-

lise them to offer a clear research design and a rigorous description of data collection 

and analysis practices (as well as to constantly reflect and monitor actions related to 

these aspects).  This researcher is aware that this is a major point of reference against 

which the work will be considered.  Thus, Chapters 4 and 5 are attempts to provide 

this clarity and rigor by outlining the strategies and instruments of data collection and 

analysis employed in the research of this dissertation. 
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C H A P T E R  4  

M E T H O D O L O G I C A L                        

I M P L E M E N T A T I O N—1 :  S T R A T E G I E S  

O F  D A T A  C O L L E C T I O N  

This researcher has relied on a number of different strategies in collecting or generat-

ing data for this dissertation.  This chapter outlines each of these strategies, together 

with a discussion of their methodical particularities and justification for application.  

It begins to do so by first looking at the notion of itinerant ethnography (Section 1).  

This is then followed by a portrayal of the different data collection strategies that 

have been used as far as the review of documents and other relevant materials is con-

cerned (Section 2).  Next, the data collection strategies adopted in fieldwork research 

investigations are considered.  These also include some comments on the related is-

sues of participant recruitment facilitation and sampling (Section 3).  Finally, an 

overview of the actual responses obtained during the fieldwork data collection phase 

is provided, together with some comments on their specific analysis procedures (Sec-

tion 4).  The chapter concludes with a review and appraisal of the data collection 

strategies primarily used in the context of the fieldwork research (Section 5). 
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4 .1   I t inerant  e thnography  

Ethnography in general has been described as a major and well-established data col-

lection strategy in cultural anthropology (see, e.g., Delamont 2004: 219).  It is espe-

cially concerned with the everyday lives and activities of people and aims to under-

stand the several interactions between them.  Ethnographers assume that the meaning 

people give to their actions can only be understood in relation to a given context and 

its historical development.  Hence, they tend to live with their study subjects for a 

while and become as much a part of their daily lives as possible and activities so as 

to achieve a good understanding of the meanings of action under such given condi-

tions (see, e.g., Bürgelt et al. 2009: 33-34).  Ethnography, probably, may be best 

conceived as an overriding framework for a variety of different data collection strat-

egies related to the notion of fieldwork research, such as interviews and participant 

observations, and can be employed to study a specific population in a defined site. 

Itinerant ethnography in particular was coined by Louisa Schein (2000) with the aim 

of adding a valuable dimension to the data collection strategies undertaken under the 

conventional notion of ethnography.  She especially designed the notion of itinerant 

ethnography with the intention of demonstrating that ethnographic studies do not 

necessarily need to be limited to a particular site in the field but could well expand 

beyond it. 

In her work on the Miao as one of China’s minority groups, she noted that her pro-

posal indeed “might be dismissed by conventional anthropological standards as the 

antithesis of fieldwork, [and] as secondary or ‘armchair’ anthropology” because by 
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such definitions she had not yet reached a site—defined as a particularly located 

face-to-face community—in which she would conduct her investigations.  However, 

she also made very clear that her approach could just as well be considered as “an 

integral part of the kind of multi-sided fieldwork” that has been “described as mov-

ing ‘out from single sites and local situations of conventional … research designs to 

examine the circulation of cultural meanings, objects and identities’” (Schein 2000: 

26-28).  In detail, her argument reads: 

[T]he scholarly briefings, the museums and exhibitions I vis-

ited, the performances and festivals I attended, the postcards 

and trinkets I perused in hotel gift shops during my urban so-

journs [prior to accessing of the actual field site] were more 

than context, more than supplementary data.  They were 

fragments of discourse, representations in textual, aural, and 

visual genres, that played a part in constituting both who the 

Miao were as well as the multiethnic order in which they 

were located (Schein 2000: 26-27). 

It may be fair to say that this approach has not yet met with the most scholarly ac-

ceptance.  At the same time, however, it can be noted that the notion of itinerant eth-

nogrpahy, by all measures, has been successfully utilised in some previous projects.  

Among others, these include Anna Hayes’ 2007 doctoral dissertation regarding the 

impact of the human immunodeficiency virus (or, HIV/AIDS) pandemic on women 

in China that has since resulted in a number of recognised publications (see, e.g., 

Hayes 2011, 2010). 

This researcher has adopted the notion of itinerant ethnography to assume one broad 

pillar of his data collection strategies because, as Schein, he also came to the view 

during the investigations for the dissertation that some of the information he gathered 
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in ways other than through the supposedly controlled means of decisive scholarly 

methods, also proved to be highly relevant with regard to his opening explorations.  

For example, one representative of the Press and Cultural Affairs section at the Ger-

man Embassy in Bangkok answered his request for an expert interview by saying 

that she was not sure whether she could respond to his questions adequately because 

her common tasks would primarily lie with the assistance of both German journal-

ists’ enquiries and visits as well as cultural events in Thailand involving German par-

ticipation.  However, she also noted that this would basically also apply to all other 

sections in the Embassy because after internal consideration and discussion, it was 

ultimately she who was selected to reply to the researcher’s request.  When asked 

why she thought that there was no suitable interview candidate, she responded that 

official German state institutions were simply not ready for such questions as the 

ones raised in the given project (Nieberg, informal dialogue in Thailand, 21 Septem-

ber 2011). 

While this researcher proposes the view that the respective reaction is rather owed to 

bureaucracy in general than being somewhat German specific, he also asserted that 

the statement provides strong evidence for the state-centric approach that, as this re-

searcher observed, has tended to not only dominate the official and public discourses 

about migration issues (in Germany in particular), but also was found to be repro-

duced or reinforced in extant academic writings (see Chapter 1).  So, in the end, it 

was statements like the ones above that contributed to the confirmation of this re-

searcher’s initial observations and ultimately proved him right to employ the notion 

of itinerant ethnography to this project. 
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In addition, the notion of itinerant ethnography was also considered in light of the 

basic ideas of pragmatic research and the notion of methodical triangulation in par-

ticular.  Hence, the strategies of data collection employed to the research under the 

framework of itinerant ethnography not only included evidence gathered on the basis 

of informal dialogues in and outside of official research situations, but also expanded 

to the scrutinisation of other material objects that were collected during the investiga-

tions—such as publications by German associations in the selected sites.  Due to the 

time limitations of this project, however, the resultant analysis primarily focuses on 

the data collected through informal dialogues. 

 

4 .2   The  rev iew of  documents  and other  re l e -

vant  mater ia l s  

The second pillar of data collection strategies employed in this research project is 

constituted by the review of documents and other relevant materials.  This review, in 

turn, specifically relates to the scrutinisation of scholarly literature and primary 

sources, both of which are discussed in the following sections. 

 

4.2.1  Scholarly literature 

Collecting data through the documentary review of secondary literature is an essen-

tial feature of the selected pragmatic methodological approach that proposes that the-
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oretically informed research should be the aim in generating insights.  Thus, it can be 

said, for example, that any information drawn from extant scholarly sources not only 

helps to establish the research issue and questions, but is also highly relevant with a 

view to both the design of a research project’s data collection strategies as well as to 

the analysis of material gathered by means other than literature reviews. 

Following these principles, this researcher has relied on the review of a range of 

scholarly literature from a variety of academic disciplines, such as Political Science 

(and International Relations and Security Studies in particular), Sociology, Cultural 

Anthropology, History, Geography, Law, Linguistics, Education and Psychology as 

especially related to the issue areas of globalisation and migration and particularly 

pertaining to Germany.  However, it also expanded to the issue areas German civil 

and international law as applicable to the issues proposed for, and discovered in, the 

research. 

The scrutinisation of relevant literature with various disciplinary backgrounds is not 

only highly recommended by recent research into the migration theme (see, e.g., 

Brettell & Hollifield 2008), but in fact seems to be inevitable.  For example, as Mi-

chael Bommes noted in one of his latest astute analyses regarding the development of 

migration research with a special focus on Germany, this is largely because the 

field’s numerous issues, for a long time, only “were perceived [separately] in various 

social contexts like the political system, the economy, law, education, housing, the 

health system or social work”, rather than a “type of generalised … research” (2010: 

127). 
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According to the ideas of pragmatic research, there was no specific review of these 

materials at the outset of this dissertation with the aim to develop rigid and fixed hy-

potheses that could then be deductively tested.  Instead, there was a constant back 

and forth movement between the sources with the aim to utilise their contents con-

textually and as evidence for those tentative hypotheses developed during the re-

search and prior to the final preparation of this dissertation.  Consequently, they are 

scattered throughout the text and elaborated on as appropriate to support the assump-

tions and arguments made in the writing. 

 

4.2.2  Primary sources 

The consultation of primary sources is another relevant strategy of data collection 

that supplements the development of research issues and provides valuable first-hand 

sources for their analysis.  Such sources also complement fieldwork research investi-

gations. 

Hence, the primary sources utilised in the research for this dissertation are especially 

related to government and media materials dealing with the issue areas under inves-

tigation.  However, they also expand to some scholarly and particularly philosophical 

works identified as being relevant, as well as a few objective materials this research-

er was able to collect during his investigations, such as photographs.  It is here that 

some intersections exist with the particularities of the itinerant data collection strate-

gy alluded to above. 
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4 .3   F ie ldw ork research inves t igat ions  

The third pillar of the data collection strategies utilised in this research is related to 

the notion of fieldwork research investigations in selected sites.  This strategy, in 

turn, was especially focused on the use of survey questionnaires as well as individual 

and expert interviews, but also extended to some participant observations.  A de-

scription of each of these methods is provided in the following sections. 

 

4.3.1  Survey questionnaires 

Taken by its broadest meaning, a questionnaire can be said to refer to a research in-

strument containing a specific set of questions addressed to a defined population as a 

way of gathering information about people (see Aldridge & Levine 2001: 5-6).  It is 

recognised as a well-established method of social research in the Humanities, and 

one that is especially aimed at generating quantifiable data and results (see Neuman 

2006: 272-273). 

Initially, the main idea of employing survey questionnaires for the research behind 

this dissertation was in line with the single triangulative aim of cross checking the 

information and insights gained from other adopted strategies of data collection so as 

to enhance the overall value of the findings.  This plan has been modified to some 

extent as the research for the dissertation proceeded, for reasons elaborated below. 
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First, however, it should be mentioned that, ultimately, a multi-instrument survey 

strategy was employed in this project’s investigation of GEHK und GETH, consist-

ing basically of two strings: one comprising a short and a consecutive long question-

naire; and one constituted by a merger of these two components in a single compre-

hensive questionnaire.  Their reprints in the original German distribution design (as 

well as a translated English equivalent) are provided in the appendices compendium 

to this dissertation (see Appendices D and J)—noting that no separate section for the 

comprehensive version has been created as it basically is a combination of the short 

and consecutive long survey questionnaires.
6
 

This strategy was chosen for several interrelated reasons.  For example, in line with 

both pragmatic thought and the aim to select interview respondents purposefully so 

as to enhance the assumed variety of targeted expat types, the short survey question-

naire was constructed especially with the intention to extract initial profiling data 

about the populations under question, as well as some information regarding their 

security concerns, which could then be used as the basis for the final selection of re-

spective interview informants. 

Correspondingly, the long questionnaire especially was designed with the intention 

to extract additional information from those initial participants in the short survey 

who had not become involved in the ensuing interviews but whose extended views 

on certain issues were considered a valuable supplement. 

                                                 
6
 It should be noted that some English versions of the questionnaires were also distributed in the 

course of the research.  This was as a result of relevant enquiries by interested participants who felt 

that they would fit into the extended definition of an expat used at the outset of this research, targeting 

not ony German citizens but also people of a different nationality having relevant ties to Germany, but 

expressed a preference in responding to the questions in a language other than German, such as Eng-

lish. 
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The construction of the comprehensive questionnaire, finally, connected with this 

aim as it sought to generate further data from persons who missed out on the options 

of the first string.  For example, due to the particularities of the recruitment proce-

dure which involved a continuous publicising of the research project throughout the 

fieldwork period, as will be discussed in detail in Section 4.3.5 of this chapter. 

It should be emphasised that the aim of using survey questionnaires was not connect-

ed with an aim to generate representative statements about the security concerns of 

German expats because, as implied in Part I of this dissertation, these themes have 

yet to be explored in greater depth.  And, as it will be elaborated on later in Chapter 

5, representativeness was not the aim because the demand for the political treatment 

of such issues is not to be derived from considerations of how the expat concerns are 

distributed among the target population, but from the individual rights of these peo-

ple and the state’s (in this case, Germany’s) obligation for their protection.
7
 

In addition, it should also be emphasised that, overall, the survey questionnaires on 

their own were not considered sufficient to address the research questions set for the 

project because of the assumed complexitiy of German expat security issues.  Hence, 

their main function in the data analysis was to establish relevant profiles of the sub-

ject population, and to carefully check on the information and findings generated 

through the other forms of data collection employed in the research, notably the in-

terviews.  In order to achieve this aim, the data generated through the surveys was 

                                                 
7
 Further, it may be noted here that there neither was any precise indication regarding the total number 

of German expats and repats available at the outset of the research, both globally and in the selected 

sites, nor did any relevant supporting documentation exist—such as address lists—that, at all, could 

have served as a basis for representative selection and related statements.   
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primarily analysed on a frequency calculation basis and occasionally supplemented 

by running cross-tabulations as far as these were considered useful. 

The questions of each survey type were organised into issue areas congruent with the 

empirical sub-questions set for the project as outlined in Chapter 1 of this disserta-

tion.  They were informed by relevant literature and previous survey enquiries into 

the theme, such as the ones by Don McMillen and Mingxian Su (2009, 1998) and 

Graeme Hugo et al. (2003). 

Recognising that their sequence differed somewhat in the combined short and long 

surveys and the comprehensive survey, respectively, these issue areas (and their cor-

responding sub-questions) specifically included a section devoted to each of the fol-

lowing areas: personal data and general information regarding abroad ventures and 

activities (profiling); feelings of belonging as well as views and relations regarding 

Germany and the sites of investigation (community/identity); senses of security and 

political concerns (security and governance); and plans concerning a return to Ger-

many and/or future ventures (repatriation). 

In this context, it may be noted that the section on views and relations regarding 

Germany and the sites of investigation was divided into several sub-sections.  Specif-

ically, the sub-sections herein included cultural aspects, social relations, economic 

circumstances and political activities.  This design is a result of the initial research 

plan to explore the conditions of the target groups’ self-positioning as far as Germa-

ny and the selected sites were concerned, and to relate their security issues, including 

their political counter measures, to specifically identified types based on these pre-

ceding assessments—an aim that was altered after the interviews had taken place and 
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this researcher began to sense that the sought after security issues would not neces-

sarily correlate with certain identities, but were rather shaped by such factors as oc-

cupational activities and living conditions more generally. 

Due to the project’s main focus on expats, only one type of questionnaire was con-

structed for this study’s investigation of repats in Germany.  In terms of length, this 

questionnaire was modelled after the short survey component of the corresponding 

expat instrument.  It also followed this survey as far as structure was concerned, but 

was adjusted in terms of questions due to the change in focus from expatriation to 

repatriation.  A reprint of the repat survey is provided in Appendix E of Volume II. 

All surveys were accompanied by a cover sheet outlining the project’s background 

and aims as well as the contents and structure of the questionnaire, explaining the 

approved ethical practices in research involving human subjects and providing a brief 

investigator profile as well as contact information.  A consent section sought under-

standing and agreement by the participants. 

The short expat and the single repat surveys were attached to a participant invitation 

that was given to designated research facilitators who, in turn, either forwarded both 

(the surveys and the invitation) to actual members of the target groups by email or 

advertised the project by publicising a modified version of the invitation in the form 

of newsletters, newspaper ads and the like, which referenced a homepage where the 

surveys could be accessed.  Another strategy facilitators used to publicise the surveys 

was by displaying the respective modified invitations as a hardcopy in their lobby or 

counter areas—processes which are further detailed in Section 4.3.5 of this chapter.  

A reprint of the original participant invitation used in the context of the short expat 
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survey is provided in Appendix C of this dissertation.  It was decided to do the Ap-

pendices without the participant invitation for the single repat survey since this was 

largely based on the expat one and only some minor adjustments were made to suit 

the differing locale and target population. 

While the long expat survey was distributed via personal email, using contact infor-

mation participants provided in the foregoing short survey, the distribution of the 

comprehensive one basically followed the procedures in regard to the short expat and 

single repat surveys outlined above.  The only difference was that an updated partici-

pant invitation was designed which also included a gratitude reference to those re-

spondents who had already participated up to that point.  A copy of this comprehen-

sive survey invitation/gratitude note is provided in Appendix K. 

There were varying cut-off dates for completion of the surveys.  These included a 

four-week period for the short expat and single repat surveys, followed by an addi-

tional four weeks for long surveys and a three-month period for the comprehensive 

surveys. 

Each participant’s completed questionnaire was assigned a code number (which was 

correlated in the cases of the short and long expat surveys for analytical purposes) 

and was stored in a secure manner throughout the project.  Any information received 

on an electronic basis was kept in a file accessible by a password known only to the 

investigator and altered at regular intervals. 

Even though, as explained above, this researcher did lack the opportunity to make 

representative statements, it was the target of the project to at least obtain a minimum 
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of some 1-2 percent of the German expat population in the HKSAR and Thailand, 

whose overall size was yet to be determined by this researcher.  This was done to 

generate a return rate that previous research into the migration theme had deemed 

viable for possible statistical analyses (see, e.g., McMillen 2007). 

 

4.3.2  Individual interviews 

Individual interviews are associated with a data collection strategy “by which the 

subject under study is prompted to [provide] verbal information through a series of 

specific questions or communicated stimuli” (Scheuch 1973: 71, this researcher’s 

translation from the German-language).  Their particular strength has been described 

as allowing researchers to “capture the multitude of subjects’ views of a theme and to 

picture a manifold and controversial human world” (Steinar 1996: 7). 

The employment of individual interviews in the dissertation research followed this 

ascription.  Hence, it was assumed that not only a solid amount of information was re-

quired to identify the relevant security issues targeted, but also that an adequate set-

ting for dialogue was needed to most comprehensively grasp the complexities associ-

ated with these issues—aims which were felt impossible or at least hard to achieve 

by the means of a survey questionnaire alone. 

The design of the interviews followed these considerations.  Thus, a semi-structured 

type of interviewing was adopted for the research which is recognised for its flexibil-

ity in the sense that it provides a researcher with the ability to follow-up on certain 
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issues that may emerge in both specific interview situations as well as the course of 

the overall research.  Flexibility is also granted in the sense that the researcher is able 

to adjust the precise wording and sequencing of questions in a way that suits the dia-

logue.  It was assumed that both aspects would greatly contribute to the overall inter-

view aims alluded to above. 

In terms of concrete structure, the interviews were modeled after the organisation and 

contents of the survey questionnaires.  Hence, the questions for the interviews, too, 

were arranged according to the empirical sub-questions set for the project as previ-

ously discussed in regard to the surveys (see Appendix H and I for copies of the ex-

pat and repat interview protocols, respectively). 

Before the interviews started, participants were once again informed about the the 

background and aims of the project, what would be asked of them as well as the ethi-

cal practices this researcher was to adhere to which also included an explanation of 

their rights as informants.  This was explained in specifically designed interview 

consent forms, a copy of which is provided in Appendix G.  In the provided version, 

however, it was only used for the expat interviews.  For the repat interviews it was 

slightly adjusted. 

It was up to the participants to decide when they wanted to do the interview within a 

two-week timeframe that was set by the researcher (because it was felt that this 

would assist him in proceeding with his overall work in the field) and where they 

wanted to do the interview so as to establish a comfortable atmosphere in which they 

would be willing to share their thoughts and emotions on the issues addressed.  As 
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Bürgelt et al. (2009: 37), for example, has noted this is more likely to occur in envi-

ronments where the informant feels safe, comfortable and competent. 

In order to further these arrangements, attempts were made to give candidates at least 

a two-week notification prior to the timeframe selected for the interview.  This was 

included in the interview invitation, a copy of the expat version of which is provided 

in Appendix F (noting that for the same reasons of redundance as with the other doc-

uments, the repat version was not included in the appendices).  It was considered that 

a two-week timeframe would provide candidates with a reasonable opportunity to fit 

such a meeting into their schedules and to reply to the request made by this research-

er. 

Each interview was started with a section inviting the respondents to broadly tell this 

researcher about the story of their lives with a special focus on their venturing abroad 

activities and experiences to that day.  During the interviews, which were conducted 

in the German language, the researcher let the participants speak as much as possible 

because he assumed that what they told him was important for them.  The researcher 

only intervened when he felt that there was a tendency to lose focus as far as his cen-

tral questions were concerned. 

As the participants told their story, this researcher wrote down comments and ques-

tions to ask after they had finished.  These questions were aimed at a better under-

standing of the participants’ stories and were usually provided to them in the final 

phase of the interview.  This researcher also asked questions that had emerged during 

the data collection with other participants or emerged in-field observations and the 

study of relevant literature and other sources. 
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As indicated in Chapter 2, a main aim of the fieldwork data collection phase of the 

research for this dissertation was to choose the sites of investigation and subjects for 

study purposefully so that a broad variance of people and environments could be tar-

geted—a decision that, in turn, was primarily based on the assumption that the con-

cerns and needs of German expats would differ to some extent with respect to their 

various standings in society.  Congruently, the overall goal set for the research was to 

interview as many German expats and repats as possible from a variety of social 

backgrounds, including age, gender, education, profession and duration of stay 

abroad as well as connections to Germany, and irrespective of how these people are 

distributed among the actual population in the sites of investigation.  However, the 

initial target was to specifically interview a minimum of 20 to 25 GEHK and GETH 

and 10 to 12 German repats in Germany. 

For the ultimate selection of interview candidates, this researcher drew on a tentative 

cross-tabulation of a range of selection criteria as generated and established through 

the short expat and the single repat survey questionnaires.  In detail, these criteria 

were: German citizenship (noting that, according to his original plan, the research 

throughout also invited other nationalities to participate), gender, age, occupation and 

duration of stay.  In addition, the selection was also undertaken on the basis of the 

responses to the following question asked in the survey: Overall, do you feel that the 

German Federal Government has to take better care of your matters, and those of 

your family if applicable? 
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4.3.3  Expert interviews 

Experts are considered to have a special knowledge at their disposal which they have 

gained either through a particular training, or the exercise of a certain position.  They 

are also viewed as being able to consider a thematic issue area holistically and hence 

contribute to the clarification of more specific matters related to it.  Their knowledge 

is considered to be different from, and superior to, general knowledge because it is 

not accessible to everyone (see Bogner & Menz 2005). 

Expert interviews were employed in the dissertation research because it was assumed 

that they would complement the other data collection strategies in a valuable way so 

as to significantly contribute to the generation of new insights and, especially, to the 

understanding of relevant patterns of discourse.  They were particularly felt to do so 

by adding an initial dimension to early in-site investigations and later providing this 

researcher with the opportunity to check, deepen, and revise the knowledge he had 

gained through the application of other methods in the field. 

Following this understanding, expert interviews were attempted basically whenever a 

person emerged that met the above definition and at the earliest time possible.  It was 

the basic aim of the study to conduct expert interviews on a face-to-face basis.  How-

ever, in some cases, this had to be adjusted somewhat because, by the time an inter-

view could be arranged, the researcher had already left the designated site of investi-

gation. 

In addition, the aim also had to be adjusted somewhat so as to accommodate the 

needs of some experts, especially representatives of official government institutions, 
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who sometimes seemed not to have the time or interest to meet with the researcher in 

person.  The dissertation will return to this latter aspect in more detail shortly as the 

discussion regarding the facilitation of the research proceeds (see Section 4.3.5 of 

this chapter). 

Very broadly, as in the case of the individual interviews, the protocols for expert dia-

logues were related to the central questions set for the project.  More specifically, 

however, they were keyed to the type of expert approached as well as this research-

er’s state of knowledge regarding the respective expert’s area of expertise at the 

scheduled interview time. 

Recognising these adaptions, the expert interview protocols were basically organised 

into four main sections congruent with questions regarding the following issues: the 

expert’s background, occupational career and current employment; the significance 

of the German abroad theme as related to the expert’s current position and occupa-

tional acitivities; a discussion regarding themes related to the expert’s special 

knowledge and as derived from earlier research; and the possible challenges involved 

in terms of addressing these themes.  Some sample outlines of these expert interview 

protocols are provided in Appendix N in Volume II of this dissertation. 

As in the case of the survey questionnaires and individual interviews, the experts also 

were fully informed about the background and aims of the research, what would be 

asked of them, and their rights as participants.  This was explained in specifically 

designed participant enquiries directed to the experts (see Appendix L) and supple-

mented by consent form in cases where face-to-face interviews were conducted (see 

Appendix M). 
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4.3.4  Participant observations 

What people deliberately, and in an alleged controlled scholarly environment, say is 

apparently a major source of data, whether it is generated through interviews or sur-

veys.  However, there are limitations to what can be learned from these processes.  

Michael Patton, for example, has suggested that “to fully understand the complexities 

of many situations, direct participation in, and observation of, the phenomenon of 

interest may be the best research method” (1990: 25).  Similarly, Schein has argued 

that “shopping, incidental conversations on trains and busses, the stares and queries 

[her] fieldworker mode elicited” became vital components of her research (2000: 

28). 

Participant observation enables the researcher to observe and participate in the lives 

of their target populations.  Drawing on Bürgelt et al. (2009: 36), participant obser-

vation is said to allow the collection of “highly naturalistic data on a wide spectrum 

of … personal and habitual behaviours” in relation to a variety of aspects and con-

texts—including people, living conditions and policies—“which are very difficult to 

capture with other data collection strategies”. 

Participant observations usefully complement other data collection strategies by 

countering their disadvantages.  For example, whereas interviews and surveys pro-

vide researchers with reports about their subjects’ experiences, actual participation 

allows researchers to better understand their participants from the inside and to be 

subject to the empirical world in a way similar to them.  The subjects’ world is per-

sonally experienced by the researcher, a fact that greatly contributes to the research-
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er’s “theoretical sensitivity and enables the researcher to gain a holistic perspective” 

of the issues under question (Bürgelt et al. 2009: 36). 

Furthermore, being around participants for a while gives these respondents the op-

portunity to reflect on the questions raised in the research.  As a result, they may be-

come aware of issues that otherwise would not have become known to the research-

er.  Another key benefit of participant observation is that it assists in building a con-

nection of trust and respect between the researcher and the subjects and allows for 

honest statements from the participants.  Such an atmosphere enhances the likelihood 

of achieving viable results since participants tend to give more detailed accounts of 

their emotions and thoughts if they feel comfortable with the researcher (see Bürgelt 

et al. 2009: 36-37). 

However, Michael Patton has warned about the limitations of such methods in gain-

ing full and complete participation in the program, especially in long-term engage-

ments with the group: 

The ideal is to negotiate and adopt that degree of participa-

tion that will yield the most meaningful data about the pro-

gram given the characteristics of the participants, the nature 

of staff-participant interactions, and the socio-political con-

text of the program (Patton 1990: 209). 

This researcher especially attempted to meet this aim by submitting findings to his 

target population for comment.  Particularly, he incorporated his observations into 

the the individual expat and expert interviews he conducted whenever they emerged 

of relevance.  The semi-structured form of the protocols offered him the opportunity 

to do so. 
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Following the essential ideas of Schein’s concept of itinerant ethnography, as de-

scribed above, the notion of participant observations employed in this research not 

only included formally arranged investigations of respondents, but also extended to 

more accidential encounters with members of the target population.  The latter ones 

occurred in the context of this researcher’s fieldwork facilitation and recruitment ef-

forts or even during what he felt was rather private time. 

While the formally arranged investigations, in this research, were conceptualised 

primarily through extended semi-structured interviews in the participants’ living en-

vironments (with these people, just as formal interviewees, giving their official con-

sent at the beginning of the activity), which were transcribed manually, the acci-

dental encounters, for example, meant the attendance of school and other organisa-

tions’ or associations’ functions, as well as the visit of mess services and German-run 

businesses in the hospitality and restaurant sectors, together with a then preparation 

of fieldnotes based on those experiences. 

 

4.3.5  Research facilitation and participant recruitment 

In order to recruit participants for the fieldwork investigations, this researcher enlist-

ed the help of a number of carefully selected facilitators who agreed to voluntarily 

distribute participant invitations among the target expat and repat populations in 

Germany and the selected Asian sites.  These facilitators were comprised of both in-

dividual persons as well as groups, primarily based in Germany, the HKSAR and 

Thailand, but some also in a few other places having a connection to the sites of in-
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vestigation, and were either of partially or entirely of German background or had a 

completely different nationality but maintained significant ties to the target popula-

tions.  They included government institutions, business corporations, as well as cul-

tural and other societal associations and organisations. 

Appendix A provides a draft version of the original German request (and as with the 

other documents an English translation of the same) that was sent out to potential 

research facilitators.  This request was developed further in the course of the research 

and adjusted somewhat to suit the nature and needs of the target facilitator as well as 

those of the respective locale.  Figure 4.1 below may be taken as an example for a 

successful facilitation arrangement. 

Figure 4.1 

Example of a successful research facilitation outcome 

 

 
 

Source: Nieberg, pers. comm. with research facilitator, 7 April 2010 
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Appendix B in Volume II relates to the request and provides a list of those actors in 

the HKSAR and Thailand who this researcher had a dialogue with regarding the re-

cruitment of expats (and, later, repats in Germany), recognising that not all of them 

ultimately agreed to become a facilitator of the research. 

The view is proposed here that the reasons why some of the actors did not become 

facilitators of the research are many and varied.  They could include instances of dis-

interest in the human security perspective by the research facilitator, but may also 

extend to some inability by this researcher to fully persuade his contact persons of 

the importance of such an approach.  While the latter aspect could be taken as a criti-

cal reflection on the style of the research information distributed among potential 

participants (and especially with a view to future improvements on similar projects), 

the former notion may be evaluated particularly in the light of the state-centric per-

spective that tends to dominate the public discourse and also parts of the academic 

consciousnesses.  For example, it has been noted that issues, such as statistical data, 

tend to be broken down as “state-oriented” and “carried forward with great effort” by 

the relevant official institutions and other actors (TransState Management Board 

2011, this researcher’s translation from the German-language). 

Given these circumstances, this researcher nevertheless wishes to highlight both that 

he is very grateful for all the attention given to a consideration of his facilitation re-

quests and the actual assistance they generated, but also that it is he alone who re-

mains responsible for the investigation and analyses undertaken and provided in this 

dissertation. 
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In this context, it also seems appropriate to note that this researcher was not able to 

contact every potential research facilitator in the target sites due to the time limita-

tions and resources set for his project.  For example, in the course of the investiga-

tion, this researcher discovered that there were more than 500 German companies 

registered in Thailand (see Auswärtiges Amt 2010), the determination of whose con-

tact addresses simply was beyond what this researcher was able to achieve. 

As a consequence, recruitment efforts regarding corporations specifically concentrat-

ed on a carefully selected number of businesses in the large and medium size range 

that were found to belong to Germany’s most reputed enterprises in these areas.  For 

example, it was noted that the following seven companies assume a leading role in 

what are considered Germany’s core industries: Hoechst (since 1999 Aventis), Bayer 

and BASF (Badische Anilin- und Soda-Fabrik) in the chemical/pharmaceutical in-

dustries; Volkswagen, Mercedes-Benz (since 1998 part of Daimler-Chrysler) and 

BMW (Bayerische Motoren Werke) in the automobile industry; as well as Siemens in 

electrical/electronic engineering (see Kädtler & Sperling 2001; Lane 2001). 

However, this researcher’s recruitment efforts also included the use of relevant Inter-

net forums related to the target German expat and repat populations, and so-called 

digital social networks such as “Facebook”.  Figure 4.2 below provides a list of such 

relevant groups in relation to the HKSAR, as identified via Facebook—and what 

may be considered its German equivalent “StudiVZ”.  These efforts were further 

supplemented by attempts to directly contact individuals whose addresses the re-

searcher found publicly available and whom he originally could not assign to a cer-

tain facilitator or network. 
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Figure 4.2 

List of German social networks as related to the HKSAR 

 

facebook 

Hong Kong Krauts 

Hong Kong – German Expat Club 

Hong Kong Krauts – The only German speaking Football Club in Hong Kong 

Hong Kong Ladies Krauts 

StudiVZ 

Hong Kong Locals – Gerade da! [There at the moment!] 

In addition, the so-called snow-ball method also played a vital role in his recruitment 

attempts and suggestions were given to initial facilitators and, later, participants to 

recommend the project to people who might be interested and willing to engage in 

the research.  These were included in the project’s facilitation requests and partici-

pant invitations, but also passed on orally to initial interviewees and other inform-

ants. 

Depending on the accessibility, nature and needs of the research facilitators, as indi-

cated above, this researcher relied on a variety of practical means to assist these ar-

rangements and to make his requests.  These ranged from mail/post, fax, e-mail and 

telephone enquiries to personal visits after this researcher’s arrival in the actual sites.  

With regard to the latter, it is proposed here that for future research in this area, ide-

ally pilot visits to the target sites should be undertaken to ease facilitation prepara-

tions and derive the best possible benefits from such arrangements. 

Just like the actual participants, the facilitators also were fully informed about the 

background and aims of the project, what would be asked of them, and their rights as 
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volunteers.  This was achieved through specific text passages in the facilitation re-

quest alluded to above. 

 

4 .4   F ie ldw ork resul ts  and data  analys i s  pr o-

cedures  

Before delving into a detailed discussion of the issues specified under the heading 

above, this researcher wishes to note that an overview of the fieldwork data collec-

tion has been prepared to better illustrate this theme.  It is available for perusal in 

Appendix O of Volume II in this dissertation. 

In reference to this overview, however, particular emphasis must be given to the fact 

that the listed cases of participant observations therein only include those investiga-

tions conceptualised under the informal side of the notion that the researcher felt 

stood out most from his research, and do not represent every single encounter in this 

regard.  Also, it must be made clear that the use of survey questionnaires is not indi-

cated in this overview. 

Overall, 83 individuals in the HKSAR and 144 in Thailand became involved in the 

fieldwork research of this dissertation through their participation in either the form of 

the short or in-depth survey questionnaires.  Of those respondents, a total of 78 and 

132 expats, respectively, could be identified in the selected sites according to the def-

inition employed in this study—as detailed in the following Chapters 5 and 6.  These 

figures represent a share of some 3 and 1 percent, respectively, of the approximated 
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overall German expat populations in the target locales—as calculated on the basis of 

this researcher’s own evaluation of profiling data as also elaborated later in Chapter 

6. 

In this context, however, it is important to add that these results do not necessarily 

reflect the ultimate gross proportions because it is unknown how many German ex-

pats in the respective sites have actually been targeted by the surveys.  Hence, while 

this in turn not only has to be the case due to the mediating of the questionnaires 

through the research facilitators and snowballing, it must also be regarded as irrele-

vant given the overriding aims of the research which did not include the formulation 

of representative statements, as indicated in the preceding sections of this and earlier 

chapters.  Nevertheless, it may still be fair to point out that the actual sample very 

likely is to be higher because there are good reasons to assume that the survey ques-

tionnaires were not distributed among the entire German expat populations in the se-

lected sites for the reasons mentioned above. 

Of the 73 and 131 persons in the HKSAR and Thailand who completed the initial 

short survey questionnaire, a respective number of 31 and 49 respondents also decid-

ed to participate in the consecutive long questionnaire which was offered to them 

subsequent to the short one.  The data drawn from these surveys was supplemented 

by an additional completed 5 and 13 comprehensive questionnaires (which included 

all questions of both the short and the long surveys) from the respective locales so 

that, in the end, information equivalent to total of 36 and 62 comprehensive ques-

tionnaires could be analysed.  The merging of the short and long surveys was made 
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possible through the consequent assignment of equivalent codes to the initially re-

turned short questionnaires and the longer counterparts completed later. 

Overall, 28 and 31 individual interviews were conducted with participants in the 

HKSAR and Thailand during this researcher’s fieldwork visits which lasted over a 

period of twelve weeks each—from 1 May 2010 to 11 July 2010 and from 3 Septem-

ber to 27 November 2010.  Altogether, these interviews produced more than 55 hours 

of recorded material.  There were two participants in each site who either rejected 

that their interview was recorded or where circumstances did not permit a recording 

of the interview.  Their responses were carefully noted manually by the researcher 

and later turned into a systematic interview memorandum. 

As indicated elsewhere in this chapter, all participants were able to choose when they 

wanted to do the interview within a reasonable timeframe and where they wanted to 

do it.  Therefore, interviews were conducted at a variety of different places, including 

cafes, restaurants, workplaces and homes.  However, to obtain some insights into ex-

pats living environments beyond these spaces, this researcher was able to conduct 

two additional interviews during the daily routines of some participants in the 

HKSAR.  These involved one sibling pair and one individual person, and the data 

collected during those exercises was also noted manually at first and later transferred 

into an interview memorandum.  However, there was not enough time for this re-

searcher to undertake similar activities with informants in Thailand. 

Nevertheless, this researcher used every opportunity to participate in the everyday 

activities of members of his targeted population, and to observe them during interac-

tions with each other and with other people.  In order to become part of their daily 
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world, the researcher tried to relate to informants as much as possible and to go to 

places and events where they would lead him.  The researcher carefully and system-

atically recorded these observations and dialogues outside the interviews, as well as 

personal thoughts and opinions in fieldnotes, some of which were later put in the 

form of more systematic memoranda. 

In addition, this researcher was able to conduct three and four expert interviews in 

the HKSAR and Thailand that produced some 6 hours of recoded material.  Two of 

these experts were representatives of official institutions with relevant connections to 

the target populations and preferred not to be recorded during the interview.  In one 

other case, the researcher decided not to record the interview because the candidate 

was subject to a disability that made it very difficult for him to speak so that his 

voice was nearly inaudible on a recording. 

The overall number of German repats in Germany who became involved in the sur-

vey-part of this research amounted to 19.  During a designated fieldwork visit to this 

site between 14 February and 30 April 2011, this researcher was also able to conduct 

four individual interviews which altogether produced more than 5 hours of recorded 

material.  Two of these interviews were conducted in the city of Munich, while one 

each was held in Würzburg and Nuremberg. 

Even though this researcher was not able to conduct any further personal expert in-

terviews during that time, he managed to receive written responses from representa-

tives of four Germany-based official institutions in the second half of 2011—mainly 

as a result of a short follow-up visit to the site between 3 October and 1 November 

2011.  These responses also contributed evidence to the data analysis. 
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In addition, during his previous visits to Germany, that were part of an initial litera-

ture study and review of other relevant materials, this researcher utilised every op-

portunity to introduce his project to friends, acquaintances and other researchers in 

order to attract feedback. 

The computer-based program SPSS (or, Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) 

was used to support the analysis of data generated through the survey questionnaires.  

Therein, two separate file masks were established for each of the selected expat 

sites—one that contained all data drawn from the short survey questionnaires and 

one that included all the information generated through the comprehensive question-

naires and the combined data of short and long surveys. 

This was necessary because there was not a comprehensive counterpart to each of the 

short surveys—a situation that, in turn, might have resulted in inaccuracies if the data 

would have been analysed altogether.  Since there was only one type of survey ad-

ministered to German repats, there was no need to design more than one file mask 

for this component of the target population.  In any event, the establishment of these 

file masks has greatly assisted this researcher to calculate the frequency results of the 

survey data and to run initial cross-tabulations. 

All recorded interviews were fully transcribed in the German language with only 

those quotations translated into English that emerged as being of relevance in the lat-

er analysis.  The quotations utilised in this dissertation were coded according to the 

site of the interview (HK = Hong Kong, TH = Thailand and DE = Germany) and the 

sequential number for that particular locale, followed by an acronym for the type of 

the interview (E = expert interview and P = participant/individual interview).  Hence, 
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instead of interviewee details, quotes will be given under the assigned code as the 

discussion proceeds. 

The interviews were analysed according to the central questions set for the project.  

This process was guided by principles of “grounded theory” (see Glaser & Strauss 

1998).  According to these principles, raw empirical data is analysed according to 

certain issue areas which emerge through continuously comparing and contrasting 

the information collected.  In the different stages of analysis, data material is nar-

rowed down from broad to more and more specific issues. 

The analytical process was further enhanced by the information gathered through the 

survey-questionnaires, participant observations, as well as document reviews and the 

study of other relevant sources.  These sources also complemented the representation 

and discussion of the findings as outlined in the third part of this dissertation.  

Throughout the whole analysis, this researcher tried not to make up his mind prema-

turely and/or not to become too attached to codes, issues and hypotheses about issues 

and contexts.  Instead he treated every code, issue and hypothesis as tentative. 

 

4 .5   Some ref l ect ions  on  f ie ldwork data  co l le c -

t ion  

Having followed the above rigorous, extensive and multilayered approach in terms of 

data collection in the field, it was not so easy to manage it in terms of time and cir-

cumstances.  First, it required solid investigation of possible research facilitators well 
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ahead of the commencement of the actual work in the field so as to get an overview 

of the contact persons and institutions and to allow enough room for initial dialogue 

establishment.  Such processes can take some time to set in place as identified organ-

isations may want a committee or some superior authority to review such requests 

and decide on matters of support.  For example, it took this researcher over six 

months prior to the commencement of his initial research activities in the actual site 

to make arrangements with a significant number of ‘high-priority research facilita-

tors’ in the HKSAR and to initiate a first round of short surveys for Germans residing 

there, while another month of “return-phase activity” was needed to determine a sol-

id number of interviews for his personal visit to that site. 

Second, it meant the continuation and widening of the above efforts whilst actually 

being in the field so as to finalise pending arrangements, “publicise” the project to 

encourage participation, and take account of new facilitation options emerging in the 

course of initial on-site research as the scope and nuances of expat organisations in 

the respective localities become more visible.  For example, during his time in Hong 

Kong, the researcher was not only able to identify a larger number of German-

managed and/or related hospitality venues—namely restaurants, bars and clubs—as 

potential research facilitators and informants, but also some smaller German-run pri-

vate businesses in the areas of medical practice and beauty care—as well as such 

supposedly niche groups as a German male and female football/soccer-team named 

the “Krauts” or an international parent group called “Hong Kong Dads”. 

Third, it involved a constant evaluation of responses, especially surveys, to facilitate 

interviewee selection.  Fourth, it revealed the need to attend to research facilitators 
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and project participants not only during this period but also beyond, for purposes of 

both guidance and gratitude.  And, fifth it showed that seemingly clear borders be-

tween formally designed work in a certain field site, unofficial proceedings and re-

search related to the preparation of such activities are difficult to maintain—a cir-

cumstance that has influenced this researcher’s positive evaluation of the notion of 

itinerant ethnography as an appropriate strategy for data collection. 

Nevertheless, it is the view of this researcher that these multiple data collection strat-

egies in the field have significantly contributed to the overall value of the results of 

the project reported in this dissertation.  Arguably, it has not only provided this re-

searcher with a solid basis for dialogue partner selection all the way through the dif-

ferent stages of his fieldwork in the selected sites, but also facilitated the establish-

ment of contact with some actors he previously had identified as relevant, but with 

whom it was difficult to launch direct dialogue, notably people working in state insti-

tutions.  This factor also could be useful for any similar future research. 
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C H A P T E R  5  

M E T H O D O L O G I C A L                         

I M P L E M E N T A T I O N — 2 :  I N S T R U M E N T S  

O F  D A T A  A N A L Y S I S  

The research for this dissertation has been informed by a number of relevant and 

substantial theoretical perspectives as well as by some more associative ideas and 

constructs.  These have been utilised not only to analyse newly collected empirical 

data, but also to organise the body of extant knowledge that has formed the starting-

point for the enquiry reported here.  This chapter outlines each of these perspectives 

and ideas together with an explanation of their role in the research.  It does so, by 

first looking at the notion of social constructivism (Section 5.1).  This is followed by 

a consideration of the human security concept which also includes a discussion of its 

legitimacy in government policies (Section 5.2).  Then, the focus will turn to the no-

tion of postnationalism (Section 5.3).  The chapter concludes with a detailed look at 

the idea of expatriation and its potential to serve as an inclusive framework for such 

research as undertaken for this dissertation (Section 5.4). 

 

5 .1   Soc ia l  construct iv i sm  

Social constructivism is particularly concerned with the notion of human reality.  It 

argues that this reality is not a fixed given, but constructed through the constant in-
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terplay between structures—especially ideas and knowledge—and agents, or actors 

(see, e.g., Wendt 1999).  Specifically, these actors are said to possess some form of 

agency when they have such autonomy of their own so that they are able to influence 

and even invent structures. 

Social constructivism assumes that individual actors are not born outside of, or prior 

to, social structures; rather they are shaped and formed by them.  In fact, it is said 

that actors use these structures to construct the reality around them.  It is therefore 

argued that social reality does not simply exist in, or emerge from, an empty space, 

but necessarily has to be constructed through a given knowledge and a specific ac-

tor’s ability to assign meaning to his/her surroundings. 

Ideas of social constructivism were especially of great use in the initiating phase of 

the research behind this dissertation when it came to gaining an overview of the cur-

rent state of scholarly discussion in the targeted field and to setting out the central 

questions and foci of the project reported here.  Moreover, they are in line with the 

so-called Thomas-theorem which notes that only “[i]f men define situations as real, 

they are [also] real in their consequences” (Thomas & Thomas 1928: 572, italics 

added) and whose basic assumption has proven instructive not only for the formula-

tion of this particular research’s significance, but may do so more generally as well 

and with a view to any project. 

In addition, ideas of social constructivism also greatly assisted this researcher in se-

lecting the methodological framework for the project.  Thus, it were the basic as-

sumptions of social constructivism that made pragmatism seem very appropriate for 

this researcher to ultimately employ in the project. 
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5 .2   Human and cr i t ica l  securi ty  

Ideas of human security are particularly related to the International Relations and Se-

curity Studies areas of the Political Science discipline, which can be said to have un-

dergone some significant changes in their research agenda over recent years, specifi-

cally as a result of the social dynamics connected with contemporary globalisation 

and the implications for risk analysis associated with them.  Thus, it has been pro-

posed to conceive today’s causes of insecurity as more manifold and complex than in 

the past—that is, not to limit its sources to mere conventional forms of violence (no-

tably the armed confrontation between states) but to broaden them to include such 

notions as poverty, diseases and environmental issues—and therefore to modify the 

fields’ research foci accordingly so as to better assist in the scientificallly-guided 

formulation of policy and action (see, e.g., Baldino et al. 2011: 43). 

For advocates of this view, the latter specifically has meant a refocusing of the re-

search referent in the respective fields away from the state, which was considered to 

be no longer sufficient to capture the several extant security threats alluded to above, 

and towards people as the main subject of analysis.  Early proponents of these ideas 

included a number of representatives from the so-called Copenhagen School of Secu-

rity Studies, notably Barry Buzan and Ole Waever.  In their key publications—

namely “Security: A New Framework of Analysis”, “People, States and Fear: An 

Agenda for International Security Studies in the Post-Cold War Era” and “The Eu-

ropean Security Order Recast: Scenarios for the Post-Cold War Era”—they pro-

posed to define security as a multi-dimensional issue, consisting specifically of a 
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“military sector”, an “environmental sector”, an “economic sector”, a “political sec-

tor” and a “societal sector” (see Buzan et al. 1998; Buzan 1991; Buzan et al. 1990). 

The Human Development Report 1994 issued by the United Nations Development 

Programme (UNDP)—an annual publication by a sub-unit in the United Nation’s 

(UN) overall structure specifically designed to connect people worldwide to 

knowledge, experience and resources on questions regarding an improved standard 

of living—also contributed substantially to the final conceptualisation of those ideas.  

It argued that: 

For too long, the concept of security has been shaped by the 

potential for conflict between states [and] has been equated 

with the threats to a country’s borders. … [However], [f]or 

most people today, a feeling of insecurity arises more from 

worries about daily life than from the dread of a catalysmic 

world event.  Job security, income security, health security, 

environmental security, security from crime—these are the 

emerging concerns of human security all over the world 

(UNDP 1994a: 3). 

It went on to state that, for these reasons, “[t]he concept of security must … change 

urgently … [f]rom an exclusive stress on territorial security to a much greater stress 

on people’s security” (UNDP 1994b: 24), and asserted that this best could be consid-

ered in reference to seven main domains.  Recognising that some of them have al-

ready been implied in the earlier treatement here, these domains specifically include 

“economic security”, “food security”, “health security”, “environmental security”, 

“personal security”, “community security”, and “political security” (see UNDP 

1994b: 25-33).  They are defined more closely now according to the above cited 

UNDP report in order to allow for a better understanding of later references to them.   
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• Economic security:  A sense of security that can be derived from access to 

work, a fairly stable employment situation and a guaran-

teed basic income, either through that employment or pub-

lic welfare. 

• Food security:  A sense of security that can be gained from the opportuni-

ty to have access to an adequate amount and range of food 

that is required to cover the basic needs of people in this 

regard. 

• Health security: A sense of security that refers to the protectedness from 

the infection of diseases and to the opportunity to access 

professional medical treatment in cases needed. 

• Environmental security:  A sense of security that relates to the non-exposure to haz-

ards of the “natural” living environment of people, includ-

ing sudden threats like earthquakes, cyclones or floods and 

more long-term dangers such as air pollution and desertifi-

cation. 

• Personal security:  A sense of security that refers to the protectedness from 

any form of violence directed to harm the physical and 

psychological integrity of people. 

• Community security: A sense of security that can be gained from the awareness 

of being part of a greater group of people sharing similar 

views and attitudes. 

• Political security:  A sense of security that can be derived from membership 

in a non-repressive society in which “basic human rights” 

are respected by its organising authorities. 

In this context, however, it is important to note that calls for human security were 

never meant as a total replacement of the conventional state-centric approach to se-

curity but rather as a useful supplement.  So, it has been noted, for example, that one 

of the arguments driving this idea was the recognition that human insecurity any-

where could ultimately also threaten the wider security of nation-states themselves 

(see, e.g., Hayes 2010: 91). 
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In addition, it also is important to note that there remain slight differences of opinion 

inside the human security camp regarding the emphasis that is credited to the single 

threats associated with the concept.  Hence, there is a line of thought that does not 

support such a comprehensive conceptualisation of threats to human security as es-

pecially favoured by the UNDP.  Instead, it advocates a narrower conceptualisation 

and puts forth a restriction of threats related to military force and the abuse of author-

ity by governments in particular.  This line of thought has been associated with the 

notion of “freedom from fear” which tends to place emphasis on the abolishment of 

human insecurities primarily in times of concrete crisis rather than on a long-term 

basis, an idea that led to the inclusion of the additional notion of “freedom from 

want” into such considerations as those by the UNDP (see Hayes 2010: 91-92).
8
 

In his 2008 article Challenges in Conceptualizing and Providing Human Security, 

Iztok Prezelj has provided a slightly modified version of Kanti Bajpai’s (2000) com-

parison of the conventional (or, in the words of its developer, “traditional”) concept 

of state-centric security and the people-centred approach of human security. Inter 

alia, it depicts the highly relevant differences in the referent objects referred to above 

and is therefore provided in Table 5.1 below. 

Closely related to the notion of human security is the concept of critical security, 

which also refuses to accept the nation-state as the predetermined (and absolute) ob-

ject of scholarly analysis (and, one may add, public debate).  It proposes that, for a 

number of people, the state in fact would be a contributor to perceived or actual con-

                                                 
8
 One example of a scholar who can be associated with the narrow conceptualisation of human securi-

ty is Roland Paris (2001); while John Cockell (2000) may be cited as a researcher who has adopted 

the broader framework of analysis. 
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ditions of insecurity rather than a provider of security.  Proponents of this view espe-

cially tend to argue that it is beholden to social scientists concerned with the well-

being of people to place individual human beings at the centre of scholarly analysis 

and—in the above sense—policy and public concern (see, e.g., Booth 2004). 

Table 5.1 

Iztok Prezelj’s comparison of the conventional/traditional and the new/ human 

conceptualisation of security 

 
 

 

Traditional national security 
 

 

Human security 
 

 

Security for whom 

(referent object) 
 

 

Primarily states 
 

Primarily individuals 

 

Values at stake 

(security of what values) 
 
 

 

Territorial integrity and          

national independence 

 

Personal safety and individual 

freedom 
 

Security from what 

(threats and risks) 

 

 

Traditional threats (military 

threats, violence by                

countries…) 
 

 

Non-traditional and also         

traditional threats 

 

Security by what means 
 

Force as the primary                 

instrument of security, to be      

used unilaterally for a state’s    

own safety 

 

Force as a secondary                

instrument, to be used             

primarily for cosmopolitan ends 

and collectively; sanctions,    

human development, and       

humane governance as key     

instruments of individual-

centered security 
 

 

Balance of power is important;   

power is equated with military 

capabilities. 
 

 

Balance of power is of limited 

utility; soft power is increasingly 

important. 
 

Cooperation between states        

is tenuous beyond alliance     

relations. 
 

 

Cooperation between states,   

international organizations and 

NGOs can be effective and    

sustained. 
 

 

Source: Prezelj 2008 (this researcher’s reproduction of a replication from Baldino et al. 2011: 58) 

Notions of human and critical security emerged to be of particular relevance for this 

dissertation during the initial research phase and especially with a view to the devel-

opment of the overriding questions set for the project.  Specifically, as indicated in 

Chapter 1, there was deemed to be a need in the area of migration research to trans-

cend the prevailing state-centred persepctive of security, and to promote a more hu-
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man-oriented conceptualisation in both the academic discourse as well as in the gov-

ernmental and public spheres. 

Moreover, critical security concerns of the state becoming a threat to its people have 

been identified as an important aspect within these considerations.  However, the 

view is proposed here that it is only through notions of national-based policy concep-

tualisations, in connection with assessments of state failure (or, state collapse), that 

allows one to fully expose this argument—as the following section will demonstrate. 

First, however, it should be emphasised that it was particularly the broader interpre-

tation of the human security concept as advocated by the UNDP that was found to be 

of special relevance and was ultimately employed in this dissertation.  Hence, this 

researcher follows arguments like those of Anthony Burke who has stated that adopt-

ing any narrower approach to human security tends to retain “a hierarchy of state in-

terests over human interests” (2001: 216).  Having said this, it was the various di-

mensions constituting a person’s safety and well-being that greatly assisted this re-

searcher in intellectually framing possible areas of expat insecurity, which he then 

could make the subject of the investigative dialogues with his participants in the 

HKSAR and Thailand. 

 

Amendment: State failure and over-intrusive governance 

Having received considerable attention as an analytical instrument in various fields 

associated with the Political Science discipline in recent years, notably Comparative 
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Politics and International Relations (see, e.g., Schneckener 2007, Spanger 2007, Rot-

berg 2002, Zartman 1995), state failure, inter alia, has been defined as regarding “the 

demise of practical operation of governmental functions for a particular territory 

and/or a particular people of an internationally recognised state” (Wallensteen 1999: 

50-52, italics original). 

However, it is the view of this researcher that the respective definition has proven to 

be particularly useful because it allows one to intellectually capture not only cases, 

such as Somalia, where the state has rather literally ceased to function, but also those 

instances of “over-extension” or “over-intrusion” which have less to do with an actu-

al demise in operational efficiency than with the formation of rigid governmental 

power structures so that the state “becomes a threat to the inhabitants it is supposed 

to protect” (Wallensteen 1999: 47-50). 

As it was shown in this researcher’s Magister thesis, the state of Burma (or, Myan-

mar), for example, can qualify for the title of a failed, or even a “captured”, state—

noting that the government, in conjunction with drug-related crime, has continued to 

pose a serious threat to the country’s general public through a widespread exercise of 

force and physical violence especially for national considerations and the single aim 

to protect the priviliges of its constituting dominant ethnic group/elite (see Nieberg 

2007).
9
 

 

                                                 
9
 Note that the general classification of Burma as a failed state is in line with such scholarly works as 

that of Gerhard Will (2006) and also accords with the analyses of relevant political monitors like For-

eign Policy (2012) which recently placed Burma 21st on its annually-released Failed State Index. 
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It is the view of this researcher that it is especially the notion of national considera-

tions in the context of over-intrusive instances of state failure that greatly contributes 

substance to critical security concerns of the state as a potential source of insecurity 

and that it requires corrections in the academic and public discourses. 

 

5 .3   Postnat iona l i sm  

It can be said that postnationalism is not a substantive and/or coherent body of social 

theory, but rather a bundle of associative ideas and concerns.  For example, the 

‘Transformation of the State’ (TransState) research project at the universities of 

Bremen and Oldenburg in Germany has argued that “a theory of politics in the post-

national constellation” has yet to be developed (TransState Management Board 2011, 

this researcher’s translation from the German-language). 

The notion of postnationalism therefore can be said to rather loosely refer to all those 

ideas that are particularly concerned with a reconfiguration of the state, policies and 

peoples’ consciousnesses in other than national categories.  As Mohammed Bamyeh, 

the author of the 2000 volume The Ends of Globalization, for example, has noted in 

one of his subsequent online essays, postnationalism “refers to frames of solidarity 

and association superseding or offering themselves as alternatives to nationalism and 

the modern state” (2001: 54-56). 

It also may be illustrated through a statement by Catherine Frost who, in her exem-

plary analysis of one possible facilitator for such developments, came to the conclu-
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sion that the Internet would not bear the potential to forge social and political bonds 

across national borders since it does not have “the commitment or cohesiveness 

needed to underpin [such] a demanding new mode of social and political relations” 

(2006: 45, italics added). 

However, it can be argued that postnationalism does not intend to replace the state as 

an institution in its entirety.  Rather, as it has been pointed out, the idea of postna-

tionalism is based on a reconfiguration of this particular form of political community 

in a functionalist sense.  For example, as Bamyeh has noted: 

The best that may be expected from any state in the present 

day is that it will gracefully assume the function of a techno-

cratic institution devoid of all heroic claims, confining its 

task to the provision of essential services and infrastructure.  

But it errs fatally if it thinks that it may continue to embody 

‘the nation’ or stand for ‘national’ interests in the larger 

world, for the nation no longer has any unified interests in 

the face of globalization (Bamyeh 2001: 261-265, italics 

added) 

In reference to this conceptualisation, however, in his 2006 pleading for the im-

portance of postnationalism, entitled “Globalism, Nationalism, Tribalism: Bringing 

Theory Back In”, Paul James critically noted that proponents of this view tend to 

base their arguments merely on a blind call for state replacement—similar to the way 

how some of their predecessors proposed nationalism as a means to overcome the 

issues associated with social formation (see James 2006: 293-294). 

To counter these trends, James suggested a different definition of postnationalism.  

This definition places a strong emphasis on the notion of a reflexive abstraction that 

he takes to indicate that postnational advocates are able to decisively lift themselves 
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out of, and therefore only rudimentally refer to, “imagined past forms of national 

identification such as ethnicity, felt common history or bounded territory” (James 

2006: 292).  It reads: 

As a lived subjectivity, postnationalism can be described as a 

discursive ‘attachment’ to others like oneself who have been 

lifted out of the modern boundaries of national identification 

but still look back with emotion on ‘prior’ forms of identity 

(James 2006: 292). 

In the course of his investigations, this researcher came to the view that the concept 

of postnationalism could provide a set of meaningful semantics and instruments in 

reference to his specific aim of discussing government policy and action proposals 

regarding expats, as especially pertaining to Germany, the HKSAR and Thailand—

and ones that especially take into account both the idea of increasingly “deterritorial-

ised” (Scholte 2005) human security concerns as well as notions regarding the perist-

ing relevance of the nation-state in terms of organising social life.  It is for this rea-

son that postnationalism ultimately has been included into that core set of theories 

which frame the research here.  It has been found to have particular application in the 

analysis of the policy and action prospects regarding German expats and the ones in 

the HKSAR and Thailand more specifically. 

 

5.3.1  Elaborating an analytical framework 

What hopefully has been made clear in the foregoing review of theory is that there is 

a practical need for the configuration of the state that goes beyond exclusive national 
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considerations so as to guarantee its functionality in terms of organising social life.  

However, as it was also implied, a mere advocacy of postnationalism offers little 

ground for the implementation of this view and, especially, the appreciation of expat 

security concerns in domestic state policies which represents one of the crucial prop-

ositions of the work here. 

Having asserted that the main arguments driving such a proposition must be derived 

from reasons other than the ones addressing human insecurity for state security pur-

poses, the present sub-section takes as its central task an exploration of these alterna-

tives in order to develop some viable analytical tools against which expat governance 

can be measured (in this case, the one specifically pertaining to Germany and its ex-

pats in the HKSAR and Thailand).  These aims accord with the supplementary re-

search question formulated in Chapter 1 of this dissertation: What is the source of 

legitimacy in claims to incorporate German expat security concerns into their re-

spective domestic (nation-)state policies and what are the guiding standards or prin-

ciples against which such legislations should be measured? 

In terms of structure, it will be the specific purpose of the sub-sections following this 

brief introduction to first address these aims by discussing the relevance of theoreti-

cal discourses regarding the core of the human condition (Section 5.3.2), before turn-

ing to an elaboration of the significance of assessing values behind state legislations 

(Section 5.3.3). 
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5.3.2  The relevance of theoretical discourses regarding the core of 

the human condition 

Initially, it was this researcher’s view that the main argument for the incorporation of 

expat security issues into nation-state policies, and the source of legitimacy for any 

government actions more generally, could be derived from principles of basic hu-

maneness and concerns regarding the core of the human condition.  He identified the 

work of the social philosopher Zygmunt Bauman (1995) as one of the most relevant 

commentaries in this regard as he argued that “being-for” the Other should be at the 

core of each human being’s concern and that it carries with it the moral responsibility 

towards other persons. 

Specifically, as this researcher recognised, Bauman wrote that “surrender to the Oth-

er [should be] the aim” (1995: 64).  And, that the way of demonstrating that the Self 

cares for the Other lies in its desire for the Other to be a lot better—and, that it is this 

circumstance that ultimately enables humans to choose the Other over the Self (see 

Bauman 1995: 64-65).  He further noted that Bauman, by no means, argued for the 

Self to give the Other everything it asks for; but that this what he was advocating was 

that the Self encounters the Other in a space where a predetermined response does 

not exist.  This space, Bauman said, is an ideal-emotional space and the essence of 

morality in human encounters (see Bauman 1995: 62). 

Following on from these observations, this researcher proposed that being caring to-

wards the Other should be at the core of the human condition, and suggested that this 

notion could provide a viable means for the measurement of legitimacy of govern-
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ment policies and actions, including especially those related to expats.  Herein, he 

also thought that this could not only justify national governance extension to a state’s 

formal citizens, but also to those who simply feel associated with a particular country 

due to former residence or other reasons.  Undoubtedly, however, he arrived at the 

conclusion that it would give credence to the claims of those ideas adopted in this 

research that propose a shift towards human-centred migration scholarship and social 

science research more generally. 

 

5.3.3  The significance of assessing values behind state legislations 

Following a further perusal of relevant literature, however, this initial proposition 

was somewhat adjusted in the later course of the research.  So, it was particularly as-

serted that this approach could possibly be normatively overloaded.  For example, as 

the James has noted, the advancement of postnationalism requires not only an ab-

stract discussion about the basic principles of humaneness, but also a thorough explo-

ration of how these principles are actually implemented in concrete policies.  Particu-

larly, he argued that: 

We need a new series of manifestos for sustainable sociality 

that go beyond the current tendency to either treat everything 

as too hard and complex or as only achievable through a mil-

lenarian force of will (James 2006: 314). 

And, he suggested that therefore “a discussion of the principles of social life” is 

needed, together with an assessement of “how they are lived across extensions of 
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space from the local to the global” (James 2006: 314).  Commentaries provided by 

Thomas Noetzel also pointed in this direction.  Following a seminar presentation of 

this researcher’s initial proposition, Noetzel argued that, without a thorough explora-

tion of the implementation of the proposed human principles in certain state legisla-

tions, the desired viable analytical framework is hard to achieve.  He suggested that 

therefore the human values behind state legislations and the ones behind German 

provisions in particular, could provide a more adequate means for this researcher’s 

intended policy evaluations and formulations in the areas of expatriation and repat-

riation as related to Germany (Nieberg, pers. comm. with Noetzel, 28 September 

2011). 

At the same time, Noetzel made clear that this analytical adjustment would leave un-

solved the issues of those persons whose affiliation with a certain country derives 

from more cultural considerations than formal citizenship status, and who this re-

searcher initially sought to include as a target group.  However, taking on the basic 

assumptions of postnationalism as described above, Noetzel argued that such an ex-

tended application, even if desirable, was at odds with the notion that the state had to 

continue to play an essential role especially in terms of providing a basic quality ser-

vice to its own subject population.  This basic quality, Noetzel went on, was in doubt 

with a view to the proposed policy extension simply because such a conceptualisa-

tion of policy beneficiaries would most likely exceed the financial capability of any 

state, Germany included (Nieberg, pers. comm. with Noetzel, 28 September 2011). 

This researcher eventually decided to build on Noetzel’s arguments, as supported by 

James, and to base his evaluation of German expat policies on an assessment of the 
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various legal values applicable to the respective groups’ security concerns in the 

HKSAR and Thailand.  It is for these reasons that the primary focus of the target 

population was narrowed to meet the criteria of the employed expat definition in 

which citizenship remains of crucial importance. 

At the same time, it is proposed here that a possible solution to the issue of non-

German expats has to be explored primarily in relation to the postnational analysis of 

their relevant home state legislations. Even though it was the initial idea of this re-

searcher to nonetheless explore the above issues somewhat further and devote an ex-

cursus chapter on Germany’s forgotten expats, it emerged that there simply was no 

time left to do so in the course of this project.  Hence, these issues must await deeper 

study beyond this project. 

 

5 .4   Expatr ia t ion  

The research reported here has adopted the notion of expatriation in order to analyse 

the living conditions and human security issues of Germans in the HKSAR and Thai-

land.  The reasons for the application of this particular perspective were drawn from 

a careful literature review of the various theoretical concepts available to scholars of 

migration and an analysis of the trends that have resulted in their development.  This 

is treated in the following sub-sections.   

This treatment begins with a brief introduction of recent trends in migration research 

and the portrayal of a rather broad classification of the several lines of theoretical 
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thought available to this particular field of scholarship (Section 5.1.1).  This is fol-

lowed by a closer look at the notions of diaspora and transnationalism that seem to 

dominate the respective scholarly discussions in this area today (Section 5.1.2).  

Then, a critique is made of the conceptual weaknesses ascribed to them (Section 

5.1.3), followed by a discussion about the definition of expatriation (Section 5.1.4) 

and the raising of the question whether this notion can make up for these alleged de-

ficiencies (Section 5.1.5). 

In doing so, the section specifically addresses the following theoretical question set 

for the research as outlined in Chapter 1: What are relevant scholarly perspectives 

for the analysis of migrations and related issues, what are their strengths and weak-

nesses, and can the notion of expatriation serve as a more inclusive alternative ana-

lytical framework? 

 

5.4.1  Lines of thought and trends in migration research 

It has been noted that migration research has undergone a notable shift in perspec-

tive, that is, in the way of looking at, talking about and analysing movements of peo-

ple under the dynamically evolving conditions of globalisation (see, e.g., Pries 1999).  

Thus, a more historic view is reflected in the so-called classical theories of migration 

that embody rather simplistic models dealing with the international movements of 

people largely in a one-sided (or mono-dimensional) and static manner.  They have 

been said to be based on the assumption that migration trajectories are mainly unidi-

rectional and permanent in nature, and that migrants make a definite break with their 
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country of origin.  Hence, their primary issue of concern was considered to be with 

the causes of migratory movements and their consequences for destination countries 

and—to a lesser extent—for their countries of origin. 

Conversely, the new view is to be represented by alternative or novel approaches to 

migration.  These lines of research emerged out of an argument contending that ex-

isting conceptions of migration “no longer suffice [as they tend to] evoke images of 

permanent rupture [and] the abandonment of old patterns and the painful learning of 

a new … culture” (Glick Schiller et al. 1992a: xiv)—issues that were found to not 

necessarily match the actualities of the present era.  Hence, the novel approaches 

have been described as more complex and dynamic schemas which acknowledge that 

international migration flows follow multifarious trajectories in terms of duration, 

frequency and change of direction—as well as in terms of the issue of relation-

maintenance to places of origin and provisional residence.  Their central issues now 

include the momentum of international migration as well as the configuration of sup-

posedly new social spaces and forms of identities and attachments.  The concepts of 

transnationalism and diaspora are the most-debated approaches of this development. 

 

5.4.2  The notions of diaspora and transnationalism 

Heightened scholarly interest in and debates about the notions of diaspora and trans-

nationalism developed in the late 1980s.  The subsequent 1991 launching of a now 

high-quality periodical under the name Diaspora: A Journal of Transnational Studies 

illustrates this trend.  However, it was not only the intention of the journal to “give 
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equal emphasis” to what tended to be conceived as separate issues, as its editor Kha-

chig Tölölyan declared in his opening article of the inaugural issue, but to bring clos-

er together these two lines of thought which were considered to share a rather com-

mon conceptual space or ground (1991: 4-5).  In his own words: 

We use ‘diaspora’ provisionally to indicate our belief 

that the term that once described Jewish, Greek, and 

Armenian dispersion now shares meanings with a larg-

er semantic domain that includes words like immigrant, 

expatriate, refugee, guest-worker, exile community, 

overseas community, ethnic community.  This is [pre-

cisely] the vocabulary of transnationalism (Tölölyan 

1991: 4-5). 

This endeavour has led to the acknowledgement of certain characteristics of transna-

tionalism—particularly regarding the nature of cross-border linkages and experienc-

es, which will be specified further below, as being of major importance for diasporas.  

Also, however, it should be emphasised that most analysts today still propose a clear 

difference between the two concepts.  For example, it was argued that “[d]iaspora 

communities are not per se emblems of transnationalism” (Kokot 2002: 107, italics 

original, this researcher’s translation from the German-language). 

In fact, it was an essay in the first issue of Diaspora that contributed significantly to 

the separation of the two concepts.  Driven by the perception that not all those social 

groups classified as diasporas at that time had similar experiences as his proposed 

“‘ideal type’ of the Jewish Diaspora”, William Safran argued for a limited applica-

tion of the concept in order to improve scholarly standards and avoid the emerging 

proliferation of a “catch-all” category.  Drawing on the Jewish case, Safran initially 
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identified six core elements as constitutive for a social entity to be qualified for the 

title diaspora (1991: 83-84).  According to these criteria, a diaspora is a population: 

 that is dispersed from an “original ‘center’” to at least two “‘peripheral’” lo-

cations; 

 that preserves a “collective memory, vision, or myth about their original 

homeland”; 

 that believes its members “are not – and perhaps cannot be – fully accepted 

by their host society”; 

 that considers its “ancestral homeland as [its] true, ideal home” and as the 

place of eventual return, when time and conditions allow; 

 that is being collectively “committed to the maintenance or restoration of 

their original homeland”; and 

 whose consciousness and solidarity as a group are “importantly defined” by 

this continuing relationship with its homeland. 

In a recent refinement of these features, Safran added a seventh criterion stating that 

the cultural, religious, economic and/or political linkages of this population to its 

homeland “are reflected in a significant way in their communal institutions” (2005: 

37). 

What should have become clear is that it is the dimension Rogers Brubaker has 

broadly summarised with the term “homeland orientation” (2005: 5-6) that is of par-

ticular relevance in Safran’s definition of a diaspora.  As Safran himself confirms: 

“One of the most characteristic, indeed essential, aspects of diasporas is their trans-

political linkage to the homeland” (2005: 45, italics added). 

It is this facet of Safran’s approach, however, that has also attracted the most criti-

cism, especially its aspect concerning eventual return.  James Clifford, for example, 

called Safran’s criteria-catalogue a “centred” model in which diasporas are by defini-

tion “oriented by continuous cultural connections to a [single] source and by a teleol-
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ogy of ‘return’” (1994: 305, italics added).  Given this strict definition, as Clifford 

noted, many aspects of the Jewish experience itself do not qualify, such as in regard 

to the anti-Zionists who are “not so much oriented to roots in a specific place and a 

desire for return as around an ability to recreate a culture in diverse locations” 

(Clifford 1994: 306).  He concluded: 

Decentred, lateral connections may be as important as those 

formed around a teleology of origin/return.  And a shared, 

ongoing history of displacement, suffering, adaptation, or re-

sistance may be as important as the projection of a specific 

origin (Clifford 1994: 305-306).
10

 

Such objections have certainly influenced the work of authors like Nicholas van Hear 

(1998), who demonstrated “diasporisation” on the basis of a series of case studies on 

already dispersed populations from all around the world.  They have also led to a 

shift in the weighting of Safran’s return criterion in favour of a diasporic self-

awareness inspired “through the perception of a common origin or destiny” (Mayer 

2005: 13, this researcher’s translation from the German-language).  And, they none-

theless have reinforced the recognition of a real or imagined homeland as the sole or 

at least dominant source of identity and loyalty as the crucial aspect in defining a di-

aspora.  The work of Martin Baumann may be taken here to underscore the latter ar-

gument. 

 

Baumann (2000: 327) conceived a social form characterised by a “perpetual recol-

lecting identification with a fictious or far away existent geographic territory and its 

                                                 
10

 In a subsequent publication Clifford modified his critique by pointing out that Safran himself had 

already noted “that the notion of ‘return’ for Jews is often an eschatological or utopian projection in 

response to a present dystopia” and “he [i.e., Safran] does not, in practice, strictly enforce his defini-

tional checklist” (1999: 248-249). 
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cultural-religious traditions” as diasporic.  He explicitly noted that this definitional 

approach 

places emphasis on the enduring, often glorifying identifica-

tion of a group of people with a cultural [and, from his point 

of view, particularly relevant] religious point of reference 

outside the current country of living” (Baumann 2000: 327, 

italics added). 

This previously described form of diaspora identity, together with its consequence of 

a fairly conflicting relationship with the host society—also recognised in Safran’s 

criteria catalogue—can be taken as the distinguishing feature between the diasporic 

and transnational idea, as the following consideration of the transnationalist perspec-

tive confirms. 

Discussions about the idea of transnationalism were enhanced by the works of Glick 

Schiller et al. (1992a), who—by drawing on their own previous research of the 

1980s—noted that the lives of a significant number of people were increasingly 

“stretched” between several countries and included the maintenance of relations in 

several sectors of social activity spanning a variety of geo-political borders.  In a 

subsequent writing on this observation, they argued: 

[A] new kind of migrating population is emerging, composed 

of those whose networks, activities and patterns of life en-

compass both their host and home societies (Glick Schiller et 

al. 1992b: 1). 
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Well aware of the fact that the term already had been in use since the beginning of 

the 20th century,
11

 the scholars coined this—supposedly novel—social phenomenon 

as transnationalism and proposed to comprehend the notion as a “process by which 

immigrants build social fields that link together their country of origin and their 

country of settlement” (Glick Schiller et al. 1992b: 1). 

Here, the difference compared to the diaspora concepts already becomes clear:  

namely, while the notion of diaspora puts emphasis on almost exclusive interaction 

between dispersed diasporic groups and their cohorts at their place of origin united in 

a strong common self-awareness linked to the idea of homeland, it is the mainte-

nance and preservation of connections and ties to both home and host societies re-

sulting in multiple identities that embodies the essential aspects of transnationalism.  

In other words, the distinction between the two concepts lies in the nature and degree 

of interactions as well as in the form of identification.
12

 

Some comments by Glick Schiller and her collaborators may be cited here to under-

score this argument.  For example, one reads as follows: 

We […] understand that the multiplicity of migrants’ in-

volvement in both the home and host societies is a central el-

ement of transnationalism (Glick Schiller et al. 1992a: viv). 

And, on another note, they stated that: 

                                                 
11

 In one of her more recent contributions on the theme, Glick Schiller noted that during the initial 

phase of their research, the scholarly team learnt that their “new ‘discovery’” had already been in use 

in the academia (2004: 449). 
12

 The similarities of the concepts can be seen in the maintenance of links between spatially dispersed 

populations. 
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Transmigrants are immigrants whose daily lives depend on 

multiple and constant interconnections across international 

borders and whose public identities are configured in rela-

tionship to more than one nation-state (Glick Schiller et al. 

1999: 73, italics added).
13

 

The arguments by Glick Schiller and her associates have attracted much academic 

attention and generated a range of related definitions which—following the argument 

of Anne-Meike Fechter—all share the assumption “that transnational social fields are 

created by the mobility of people’s lives and that this embodies the very essence of 

transnationalism (2007: 56).  A definition by Ludger Pries can be taken as an exam-

ple here to sum up: 

[T]ransnational social spaces [or fields] can be understood as 

pluri-local frames of reference which structure everyday 

practices, social positions, biographical employment pro-

spects, and human identities, and simultaneously exist above 

and beyond the social contexts of national societies (Pries 

2001: 23). 

 

5.4.3  Critique of the concepts of diaspora and transnationalism 

In recent years, there has been increased criticism regarding the diaspora and trans-

nationalist approaches to migration research, especially about their exclusiveness and 

inability to entirely capture the various mindsets and living conditions of the subjects 

concerned and to portray them under one unifying framework.  In one representative 

statement concerning the former, which is—besides its well-informed character—

                                                 
13

 The term transmigrant, hence, can be used to identify people whose existence is shaped through 

participation in transnational communities based on migration (Glick Schiller 1999: 203). 
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particularly noticeable through its veritable sardonic touch, Rogers Brubaker argued 

not so long ago that the proliferation of the diaspora idea “has resulted in … a ‘dias-

pora’ diaspora – [the] dispersion of the meanings of the term in semantic, conceptual 

and disciplinary space” (2005: 1).  He criticised the widespread application of the 

diaspora concept to “an ever broadening set of cases” throughout the academia and 

stated that “the problem with this latitudinarian, ‘let-a-thousand-diasporas-bloom’, 

approach is that the category becomes stretched to the point of uselessness” (Bru-

baker 2005: 3).  His argument was that: 

If everyone is diasporic, then no one is distinctively so.  The 

term loses its discriminating power – its ability to pick out 

phenomena, to make distinctions.  The universalization of di-

aspora, paradoxically, means the disappearance of diaspora 

(Brubaker 2005: 3). 

For example, recent attempts at definitional specification through classification—as 

initially developed and later enforced in the perhaps most-comprehensive way to date 

by Robin Cohen (2008, 1997)—were also received with disdain and have not been 

considered sufficient enough to overcome existing conceptual weaknesses (see 

Krings 2003: 148).  The assumption of internal homogeneity upon which Cohen’s 

five types of diasporas are built—corresponding to victim, labour, imperial, trade and 

deterritorialised diaspora groups—have been particularly criticised (see Anthias 

1998: 563-565). 

Critics of transnationalism point in a similar direction concerning problems of inclu-

siveness that have become primary objects of their arguments.  In one representative 
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view, Castles and Miller cautioned against “an inflationary use of the term […] as 

many migrants [simply] still do not fit the pattern” (2003: 30).  They argued that: 

Temporary labour migrants who sojourn abroad for a few 

years, send back remittances, communicate with their family 

at home and visit them occasionally are not transmigrants.  

Nor are permanent migrants who leave forever, and simply 

retain loose contact with their homeland.  The key defining 

feature is that transnational activities are a central part of a 

person’s life.  Where this applies to a group of people, one 

can speak of a transnational community (Castles & Miller 

2003: 30). 

 

5.4.4  The notion of expatriation as a possible alternative concept 

More than 30 years ago in a now classic monograph-style journal article, Erik Cohen 

observed that in most scholarly discussions about migration, minorities and ethnic 

groups:  “relatively little attention has … been paid to expatriates as a sociologically 

[or, following the broader sense of this work, academically] distinct, analytical cate-

gory” (1977: 6).  He argued that the concept of expatriation has the potential to serve 

as an inclusive umbrella term for various types of international migrants, and accord-

ingly used the notion to refer to four main categories of voluntary, temporary mi-

grants who reside abroad on the grounds of one or more of the following reasons: 

1. Business – private entrepreneurs, representatives, managers and employees 

of foreign and multinational firms, foreign employees of local firms, profes-

sionals practicing abroad. 

2. Mission – diplomatic and other governmental representatives, foreign aid 

personnel, representatives of foreign non-profit-making organizations, mili-

tary stationed abroad, missionaries. 

3. Teaching, research and culture – academics, scientists […] and artists. 
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4. Leisure – owners of second homes abroad, the wealthy, the retired living 

abroad and other ‘permanent tourists’, bohemians and drop-outs (Cohen 

1977: 6). 

Self-critically, Cohen called his conceptualisation of the term expatriate, which de-

liberately excluded migrant labourers and foreign students, to be a “misnomer” since 

according to his epistemological reading of the term’s origins the word “expatriate” 

was merely confined to persons who were “driven away or banished from [their] na-

tive country, or [those] who withdrew or renounced [their] allegiance to it” (Cohen 

1977: 6). 

A reconsideration of the genealogies of such semantics, however, demonstrates that 

Cohen’s judgement about himself was relatively harsh and relied on a very narrow 

interpretation of the original meaning of the term expatriation.  A closer look at the 

derivative of the Latin verb expatriare shows that expatriation, by contrast, not only 

implies compulsory forms of banishment, but also—and equally-valued—self-

selected kinds of exile and/or venturing abroad (see Chambers Dictionary 2002: 

568).  Cohen partially acknowledged this in the second part of his above statement 

that indicated the possibilities of both the renunciation as well as the denial of a per-

son’s loyalty (or patriotism)—or, in today’s language, citizenship. 

Perhaps, it is because of this strictness that Cohen’s aim to establish a “unifying con-

ceptual framework” for a “systematic comparative study of expatriates” (Cohen 

1977: 6-7), has remained largely unheard of until now, as the following review of the 

scholarly usage of the concept since the 1990s reveals.  Moreover, it can be argued 

that, despite an increasing recognition of the notion within the academia, the concept 
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of expatriation has never been able to develop its full discriminatory power as an in-

clusive explanation in migration analyses and that it was mainly made subordinate to 

the dominant ideas of diasporic and transnationalist thinking. 

On the one hand, the previously-cited Safran literally applied his diaspora-criteria-

catalogue to “expatriate minority communities” (1991: 83).  But, he never built on 

this argument.  On the other hand, Florian Kreutzer and Silke Roth, as exemplars, 

deployed the term expatriate exclusively to describe highly qualified and skilled 

work migrants “whose stay abroad is often occupationally motivated, generally lim-

ited to one to five years, and [typically] occurs in an organisational framework and 

highly institutionalised context” (2006: 12, this researcher’s translation from the 

German-language).  To them, transnational migrants are a continuously growing 

group of extremely mobile persons “who shift from one country to the next or com-

mute between their country of origin and foreign countries without settling down in 

one of these countries for an unlimited period of time” (Kreutzer & Roth 2006: 7). 

It is only fairly recently that a broader view on expatriation, and on international mi-

gration more generally, has become revitalised.  For example, it has been utilised by 

the previously-mentioned Fechter, who stated in one of her analyses about expatri-

ates’ lives that: 

The term ‘expatriates’ here provides an umbrella for a heter-

ogeneous group, whose members hold a range of motivations 

and attitudes towards Indonesia [as her host side of investiga-

tion] (2007: 56). 
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Don McMillen also proposed a broader application of the term.  Citing an Australian 

government official, he regarded an expatriate as “anyone who anytime ventures be-

yond their country(ies) of citizenship, either voluntarily or not, and who may retain 

‘ties’ to their country(ies) through various means, however regularly” (2007: 7). 

 

5.4.5  This researcher’s view and assessment 

Having discussed the criticisms of the dominant lines of contemporary migration 

theory, as well as possible alternatives, this researcher asserts the view that the con-

cept of expatriation thoroughly bears the potential to overcome the identified defi-

ciencies associated with the ideas of diaspora and transnationalism and may confirm 

the argument of providing a deeper and more inclusive approach for the analyses of 

people beyond the state and related issues.  It is for these reasons that it has been em-

ployed in this dissertation. 

Specifically, this researcher’s definition of an expat comprises all persons of German 

descent who either have ventured from their German home state to a foreign locale 

and opted to retain their native German citizenship, either exclusively or in addition 

to another, or to replace it with an entirely new one—or who have lived in a foreign 

locale since birth and maintained sole German citizenship. 

It is the view of this researcher that persons of German descent born outside of the 

FRG holding either no German or one or more additional citizenships cannot be 

viewed as expats from Germany according to the original concept (which requires 
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compulsory banishment or a voluntary migration), even though these people might 

feel an identification with the land of their ancestors.  At the same time, however, it 

can be argued that persons of German descent born outside the FRG and still exclu-

sively holding German citizenship continue to qualify for the title of expat (even 

though they did not technically migrate or were banished) because formally they opt-

ed to live outside their only country of citizenship, and hence in what may be termed 

a self-selected quasi-exile. 

This researcher acknowledges that this broad definition may not be generally accept-

ed and could evoke further criticisms from those views cited earlier in the course of 

this study.  For example, the German sociologist and migration researcher, Ludger 

Pries, suggested not to extend the expat concept’s meaning beyond that of the estab-

lished terminus technicus, or temporarily assigned workers for multinational co-

porations (Nieberg, informal dialogue with Pries, 16 June 2009).   

At the same time, however, this researcher believes that his analyses—especially be-

yond the original meaning of the term expat/expatriation—have shown that a deeper 

and broader understanding indeed is necessary and possible.  And, it seems correct to 

conclude here by highlighting that, by all means, such an application should be con-

sidered primarily as a test intended to further academic discourse in the relevant dis-

ciplines and a better general understanding about the importance and utility of the 

perspectives in question. 
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C H A P T E R  6  

A  P R O F I L E  O F  G E R M A N Y ’ S  G L O B A L  

A N D  S E L E C T E D  E X P A T R I A T E         

P O P U L A T I O N  

It has been stated in the introductory part of this study that a major aim of this re-

search has been to establish a profile of German expatriates in Hong Kong (GEHK) 

and German expatriates in Thailand (GETH), to enhance the more general ones that 

are already available, and to explore the reasons behind their ventures.  Based on this 

researcher’s latest fieldwork investigations and the study of relevant sources, this 

chapter begins to address the following question set for this investigation:  What is a 

contemporary profile (numbers, distributions and characteristics) of Germany’s 

global and selected expat populations, and what are the motivations and durations of 

German expat ventures? 

 

6 .1   Defin ing  Germany’s  expat  populat ion  

In the first part of this study, the notion of “expatriation” was identified as a possibly 

viable means to overcome the analytical deficiencies associated with currently pre-

vailing concepts in migration research, notably the approaches of diaspora and trans-

nationalism, thus allowing a more inclusive consideration of the various attitudes and 
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views of the people concerned.  While the notion of significant ties to a country was 

identified as a desirable way of determining a state’s subject population and its sec-

tions residing abroad in particular, a far more multifaceted definition has been adopt-

ed in this research.  It regards an expat as any person of German descent who, for 

whatever reason, has ventured from his/her German home state to a foreign locale 

(and herein especially the selected sites of the HKSAR and Thailand) and decided to 

retain his/her native German citizenship, either exclusively or in addition to another, 

or to replace it with an entirely new one—as well as any person of German ancestry 

who has lived in the HKSAR or Thailand since birth and maintained sole citizenship 

of Germany.  The duration of time of such ventures is not considered as relevant. 

 

6 .2   Determining  the  extent  o f  Germany’s  e x-

pat  populat ion  

It seems as if expatriation has been an important feature in the history of Germany.  

As Thomas Sowell (1996:  51-104) has observed: 

Germans were a major part of the worldwide and centuries-

old process of diffusion of skills … This role preceded both 

the age of transoceanic migrations and the era of industrial 

revolution … As Germans emigrated to other countries …, 

many went as bearers of the most advanced science and tech-

nology … In the long view of history, few peoples have made 

such cultural and economic contributions to so many lands in 

so many parts of the planet as the Germans. 
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However, contrary to expectations that could have been raised on the grounds of this 

introductory quote, evidence obtained in this research has indicated that there are 

only a few sources available that discuss the overall size of Germany’s expat popula-

tion or the extent of single groups in individual locales around the world, including 

the HKSAR and Thailand as the designated sites of this investigation.  Based on this 

evidence, the following section seeks to examine some of the reasons why such data 

is absent, together with a discussion about the means that are available to collect it.  

The section then presents the somewhat limited extant evidence regarding overall 

numbers of German expats in selected regions, and more globally, as obtained main-

ly by scrutinising archival-documentary materials and it then proceeds to discuss the 

researcher’s fieldwork findings with regard to the HKSAR and Thailand cases. 

 

6.2.1  General methods and limitations in counting expats 

It is notoriously difficult for scholarly research to determine the size of a country’s 

population abroad.  While there are a number of data bases available that can be 

drawn on, these sources all are afflicted by considerable shortcomings (see Sauer & 

Ette 2007: 16).  The single most relevant data sources have been said to include:  

population registers, administrative diplomatic mission data and national survey sta-

tistics (see Dumont & Lemaître 2005: 11). 

One of the most relevant sources for estimating the extent of a country’s population 

abroad is officially available statistics regarding the nationality under study.  Such 

indices are based on a general review of all inhabitants of a given locality and tend to 
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represent selective state-sponsored censuses or successive data bases maintained by 

officially designated registration agencies (see Sauer & Ette 2007: 17).  Problems 

with this approach are considered to range from the limitation or complete absence of 

such data records in certain countries, to biases and the unwillingness of the respec-

tive official institutions to share this information for various reasons.  In the German 

case, for example, data limitation has been found to be evident.  A large-scale house-

hold sample survey called “Microcensus” indeed identifies nationality and whether 

or not a person was born abroad, but does not indicate the country of birth.  The spe-

cific problem herein was said to be that equating the country of birth and country of 

nationality for counting purposes would result in considerable distortions of actual 

facts, as a significant share of these persons were actually born someplace else (see 

Dumont & Lemaître 2005: 11).  With a special view to the approaches in this study, 

the added difficulty is to extract that share of the particular population born some-

place else and who maintains a relationship to their country of nationality only by the 

means of legal citizenship. 

Administrative data from embassies and consulates can provide a good starting point 

for estimating the extent of a country’s expat population.  In many cases, expats have 

the opportunity to register with the mission in their relevant locale in order to receive 

social benefits, to participate in elections, or simply to report their presence in the 

country for reasons of consular assistance in crisis and emergency situations.  How-

ever, because registration is not always compulsory or enforced, as in the case of 

Germany, population estimates are relatively imprecise and provide only an approx-

imate calculation of expats in the respective locale.  Aside from this, another and, 

only approximate, estimate may be drawn from the number of passports issued or 
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renewed at the particular mission (see Dumont & Lemaître 2005: 11; Sauer & Ette 

2007: 18-19). 

Several countries, including Germany, have implemented specific surveys to count 

and assess their expat populations.  For example, it is possible to ask an interviewed 

household member how many usual members of the household are currently abroad.  

Deficiencies of this type of estimate have been said to range from the coverage of 

expat ventures as tourist stays to the exclusion of such situations in which the move-

ment of several household members either remains partial or is in transition.  In addi-

tion, expat population surveys also have been said to include only small samples that 

may be utilised rather for the extrapolation of migration numbers than for the estima-

tion of a country’s total population residing abroad (see Dumont & Lemaître 2005: 

11; Sauer & Ette 2007: 19-20). 

 

6.2.2  The size of Germany’s expat population worldwide 

In the course of this research, only a few sources were identified that offered infor-

mation regarding the total number of German expats worldwide.  In addition, those 

that were found to be available tended to be somewhat dated or ultimately turned out 

to be limited only to main destinations.  Wilhelm Bleek (2003), for example, pre-

sented such a population figure by drawing on evidence from the late 1980s in the 

Handwörterbuch des politischen Systems der Bundesrepublik Deutschland (Diction-

ary of the Political System of the Federal Republic of Germany) by Uwe Andersen 

and Wichard Woyke.  In it, he estimated the total number of persons residing abroad, 
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who considered themselves to be somehow affiliated with Germany, at some 10 to 

15 million. 

According to this data, the largest group was found in the USA—around 5 million.  

This was followed by 3 million in Brazil and 2 million in Russia.  About 800,000 and 

500,000 were reported to reside in Poland and Argentina, respectively.  While Cana-

da was estimated to host 450,000 people perceiving themselves as Germans, other 

relevant communities were identified in Italy (250,000), Hungary (220,000) and Aus-

tralia (110,000).  Smaller groups of these people were said to reside in South Africa 

(75,000), Belgium (66,000), the Czech Republic and Slovakia (55,000), Chile 

(40,000), Paraguay (30,000-40,000), Namibia (30,000), Denmark (20,000), Romania 

(15,000), Mexico (10,000), Venezuela (10,000) and parts of former Yugoslavia (less 

than 10,000) (see Bleek 2003). 

The Stiftung Verbundenheit mit den Deutschen im Ausland (Stiftung Verbundenheit, 

or Foundation Solidarity with the Germans Abroad) (2009a), also cited estimates that 

pointed to the total referred to by Bleek.  Particularly, these estimates proposed that 

the overall number of Germans who would avow themselves to be connected to 

German language and culture or to be of German origin and maintain some form of 

emotional ties to their home country or that of their ancestors, accounts for some 13 

million, with 9 million living in the Americas, some 2.45 million residing in Europe, 

followed by 0.75 million in the successor states of the former Soviet Union, 0.54 

million in Australia and 0.24 million in Africa (see Figure 6.1 below).  There was no 

indication given for Asia as a region, which is the main focus of this study. 
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In another source, the USA, Australia, Latin America, as well as Central and Eastern 

Europe, were identified as the main host locales for German diaspora populations, 

altogether estimated to comprise not more than 2.5 million (Sheffer 2003: 104). 

Figure 6.1 

Estimated number of Germans worldwide 

 

 

Source: Stiftung Verbundenheit 2009a 

The University of Sussex in Britain is home to one of the world’s leading centres on 

migration research.  As such, it housed the Development Research Centre on Migra-

tion, Globalisation and Poverty (Migration DRC) that was recently (in 2010) super-

seded by the Migrating Out of Poverty Research Programme Consortium.  One of the 

research outputs of the Migration DRC was the development of a global people 

origin database.  This database is referred to by the Migration DRC as having ex-

tended the basic data regarding people abroad made available by other professional 

stakeholders—notably such international organisations as the UN—and under special 

consideration of the common weaknesses characterising those calculations (see Mi-
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gration DRC 2007a).  This database estimated that the total number of legal residents 

in its 226 reference countries (or, state entities) born in Germany accounted for some 

3.4 million around the year 2000 (see Migration DRC 2007b). 

Contrary to this database, a scholarly-team of the Organisation for Economic Co-

operation and Development estimated that in 2000 the overall number of German-

born people in European Union (EU) member countries other than the FRG alone 

already totalled some 3.3 million (see Dumont & Lemaître 2005: 38). 

Consequently, it is the view of this researcher that the overall number of what may 

be termed Germany’s global expat population is at least as high as the Sussex esti-

mate at some 3.4 million—which is equivalent to more than 4 percent of the overall 

population of the FRG, currently estimated at nearly 82 million (see Statistisches 

Bundesamt Deutschland 2011: 28). 

Admittedly, the Sussex estimate may indeed exclude all German-born people who 

are not official residents of their host country and those persons who are venturing as 

more short-term expats, such as temporary workers and students.  At the same time, 

however, it includes a fair share of persons who are German-born but never actually 

obtained German citizenship—and, thus, do not count as German expats under this 

study’s definition. 

In proposing this, however, it must be recognised that the overall number of persons 

feeling affiliated with Germany as the land of their ancestors (and, of course, other-

wise) is most likely much higher, as sources like the previously-mentioned Bleek or 

Stiftung Verbundenheit show. 
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Nevertheless, it is the view here that the German expat population comprises a sig-

nificant number of people and that these should be recognised in terms of policies 

pertaining to them.  Moreover, in line with the underlying argument of this study, 

this researcher also believes that it is neither necessary nor desirable to improve at-

tempts to determine the precise size of the German expat population.  Rather, it 

should become accepted that there is—and will continue to be—a considerable num-

ber of people abroad who relate to Germany under the literal expat definition (and 

otherwise) and who simply deserve to be recognised in political and more general 

terms for reasons of humaneness. 

 

6.2.3  The number of German expats in Hong Kong and Thailand 

Evidence obtained in this research indicates that there seems to be “no tradition” of 

collecting data about foreign populations by official institutions in the HKSAR 

(Nieberg, informal dialogue with Wang Shaoguang, 16 May 2010).  The same seems 

to be true for Thailand as well.  However, a statistic by the Immigration Bureau Thai-

land (2009) could be identified which estimated the number of Germans among the 

country’s then visa holders at some 7,250. 

Further evidence regarding the number of GEHK and GETH has been obtained from 

administrative data held by German diplomatic missions.  However, because it is 

neither compulsory for German citizens to report their presence to, or register with, 

their embassies and consulates abroad—nor to subscribe to relevant emergency con-

tact lists, this data only represents an approximate calculation of the overall German 
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population in the respective sites.  According to this, the German Consulate-General 

in the HKSAR estimated the number of Germans currently residing there as being 

2,000-3,000 (Nieberg, pers. comm. with the German Consulate-General in Hong 

Kong, 22 April 2010); while German Embassy staff in Bangkok put the GETH popu-

lation in Thailand at some 3,000-5,000.  These estimated figures were likely based 

on such data as passport renewals (TH-04-E). 

In attempting to cross check and fine-tune these numbers, this researcher successful-

ly established dialogue with staff of the Bürgerservice (citizens service) unit at the 

FFO in Berlin.  However, he was not able to gain access to the centrally administered 

emergency contact registers mentioned above due to their sensitive character and 

respective data protection measures. 

In further dialogues with experts in Bangkok and Chiang Mai, this researcher was 

told that the German population in Thailand ranged between 20,000-25,000, includ-

ing the many seasonal movements of especially elderly and retired persons who only 

spend the European winter months in Thailand (TH-01-E; TH-02-E). 

Thai media sources recently estimated the number of German-speaking people in 

Thailand, including those from Germany, Austria and German-speaking Switzerland, 

at some 20,000.  Accordingly, German-speaking expats would constitute the third 

largest foreign group in Thailand, only behind the Japanese and Americans (see 

Wechsler 2010). 

Having discussed these somewhat differing estimates regarding the overall number 

of GEHK and GETH, perhaps the most accurate way to achieve an approximate cal-
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culation of the total German expat population in these locales is to again determine 

an average over the highest and lowest data levels given.  In doing so, one arrives at 

the figures of 2,500 for the HKSAR and 14,000 for Thailand—which may be fair 

approximations at this point in time.  It should be noted that the Thailand figure 

would also be in line with a statement of former German Consulate-General staff 

member in Chiang Mai, who recently suggested that the estimated number of non-

ascertainable cases in northern Thailand was about twice the officially extrapolated 

figure (see Beil 2007: 21).  

A closer look at the location of these GETH has revealed the following distribution: 

while the majority of Germans was said to be located in the cities of Pattaya and 

Bangkok, smaller numbers were located in the urban areas of Phuket and Chiang Mai 

(TH-01-E).  Besides that, interviews revealed that a considerable number of Germans 

also might reside in quite scattered locations across the rural province of Isaan (TH-

13-P). 

 

6 .3   The  character i s t ics  o f  German expats  

A recent analysis of the characteristics of Germany’s worldwide expat population is 

contained in a report by a scholarly-team associated with the German Bundesinstitut 

für Bevölkerungsforschung (Federal Institute for Population Research) located in the 

city of Wiesbaden (see Sauer & Ette 2007).  This section considers this report’s find-

ings, together with a discussion of the evidence obtained during this researcher’s 

fieldwork inquiries in the HKSAR and selected locales in Thailand. 
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6.3.1  Places of birth and citizenship situations 

As indicated in Chapter 4.4, 78 respondents in the HKSAR and 132 in Thailand 

could clearly be identified as German expats according to the definition employed in 

this study.  This is a share of 94 percent and 87 percent of the overall participants 

who became involved in the research.  A detailed breakdown of the total responses in 

relation places of birth and citizenship situations and their associated expat categories 

is provided in Table 6.2 below. 

Table 6.2 
Research responses in relation to places of birth and citizenship

14
 

 

Places of birth and citizenship situations Hong Kong 

(N=83) 

Thailand 

(N= 144) 

German-born exclusive German citizens 75 125 

German-born German citizens with dual or multiple 

citizenships 
1 6 

Foreign-born exclusive German citizens 2 1 

Foreign-born German citizens with dual or multiple 

citizenships 
3 1 

Foreign-born non-German citizens 2 6 

Unclear cases due to incomplete survey statements 0 5 

 

German expat total 

(percentage of overall responses/N) 

 

78  

(94 %) 

 

132  

(87 %) 

The vast majority of these expats in both locales held an exclusive German citizen-

ship (99 percent and 96 percent, respectively) and was born in Germany (97 percent 

and 99 percent, respectively). 

                                                 
14

 Note that those categories that qualify for the title of expat according to the definition adopted in the 

research are displayed in grey. 
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While one GEHK and two GETH stated that they held their German citizenship 

alongside respective local ones, it is known from this researcher’s interviews that a 

fair number of expats in both locales obtained HKSAR and Thai permanent residen-

cy status in addition to their German citizenships.   

 

6.3.2  Sex ratios 

The sex ratios of expats in both locales were shown to be male dominated (see Table 

6.3 below
15

).  However, while there was only a slight male predominance in the 

HKSAR with a share of 51 percent compared to 49 percent for females, this discrep-

ancy was much clearer in Thailand.  There, a considerable 73 percent of the expat 

respondents claimed to be male, whereas only some 27 percent reported themselves 

to be female. 

Table 6.3 

Sex ratios of German expats in the selected locales 

 

Sex Hong Kong 

(N=78) 

% 

Thailand 

(N=132) 

% 

Male 51 73 

Female 49 27 

 

                                                 
15

 Note that the number (N) of responses provided in this researcher’s own tables from here on only 

refers to responses given by participants who fall into the established expat category.  In addition, it 

must be noted that these totals also may vary somewhat from table to table since not all expats an-

swered every question and because some questions were only provided in the long and comprehensive 

surveys, respectively. 
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While the data for the HKSAR is so basically consistent with recent official esti-

mates on the overall sex ratio of departing Germans, which noted that males have 

held a respective share of 53-59 percent of the total yearly departures from Germany 

since 1990 (see Sauer & Ette 2007: 40), the Thailand case shows a notable deviation 

from these trends.  Querying the reasons for this circumstance, then, one could pro-

pose that there seems to be some country-specific particularities that reinforce the 

more general causes of existing disparities in the sex ratios of German and other ex-

pats in Thailand, and perhaps elsewhere. 

A lack of females in executive, managerial or executive positions is commonly cited 

as a general reflection of existing sex imbalances and related inequalities.  However, 

while this notion might also serve as a provisional explanation for the prevalent dif-

ferences in the specific area of expat situations, it has also been suggested by Brett 

Clegg and Sidney Gray (2002: 609) that existing discrepancies between the number 

of expats who are male and those who are female are enhanced through a number of 

other issues that only pertain to these particular groups.  Based on notions of gen-

der—or, the ascription of certain social roles to biological sexes and related criti-

cisms about the male-defined positioning and tasks of females, these issues have 

been explicitly named to include:  employer aversions to send females abroad; fe-

male reluctance to pursue expat careers and accept respective postings; and work 

opportunity limitations for females in selected and thus not ubiquitous industries. 

However, previous research has shown that there is no significant relationship be-

tween industry and the uneven distribution of sexes of such Westerners as Germans 

in Thailand (see Clegg & Gray 2002: 609-610).  In addition, evidence drawn from 
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the HKSAR research also does not speak well for the other two afore-mentioned 

propositions concerning a general sense of reluctance on the part of both employers 

and female employees to send working women abroad and, respectively, to accept 

such position offers.  Hence, the observed significant differences between the num-

ber of German expats who are male and those who are female might rather add cre-

dence to such anecdotal portrayals of Thailand as a “notorious destination” for West-

ern males deliberately searching for, or accidentally stumbling on, short-term sex 

ventures or more prolonged life partnerships. 

 

6.3.3  Occupational circumstances 

Significantly, the predominant group of German expats in both sites of investigation 

said that their primary occupation was that of an employee in the public or private 

sectors.  While this category accounted for 55 percent in the HKSAR, it constituted 

43 percent in Thailand (for an overview of this and other types of occupational activ-

ities, see Table 6.4 below). 

There are different forms of implementing work agreements for employees whose 

companies are based outside the actual headquarters location (see Clegg & Gray 

2002: 614), the most relevant of which might be termed the “technical expatriate 

contract” and the “localisation arrangement”.  The technical expatriate contract im-

plies that persons posted abroad remain integrated in those terms of employment that 

are applicable to personnel at the company’s home location.  In addition to that, they 

are provided with an extra package for their foreign assignment which varies be-
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tween companies, depends on negotiations, and may include such incentives as high-

er salary, provision of housing, payment for children’s education, the provision of 

airfares for regular home visits and other perquisites aimed at remunerating for the 

change in place and lifestyle (see Clegg & Gray 2002: 614-615). 

The localisation approach refers to the compensation of the deployed employee on a 

par with local nationals in similar positions which usually results in a reduction of 

the conditions of employment for the person concerned (see Clegg & Gray 2002: 

615).  This approach is especially prominent amongst persons who have been on a 

limited overseas assignment and are searching for opportunities to continue their stay 

abroad primarily because they may have established a partnership with a local person. 

Table 6.4 

Primary occupational activities of German expats in the selected locales 

 

Type of occupational activity Hong Kong 

(N=78) 

% 

Thailand 

(N=131) 

% 

Employee 55 43 

Self-employee 19 15 

Housewife/Househusband 13 8 

Pensioner 5 25 

Other (Unemployed, Student/Trainee etc.) 8 9 

Some 19 percent and 15 percent of the German expat respondents in the HKSAR and 

Thailand stated that they were self-employed and that their primary occupational 

activities were related to those of their own company.  Data from interviews (e.g., 

HK-04-P; TH-10-P) and informal meetings suggested that such businesses predomi-

nantly tend to be of a smaller size and normally only have employees numbering 
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fewer than ten.  In Thailand, there is a government regulation which, inter alia, re-

quires foreign investors to employ at least four Thai citizens when establishing and 

operating their own business there.  To some GETH, this is among the main obstacles 

for their improvement of business activities in Thailand and a source of discontent 

with the government’s investor policies.  Another issue of concern in this regard is 

the government regulation which requires foreigners, aspiring to set up their new 

firm in Thailand, to divide their ownership among seven partners, of whom Thai citi-

zens must hold a majority stake of 51 percent, leaving possible foreign investors with 

a maximum share of 49 percent. 

Concern about Thai economic policies is also reflected in recent commentaries by 

relevant organisations, such as the US-based conservative Heritage Foundation, a 

think tank that regards Thailand’s market-economy as only “moderately free”, and is 

currently ranking the country’s economic system and performance at 60th out of 179 

monitored cases.  On its website, the Heritage Foundation states: 

Although foreign direct investment is officially welcome, the gov-

ernment prohibits majority foreign ownership in many sectors.  The 

overall investment regime lacks efficiency and transparency (Herit-

age Foundation 2012a). 

These circumstances lead to situations in which German and other foreign investors 

may be the driving forces behind a company established in Thailand and assume the 

position of a Managing Director, but are ultimately not the owners of the respective 

businesses.  In many such cases, it is the Thai partner who holds the majority share 

and ownership.   
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On the contrary, it is the perceived business-friendly environment and the simplicity 

and non-bureaucratic ways of establishing business that appears particularly attrac-

tive to GEHK.  This is also reflected in the analyses of the Heritage Foundation that 

regards the HKSAR as the purest market-economy worldwide and points out that its 

income and company taxes remain the lowest in the world (Heritage Foundation 

2012b).   

Overall, most self-employed Germans there have found work in the areas of consul-

tancy and food service, while there also were some associated with medical profes-

sions, such as psychology (or accoucheuse), or were engaged in publishing activities. 

While survey findings have indicated that the HKSAR is not a major destination for 

retirement residence (only 5 percent of the expat respondents there reported being 

pensioners), data has added to the anecdotal evidence that Thailand is of considerable 

attraction to persons who have deliberately ended their working lives (careers) or had 

to do so because of sudden disabilities or poor health.  There, a total of 25 percent of 

the expat respondents reported being pensioners.  However, it was shown in inter-

views that a fair number of this group continues to be engaged in self-employed or 

freelance activities.  Sometimes, these persons are “sailing close to the wind”, or 

even “beyond the pale”, in terms of a view about Thai visa regulations and work 

permits as well as German taxation obligations.  Every so often, the motivations of 

these persons were to supplement their income in response to ongoing allowance 

liabilities, resulting from previous partnerships or marriages, for example. 

Overall, some 8 percent and 9 percent of the German expat informants in the 

HKSAR and Thailand reported currently being either students or trainees, unem-
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ployed or seeking employment, or carrying out part-time work and activities in dif-

ferent areas to those discussed above, notably freelance activities.  A fair number of 

identified German freelancers in the HKSAR and Thailand work in the areas of jour-

nalism, internet technology and education.  It is known from interviews that some 

members of the latter group also are sporadically violating local law or are “sailing 

close to the wind”, as they are pursuing their occupations without maintaining a valid 

work permit and often have to leave and re-enter the country to renew their residence 

permits.  A frequently cited argument by members of this group is: 

As a freelancer, if you have the chance to work under Ger-

man pay rates [from distance, then] you simply have the op-

portunity to get on quite well abroad, whereas in Germany 

this would sometimes end up in a precarious situation (TH-

14-P). 

Finally, 13 percent and 8 percent of the German expat respondents in the HKSAR 

and Thailand stated that they were housewives or househusbands.  During interviews 

in the HKSAR, it became clear that many of these expats, who initially filled the 

roles of accompanying partners and guardians of children, over time have begun to 

engage in some form of work.  This is made possible especially due to the local 

housekeeping system, involving a considerable number of domestic workers from 

across Southeast Asia. 

In addition, in Thailand evidence obtained from research dialogues has shown that a 

fair number of accompanying partners would like to work outside the home in paid 

employment, but were especially restrained by Thai government policies specifying 

that businesses only are allowed to employ foreign workers if the respective activity 
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could not be carried out by a Thai national.  Nonetheless, a considerable number of 

accompanying partners in Thailand, especially women, have begun to engage in 

some form of voluntary activities, most notably in the Bangkok National Museum, 

where they assume roles as tour guides. 

An additional interesting finding in this regard is that househusbands have started to 

organise themselves into groups that are similar to the classic spouse and women-

groups.  For example, an international association called “Hong Kong Dads” was 

identified by this researcher in the HKSAR.  It reflects that these types of organisa-

tions are not limited to gender, but are instead related to the experiences of being a 

stay-at-home parent, particularly in a foreign locale. 

In concluding this section, it can be noted that there are most likely groups of GEHK 

and GETH that are missing from the sample due to these persons’ involvements in 

semi-legal or criminal activities such as the “black market”.  Thus, the percentages 

for those who are officially unemployed may well be higher than the data indicates. 

 

6.3.4  Age groupings 

The predominant age group of German expat respondents in the HKSAR and Thai-

land was 36-45 years of age.  It accounted for some 35 percent and 27 percent, re-

spectively (for a detailed breakdown of this and other age groups, see Table 6.5 be-

low).  In Thailand, this was followed by the group of 46-55 year olds (26 percent)—

which came third in the HKSAR surveying (26 percent).  It can be suggested that 
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these age groups represent individual persons and families, some with children, who 

have most likely completed their education and established an employment or career 

path.  Some members of these groups may be business entrepreneurs, amongst whom 

a fair number are in a relationship with, or married to, locals and many have been 

living in the HKSAR or Thailand for more lengthy periods of time. 

Table 6.5 

Age groupings of German expats in the selected locales 

 

Years of age Hong Kong 

(N=78) 

% 

Thailand 

(N=132) 

% 

> 25 4 2 

26—35 28 9 

36—45 35 27 

46—55 26 26 

56—66 5 17 

< 66 3 20 

Other members of these groups may include employees of whom the younger ages 

hold executive positions at relatively early stages in their careers, while the older 

ages represent more advanced employees.   The families of the latter are partly con-

stituted of couples whose children are already grown up, thus providing these parents 

with the opportunity for desired and possibly fairly uncomplicated experiences 

abroad as far as daily family responsibilities are concerned.  This aspect was noted in 

some frequent responses of GEHK interviewees when they were queried about the 

reasons and circumstances of their departure from Germany (e.g., HK-05-P; HK-13-

P).  Persons who have spent most of their employment careers abroad and have now 

been sent to the HKSAR or Thailand by their companies also may be a particular 
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component of this group.  For them, as with many others, a concern about not finding 

appropriately challenging or financially rewarding positions in Germany (as com-

pared to those in the HKSAR and Thailand) seems to be a major driving factor. 

The second largest grouping in the HKSAR comprised the 26-35 year olds (28 per-

cent).  This age group was nearly last in Thailand (9 percent).  It was outnumbered 

there by the groupings of 56-66 and over 66 years of age (17 percent and 20 percent, 

respectively), both of which were of less relevance in the HKSAR (5 percent and 3 

percent, respectively). 

Drawing on the previous discussion about occupational activities, it can be suggested 

that the 26-35 age grouping is represented by younger workers who might be in 

technical and operational roles or at the lower levels of management, as well as free-

lancers.  They typically tend to be single or in partnerships with persons of varying 

national background or never married.  This may somewhat extend to the age group-

ing of under 25 which was found to be not very numerous in both the HKSAR (4 

percent) and in Thailand (2 percent), and which may predominantly be constituted by 

students and trainees. 

The 56-66 and over 66 age groups in both locales may be comprised of business en-

trepreneurs.  However, they also include well experienced executives, who are in the 

latter stages of their careers and approaching retirement, and persons already retired.  

In Thailand, this group predominantly represents single males who are partnered 

with local Thai persons of varying ages (possibly with young children) and some 

couples—whereas in the HKSAR females seemed to stand out in the group of singles 

of similar ages. 
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6.3.5  The statuses of “family” 

Overall, some 76 percent of the GEHK respondents, and 79 percent of the Thailand 

expats, stated that their current family status was (re)married or living with a partner 

(see Table 6.6 below).  Of those GETH respondents who provided additional details 

about their partners (N=48), some 23 percent reported being in a relationship with a 

German citizen, while more than half (56 percent) indicated that they were liaising 

with a Thai citizen.  Further survey data and information from interviews suggests 

that in most heterosexual relationships the male partner is predominantly German.  

Heterosexual relationships in which both partners are German seemed to be confined 

primarily to the age groups of over 55 and under 35; while they appeared to be virtu-

ally absent in terms of medium age classifications. 

Table 6.6 

Family structures of German expats in the selected locales 

 

Type of family status Hong Kong 

(N=78) 

% 

Thailand 

(N=132) 

% 

Single and never married 15 11 

Living with a partner, but not married 12 17 

Married 60 56 

Married, but living separated  5 5 

Divorced and single 4 5 

Divorced and living with a new partner/re-married 4 6 

While 4 percent and 6 percent of the German expat respondents who stated being in a 

relationship in the HKSAR and Thailand, respectively, reported that they had been 

previously married and then became divorced, another 5 percent each of the entire 
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respondents in the respective locales opted to note that they were still married, but 

would live separately.  Some 15 percent of GEHK and 11 percent of GETH stated 

that they were never married and classified themselves as singles; whereas 4 percent 

and 5 percent, respectively, noted having become divorced and were living on their 

own. 

The fact that the overall divorce rates among German respondents in the HKSAR and 

Thailand, accounting for 9 percent and 11 percent respectively, are higher (as one 

may note, considerably higher, in the case of Thailand) than those in Germany, cur-

rently calculated at some 7-8 percent (see Statistisches Bundesamt Deutschland 2011: 

43), may provide anecdotal evidence that a fair number of expat partnership ventures 

abroad result in break-ups and failures, especially in Asia.  It also may reflect repeat-

edly expressed views by some persons in the GETH that “[t]here are also quite a few 

kaputte (broken, or lost) characters around” (TH-19-P). 

 

6.3.6  Educational backgrounds 

All GEHK and GETH who gave details about their educational background stated 

that they have gained at least a secondary school certificate/diploma as the highest 

qualification in their normal or vocational courses of study (see Table 6.7 below).  

More specifically, while 2 percent in Thailand reported having gained a Haupt-

(Volks-)schulabschluss (secondary general school certificate, through year 9), there 

were some 13 percent and 19 percent in the HKSAR and Thailand, respectively, who 
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stated that they had obtained a Realschulabschluss (intermediate secondary school 

certificate, through year 10) or equivalent credentials. 

In Thailand, another 6 percent each reported having been awarded with either the 

Fachhochschulreife (technical college entrance qualification, usually through years 

11 or 12 at a Gymnasium or grammar school in combination with a vocational train-

ing) or the Allgemeine Hochschulreife or, simply, Abitur (general qualification for 

university entrance, usually through years 12 or 13 at grammar schools), respectively, 

whereas in the HKSAR there were only 3 percent who fell in the former category. 

Table 6.7 

Educational backgrounds of German expats in the selected locales 

 

Highest qualification obtained (ranked in ascend-

ing order) 

Hong Kong 

(N=32) 

% 

Thailand 

(N=52) 

% 

Haupt-(Volks-)schulabschluss (secondary general 

school certificate) 
0 2 

Realschulabschluss (intermediate secondary school 

certificate) 
13 19 

Fachhochschulreife (technical college entrance quali-

fication) 
3 6 

Allgemeine Hochschulreife (general qualification for 

university entrance) 
0 6 

Undergraduate award (Bachelor, Magister Ar-

tium/Diplom) 

75 52 

Postgraduate degree  (Master, Doctorate) 9 15 

A total of 84 percent of GEHK and 67 percent of GETH noted having gained a ter-

tiary education award.  Of these respondents, 75 percent in the HKSAR and 52 per-

cent in Thailand reported the completion of an undergraduate award (Bachelor, Mag-
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ister Artium, Diplom), while a respective 9 percent and 15 percent stated that they 

had obtained a postgraduate degree at masters or doctoral levels. 

 

6 .4   The  mot ivat ions  o f  Germans  to  undertake  

expatr ia t ion  

In addition to its consideration of the characteristics of Germany’s expat population, 

the afore-mentioned report by Sauer and Ette (2007) also contains some generic 

analyses regarding the motivations of Germans to undertake expatriation.  The fol-

lowing section is but a general discussion of these findings along with the fieldwork 

data obtained in this study on this specific issue. 

 

6.4.1  Evidence from fieldwork research 

In the course of this study evidence was obtained that Germans went to the HKSAR 

and Thailand for a variety of reasons that broadly may be categorised to include edu-

cation and work issues, family matters and lifestyle considerations.  In many cases, 

several of these factors came together and played into the ultimate decision of the 

persons to become expats—often also in conjunction with some kind of underlying 

curiosity about getting to know a different culture.  However, this research also indi-

cated that motivations differed to some extent in terms of expats’ destinations.  For 

example, while employment issues tended to dominate the reasons expressed by 
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German expats in the HKSAR, lifestyle considerations seemed to be of greater im-

portance in shaping the motivations of this group in Thailand.  These variations are 

reflected in Table 6.8 below. 

Table 6.8 

Reasons given by German expats in the selected locales for their initial decisions 

to leave Germany on a rather long-term basis
16

 

 

Reasons ranked in order of the survey issue 

items 

HKSAR 

(N=33) 

% 

Thailand 

(N=57) 

% 

Job transfer 36.4 38.6 

Better employment or qualification opportunities 36.4 36.8 

To establish, relocate or expand a business 9.1 12.3 

My partner’s employment 42.4 15.8 

Promotion or career advancement 27.3 35.1 

Marriage/ Partnership 18.2 21.1 

Separation / divorce 0 5.3 

To be close to family / friends 9.1 5.3 

Education / training / studies 24.2 17.5 

Lifestyle more attractive abroad 24.2 54.4 

Higher income abroad 24.2 15.8 

As previously indicated, a number of research participants in the HKSAR, and also 

some in Thailand, stated that occupational issues were the predominant reasons for 

their decision to expatriate.  However, these were not considered merely through the 

notion of career advancement and higher salaries, but rather mostly in terms of per-

sonally rewarding prospects (e.g., HK-08-P).  Hence, for many, the hope to obtain an 

employment position with greater responsibility than those available in Germany was 

the main driving factor behind their movements abroad (e.g., HK-19-P).  The chal-

                                                 
16

 Note that the given percentages indicate “strongly agree” and “agree” to the respective reason as 

provided in the relevant issue item of the survey questionnaire. 
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lenge of testing their occupational skills in a working environment of a different cul-

ture was also cited in combination with such considerations (e.g., TH-31-P). 

While a number of these expats initially left Germany of their own volition, others 

made such a decision in a family-linked context.  They represent what may be termed 

as accompanying spouses and, as such, they constitute another considerable group of 

German expats in the locales concerned (e.g., HK-05-P; HK-14-P; TH-04-P). 

In Thailand, a notable number of the accompanying spouses reported having left 

Germany with a Thai person in order to continue life in the birthplace of their respec-

tive partners (e.g., TH-06-P; TH-29-P); while another larger group there, particularly 

made up of older expats, said that they were in Thailand primarily for lifestyle rea-

sons.  They opined that the climate in Thailand was beneficial for their health and 

held on to the belief, rightly or wrongly, that a higher quality of life could be 

achieved there with comparatively fewer financial overheads.  Some of these expats 

also made no bones about the fact that they were living in an allegedly low-cost 

Thailand specifically to pay off their German divorce or to escape from tension-filled 

family relationships, and because they felt that there was a greater social tolerance 

towards the elderly in the host locale (e.g., TH-17-P; TH-19-P; TH-20-P).   

A similar feeling also was echoed by a few younger expats in their late thirties and 

early forties who were suffering severe health issues and argued that they were stig-

matised or otherwise undervalued in their treatment in the German domestic society 

(e.g., TH-05-P; Nieberg, informal dialogues in Thailand, 13 November 2010).  Be-

sides, a few pensioner expats in Thailand also expressed some kind of anxiety to-

wards the German age-care system (e.g., TH-17-P). 
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Finally, a smaller subset of GEHK and GETH ventured to these locales primarily for 

reasons of educational studies (e.g., HK-03-P), or chose to remain there following 

widespread travel venturing through the respective locale and the region (e.g., TH-

24-P). 

In concluding this section, it should be noted that the attractions of going abroad 

were not the exclusive reasons given by German expats.  As already indicated in the 

preceding discussion, some expats rather felt that they were actually compelled to 

leave Germany.  Supplementing the preceding examples, one respondent in Bangkok 

told this researcher that her family was only there because of a job offer by a multi-

national corporation that enabled them to escape unemployment in Germany and a 

dependence on related social benefits. This expat considered it to be somewhat dis-

honourable to receive such benefits (Nieberg, informal dialogues in Thailand, 16 

November 2010). 

In addition, it may be important to state that for a number of German expats the re-

gion of Asia, and the HKSAR and Thailand in particular, were not necessarily the 

primary destinations desired at the outset of their initial decision to leave Germany.  

For some, they were just the first offer by an employer that they accepted.  Others 

simply “got stuck” there on their way to other destinations in the region or elsewhere 

because they came to like it for various reasons (e.g., HK-02-P; HK-12-P). 
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6.4.2  Evidence from relevant literature 

Assessments about the motives behind expatriation are generally based on the quanti-

tative surveying of people regarding possible future movement intentions, or the 

questioning of persons who have actually ventured abroad.  There are a number of 

generic data sets available that provide a good starting-point for the analysis of the 

motivations of Germans to become expats.  Among the most important ones are the 

German socio-economic panel (GSOEP), but also such European-wide conducted 

surveys as the European Internal Movers’ Social Survey (see Sauer & Ette 2007: 43). 

The GSOEP, established in 1984, represents an annual longitudinal survey conducted 

by the research institute TNS Infratest, on behalf of the German Institute for Eco-

nomic Research, which always involves the same sampling group.  While compre-

hensive analysis of the GSOEP data is yet to be conducted with a special focus on 

the motives of expatriation, one generic assessment of the 1993 wave by Silke 

Übelmesser (2005) has shown that back then the stated primary motivation for both 

sexes was better occupational opportunities (that is higher salaries and improved 

working conditions), followed by lifestyle reasons.  Table 6.9 below provides a full 

overview of the expatriation reasons given by male and female respondents as noted 

in the Übelmesser study. 

Another relevant starting point to assess German expats’ motivations at the European 

level is the 2004 European Internal Movers’ Social Survey (EIMSS) that surveyed 

some 5,000 European citizens residing in an EU member country different to that of 

their own citizenship.  As reflected in Table 6.10 below, it is revealed that the fore-
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most reason for male EU citizens to have changed their place of residence within 

Europe was work-related.  Second to this were improvements in life-style, including 

weather conditions and health.  This was followed by personal reasons, such as the 

combination of household or family reunions, and education or studies (see Braun & 

Arsene 2006, cited from Sauer & Ette 2007: 45). 

Table 6.9 

Reasons given for expatriation according to Übelmesser 

 

Reasons ranked by popularity of 

total response 

Males 

(N=879) 

% 

Females 

(N=680) 

% 

Better employment opportunities 60 40 

Advanced lifestyle 22 26 

Better education opportunities 13 12 

Family / friendship matters 4 21 

 
Source: Übelmesser 2005 (as replicated by this researcher) 

Table 6.10 

Reasons given for expatriation according to the EIMSS (N = 4,902
17

) 

 

Reasons ranked by popularity of 

total response 

Males 

(N=2645) 

% 

Females 

(N=2257) 

% 

Employment reasons 33 18 

Lifestyle advancement 24 24 

Personal reasons 22 37 

Education / studies 6 8 

Others 15 13 

 

Source: cited from Sauer & Ette 2007: 45 (as replicated by this researcher) 

                                                 
17

 Note that the sex ratio numbers provided are derived from this researcher’s own calculations based 

on a combination of the data cited as well as found available in Oscar Santacreu Fernández et al. 

(2006). 
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In concluding this section, it may be suggested that the main reasons for the expatria-

tion of Germans as given in the relevant literature include employment and lifestyle 

factors.  These trends were supported by the fieldwork findings of this study, where-

as the push and pull factors in these choices seem to differ from destination to desti-

nation, a circumstance that is mostly overlooked in current analyses—as are further 

details, including the differentiation of income and work responsibility factors or the 

relevance of more than one set of considerations in the expatriation decision. 

 

6 .5   The  durat ion  o f  German expat  ventures  

This research obtained evidence that expat Germans went to the HKSAR and Thai-

land for varying periods of time.  A large proportion of GETH survey respondents 

(27 percent) reported to have been expatriated for 5-10 years, while a comparable 

number of people stated having resided there for 11 and more years (25 percent).  

This last category was found to be similarly relevant for the GEHK (24 percent), 

while another significant share of respondents (also 24 percent) reported having 

stayed there for 3-4 years. 

In the HKSAR, the second most relevant group was represented by the 1-2 years 

duration (21 percent).  This was followed by the 5-10 years category (18 percent).  In 

Thailand, the next largest share of the respondents stated having been expats for 3-4 

years or a 1-2 year period (20 percent each).   
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Shorter durations of stay were found to be of less relevance in both locales.  Specifi-

cally, only 9 percent and 4 percent of the GEHK survey respondents reported having 

stayed there for 7-12 months and 1-6 months.  In Thailand, these categories made up 

3 percent and 5 percent, respectively.  Table 6.11 below provides an overview of the 

duration of German expat ventures to the HKSAR and Thailand. 

Table 6.11 

Duration of German expat ventures to the HKSAR and Thailand
18

 

 

Length of time HKSAR 

(N=78) 

% 

Thailand 

(N=130) 

% 

< 3 months 1 1 

4-6 months 3 5 

7-12 months 9 3 

1-2 years 21 20 

3-4 years 24 20 

5-10 years 18 27 

11-15 years 14 9 

> 16 years 10 16 

The fact that substantial proportions of GEHK and GETH have been expats for more 

than 10 years indicates a rather long-term experience for them.  While this duration 

of venturing is far beyond the normal periods of corporate deployment to places 

abroad, varying between 2-8 years, it gives credence to the anecdotal evidence that 

many persons end up staying abroad longer than initially planned.  The following 

interview comment is cited to illustrate this view: 

                                                 
18

 It may be emphasised that the given time periods do not necessarily mark the end of an expat ven-

ture, but in most cases represent the duration up to the time of the survey enquiry. 
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[Initially], I also would not have thought that we stay so long.  

We have been here [in Bangkok] for four years now and there 

is no end in sight.  Meanwhile, I also got to like it here (TH-

03-P). 

These findings, therefore, challenge recent views that German (and other) expat ven-

tures are only temporary and that such persons who have lived abroad for various 

periods of time will sooner or later return to Germany.  For example, the Sauer and 

Ette report stated that the duration of highly qualified German expat ventures were 

but “interludes”, lasting 3-5 years on average, and that the persons concerned tended 

not to remain abroad for more lengthy periods of time (2007: 57-63, 71-72). 

Further evidence drawn from interviews suggests that this does not necessarily have 

to be so.  Hence, this researcher was told by respondents in the HKSAR, for example, 

that they knew a fair number of people who had temporarily come there as employ-

ees and had quit their job upon their return to Germany only to move back again to 

Hong Kong (or elsewhere) to establish their own business or for reasons of retire-

ment.  The factors cited as having played into this included low taxation, little bu-

reaucracy, inexpensive domestic workers and family-related matters. 

The preceding discussion about the duration of expat ventures to the HKSAR and 

Thailand has shown that common notions of temporary migration implying a back-

and-forth movement of people as pertaining to a particular place are increasingly 

blurred.  Rather, evidence obtained in this research indicates that while expat ven-

tures may be limited in time, they do not necessarily involve a return to a country of 

origin for longer periods, in this case Germany.  This raises questions about conven-

tional conceptions of migrant ventures as both temporary and permanent.  Therefore, 
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this researcher suggests that it may be more appropriate in the future to consider ex-

pat ventures through the notion of “permanent temporariness” (Rodriguez 2005, cited 

from Menjivar 2006: 1030), which indicates that both ways are possible and allow an 

expat to have senses of “permanent place attachment” and at the same time “eventu-

ally returning home” (Castillo Guardado 2010: 47-48). 

This would also reflect the uncertainty that appeared to be a constant phenomenon in 

many expat situations.  For example, many corporate expats were not sure about their 

next place of employment or when this might occur (e.g., TH-30-P).  Others have 

been found to think for a long time about whether they should stay in their respective 

locale or move back to Germany (e.g., HK-06-P).  In one illustrative statement, when 

questioned about the things that would currently worry them most, a Bangkok-based 

GETH stated that the most important issue was: 

… this uncertainty, because in my occupational area, there 

tend to be only temporary contracts available.  This means 

that you can never plan far ahead.  My present contract is for 

two years and, let’s says, until half a year before it ends, it is 

not clear if it will be extended at all … So there is always this 

uncertainty … and you can never plan far ahead (TH-02-P). 

 

6 .6   Summary  analys i s  and some  pre l iminary 

conclus ions  

The primary aim of this chapter has been to establish a profile of GEHK and GETH 

and to enhance those that already are available in more general terms.  It specifically 
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set out to explore the numbers and characteristics of German expats in these two lo-

cales in particular, and to assess their motivations for undertaking such ventures there.  

The major findings of this analysis can be summarised as follows: 

•  There are at least some 3.4 million German expats worldwide, with some 2,500 

and 11,000 currently undertaking ventures in the HKSAR and Thailand, re-

spectively. 

•  Demographic data suggests that the GEHK and GETH populations are hetero-

geneous groups who comprise men and women of all ages and various em-

ployment situations, family statuses and educational backgrounds.  However, 

certain similarities between these groups and their expat localities do exist.  For 

example, nearly all respondents in the HKSAR and Thailand were born in 

Germany and held German citizenship.  In addition, while both groups were 

identified as being largely composed of males, this predominance was particu-

larly noted in Thailand.  This fact highlights the possibility that gender issues 

alone do not explain the discrepancies of such ratios, but that there seem to be 

other country-specific reasons factoring in, such as those related to the search 

for life-partners as in the case of Thailand. 

Besides that, the outstanding category in terms of age in both locales was 36-45 

years of age, immediately or shortly followed by the 46-55 grouping.  This cir-

cumstance, together with the fact that the majority of respondents were part-

nered, highlights that many GEHK and GETH were well established in their 

family planning and careers.  A considerable number of them maintained a 

work relationship as an employee with a German, local or third-country corpo-
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ration.  However, in Thailand, another important group was represented by 

pensioners, some of whom had to offset ongoing allowance obligations in 

Germany.  Overall, the German expat populations in the HKSAR and Thailand 

were well educated, with all respondents having completed at least a secondary 

course of schooling and a significant percentage in both locales even achieving 

a tertiary award. 

• The majority of GEHK cited occupational reasons as the primary motivation 

behind their venture.  However, these were less considered through notions of 

career advancement and higher salaries, but rather associated with the hope to 

obtain a work position with greater responsibility than those available in Ger-

many.  Besides that, evidence indicated that lifestyle considerations were of 

greater importance in shaping the motivations of GETH.  These included the 

view that a higher quality of life could be achieved with comparatively fewer 

financial overheads. 

  •  A significant proportion of GEHK and GETH reported having been an expat 

for more than 10 years.  This adds to evidence of a rather long-term experience 

of German expat ventures, and challenges such views of temporary interludes 

and inevitable returns to the FRG.  Many commented that uncertainty in terms 

of future movements was not only a constant feature in their expat lives, but al-

so a source of insecurity.  The notion of permanent temporariness was identi-

fied and proposed as a possible means to better conceptualise such expat ven-

tures in the future. 
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C H A P T E R  7  

G E R M A N  E X P A T R I A T E S ’  S E N S E S  O F  

C O M M U N I T Y  A N D  I D E N T I T Y  

Before engaging in an analytical discussion of the public policy issues concerning 

GEHK and GETH, and the notions of security/insecurity expressed by them, the na-

ture and evolution of these peoples’ feelings of community and identity is explored, 

noting that the security concerns of individuals may also derive from any distortion 

of a person’s individuality and social embeddedness in a certain group, both of which 

tend to be shaped by some form of cultural membership.  For example, the previous-

ly cited Human Development Report by the UNDP stated that: 

Most people derive security from their membership in a 

group—a family, a community, an organization, a racial or 

ethnic group that can provide a cultural identity and a reas-

suring set of values (UNDP 1994b: 31). 

Thus, the present chapter addresses the following research question set for this study: 

What are German expats’ senses of community and identity, how are these shaped by 

their home culture and other environments, and what implications can be drawn 

from such views about the formation of human security concerns and the governance 

issues related to them?  However, this chapter will first introduce and discuss a few 

key concepts of relevance to the subsequent treatment. 
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7 .1   Def in ing  communi ty ,  ident i ty  and cul ture  

Community, or more precisely communal relationships, took a central place in Max 

Weber’s general discussions about human relations.  “[Tending to predominately] 

use verb forms or active nouns in order to delineate the social processes with which 

he was concerned [most]” (Frisby & Sayer 1986: 68), Weber defined a communal 

relationship in the following manner: 

A social relationship will be called ‘communal’ if and so far 

the orientation of social action—whether in the individual 

case, on the average, or in the pure type—is based on a sub-

jective feeling of the parties, whether affectual [sic] or tradi-

tional, that they belong together (Weber 1978: 40). 

Thus, the essence of community in Weber’s sense of the term may be said to include 

a relationship between social actors that is characterised by some form of belonging 

together, or cohesion. 

On a different note, Birgit Glorius has described the development of a person’s iden-

tity as a “dialectic process of self-perception and the perception of others” (2000: 48).  

The crucial element in this definition is the notion of perceptions as an important 

feature of identity.  In contrast to the belief in identity as primordial or naturally giv-

en, such an understanding highlights the dynamic and social aspects of identity.  

Thus, individual identities are not based on fixed variables, but subject to continuous 

construction and change under the conditions of social interactions by humans (see 

Kleiner-Liebau 2009: 28). 
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Another important feature of identity can be derived from a definition by Jeffery 

Weeks, who argued that: 

Identity is [also] about belonging, about what you have in 

common with some people and what differentiates you from 

others.  At its most basic it gives you a sense of personal lo-

cation, the stable core to your individuality … . At the centre, 

however, are the values we share or wish to share with others 

(Weeks 1990: 88). 

The crucial aspect to note here is that the identity an individual claims for themselves 

is “based on a feeling or perception of commonality with others whose essential 

characteristics are able to be identified, named and compared, and ultimately accord-

ed value” (Austin 2002: 9, italics added).  At the same time, however, identity there-

fore also ends in differentials.  This is part of what Jon Austin has termed a “confer-

ring process” which is represented by the simultaneous act of claiming for the Self 

and the bestowing on what is becoming to be called the Other (see Austin 2002: 9-

11).  Individual identities and their self-conception thus only make sense because a 

contrasting image of a distinctive other exists (see Kleiner-Liebau 2009: 29). 

As indicated in the introductory section of this chapter, it is the notion of culture that 

offers people an important source for their community, identity and security.  Geert 

Hofstede has provided a commonly accepted definition of culture, asserting that it is 

“the collective programming of the mind which distinguishes the members of one 

group … of people from another” (1994: 3). 
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7 .2   Ev idence  from f ie ldw ork research  

As part of this study, the fieldwork research also sought to ascertain the community 

and identity of respondents and their senses of cultural belonging in particular.  It 

was the belief of this researcher that such questions help to assess potential sources 

of insecurity not only for the individuals concerned, but also for their home and host 

environments.  They also assist in testing whether contemporary identities are evolv-

ing to become somewhat distanced or disconnected from any sense of place or ances-

try, and could lead people to think of themselves primarily not as citizens of a partic-

ular state, in this case Germany, but rather as global citizens—as often assumed in 

the scholarly discourse.  This, in turn, challenges conventional forms of governance 

and raises questions about the design and legitimacy of new forms—and, hence, rel-

evant policies. 

 

7.2.1  Community in the cases of German expats in Hong Kong and 

Thailand 

In an historical study on people of Italian ancestry in Germany, Roberto Sala (2006: 

108) has suggested that, generally, a migrant group’s self-conception as a distinct 

national community is especially influenced by such external factors as the real or 

perceived discrimination by the majority society and the campaigning efforts of as-

sociations, organisations and institutions based in the respective group’s country of 
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origin.  Each of these factors is considered below, beginning with the campaigning 

efforts of German organisations in the selected sites. 

Research in this regard has indicated that there are a number of organisations and 

associations in the HKSAR and Thailand that define themselves according to Ger-

man national principles, ranging from such official and state-supported institutions as 

diplomatic missions, chambers of commerce and schools to a variety of actors having 

more private backgrounds like religious congregations, social and help societies, 

women’s and parent’s groups as well as sports and other hobby clubs. 

Some of these private organisations are based on the sole personal initiatives of 

German migrants in the respective localities.  This is especially the case for the ma-

jority of the previously mentioned private groups.  A HKSAR-based women’s group 

called the “Bizzi Bees” may be cited as a recent example for one of such initiatives.  

It was established in October 2008 with the aim to provide a socialising and network-

ing forum for German-speaking female professionals in the HKSAR (see Bizzi Bees 

2011). 

The founding of others was either merely carried out, or at least supported, by al-

ready existing institutions in Germany.  The German-speaking religious congrega-

tions in the HKSAR and Thailand, for example, provide examples in this respect.  

They were primarily established as instruments of religious guidance for German 

labour migrants by the Protestant and Catholic churches in Germany, sometimes in 

cooperation with respective local groups.  For instance, the Evangelische Gemeinde 

deutscher Sprache in Hongkong (EGDSHK, or German-speaking Protestant Congre-

gation in Hong Kong) emerged in 1965 from a joint venture project of the Protestant 
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Church in Germany and the German-speaking mercantile population in the HKSAR 

(see EGDSHK n/d).  The congregations have continued to represent relevant meeting 

points for German expats in each location, as have others, notably including the 

German Swiss International School in the HKSAR. 

In sum, it can be said that at both locations thorough structures exist which may al-

low for the existence of a German community and its definition according to national 

criteria.  This aspect has brought this researcher to query the existence of any real or 

imagined instances of discrimination of Germans by the majority societies in the 

respective locales. 

A substantial number of research participants in Thailand raised “hatred of foreign-

ers” as an issue, commonly to argue that foreigners in Thailand generally were wel-

comed as long as the local society could make money from them.  For example, one 

interviewee in Bangkok noted “that, as a foreigner, [you] are always targeted by any 

people who want to make quick dough with you” (TH-12-P). 

In addition, some types of German expats in Thailand, especially retired persons and 

entrepreneurs, cited visa and business start-up regulations as involving serious cases 

of discrimination.  While the latter concern is discussed elsewhere in this study, pen-

sioners were particularly displeased about a legislative rule that required them to 

provide a report as well as further documentation to an immigration office in their 

local residence area every 90 days as part of their one-year retirement visa.  In addi-

tion, the offer to apply for permanent residence status in the country has been reject-

ed by many on the grounds that this was rather a pure money-making attempt by the 
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Thai Federal Government and would not at all provide them with more far-reaching 

citizenship rights (TH-15-P). 

While it has been suggested that discrimination of foreigners in Thailand has gener-

ally improved over recent years for allegedly monetary reasons, there was also the 

argument that enhanced regulations should rather be considered by the Thai govern-

ment as a purposeful means to reduce its compensations for foreign venturers’ hard-

ships.  However, there is the possibility that Thailand’s latest political crisis and on-

going socio-economic transformation has contributed to some form of alleged or 

actual hatred of foreigners in Thailand.
19

 

It can be assumed that xenophobia in Thailand is not directed equally against all 

groups of migrants present in the country, and that the historically good relations 

between Thailand and Germany have functioned in favour of the Germans there.  

The fact that the Thai national anthem has been composed by the German emigrant 

Peter Feit, and that there has been regular military cooperation between Siam (as 

Thailand was previously known) and the German Kaiserreich (empire) may be cited 

as two points of relevance here (Nieberg, informal dialogues in Thailand, 11 No-

vember 2010). 

                                                 
19

 Conflict in Thailand culminated only a few months prior to the time this dissertation’s fieldwork 

research was conducted in that respective site.  The escalation occurred after Seh Daeng (the English 

transliteration for the term Red Commander in the Thai-language) or Major General Khattiya 

Sawasdiphol, a security advisor to Thailand’s so-called Red Shirt opposition, was hit by a bullet in the 

head while being interviewed in the protester’s camp side in Bangkok on 13 May 2010, and died some 

days later.  This event led to the violent crackdown of the Red Shirt movement by government securi-

ty forces in the following weeks and a period of political instability which still continues, but has not 

seen similar violent interactions since.  However, economic hardships caused by the crisis could have 

transformed into resentments towards foreigners.  For more background information on Thailand’s 

long-standing conflict and its recent developments, see, for example, publications by the International 

Crisis Group (2011, 2010) or such scholarly analyses as provided by Catharin Dalpino (2011) and 

Giles Ji Ungpakorn (2009). 
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Allegations such as the ones described above were less common in the HKSAR.  

Quite the contrary, research participants there, for example, rated government regula-

tions regarding residence permits as rather beneficial and claimed that they would 

enable them to participate in local politics (e.g., HK-08-P). 

In sum, while real or imagined discrimination by the majority society may enhance 

the formation of a German community in Thailand, it may less do so in the case of 

the HKSAR.  However, research has indicated that the national category “German” 

in actuality was of the same modest relevance for expats in Thailand as it was in the 

HKSAR.  For example, this researcher was told by one expat in Bangkok that “Euro-

peans [and Germans in particular], somehow had no interest … in a social environ-

ment, to have conversations, to make contacts [or] to simply establish a loose friend-

ship” with people of the same origin (TH-12-P). 

In addition, it was found that the notion of farang, which is used in Thailand espe-

cially to denote Western foreigners, was adopted far more often when people of the 

same background, in this case Germans, referred to themselves as some form of 

community.  The fact that one of the major German-speaking magazines in Thailand 

is published under the title “Der Farang” (The Farang) adds credence to this obser-

vation. 

While the individual identities of GEHK and GETH will be subjects of discussion in 

the next section of this chapter, the following summary proposition can be stated 

with regard to the above findings, noting that further research in this specific field is 

needed to provide more grounded evidence for a really detailed discussion and solid 

conclusion: Neither in Thailand, nor in the HKSAR, is there a strongly connected 
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group of people who have formed a cohesive or solidarity community based on 

shared national origin from the state of Germany.  Possible explanations for this may 

primarily be based on two points of relevance noted elsewhere in this study.  First, 

the notion of temporary permanence: Expats have few opportunities to forge deep 

and wide-ranging social ties since their populations are in constant flux, or at least 

appear in continuous danger to be so.  As it has been demonstrated, they represent an 

assemblage of potentially mobile individuals into which new members frequently 

arrive, while others leave.  Second, the aspect of heterogeneity:  As was shown, ex-

pats tend to disperse into a variety of occupational, family and age groupings and 

hence different settings in their host societies.  They also vary in motivations and 

attitudes. 

However, there is an additional factor that may come into play:  the local particulari-

ties of their host environment in terms of geographical position, housing and infra-

structure.  For example, given the geographical actualities and population density of 

the HKSAR, it is still a fairly time-consuming task to venture through the city’s ur-

ban areas, despite its highly-developed transportation system.  This factor not only 

hampers such expat populations as the German one in the HKSAR, who have 

stretched out over all those areas, to maintain regular interpersonal interactions be-

tween individuals, but also to develop some sense of common identity. 
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7.2.2  The identities of German expats in Hong Kong and Thailand 

Before querying expat Germans’ senses of belonging to the FRG, it is important to 

note that people do not, at all times, respond to the same questions relating to their 

identity in the same ways, but that their answers rather tend to vary according to 

changing contexts and situations.  Equally, they also may opt to respond with an-

swers that serve their personal protection and gain, instead of in line with their in-

nermost preferences (see, e.g., McMillen & Su 1998).  Therefore, the evidence 

drawn from the confidential surveys as part of this research perhaps especially pro-

vides a good measure for the aims outlined above. 

Table 7.1 

The categories named by German expats for describing their identities 

 

Categories ranked in order of the survey issue items Thailand 

(N=125) 

% 

German 32 

Kinsperson of a different nationality 0.8 

European 12.8 

Dual person 3.2 

Multi-state person 1.6 

German expatriate 14.4 

International person 21.6 

Cosmopolitan person 13.6 

As part of the surveys, respondents were asked to describe themselves according to 

several categories provided, with such results for Thailand as reflected in Table 7.1 

above:  Nearly one-third (32 percent) of the valid responses given by participants 

indicated that they also identified themselves as being primarily German, while some 
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14 percent of the respondents ascribed their identity as a German expatriate.  In addi-

tion, about one-fifth of the informants (22 percent) identified themselves as being to 

some degree an international person, while some 14 percent opted to select the cate-

gory of being a cosmopolitan person.  Another approximate 13 percent identified 

themselves as primarily being European.  The remaining categories of kinspersons of 

a different nationality, dual- and multi-state persons combined totalled at a fairly 

negligible 6 percent in round terms.  Thus, the majority of respondents identified 

themselves as being German to some degree.  This identity was greater than that of 

the category of being European.  Besides, a notable portion of the respondents con-

sidered themselves as having less local or regional ties, but rather felt primarily in-

spired by more global identities. 

While it could be assumed that those expats venturing in an institutionalised context 

with anchorage in Germany (that is, deployed employees) have stronger German 

senses of identity, an initial breakdown of responses by general type of employment 

shows that the suggested German (expatriate) identities were not particularly pro-

nounced in these respective groups, as in comparison with others (see Tables 7.2 and 

7.3 below). 

This observation, however, should only be considered as tentative since no compel-

ling distinction between those employees sent by German companies and those on 

local contracts could be made on the basis of the surveys as the details respondents 

gave regarding their employment situation were largely too unspecific. 
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Table 7.2 

The identities of German expat respondents in Thailand by employment 

 

 Self-perception 

 

German 

% 

German 

expat 

% 

International 

person 

% 

Cosmopolitan 

person 

% 

 

Other 

% 

O
cc

u
p

a
ti

o
n

 

Employee 

(N=55) 
27.3 12.7 23.6 10.9 25.5 

Self-

employee 

(N=17) 

29.4 11.8 23.5 17.6 17.6 

Housewife/ 

househus-

band 

(N=11) 

27.3 18.2 27.3 9.1 18.2 

Pensioner 

(N=29) 
41.4 20.7 17.2 13.8 6.9 

Other 

(N=11) 
45.5 9.1 9.1 18.2 18.2 

Table 7.3 

The identities of German expat respondents in Hong Kong by employment 

 

 Self-perception 

 

German 

% 

German 

expat 

% 

International 

person 

% 

Cosmopolitan 

person 

% 

 

Other 

% 

O
cc

u
p

a
ti

o
n

 

Employee 

(N=43) 
34.9 18.6 23.3 9.3 14 

Self-

employee 

(N=15) 

53.3 13.3 13.3 20 0 

Housewife/ 

househus-

band 

(N=10) 

60 20 10 10 0 

Pensioner 

(N=3) 
66.7 33.3 0 0 0 

Other 

(N=6) 
100 0 0 0 0 
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A different approach to compare deployed employees (indicated by their living in 

company or government provided housing) and expats of whom it could be assumed 

that they did not venture abroad in an institutionalised context (indicated by their 

living in self-rented housing
20

) also does not provide clarity in this regard.  For ex-

ample, an analysis of self-description in relation to housing revealed that even of 

those expats who indicated that they would have a self-rented house or apartment 

more than 50 percent still considered themselves as German.  In addition, there also 

was a considerable number of deployed employees who conceived themselves as 

international/cosmopolitan persons, in fact it is similar to the number of self-renters 

who viewed themselves as such (see Tables 7.4 and 7.5 below). 

Table 7.4 

The identities of German expat respondents in Thailand by housing 

 

 Self-perception 

 German / German   

expat 

% 

International / cosmopolitan 

person 

% 

T
y
p

e 
o
f 

h
o
u

si
n

g
 Company or    

government     

provided    

housing (N=5) 

60 20 

Self-rented 

house or 

flat/apartment 

(N=21) 

52.4 33.3 

 

                                                 
20

 It must be advised that the self-renters category can also include some deployed employees since 

some companies only provide housing allowances and the employees themselves assume the task of 

renting a house. 
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Table 7.5 

The identities of German expat respondents in Hong Kong by housing 

 

 Self-perception 

 German / German   

expat 

% 

International / cosmopolitan 

person 

% 

T
y
p

e 
o
f 

h
o
u

si
n

g
 Company or    

government     

provided    

housing (N=9) 

66.7 33.3 

Self-rented 

house or 

flat/apartment 

(N=17) 

52.9 35.3 

Respondents were also queried to what extent they agreed or disagreed with a num-

ber of factors that might have influenced their identities in a general sense.  As Table 

7.6 below indicates, the factors deemed to be most important in this regard, by a ma-

jority of respondents in both locales, were: socialisation experiences, native language 

and family and friends.  More than half of the participants in the HKSAR felt that 

their religious beliefs or certain cultural practices were relevant.  In addition, just less 

than half in Thailand noted that a mere notion of existing nation-states would play a 

role.  Those factors which were deemed to be the least important in shaping their 

identity in both locales were: opinions/behaviours of others, government policies and 

state actions, ethnicity and held passport/citizenship. 

The fact that friend and family relationships were rated among the most relevant fac-

tors in shaping German expats’ identities could indicate that expats need to find par-

ticular social and emotional support to cope with their everyday problems when lo-

cated in a foreign locale. 
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Table 7.6
21

 

The main factors named by German expat respondents in the HKSAR and 

Thailand for shaping their identities 

 

Factors ranked in order of the survey issue items HKSAR 

(N=33) 

% 

Thailand 

(N=57) 

% 

The existence of different states and countries in the 

world 
45.5 49.1 

My passport and the citizenship I hold 36.4 31.6 

My first (native) language 87.9 64.9 

My religious believes or cultural practices 54.5 42.1 

My ethnicity 27.3 28.1 

My friends and family 78.8 56.1 

The opinions and behaviours of others 15.2 10.5 

My socialisation experiences as a child and teenager 72.7 68.4 

Government policies and state actions 21.2 22.8 

Respondents were also asked about the factors that might specifically enhance their 

sense of German identity.  As Table 7.7 below shows, the factors that were deemed 

being most important by a majority of respondents in both locales, included: social 

interaction with natives, social connections to Germany, social interactions with 

German and other expats as well as Germany’s democratic political system.  The 

least important factors enhancing their senses of German identity in this regard were: 

German government information, negative views about host states, Germany’s posi-

tive stance towards Europe, and Germany’s contribution to civil/humanitarian poli-

tics.  Participants in the HKSAR and Thailand were split about their views as far as 

widespread images of good beer, black forest cake, and so forth are concerned.  While 

                                                 
21 Note that the given percentages in the following tables of this chapter (except for Table 7.8) indicate 

“strongly agree” and “agree” to the respective issue items provided. 
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this was considered a relevant factor in the shaping of their German identity for re-

spondents in the HKSAR, it was not so for those in Thailand. 

That several aspects of Germany’s political system contributed to an enhanced sense 

of German identity among respondents also came out strongly in in-depth interview-

ing in both locales.  Furthermore, it was especially the notion of Germany’s social 

welfare system that was rated most positive in this regard (e.g., HK-17-P; TH-02-P). 

Table 7.7 

The main factors named by German expat respondents in the HKSAR and 

Thailand for shaping their German identities 

 

Factors ranked in order of the survey issue items HKSAR 

(N=33) 

% 

Thailand 

(N=57) 

% 

My connections to a particular community/group in Germany 69.7 59.6 

German government information 15.2 19.3 

Interaction with other Germans/nationalities abroad 60.6 54.4 

Interaction with people of my current place of residence 60.6 61.4 

Germany’s contribution to civil/humanitarian political efforts 27.3 31.6 

Germany’s democratic political system 54.5 54.4 

Germany’s positive stance towards Europe 39.4 29.8 

Widespread images of good beer, black forest cake and so 

forth 
57.6 42.1 

Negative views about my current locality 15.2 29.8 

When asked what place they considered as their home country, some 74 percent of 

the German expat informants in Thailand (N=57) stated that for them it was Germa-

ny.  About 7 percent and 5 percent indicated that this was either their current locality 

or a place where they had previously been.  Another 14 percent were either unsure or 
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made an invalid or no statement.  Perhaps, this can be taken as an indicator that the 

core identities of German respondents in Thailand are fairly settled. 

Additionally, when queried about the things in life that would currently trouble them 

most, less than 10 percent of the German expat respondents in Thailand indicated 

that this was a sense of losing their German identity.  Again, this might be considered 

as a hint that German identities are relatively well-established. 

A consideration of expats’ use of languages adds further evidence to this observation.  

For example, of those respondents in the HKSAR and Thailand who provided addi-

tional details regarding their use of languages in everyday life, some 50 percent in 

both locales stated that they would predominantly speak German when being with 

family and/or close friends (see Table 7.8 below).  Moreover, a fair share of multiple 

answers also included German as a preferred language in routine interactions with 

the respective groups.  Language is generally accepted as an important aspect of 

identity formation in relevant research and migration studies in particular (see, e.g., 

Schulze et. al. 2008). 

Table 7.8 

Language usage by the selected German expat populations in routine              

interactions with family and/or close friends 

 

Type of language HKSAR 

(N=33) 

% 

Thailand 

(N=50) 

% 

German 54.5 50 

English 12.1 14 

Cantonese/Thai 0 2 

Multiple 33.3 34 
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Respondents also were asked about the means by which they tried to maintain their 

sense of German identity.  As Table 7.9 below indicates, the two prime factors 

deemed to be most important in this regard by respondents in both Hong Kong and 

Thailand were: regular access to web sites, newspapers, magazines and/or TV news 

related to Germany and regular postal/email dialogue and/or telephone contacts with 

relatives and/or friends in Germany.  The fact that several engagements in German-

organised events were rated less important might support the view that GEHK and 

GETH do not necessarily aim to specifically meet people of the same national origin 

on-site, and that a sense of internal community cohesion is not very pronounced. 

Table 7.9 

The main factors named by German expat respondents in the HKSAR and 

Thailand for assisting them in maintaining their sense of German identity 

 

Factors ranked in order of the survey issue items HKSAR 

(N=33) 

% 

Thailand 

(N=57) 

% 

Regular postal/email dialogue and/or telephone contacts 

with relatives and/or friends in Germany 
81.8 82.5 

Regular access to web sites, newspapers, magazines and/or 

TV news related to Germany 
78.8 86 

Accessing German expat web sites 39.4 36.8 

Accessing German government web sites 6.1 10.5 

Involvement in activities of German expat groups or other 

German associations/organisations in my current locality 
45.5 33.3 

Attending sporting and other events relating to Germany in 

my current locality 
42.4 19.3 

Membership in German expat groups or associations/ or-

ganisations in my current locality 
39.4 29.8 

Regular visits to Germany 60.6 59.6 

Voting in German elections 57.6 36.8 

Retention of German customs/traditions and cultural prac-

tices 
60.6 40.4 
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When asked what they felt as a consequence of their departure from Germany, a ma-

jority of 62 and 61 percent of the respondents in the HKSAR and Thailand, respec-

tively, agreed to the statement that ‘I am now (more) concerned about [i.e., aware of] 

what it means to belong to a country like Germany’.  As Table 7.10 below further 

shows, less than 20 percent of the respondents in both locales indicated that their 

German heritage was difficult to maintain and that their senses of identity had be-

come confused.  In addition, only some 43 and 36 percent of the respondents in the 

HKSAR and Thailand agreed to the statement ‘I am now more concerned about my 

identity and sense of belonging’. 

Table 7.10 

The statements given by German expat respondents in the HKSAR and        

Thailand for their feelings as a consequence of their departure from Germany 

 

Statements ranked in order of the survey issue items HKSAR 

(N=33) 

% 

Thailand 

(N=57) 

% 

I am more concerned about my identity and sense of belong-

ing 
45.5 35.1 

My senses of identity have become confused 18.2 12.3 

My understanding of a German citizen’s rights and obliga-

tions has diminished 

 

24.2 

 

17.5 

I am now (more) concerned about what it means to belong to 

a country like Germany 

 

66.7 

 

61.4 

I have built many new friendships 72.7 77.2 

My social relationships have become troublesome 12.1 7 

My personality has been negatively affected 6.1 3.5 

My overall development has benefited 97 82.5 

My German heritage is difficult to remain 6.1 3.5 

While these findings may be cited to support the view that German expats generally 

seem to have a solid understanding of what it means to be German and how to main-
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tain this sense of identity, they may also be taken to add credence to such notions that 

expat experiences increase an awareness of one’s personal roots and origins.  This, 

however, seems to not necessarily mean that the individuals concerned give more 

thought to their senses of identity.  It rather appears, and this has also come out in 

interviewing, that people tend to never really give their sense of inner self in such 

matters too much thought. 

 

7 .3   Summary  ana lys i s  and some po l icy  impl i -

cat ions  

The general impression from the evidence gathered in the fieldwork research in the 

HKSAR and Thailand is that the German expat populations in both locales are not 

particularly cohesive communities based on their national origin, though some com-

munal sub-groups—such as families—and companion assemblies of persons of the 

same background—for example, those among pensioners—may have assumed great-

er importance. 

Nonetheless, it seems as if members of the respective expat populations in the 

HKSAR and Thailand tend to maintain rather strong senses of a German identity, 

though some considerable international tendencies do exist.  In addition, these identi-

ties appear to be relatively settled (or mature) and pose little concern for the people 

involved.  Overall, the major issues of concern for GEHK and GETH, therefore, 

seem to not directly derive from some kind of identity disorder, but rather from the 
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everyday and general difficulties arising from the fact that they continue to feel cul-

turally affiliated with Germany, even though they are venturing outside the tradition-

al territorial and jurisdictional realm of the FRG. 

This presents new challenges for German policy-makers.  For example, only those 

expats who continue to hold a German citizenship could be considered as falling un-

der the responsibility of the FRG and having the right to be protected from insecurity.  

At the same time, however, the concerns of all those people, who simply have some 

senses of belonging towards Germany, could be seen as important and adequate 

enough to be taken into account by relevant governance institutions and policies.  

Some of the needs raised by the German expat populations in the HKSAR and Thai-

land will be considered in the subsequent chapters of this study. 
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C H A P T E R  8  

T H E  S E C U R I T Y  C O N C E R N S  O F     

G E R M A N  E X P A T R I A T E S  I N           

H O N G  K O N G  A N D  T H A I L A N D  

In the course of this researcher’s fieldwork enquiries, evidence was obtained that 

GEHK and GETH have a wide range of concerns about their everyday and more 

general security, though somewhat varying from place to place.  They range from 

basic issues related to the protection of their physical integrity to rather qualified 

reservations towards the provisions of education and social benefits, and also include 

the overarching concern about obtaining adequate information to address such no-

tions.  This chapter discusses some of these identified issues of concern in relation to 

specific policy areas, and offers a number of possible solutions for the consideration 

of both the expats themselves as well as their German home government.  In doing 

so, the chapter addresses the following question set for this investigation: What are 

German expats’ personal, communal, economic, political and other concerns about 

everyday and general security, and how are these addressed by the expats themselves 

and their home (and host) states? 
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8 .1   Communicat ion  and informat ion  i s sues  

This section of the chapter focuses on evidence of the overarching concerns held by 

GEHK and GETH about both the difficulties in obtaining access to relevant infor-

mation regarding their various reservations and as well as their problems in interact-

ing with German government institutions generally.  Hence, a number of expats in-

volved in the research felt that government agencies in Germany and German foreign 

missions in Hong Kong and Thailand could be doing a much better job in terms of 

disseminating information and advice to, and communicating with, their people 

abroad. 

 

8.1.1  Access to government information and the role of the Inter-

net 

In the course of this enquiry, a number of research participants observed that issues 

of concern to German expats not only fell under the responsibility of various German 

state agencies, but were also distributed among different levels of government, rang-

ing from the federal to the state and the municipal.  Given this situation, concern was 

expressed that sometimes it was a challenge for people trying to sort out certain mat-

ters.  For example, one GEHK noted that: “[First of all], you have no idea at all 

where [exactly] you shall turn to at all” (HK-22-P). 

Evidence obtained in the research indicates that this was especially because some-

times it seemed very difficult for expats to obtain relevant advice about the various 
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government services online and by using the Internet as their main source of infor-

mation.  For instance, one GEHK stated that: 

It would be quite nice if there was a bit of [German govern-

ment] advice on … where one can access certain information 

which are of relevance [to us German expats] … in the Inter-

net … [and] I think it [is not too much to ask] to seek such in-

formation without [complicatedly] searching for them (HK-

01-P). 

Statements such as the above have prompted this researcher to look more closely at 

the several Internet presences of the German government, query if there should be an 

improvement of those websites, and explore how this could possibly be achieved. 

 

8.1.1.1  Enhancing government websites? 

This researcher has noted that the German Federal Government (GFG) maintains the 

Internet website www.bundesregierung.de as part of its online presence.  It is de-

signed and managed by the German Bundespresseamt (BPA, or Federal Press Of-

fice)—an autonomous state agency under direct supervision of the German Bun-

deskanzler (Federal Chancellor)—which perceives itself as “the information hub 

between [German] citizens, the media and the Federal Government” (BPA 2011a, 

italics added), and considers information for the German public as one of its main 

services (BPA 2011b). 

While this web portal can be considered as useful for providing the German public 

with relevant information about such issues as the structure of the German political 
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system, the roles of various departments and latest government agendas, there 

seemed to be only limited information available of direct interest to Germany’s expat 

and repat populations.  Along with a link to the FFO, this can be considered to pri-

marily include some of the contents of a web page entitled ‘Beauftragte für Migra-

tion, Flüchtlinge und Integration’ (Commissioner for Migration, Refugees and Inte-

gration), such as those related to the recognition of occupational qualifications ob-

tained outside of Germany (see BPA 2011c). 

Evidence obtained in the research has revealed that the German FFO’s website at the 

link www.auswaertiges-amt.de is at the forefront of information sources for expat 

Germans.  This researcher ascertained that this page included a further collection of 

useful links to information of direct relevance to primarily German expats but some 

also to repats, under the headings ‘Einreise und Aufenthalt’ (Entry and Stay) and  

‘Reise und Sicherheit’ (Travel and Security).  However, it is only after navigating 

one more click onto a website under the heading ‘Konsularischer Service’ (Consular 

Service) in the previously-mentioned travel and security category that seekers of ad-

vice are directed to a page in a different domain (www.konsularinfo.diplo.de) which 

not only contains such essential information as indicated under the heading ‘Leben 

und Arbeiten im Ausland’ (Living and Working Abroad), but also the first link to the 

federal government’s crisis response online registration service for Germans abroad, 

known under the term Elektronische Erfassung Auslandsdeutscher (ELEFAND, or 

Electronic Registration of Germans Abroad).  Recognising that it is the primary re-

sponsibility of the individual German foreign missions to administer this service and 

thus raise public awareness among their expats accordingly, it is the view of this re-

searcher that at least some general information about this mechanism should become 
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apparent earlier in the website, ideally when looking at the FFO’s welcome page.  

The same argument could also easily apply to some of the basic information con-

tained in the other sub-categories referred to above. 

In this context, it might be useful to note that other governments, such as in Australia, 

have begun to create and maintain dedicated web portals for specific groups of their 

population, including expats.  Basically, this people-oriented approach is aimed at 

easing access to relevant information without advice seekers having to know which 

government agency to contact or subject to search.  According to the Australian gov-

ernment, this scheme is meant to be a supplement to the official web presences and 

not intended to replace “the existing set of agency-based and subject-oriented web-

sites” (Legal and Constitutional References Committee 2005: 29).  In line with the 

main argument of this study, it is the view of this researcher that there is a demand 

placed on the German government to launch a similar initiative which ultimately 

would be of great benefit not only to its expats and repats, but also to its general pub-

lic. 

This researcher also suggests that regular email newsletters could be issued on a sim-

ilar basis informing expats, repats and other specific community groups in Germany 

about designated themes that are of direct relevance to them, including changes in 

legislation affecting them and arrangements for forthcoming elections.  The individ-

ual population groups could subscribe to these newsletters through their respective 

web portals.  In line with this, one GEHK noted that: 

Maybe the [German] Federal Government sometimes could 

also forward official reports [on specific issues] when it im-

plements certain changes [such as] in relation to passports 
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[for example] … and the biometric passport [in particular], as 

these will [most likely] affect people [like us] at one stage, 

or … [well] simply things like this (HK-01-P). 

This researcher found that interested persons can indeed already subscribe not only 

to a German and/or English-language newsletter service administered by the German 

FFO, but also to ones maintained by the respective German foreign missions in Hong 

Kong and Bangkok.  Evidence, however, was also obtained that there was some dis-

satisfaction with the contents of these services and that this added to a sense of ex-

clusion among expats who, by and large, tended to continuously feel somewhat con-

nected to Germany.  As expats in both locales frequently noted: 

I [tend to] have the feeling that I am invisible for these people 

[i.e. the German officials] … [b]ecause [expats like] me do 

not match with their [nation state-based] ideas. … [And] 

when I am reading through what they send out every now and 

then … I often get the impression of that what they are writ-

ing is not directed at me [because] people like me are almost 

not referred to (TH-01-P). 

Or: 

… yet … I have to say … this is not really an interesting dis-

tribution list [as] it tends not to deal with very interesting is-

sues (HK-07-P). 

And: 

Well, the newsletter.  I do read it occasionally.  [Unfortunate-

ly], however, it mainly just deals with what is happening in 

Thailand, the relations between the German and the Thai 

communities [and] what is being done on economic or politi-

cal levels (TH-03-P). 
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It is the view of this researcher that the establishment of such a newsletter system on 

the principles alluded to above would greatly assist the German government institu-

tions in targeting expats’ feelings of exclusion and thus also contribute to the aim of 

improving these groups’ senses of security. 

 

8.1.1.2  Enhancing diplomatic mission services? 

In the course of the enquiry, this researcher obtained evidence of some useful collab-

oration between expat Germans and relevant local missions dedicated to improve the 

public good of the respective parts of Germany’s distant population.  The Bangkok-

based Deutscher Hilfsverein Thailand (DHV, or German Help) may be cited as an 

example for this, as its primary aim is to assist persons of German nationality in ad-

dressing problems that might occur during their ventures in Thailand.  It mainly con-

sists of local German volunteers and operates in close cooperation with the German 

Embassy in Bangkok (DHV n/d). 

Yet, this researcher also found that there was more room for improved communica-

tion between German foreign missions and their expats.  While a closer examination 

of the arguments involved in this matter is the primary subject of concern in the dis-

cussion of Section 8.2, this section deals with the potential for improved interaction 

between German diplomatic missions and expats by especially considering a volun-

tary database that could cater to mutual interests in terms of security. 
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This researcher noted that the individual websites of German foreign missions in 

Hong Kong and Bangkok contain a range of relevant information for GEHK and 

GETH—including one link in each case to the government’s online registration ser-

vice ELEFAND, as well as the respective missions’ independent newsletter schemes.  

While ELEFAND is based on German administrative considerations to be able to 

contact its expats in the event of crisis or emergency situations—as further discussed 

in the following chapter section—, it is the aim of the newsletters to keep German 

expats informed about current developments in Germany as well as relevant events 

in Hong Kong or Bangkok. 

This researcher suggests that consideration could be given by the relevant institutions 

to establish an online system similar to that of ELEFAND, where German expats, on 

a voluntary basis, could register as being especially skilled in certain areas or profes-

sions (e.g. speaking a certain language) and/or working or living in particular geo-

graphic regions.  The implementation of such a database profiling local German ex-

pats could enable missions to contact these volunteers in circumstances of distress or 

need or even for longer cooperation, so as to improve their services and strengthen 

the expats’ senses of security.  Such an initiative could also enhance the expats’ 

senses of recognition and inclusion, as long as this system does not become overly 

intrusive.  Therefore, registration with the profiling database should be exclusively 

voluntary and also include a high level of privacy assurance as well as a clear state-

ment regarding the contributions for which expats could be called upon. 

Concurrently, it should be ensured that this proposed profile database does not un-

dermine the effectiveness of the ELEFAND service as a security enhancement tool.  
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As this researcher has detected, there was already some sense of confusion and mis-

understanding among sectors of the German expats in Hong Kong and Thailand 

about the meaning and practices related to individual online services, namely the 

ELEFAND registration provision on the one hand and the several newsletter systems 

on the other.  Hence, for many expats the separation and different purposes of these 

mechanisms seemed to be unclear, as was what kind of information one could expect 

to receive by subscribing to each of these services.   

Evidence obtained indicates that this has led to situations where expats have missed 

out on important information or came to unjustified judgements about certain service 

performances.  For example, one GEHK, who was registered with ELEFAND, criti-

cised that no announcement for German elections was included in the respective 

messages of this system, whereas such arrangements seemed to have been made pub-

lic through the newsletter service to which the expat apparently had not subscribed.  

In the words of this expat: 

I am registered with this German list confined to Greater 

China, somehow registered with this database … and the only 

way to note [that Germany is preparing for elections] is 

through colleges or … a note in the South China Morning 

Post (HK-08-P). 

Instances like these tend to result in increasing senses of exclusion, although with the 

provisos mentioned.  To not add to this confusion by introducing another database it 

is proposed to combine the suggested expat profile database with ELEFAND.  In any 

event, it might involve a revision and clarification of the purpose and scope of each 

of the services concerned.  Finally, a reconsideration of ELEFAND’s requirement to 
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confirm someone’s registration every three months and perhaps a reasonable exten-

sion of this timeframe to six months could also relieve some stress among the expats. 

 

8.1.2  Communication and terms of interaction between govern-

ment officials and expats 

As discussed earlier in this section, issues of concern to German expats are subject to 

various German state agencies’ areas of responsibility as well as different levels of 

government.  Evidence obtained indicates that this situation adds to increased senses 

of insecurity among expats through a perceived variation of administrative capabili-

ties of these agencies in Germany and possible prolonged times for processing cer-

tain enquiries.  Besides, the research also revealed that there was potential for im-

proved modes of interaction between certain German state institutions, notably for-

eign missions, and their expats.  These issues of concern will be discussed in the fol-

lowing sections. 

 

8.1.2.1 Weaknesses in administrative capabilities and prolonged processing 

times 

A number of research participants noted that sometimes state agencies in Germany, 

especially those at local levels, seemed to feel unauthorised or incapable of handling 

the often specific and individual queries of expats.  Hence, requests are either reject-
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ed or need a long time to be processed, leaving it basically to the expats to chase of-

ficial procedures.  This researcher notes that finding one’s way through German gov-

ernment bureaucracies is sometimes difficult, even for those living in Germany, and 

that these difficulties are multiplied for those outside Germany who do not have the 

ability to appear at a local department in person.  For example, with a view to former 

living experiences in Singapore one GEHK stated that: 

… once a [German] Embassy proves not responsible [for a 

certain issue] one tends to start feeling lost. … [F]or example, 

considering driver’s license issues or matters related to pen-

sions:  First of all, you really don’t know where to turn your-

self to at all … and then you are contacting your home dis-

trict which [sometimes], as in my case, is ‘total province’ and 

there they [tend to] think: “Strewth!  Singapore.”  [And say:] 

“Well, in this case, we can’t [help you].”  [In fact, they must 

be thinking:] “I don’t know what to do.  This is certainly not 

my area of responsibility.”  And, they went on to say: “Try 

this and that person.”  And [hence] they send you to Messrs. 

A and B [because] there is no central contact point for Ger-

mans abroad where you can just go and organise you bu-

reaucratic issues all in once (HK-22-P, italics added). 

And another GEHK critically stated: 

[Something I have done here in cooperation with the Consu-

late General is]: to apply for international birth certificates 

on behalf of my children and to request an international mar-

riage certificate.  These applications are processed by the 

[so-called] Civil Registry Office 1 in Berlin … and this pro-

cedure took five years in the case of my marriage certificate 

and one respectively two years with a view to the birth certif-

icates (HK-08-P, italics added). 

It has been argued throughout this study that, often, this sense of troublesome official 

channels was enhanced by a perceived lack of bureaucratic care and flexibility by 

state officials.  As one GEHK explained: 
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I had requested a birth certificate for my [children] in Berlin.  

It took two years until this was issued and when I was about 

to collect it at the Consulate General, I did not have the re-

quired water bill with me to prove that my residence was of-

ficially registered in Hong Kong.  Consequently, I was sent 

back home … to collect this water bill.  However, on my re-

turn some days later, [it turned out] that the relevant person 

hadn’t remembered requesting me [to hand the water bill in 

later].  Moreover, the official had returned the birth certificate 

back to Berlin so that it took another half a year until I finally 

got it.  Well, I think, this was truly too strict in terms of fol-

lowing the rules set for the administration of such cases (HK-

21-P). 

During the interviews, a number of proposals were made about ways for the German 

government to address these perceived weaknesses in competent and timely official 

channels, generally to argue that some kind of central bureaucratic unit at the GFG 

level should be established that would be specifically dedicated to a direct processing 

of expat queries of state and municipal concern and a targeted coordinating of those 

requests that fall under the responsibility of superior agencies.  While this researcher 

basically is supportive of this idea, it should be noted that this initiative might also 

involve the creation of coordinating units for expat affairs across several government 

agencies at federal state and local levels in Germany in order to ensure the effective-

ness of such a central body.  In the first instance, however, this scheme should in-

volve the creation of an investigative unit whose aim would be to identify the gaps in 

government-expat interactions and sharpen the focus of bureaucratic needs and pro-

cedures.  In any event, these approaches would most likely involve funding issues for 

their conveners, such as the FFO. 
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8.1.2.2  Modes of interaction between state officials and expats 

A number of GEHK and GETH expressed concern about the modes of interaction in 

instances of bureaucratic dealing and procedures, especially involving their non-

German life partners or family members.  In particular, dissatisfaction was expressed 

about the sometimes arrogant, and even racist, behaviour of locally employed mis-

sion staff in the respective sites—as well as the every so often uninterested or insen-

sitive attitudes of lower ranking officials from Germany.  For example, a GEHK stat-

ed when asked whether he felt taken good care of by the German government author-

ities that: 

[The General Consulate staff] tending to annoy me most is 

less of German background, but rather locally employed. 

[While] the Germans tend to work in the back office area, 

one has to predominately deal with local staff at the counter 

or, specifically, Hong Kong-Chinese.  And, it is here one has 

to hit one’s fist on the table [i.e., German expression for add-

ing authority to something] every now and then … because 

my wife is Filipino-Chinese and even though she is Chinese, 

Filipinos do not have the best reputation [among parts of the 

Hong Kong population] (HK-09-P). 

In a similar vein, a German expat in Bangkok argued that: 

[The personnel working at the Embassy’s counter area in-

cludes] some local Thai employees who in part are indescrib-

ably arrogant and a few [lower rank German officials tending] 

to show no interest in Thailand, nor in us [expats and our 

lives]—they just appear as a simple German bureaucrat and 

confront everyone in a manner which makes this person feel 

like a criminal (TH-24-P). 
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The same expat informed this researcher about an instance in which a locally em-

ployed German Embassy official of a certain economic background in Thailand re-

jected the visitor visa application of his Thai life-partner whose family was member 

of a different class of society, and conducted the required interview in a biased and 

racist manner.   

This expat also expressed distress about a fairly recent arrangement of the German 

Embassy in Bangkok according to which visa candidates had to make prior appoint-

ments with the mission in order to initiate the application process (see Figure 8.1 

below for some photographic evidence of this arrangement).  This researcher notes 

that due to this regulation short notice arrangements generally seem to be more diffi-

cult to obtain, which, in turn, might lead to such odd situations in which mixed-

liaised expat families are separated in events such as emergency situations.  In con-

junction with the outsourcing of this appointment service to an external company, 

this requirement may also lead to “insanely funny” situations in which infants are 

assigned the appointment at a time different to that allocated to their parents, as oc-

curred in the case of the respective expat and the family’s two-year-old (TH-24-P). 

This expat further argued that a possible means to prevent such instances of biased 

visa decisions by German missions, such as at the Embassy in Bangkok, was to in-

troduce some form of database that differentiates between frequent and occasional 

expat visitors as well as long and short-term expat residents.  Given that equality 

before the law is a basic principle in German official procedures, this researcher does 

not support a bureaucratic classification of expats and the tolerating of differentiation 

in treatment.  Moreover, the focus on appropriate counter measures in this regard 
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should be placed within the aim to enhance the ability of missions to make well-

informed personnel decisions and to select their local employees as carefully as pos-

sible and to their best of their knowledge.  Counter measures might also involve the 

provision of further education/training to employed personnel and, perhaps, the regu-

lar conduct of performance evaluations through independent parties and/or the expat 

populations themselves. 

Figure 8.1 

Sign at the German Embassy Bangkok requesting people to make prior ap-

pointments for visa issuing via telephone 

 

 

Source: This researcher’s photograph 
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8 .2   The  protec t ion  o f  phys ica l  integr i ty  

The following section focuses on the concerns of expat Germans in relation to the 

protection of their physical integrity.  While these seemed to be of less relevance for 

the GEHK, many GETH felt that the GFG and its diplomatic missions abroad in par-

ticular, could be doing a much better job in terms of disseminating security alerts and 

communicating instructions for conduct in crisis situations, and even in granting ro-

bust consular assistance. 

 

8.2.1  Means and practices of the current alerting scheme 

According to Paragraph 3 under Section 6 of the German Konsulargesetz (consular 

law), all Germans residing abroad are entitled to register onto a Krisenvorsorgeliste 

(crisis response list) in their current place of residence, as provided by relevant Ger-

man diplomatic missions in the respective locales.  Until not so long ago, this file 

was organised on a paper-form basis, commonly known as Deutschenliste (German 

list), and it is only since early 2010 that this manual scheme was replaced by a pass-

word-required and internet-based system called ELEFAND that has already been 

introduced elsewhere in this study.  As it has been in terms of its predecessor scheme 

in the past, registration with ELEFAND continues to be voluntary and is aimed at 

facilitating fast and effective consular assistance in crisis or emergency situations.  A 

key tool in these considerations is the sending of security-alerts in the form of elec-
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tronic messages, or E-Mails (see Deutsches Auswärtiges Amt 2011a; Deutsche 

Botschaft Duschanbe n/a). 

Interview respondents in Thailand were divided in their views about their satisfaction 

with the practices of this system and the significance of its alert contents.  While 

some noted that “the information politics of the German embassy in Bangkok [during 

the latest political crisis there] were thoughtful” and “adequate” (TH-31-P; also TH-

27-P), others felt that the notifications came out very slowly and were too vague.  For 

example, one GETH argued: 

Well, I was happy that I knew so many French people … who 

forwarded everything that came out from the French embassy 

to me.  And they received alerts by SMS.  [While] the Ger-

man Embassy at some stage brought itself to send E-

Mails. … [Also, the crisis response team] should have said at 

one stage:  “Well, please, dear folks, have caution, don’t go 

there.”  And [they should have been] really strict indeed—

that is, what the French have done. … They immediately re-

ceived a message stating:  “Curfew today.  Please obey this, 

and wait and see.” … [T]hey actually said … as soon as they 

knew about it:  “Today, curfew.  Curfew commences from 

6pm on.  Please strictly obey it, remain at home, and do not 

go out, and so on.”  While the Germans [tend to] say:  

“Please check the Internet [for further information] … [or] 

the Bangkok Post (TH-11-P). 

It is a somewhat open secret that the GFG generally tends to issue travel warnings at 

a slower pace than, for example, Anglo-American countries because of the powerful 

lobby position the travel-related industries are occupying in German internal affairs.  

While it can be assumed that this has some form of impact on the velocity and design 

of disseminating security alerts in crisis or emergency situations, it also seems that 

some kind of peculiar foreign policy culture, too, comes into play when such ques-
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tions are raised with a particular view to Germany.  This is reflected in the self-

conception of the EU and the organisation’s representation as a Zivilmacht (civil or, 

civilising power) in international relations aimed to politically counter any trends that 

could lead to a securitisation of critical occasions, the outbreak and spread of panic 

and/or violence and even the involvement of military force (see, e.g., Rittberger & 

Zelli 2003).  Therefore, the approach demands a particularly careful assessment of 

crisis situations based on balanced and comprehensive information collection and 

evaluation as well as a specific reserved attitude in terms of political statements and 

actions. 

While a state’s general ability to appropriately handle crisis situation assessments 

depends on the range and timeliness of available background knowledge as well as 

on a willingness and capability to gather data, this author’s research has indicated 

that there seem to be some considerable Thailand-specific (but also more general) 

shortcomings in these regards.  For instance, this researcher was told by a German 

Embassy official in Bangkok (TH-04-E) that the mission was in need of additional 

and better-trained personnel—especially in the area of Thai-language competency—

and that this should be provided by the Foreign Office in Germany.  This would not 

only allow an enhanced engagement with relevant informants in respective localities 

abroad, but would also provide much-needed capacities to develop a solid communi-

cation network to the more long-term GETH who have a good knowledge about their 

host environment—aspects that, as such, would in turn contribute to the aim of 

providing solid background information and advice for crisis response assessments. 
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More generally, research evidence also indicates that well-informed crisis situation 

assessments appear to be hindered by certain structural factors as well—as related to 

the overall organisation and administration of German missions.  Thus, it seems as if 

the all-powerful position of an Ambassador has a negative impact on the process of 

broad and balanced information acquisition and reportage in the sense that all reports 

directed to the FFO in Berlin need to be approved and signed by this representative 

before being sent to Germany.  Given these practices, and possible contradictory 

views between Ambassadors and reporting Attaches—whether resulting from mere 

ideological considerations or political party interests, or from simple personal antipa-

thy, there is the risk that, because of this power-asymmetry, opinions different to that 

of the Ambassador are ultimately not forwarded and being evaluated. 

Accordingly, a statement by a German government official with long-term experi-

ence in the diplomatic sector was obtained in the research that argued it would be 

good to have a system in which the Attaches’ reports go directly to Germany; and if 

the Ambassadors disagree, they have the option to add a separate statement—as such 

a practice was said to be a common procedure in French diplomacy, for example.  

This would enhance the chances for balanced information reporting, whereas current-

ly it might happen that reports containing information contrary to the ideological, 

political or other views of an Ambassador literally “end up in the waste basket”—and 

that Attaches are tasked to re-write their statements (TH-04-E).  The author will 

elaborate on this matter shortly by discussing the issue of more robust consular assis-

tance. 
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Finally, the official also noted that the ability of crisis responses by each mission 

would depend on general experiences with exercising this task and the personal char-

acter and sensitivity of the current staff generally.  “Usually, missions who haven’t 

been tested for a while [like the one in Bangkok]”, the official said, “have greater 

problems in coping with unexpected extreme situations” (TH-04-E). 

 

8.2.2  Possible improvements in communicating security alerts 

One of the most substantial responses by interviewees was that the sending of securi-

ty-alerts should be extended to include a SMS-notification system.  The reasons for 

that were given by one expat, who argued: 

… the E-Mails [through the internet] partly didn’t work dur-

ing that days [of political unrest in Bangkok] and … I mean, 

for me, it wasn’t that bad because I was well informed 

through the other [expats].  However, I always thought, dear 

God, just what are those [expats] doing who … don’t have 

access to E-Mail and … I know one German female [who] is 

just here in Thailand for a visit.  Even though she is regis-

tered with this Deutschenliste, she has no access to the inter-

net.  She always has to go to an internet-café. She won’t re-

ceive such an [alert via] E-Mail at all (TH-11-P) 

In the course of this study, the researcher noted that some German diplomatic mis-

sions seem to provide such an SMS-notification system to their communities.  For 

example, the German embassy in Sanaa, Yemen, on their webpage, promoted a 

SMS-notification system termed KRUZE and requested an E-Mail containing a valid 

mobile number for registration (see German Embassy Sanaa 2011). 
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Given the obtained data on problems accessing the Internet, particularly during times 

of crisis whereby curfews or instability may limit access to Internet cafes, this re-

searcher concludes that SMS alerts are more likely to be a reliable means of com-

municating alert information to a wider group of people than Internet alerts.  There-

fore, they represent a valuable supplement and should be included in the current 

alerting system. 

 

8.2.3  Weaknesses in the provision of robust consular assistance 

While many participants in the Thailand research agreed to the statement that the 

GFG in fact recognises and sets policies relevant to its distant population in the realm 

of protecting citizens abroad, one GETH was not supportive of this idea at all.  Hav-

ing been a long-term (media) observer of the political developments in Thailand over 

past years, this interviewee critically stated that: 

… the typical protection for persons in my situation [i.e. be-

ing constantly threatened because of critical media reporting], 

is … I mean embassies certainly can’t do much.  However, a 

quite normal strategy of states which are somewhat repres-

sive [like Thailand] is to launch discreditation campaigns in 

order to isolate persons [in question] and then to take serious 

action.  Therefore, embassies, for example, invite people who 

are in such danger to particular occasions, or receptions. … 

They are invited to demonstrate symbolically towards this 

[repressive] state [that] they do have a certain reputation. … 

And there are some embassies that have placed me on their 

particular guest-lists.  My own [German] embassy: nothing.  I 

have repeatedly, when receiving threats, notified the [German] 

embassy that I have been warned [about eventual violent ac-

tions towards my person but] … [t]here has been no official 

reaction at all. … [And], the problem is the Ambassador 

[whose political views are contradictory to mine and party-
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biased to such an extent that he does not consider other per-

spectives] (TH-24-P). 

The statement of this GETH points to the structural issues that seem to be inherent in 

the organisation of the German Foreign Office and its missions abroad, as mentioned 

earlier, and their impacts on crisis situation assessments.  They are specifically relat-

ed to the hierarchical structural and rigid organisational profiles that German foreign 

missions have developed during the Third Reich, but which seem to have persisted in 

times since—as recently identified by a team of researchers in their study on the his-

tory of the German Foreign Service that was made available to the general public in a 

comprehensive volume entitled Das Amt und die Vergangenheit (The Office and Its 

Past) (Conze et al. 2010).  Notably, the book appeared at the same time as the re-

search for this study was being undertaken in Thailand, in late 2010.  It represents a 

long-term research output of an historian commission that was set-up by former Fed-

eral Chancellor Gerhard Schröder (Social Democrat Party) to investigate the in-

volvement of the German Foreign Service in the administration of the Jewish geno-

cide as well as to reappraise its efforts and activities in post-Nazi Germany to the 

present day.  The commission was established after former Foreign Minister Joschka 

Fischer (Green Party) did not reply to a request by a widow to place a compassionate 

note in a German consular magazine about her deceased husband who had apparently 

been actively engaged in the Jewish genocide, and which finally led her to submit a 

complaint to the GFG. 

In the first part of the volume, it was concluded that the German Foreign Office took 

an active part in the Nazi’s administration of the Jewish genocide, partly for reasons 

of conviction, but, above all, because the diplomats seemed to be afraid of losing 
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their significance and jobs if they would not comply.  It outlines the establishment of 

a hierarchical, and therefore effective, internal structure that was used to gather in-

formation about Jewish persons in countries occupied by Germany during World 

War Two, to supervise and guard the inner-European transportation of Jews, and to 

generally administer their extermination.   

The second part of the volume revealed how personnel of the German Foreign Ser-

vice managed to cover-up most of their active involvement in the Jewish genocide 

after the war, especially through its restrictive controlling of the release of relevant 

documents that could only be achieved by drawing on the continuation of wartime 

organisational structures.  When asked about her views concerning the current organ-

isational structures of German diplomatic missions abroad the previously-cited offi-

cial stated: “Sometimes, it is still like it appears in the book” (TH-04-E). 

 

8.2.4  Section summary and policy implications 

Having discussed GETH concerns about the protection of physical integrity, this 

author has come to the following conclusions in terms of policy recommendations 

for consideration by the German government.  First, there needs to be an improve-

ment in the way information and advice is given to GETH through the means of the 

current crisis response list.  Information seems not to be accessible other than via the 

Internet, and it appears not to be provided in other obvious ways that might assist, 

such as via SMS.  This researcher recognises that these improvements also might 

involve a continuation of the possibility for expats anywhere to submit paper-based 
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applications for registration with either of these services, given the fact that some 

persons are staying or travelling in rather remote areas where they do not have relia-

ble internet services.  Admittedly, these proposals might involve funding considera-

tions for the German FFO. 

 

Second, the structural obstacles to the methods by which information about political 

conditions and events are gathered by missions and evaluated through the German 

FFO need to be rectified.  One possible way to overcome these obstacles might be 

through improved power sharing between German Ambassadors and their Attaches, 

as well as the adjustment of channels of communication between German diplomatic 

missions abroad and Berlin in ways alluded to earlier.  It might also involve a revi-

sion of the training that is given to diplomatic personnel with an aim to produce less 

party-bound outlooks and actions, but more value-free and open-minded proposals.  

Possibly, this could be guided by some kind of legislative reform that specifically 

protects and empowers Attaches’ actions to reach out for various political factions in 

their attempts to produce more comprehensive and balanced assessments in certain 

countries that, in turn, can be utilised in an improved security alert scheme. 

 

8 .3   Po l i t ica l  part i c ipat ion  and vot ing  i s sues  

As André Blais et al. (2001: 59) have observed: 

The issue of whether citizens who reside abroad should be al-

lowed to vote, under what conditions, and for how long, is a 

perplexing one which raises deep questions about the mean-
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ing of representative democracy in a world environment 

within which people are becoming increasingly mobile. 

The following chapter sections further explore the notions above and address some 

key governance concerns of German expats related not only to the specific area of 

voting but also to the issue of a wider political participation and representation. 

 

8.3.1  General political involvement of German expats in Hong 

Kong and Thailand 

A major issue of this research was to explore German expats’ political activities both 

with regard to Germany (and Europe) as well as their respective places of residence 

in the HKSAR and Thailand.  When asked if they had voted in a recent German elec-

tion, a substantial majority of almost 70 percent of the GETH respondents stated that 

they had not done so.  There were only about 30 percent who stated that they had 

voted in any recent ballot with regard to Germany (or Europe).  A similar picture 

emerged in the HKSAR, where some 58 percent of the German expats indicated that 

they had stayed away from recent ballots; while just around 42 percent reported that 

they had casted their ballots.  These results are reflected in Table 8.1 below. 

In Thailand, this trend was also reflected in informants’ responses to the more gen-

eral frequency of their activities in German elections, even though to a less obvious 

degree.  Thus, while some 43 percent of the Thailand informants indicated that they 

would (very) often vote in German elections, a total of around 57 percent reported 
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either that they would only do so on a less regular basis, or that they even would 

completely stay away from such ballot casting.  These ratios appeared to be reversed 

in the HKSAR, where 66 percent of the GEHK respondents noted that they would 

participate in elections on a regular basis.  Only 34 percent of the informants there 

declared that they would engage in activities of this kind less often. 

Table 8.1 

The voting behaviours of German expats in the selected locales  

 

Have you voted in any recent German 

election(s)? 

HKSAR (N=77) 

% 

Thailand (N=131) 

% 

Yes 41.6 30.5 

No 58.4 69.5 

In terms of political engagements beyond voting in German elections, only 7 percent 

of the GEHK respondents, and some 13 percent of the informants in Thailand, re-

ported being (very) often or sometimes involved in different forms of organisational 

work pertaining to Germany, while a vast majority of 87 percent and 83 percent, re-

spectively, stated that they would never participate in such activities. 

Besides, almost all GETH indicated they would never engage in any form of political 

demonstration or protest focussing on Germany (91 percent), and only a small num-

ber of some 7 percent reported that they would rarely participate in such activities.  

This trend was basically reflected in the HKSAR, where about 88 percent of the 

German expat informants rejected to ever become involved in any kind of political 

demonstration or protest with regard to Germany.  However, a moderately larger 
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number of respondents there declared that they would do so on an occasional or rare 

basis (12 percent).  These findings are depicted in Tables 8.2 and 8.3 below. 

Table 8.2 

German expats’ political activities in Hong Kong as pertaining to Germany 

 

Activities ranked in or-

der of the survey issue 

items 

Very often 

% 

Often 

% 

Sometimes 

% 

Seldom 

% 

Never 

% 

Elections 

(N=32) 
31.3 34.4 6.3 6.3 21.9 

Organisational work 

(N=30) 
0 0 6.7 6.7 86.7 

Demonstrations  

(N=33) 
0 0 3 9.1 87.9 

Table 8.3 

German expats’ political activities in Thailand as pertaining to Germany 

 

Activities ranked in or-

der of the survey issue 

items 

Very often 

% 

Often 

% 

Sometimes 

% 

Seldom 

% 

Never 

% 

Elections 

(N=56) 
26.8 16.1 7.1 21.4 28.6 

Organisational work 

(N=53) 
1.9 7.5 3.8 3.8 83 

Demonstrations  

(N=55) 
0 0 0 7.3 91 

It is notable that respondents in both locales appeared undecided about the reasons 

why they would not participate in such types of political activities.  For example, 

about a majority of the GETH informants felt some degree of disagreement with 

most of the provided possible reasons, namely:  ‘I am not allowed for legal reasons’ 

(64 percent); ‘I don’t think that it would make much of a difference’ (56 percent); ‘I 

don’t have the time’ (55 percent); and ‘I am not interested’ (49 percent).  Thus, there 
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was almost no significant agreement on any of these choices.  The only outstanding 

exception in this regard was to the statement that ‘Activities like these do not exist in 

my current place of residence’ (44 percent), which, at least, does not hold true with a 

view to elections.  These findings are depicted in Table 8.4 below. 

Table 8.4 

Reasons given by German expat respondents in Thailand for not engaging in 

German political affairs 

 

Reasons ranked in order of 

the survey issue items 

(Strongly) 

Agree 

% 

Neither agree 

nor disagree 

% 

(Strongly) 

Disagree 

% 

Unsure 

% 

I don’t have the time. 

(N=51) 
29.4 11.8 54.9 3.9 

Activities like these do not 

exist in my current place of      

residence.  

(N=52) 

44.2 15.4 15.4 25 

I don’t think that it would 

make much of a difference. 

 (N=52) 

17.3 21.2 55.8 5.8 

I am not interested. (N=51) 31.4 19.6 49 0 

I am not allowed for legal 

reasons. 

(N=50) 

14 12 64 10 

Evidence gathered in the HKSAR points in a similar direction (see Table 8.5 below).  

However, the overall levels of disagreement there were notably lower than those in 

Thailand—except for the choice ‘I am not allowed for legal reasons’, which com-

bined a total of some 81 percent of the valid responses provided to this question.  The 

other choices, in order of descending disagreement were: ‘I don’t think that it would 

make much of a difference’ (50 percent); ‘I don’t have the time’ (47 percent); ‘I am 

not interested’ (41 percent); and ‘Activities like these do not exist in my current 

place of residence’ (31 percent).  It can be noted that, again, it is this latter choice 
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that, with some 38 percent of concurrence, took up the highest level of agreement 

among the respondents.  It therefore may be said once again that this response does 

not reflect the availability of such activities as German/Europe-related elections in 

the HKSAR. 

Table 8.5 

Reasons given by German expat respondents in Hong Kong for not engaging in 

German political affairs 

 

Reasons ranked in order of 

the survey issue items 

(Strongly) 

Agree 

% 

Neither agree 

nor disagree 

% 

(Strongly) 

Disagree 

% 

Unsure 

% 

I don’t have the time. 

(N=32) 
28.1 21.9 46.9 3.1 

Activities like these do not 

exist in my current place of      

residence.  

(N=32) 

37.5 18.8 31.3 12.5 

I don’t think that it would 

make much of a difference. 

 (N=32) 

18.8 28.1 50 3.1 

I am not interested. (N=32) 28.1 28.1 40.6 3.1 

I am not allowed for legal 

reasons. 

(N=31) 

9.7 0 80.6 9.7 

Thus, and in this specific context, these results might rather point to a general lack of 

what Michael Delli Carpini and Scott Keeter have defined as “factual information 

about politics” (1996: 10), or the knowledge that German expats can rely on to gen-

erally participate in politics and elections more specifically.  Evidence obtained 

through surveys and in-depth interviews indicates that there is some substance to this 

assumption, as will be shown in the following discussion. 
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8.3.2  Voting issues 

There have for some time been concerns about the low level of expat Germans vot-

ing in FRG elections.  According to media reports, the most-recent participation rate 

was only one out of ten persons (see Kamann 2009).  For the 2009 FRG election, 

there were some 66,000 eligible German voters abroad registered on the electoral roll 

(see Bundeswahlleiter n/d: 25).  Some observers have suggested that these low num-

bers stem from one main cause, that is:  “it is too complicated to participate in a 

German election whilst residing abroad” (Kamann 2009). 

Evidence generated by this inquiry indicates that there is some degree of truth in this 

observation.  Hence, the practices related to the electoral system applicable to Ger-

mans abroad have repeatedly been described as “complicated” (e.g., TH-04-P; TH-

25-P; HK-17-P; HK-18-P). 

In addition, however, there seem to be other relevant factors that prevent Germans 

abroad from participating in home country elections.  These appear to be related to 

more structural issues concerning the design of the electoral system which has been 

described as “exclusionary” by one GETH (TH-25-P), as well as to the previously-

stated lack of political knowledge about matters of voting.  For example, the com-

mentary in one completed GETH survey read: 

The determination of election constituencies based on the latest 

registered place of residence is inadequate.  Active political par-

ticipation is impeded by the fact that there are no separate constit-

uencies for Germans abroad, contrary to [the practice in] France 

for example. 
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Through the integration into the election constituency of the latest 

registered place of residence, one partly loses touch with politics.  

From my point of view, the interests of Germans abroad would be 

far better recognised if Germans abroad would be represented in a 

separate election constituency.  In my case, even though my latest 

registered place of residence was in Munich, I hardly have any 

ties to Munich as my family is living in Northern Germany. 

And, a statement by one GETH pointed to the common confusion about the voting 

process.  The interviewee argued that: 

… one really has to become active in terms of getting the postal 

ballot documents.  At first, I thought, this is functioning automati-

cally.  And, therefore, I missed out, I think, on a European elec-

tion or two.  Right at the beginning, I missed out on such elec-

tions because I didn’t know how it works.  However, [I discov-

ered later that] one somehow has to register with their former mu-

nicipality (TH-04-P). 

 

8.3.3  The current structure of the electoral system applicable to 

German expats 

The eligibility of German expats for voting depends on the conditions outlined in 

paragraph 2 in section 12 of the Bundeswahlgesetz (Federal Election Law), while the 

practical aspects for its implementation are specified in various parts of the Bun-

deswahlordnung (Federal Election Order).  Currently, under these regulations, Ger-

mans residing abroad are generally entitled to vote in GFG elections if: 

• they are Germans in the sense of article 116 of the Grundgesetz (Basic Law); 

• they have reached their 18th birthday by the Election Day; 

• they have continuously lived in Germany for a period of three months after 

23 May 1949 and prior to their departure; and 
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• their right to vote has not been revoked. 

Relevant particularities regarding this right, however, relate to the question whether 

or not the concerned person has maintained electoral registration in Germany.  Con-

gruently, German citizens who continue to be registered in Germany during their stay 

abroad will ex officio be entered in the register of voters of their constituency and 

may exercise their right to vote by postal ballot.  Therefore, it is necessary that they 

request, in response to a polling notification letter, that the local authority issues a 

polling card and sends it to the person’s registered address abroad. 

German citizens who have not maintained their residence registration in Germany 

while venturing abroad are required to individually apply for enrolment on the voter 

register of that municipality where they were most-recently registered prior to their 

departure.  The relevant application documents are distinctive in form and can be 

obtained electronically via the Internet or in hardcopy form from German embassies 

or consulates.  They must be returned (at the latest) to the relevant municipal authori-

ty three weeks prior to the scheduled election day.  The completed polling card must 

be accepted and approved by the respective municipality by the Election Day.  A 

notable change to the Federal Election Law in the recent past (that became effective 

on 17 March 2008) includes the removal of the 25-year cut-off point for voting eligi-

bility after a departure from Germany. 
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8.3.4  Technical issues and electronic voting procedures 

For German expats, voting abroad is currently achieved by the single means of a 

postal ballot.  To exercise the right of postal balloting, it is necessary to apply for 

enrolment on a municipal voter register and to request that the polling card is sent to 

the abroad address.  Completed polling cards are generally re-posted by the voters 

themselves.  In exceptional instances of unreliable postal systems, German diplomat-

ic missions offer the service of delivering polling cards through their official posting 

system.   

Interviewees in the research expressed considerable dissatisfaction with this process.  

For example, several survey participants noted that they had attempted to vote, but 

were unsuccessful or unable because of the delayed arrival of the ballot papers (e.g., 

HK-10-P; HK-15-P; TH-02-P). 

Some respondents suggested that electronic voting should be made available to fa-

cilitate voting for Germans abroad.  One interviewee, for example, stated: 

Well, I just wanted to say, in 1998, when … the IT-century 

was not that progressed … one has to give … the fair com-

plexity one’s tactic approval. … [But] I would well imagine 

that one could provide this [i.e., voting ballots] in electronic 

form for Germans abroad who continue to be registered [in 

Germany] in the future … indeed one should do this        

(TH-30-P). 

Electronic voting is being trialled in a number of jurisdictions around the world.  

However, as a representative of the German Bundeswahlleiter (Federal Returning 

Officer) has pointed out there are a number of technical issues have been highlighted, 
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particularly in relation to security and authentication, which need to be overcome 

before electronic voting is a viable option (DE-01-E).  Thus, it is recommended that 

further research into electronic voting and enrolment methods should be pursued by 

the GFG as a matter of urgency with a view to their introduction as a way of support-

ing the exercise of the right to vote by Germans venturing abroad. 

 

8.3.5  Structural issues and voting from abroad 

One of the most substantial responses received by this researcher argued for an end-

ing of the enrolment of German voters abroad through their most-recent municipality 

and for the establishment of a separate constituency for expat Germans.  The inter-

viewee declared (with some emphasis added in italics) that:  

… it is fact that, if we had a separate constituency for Ger-

mans abroad, the person [elected] who would represent these 

Germans abroad [would need] to foster a policy that is in 

line with the … interests [of the people concerned].  Certainly, 

[given the current structure], not any Member of Parliament 

is fostering a policy for [the minority of the eligible voters 

abroad in the respective constituencies].  Therefore, the inter-

ests of the Germans abroad [clearly] “go overboard”. 

Having a separate constituency for Germans abroad would, 

thus, have great benefits, such as the following.  It would en-

hance my motivation to follow the political affairs of the day 

[in Germany], because given the current situation, the dis-

tances involved are very great.  Hence, therefore, if you had 

persons who would care more about your interests [as a 

German expat], there also would be an enhanced interest to 

participate [in GFG elections] (TH-25-P). 
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During this study’s investigations, the researcher obtained some evidence that re-

flects a feeling of general interest in German politics, but also a sense of being at 

great distance from the actual events of the day and having few incentives to follow-

up on them, as most issues are considered as having no direct impact on current situ-

ations abroad.  For example, an interviewee argued (with some emphasis added in 

italics): 

But because … what politicians in Germany decide does not 

affect me in 90 percent of the cases … I actually do not con-

sider this [i.e., voting] as my obligation at the moment.  For 

instance, what is currently happening to unemployment bene-

fits and in terms of integration politics and regarding social 

benefits and with a view to day nurseries or whatever the is-

sues of tension might be at the moment—all this does not 

have any direct affect on me.  I do not want to say that I have 

no interest in such things. … I actually do have an opinion of 

what should be done about them.  But, [it is my opinion that] 

it should actually be decided by those who live there [in 

Germany and are directly affected] (TH-03-P). 

Many other research participants, however, argued that that what was happening in 

German politics actually would continue to have an impact on their lives abroad and 

would continue to be of major concern to them.  And, there may perhaps be no better 

evidence to this notion than the discussion of several issues extracted from their nar-

ratives in the present investigation.  Having said this, the statement by one GEHK 

may be cited here (with some emphasis added in italics) as it reflects these thoughts 

in a strongly emotional and argumentative way: 

It nevertheless affects me because for us this [expat venture 

might] be a temporary solution.  Well, [this is to say that we 

may] return to Germany at some stage.  Therefore, I do care 

about what is happening there.  Also, [and this applies irre-

spective of our return], there are still friends and family liv-
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ing there [in Germany—people about whom I say]: ‘They are 

just an elementary part of our lives.’  [And, who prevent me 

from saying]: ‘Well, I just don’t care about what is happening 

there [in Germany] (HK-17-P). 

While it should be recognised that German expats’ most-relevant ties to certain plac-

es in Germany may not be identical to their most-recent place of residence there, it 

could be argued that there are considerable grounds to justify the implementation of 

separate electoral constituencies for Germans abroad.  Above all, these may be con-

sidered in relation to the fact that expat Germans currently have little ability to influ-

ence political decisions in Germany through voting because their political power is 

not concentrated but scattered among the numerous constituencies.  Their interests, 

thus, tend to be under-represented in German political proceedings and, at the same 

time, this situation might also prevent politicians from reaching out to any potential 

voters abroad.   

A related issue that needs to be investigated more closely in this regard, though, is 

the fact that some issues of expat concern actually fall into the jurisdictions of Ger-

man states—for example, those related to education—and therefore cannot be com-

prehensively addressed through the inclusion of Germans abroad into elections at the 

Federal level. 

 

8.3.6  Education and information on voting for German expats 

In the course of this research, it became evident that there appears to be a lack of 

what may be termed “political knowledge” among the participants.  Delli Delli 
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Carpini and Keeter have defined political knowledge as “the range of factual infor-

mation about politics that is stored in the long-term memory” of individuals (1996: 

10).  As their notion of the word “range” indicates, the authors distinguish between 

different areas of political knowledge.  These include, firstly, knowledge about the 

“rules of the game”, that is, the political system, or information about the mecha-

nisms and practices of a certain polity.  Richard Niemi and Jane Junn (1998: 1) have 

described this field of knowledge as the “understanding of the political system in 

which they [i.e., the people] express preferences and elect representatives”. 

In addition, according to Carpini and Keeter (1996: 8), citizens should, secondly, 

have a solid knowledge about political parties and elites at their disposal—that is, 

information about political organisations and representatives, including their opin-

ions and attitudes as well as their characteristic attributes and performance.  This 

information taken together, the scholars argue, is highly important for effective citi-

zenship because the election of parties and representatives refers to the most-

powerful means of influence of a citizenry.  Based on these notions, they refer to 

political knowledge also as the “currency of citizenship”. 

Based on evidence generated through fieldwork research activities, the preceding 

discussion has indicated that there at least seems to be a lack of political knowledge 

amongst respondents/informants about the mechanisms of the voting system applica-

ble to expat Germans.  Moreover, the evidence also suggests that there are few incen-

tives for political parties and their representatives to reach out to potential expat vot-

ers due to the current structure of the electoral system, and in particular, the non-

existence of separate constituencies for them.   
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However, it could also be concluded that there is a lack of political knowledge 

among German expats concerning the political agendas of parties as well as politi-

cians “back in the home country” as well.  Evidence obtained in this research can be 

cited in supporting this view.  Congruently, interviewees in Thailand repeatedly 

pointed out that they would actually “see no difference in political agendas between 

major parties” (e.g., TH-24-P; TH-31-P). 

 

8.3.7  Section summary and policy implications 

A key feature of “democracy” is the sovereignty of the people.  Therefore, democra-

cies provide their people (as citizens) with the possibilities to participate in the politi-

cal process through various means, such as elections.  In order to exercise their rights 

to participate, it is expected that such people are concerned about, and become en-

gaged with, political questions—wherever they may reside.  Factual information 

about politics, therefore, is a constitutive element of any democratic polity.   

While it is doubtful, as recently demonstrated by David Johann (n/d), that improved 

information about the mechanisms of an electoral system applicable to Germans 

abroad could enhance their general electoral participation, there is strong evidence to 

suggest that the improved provision of information about political parties, political 

agendas, and representatives would ultimately lead to increased German expat partic-

ipation in Federal (and other German) elections.   
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The preceding discussion also has pointed to a possible structural obstacle that may 

need to be overcome to achieve this aim, namely the organisation of constituencies 

and, especially, the non-existence of separate ones for expat Germans.  In addition, 

there are good reasons to assume that improved election procedures and techniques 

for Germans abroad would also contribute to this end. 

 

8.4  Provision of  pensions  and health insurance  

This chapter section examines the interrelated issues of the pension provisions and 

health insurance of German expats.  There was a notable feeling, especially among 

the older research participants in Thailand, of being treated unjustly by the GFG in 

terms of the scope of their pensions and, especially, the spatial range of the German 

statutory health insurance coverage. 

 

8.4.1  Pension issues 

A number of fieldwork participants in Thailand raised pension provisions as an im-

portant issue—interestingly not to argue that these were generally too low, but that 

living in Germany was too expensive.  Thailand, on the other hand, offered them 

lower living costs and thus enabled them to maintain a better lifestyle.  Many in-

formants in Thailand claimed that this was, in fact, among the main factors driving 
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them out of Germany and Europe, respectively.  For example, one interviewee in 

Pattaya, questioned the main causes for his decision to leave Germany, by stating: 

These were purely economic considerations …. [It was not] 

because I didn’t feel like continuing to live in Germany any-

more, [just] in economic terms:  it has been too expensive for 

me as a pensioner [living on related] provisions.  I would 

have relied on my savings every year to a significant extent 

and I would have been able to calculate when they would [be] 

depleted (TH-19-P). 

Other informants described the German income tax on some pensions earned abroad 

as a factor that may delay or even prevent a return to Germany.  For example, a 

Bangkok-based and long-term GETH with the UN stated in a follow-up e-mail to his 

completed survey that: 

Germany taxes UN pensions if one intends to return to Ger-

many after retirement in order to live there.  The UN pen-

sions, however, are not designed for taxation.  This results in 

disadvantages for the German UN employees after returning.  

Thus, persons like me are urged either to remain abroad 

(what I would prefer after 27 years of employment in foreign 

countries) or to settle in [countries such as] Austria, for ex-

ample, after retirement where there is no [such] tax on UN 

pensions (Nieberg, pers. comm. with a GETH, 15 November 

2010). 

In a similar vein, another Bangkok-based GETH referred to the main reasons pre-

venting him from returning to Germany in an informal e-mail dialogue as:  “First of 

all, I am not qualified for sufficient pensions and, hence, cannot live anywhere in 

Europe” (Nieberg, pers. comm. with a GETH, January 2011). 
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8.4.2  Social security agreements 

Related to the concerns about pension provisions, or what GETH perceive as a rea-

sonable standard of living, are broader issues of social welfare—notably concerning 

the access to competent medical treatment and relevant health insurance schemes 

which are subjects treated in the following sections. 

In the course of the inquiry, this researcher found that Germany currently has bilat-

eral social security agreements with all of the 29 member states of the so-called Eu-

ropäischer Wirtschaftsraum (EWR, or European Economic Zone),
22

 as well as Swit-

zerland and 18 other countries or territorial entities, including Australia, Bosnia-

Herzegovina, Canada and Québec, Chile, China, Croatia, India, Israel, Japan, Koso-

vo, Macedonia, Montenegro, Morocco, Serbia, South Korea, Tunisia, Turkey and the 

United States.  While a similar treaty with Brazil has been signed in late 2009, it is 

yet to become operational.  Also, negotiations with several other countries are ongo-

ing, including those associated with the former Soviet Union (see BMAS 2011; 

DVKA 2011: 4; Nieberg, pers. comm. with a GETH, 19 November 2010).  To date, 

there are no social security agreements between Germany and China’s HKSAR or 

Thailand. 

Basically, these bilateral social security agreements state that persons from a certain 

country of origin continue to be under the home country’s (in this case the FRG’s) 

regulations in terms of social security schemes, leaving the host-country with no 

                                                 
22

 Besides Germany, the EWR is comprised of the member-states of the European Union, including 

Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Greece, Holland, 

Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxemburg, Malta, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Sweden, 

Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, the United Kingdom and Greece-Cyprus, as well as Iceland, Liechtenstein 

and Norway.  
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right to legally charge social security contributions in the same areas.  However, it 

must be noted that some of FRG’s agreements with non-European states only apply 

to certain aspects within the overall scheme.  For example, the German social securi-

ty agreement with Australia only applies to the pension scheme, while the equivalent 

treaty between Germany and Turkey also extends to accident and health insurances 

as well as child benefits (see BMAS 2011). 

While locally employed and self-employed expats, as well as other venturers are 

usually required to organise their various insurance schemes through their local host 

or third-country employers, or individually, the social security agreements continue 

to be of relevance especially for deployed workers from a German company as well 

as retired persons.  As with the deployed workers, retired persons also continue to be 

generally registered with statutory health insurance institutions in Germany through 

their pension schemes.  However, there are important exemptions in terms of the 

spatial scope or coverage of this legislative scheme for formerly employed workers, 

as an information brochure by the Deutsche Verbindungsstelle Krankenversicherung-

Ausland (DVKA, or Connecting Unit Health Insurance-Foreign Countries), a sub-

group of the German Statutory Health Insurance Top Group, shows.  It states: 

If you do not relocate your place of residence to a state of the Eu-

ropean Economic Zone, Switzerland or either of the afore-

mentioned agreement-states, your health insurance scheme for pen-

sioners will terminate.  Also, your long-term care insurance will 

end. … This also applies to any form of voluntary insurance 

(DVKA 2011: 26, this researcher’s translation from the German-

language). 
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These regulations were not only said to cause GETH severe feelings of insecurity, 

but also contributed to their considerable anger and feelings of being treated unfairly, 

as the below discussion illustrates. 

 

8.4.3  Health insurance issues 

Some research informants and facilitators in Thailand raised considerable concerns 

in relation to health insurance issues, and about the matter of legally valid health in-

surance abroad.  For example, a representative of the private association “German 

Help” declared that many pensioners would reside in Thailand without maintaining 

any valid health insurance (TH-02-E).  This was partly because the coverage of the 

German statutory health insurance schemes does not apply to former German em-

ployees retired in Thailand.  It also was partly a result of the fact that: 

The good intention to sign a private health insurance deal in Thai-

land often fails due to the common requirements of private insur-

ances, such as age limitations; exemptions of chronic and previous 

infections; limitations for maximum benefits; [and the] increase in 

costs after having accessed the insurance’s benefits (Nieberg, pers. 

comm. with TH-02-E, 2 August 2010). 

In the course of the inquiry, this researcher obtained evidence that issues related to 

health insurance also raise concerns amongst other types of GETH.  A German engi-

neer, for example, who has been locally employed for a long time in various coun-

tries throughout the Asian-Pacific region, declared that: 
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Of course, because I have changed companies, I also have changed 

health insurance institutions.  This means that I am not a member 

who has been with one particular health insurance institution for 15 

years, but rather someone who has been with this scheme for just 

two years, and another two years with a different one.  Of course, 

this is a problem … in terms of provisions for one’s old age.  This 

is a problem I am aware of [but] I have no solution for it. … Well, 

it means that when I am approaching a pensionable age, and I 

would not have sought individual/private provisions for my old age 

until then, then there won’t be any [sources I could access].  Ar-

ranging provisions for my old age individually, one could state 

very easily, that can be done by him—that’s not a problem.  [Yet] 

in fact [it is] when someone is commuting between countries    

(TH-12-P). 

This statement highlights the difficulties of GETH types other than pensioners to 

acquire adequate provisions for health insurance and old age more generally.  Given 

the different composition of its expat population, concerns of pensions and health 

insurance played a lower role among GEHK.  Still, reservations were raised by some 

GEHK as well.  However, these tended to rather reflect general discussions about 

related issues in Germany than particularly related to certain expat situations in the 

HKSAR or elsewhere.  For example, being a professional with a private practice 

(Freiberufler), one GEHK (HK-18-P) claimed that the social benefits of her occupa-

tional superannuation provider were inadequate in relation to severe illnesses, as 

compared to those of legal institutions. 

It must be noted, though, this specific type of GEHK has raised rather serious con-

cerns deriving from her occupation and social benefit provider with a view to a dif-

ferent issue area and the notion of double taxation in particular.  However, these are 

subject to further discussion later in this study. 
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8.4.4  Possible means to improve the statutory German health in-

surance scheme 

Some informants in the research suggested that a possible solution to these issues 

could be that Germany seeks further social security agreements and health care ar-

rangements in particular—especially with countries beyond Europe that are of par-

ticular relevance for German expats (such as in Thailand) and, thereby, ensure a spa-

tial extension of the statutory health insurance scheme (e.g., TH-17-P; TH-19-P).  

This would be of benefit not only to retired GETH, but also would enable locally 

employed GETH to maintain a voluntary long-term health insurance with the legally 

provided scheme in Germany if they should wish. 

This researcher noted that Germany currently has health care arrangements with all 

of the 29 member states of the EWR, Switzerland as well as seven other entities, in-

cluding Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia, Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia, Turkey and 

Tunisia (BMAS 2011; DVKA 2011).  If Germans were to relocate to destinations 

other than the afore-mentioned ones, without being sent by their German company, 

their German health insurance scheme would legally terminate. 

One informant in Thailand (TH-17-P), who was very concerned about issues related 

to health insurance and Germany’s political engagement for improvements in this 

area, criticised the existing inequalities involved in the present situation and in-

formed this researcher about the potential benefits further health care arrangements 

could have for Germany.  The respondent argued that currently there was not only 

unequal treatment of persons who would relocate within agreement-states and those 
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who might decide to venture beyond them, but also in terms of the treatment of the 

general public and employees in the civil service, the latter of whom would receive a 

reported 70 percent allowance on health insurance worldwide. 

The participant also emphasised the advantage that reduced costs for statutory Ger-

man health insurance institutions in any respective treaty between Germany and 

Thailand would have, as clients would likely opt to rely on medical assistance of-

fered by local providers who generally tend to be cheaper in lower income countries 

like Thailand.  The informant declared that, due to the above shortcomings in Ger-

man statutory health insurance, many pensioners in Thailand would maintain resi-

dence registration with Germany and would travel long-distance to the FRG only to 

receive comparatively expensive medical treatment there as covered by the statutory 

health insurance scheme. 

The respondent noted that a spatial extension of the statutory German health insur-

ance scheme could also relieve the strain on Germany’s social welfare system more 

generally as those Germans who had not maintained valid health insurance abroad 

would not fall into relevant service categories in case of severe sickness in Thailand 

or elsewhere.  This would normally require the GFG to not only organise costly relo-

cation transport, but also to provide necessary medical assistance which they would 

be entitled to under German social welfare legislation. 

The informant further told the researcher that, to date, the GFG has basically rejected 

all requests made by concerned GETH to foster such arrangements.  For instance, he 

was told personally by a German official in Thailand that Germany had not yet 
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launched respective actions because the relevant expat group was literally “of no 

interest [to Germany] in an economic sense”. 

Statements like the one above can be cited to give credence to the idea that foreign 

policy is always influenced, too, by domestic political considerations.  In this case, it 

might well point to the lobbying power, especially the medical profession and possi-

bly private health insurance companies, have in Germany.  Hence, such a policy ini-

tiative could arouse the fear of a loss of clients if respective agreements and legal 

changes were to be implemented. Therefore, these possible concerns should be taken 

into account in any policy proposal addressing such matters. 

However, such statements might also point to the rather small value that the German 

state and public are willing to give to those persons who leave Germany on a basis 

other than through their German employer.  Finally, and in a similar vein, it might 

also demonstrate the little official or common value that is given to the elderly in 

Germany. 

 

8.4.5  Section summary and policy implications 

Having discussed German expats’ concerns about the provision of pensions and 

health insurance, this author has come to the following conclusions in terms of policy 

recommendations for consideration by the GFG: That Germany urgently should seek 

viable health care arrangements for its expats with especially Thailand, but also the 

HKSAR and other countries. This would not only enhance the dignity of life for 
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some older expats, but may also do so for those other types of venturers—simply 

because of the fact that they were offered the opportunity to voluntarily register with 

statutory German health insurance if they should wish. 

It should be noted in this context that concerns about the standard or quality of living 

are not only limited to expats, but rather can be seen as common reflections of the 

general German debate on wages, pensions and taxation as well as related policies.  

This researcher agrees with one underlying argument in these comments:  that Ger-

many should have a wage, pension and taxation regime that is centred around the 

needs of its populace locally and globally—that is, “glocally” (McMillen & Su 2009) 

and that enables them to maintain a dignified standard of living, and one that does 

not force these people to search for this kind of “security” someplace else or hinders 

them if they should wish to return to Germany.  Therefore, it is this researcher’s 

opinion, that it is not far-reaching enough to examine pension provisions, income and 

wage levels or taxation schemes alone, or from purely economic-competitive points 

of view.  Rather, these issues should be considered in relation to each other in the 

policy formulation domain, in terms of the German government’s overall social wel-

fare system, as well as the notion of enhancing a caring society in general.  Other 

states may indeed have more competitive income systems from a mere economic 

perspective, but may not provide what can be termed a secure and dignifying stand-

ard of living for the broad mass of their populations both inside and outside their 

territorial boundaries. 
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8 .5   Taxat ion  i s sues  

Another area of concern identified in the enquiry relates to the matter of income tax 

rates.  Hence, instances of double taxation were raised as explicit themes in both sites 

of the investigation.  However, research participants in Hong Kong and Thailand 

differed in terms of the impacts double taxation arrangements had on them, as well as 

in their views about the necessary means to ultimately address associated issues.  

More specifically, on the one hand a number of GEHK critically noted that they were 

exposed to double income tax impositions by both their home and host governments 

due to the absence of a relevant international agreement aimed at preventing such 

requirements.  On the other hand, one GETH respondent argued that German au-

thorities seemed to show little interest in enforcing the existing regulations encom-

passed in the respective treaties and that this was at the expense of the more general 

public in the FRG. 

 

8.5.1  General types of double taxation 

Principally, there are two different types of double taxation, namely juridical or legal 

double taxation and economic double taxation.  However, since the economic type of 

double taxation is centred on business units rather than on individual persons, which 

are the major focus of concern in this study, attention here lies with the legal form of 

double taxation.  Drawing on a definition by the German Bundesministerium der 

Finanzen (BMF, or Federal Ministry of Finance) (BMF 2011a) this researcher pro-
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poses that, essentially, double taxation in this particular sense may be defined as re-

ferring to a situation in which the same taxpayer is exposed to taxation on similar 

types of income for an identical period of time by different states or comparable car-

riers of authority—such as in the case of some GEHK, by Hong and Germany, for 

example.  Therefore instances of double taxation tend to cause an additional financial 

burden for the taxpayers concerned (see Schaumburg 2011: 483-488). 

 

8.5.2  The basic principles behind national taxation schemes 

Basically, there are two different sets of organising principles according to which the 

various taxation schemes of contemporary states can be distinguished: the territoriali-

ty principle and the universality principle.  The territoriality principle means that a 

state’s taxation claims are limited to certain commodities generated within its respec-

tive borders; while the universality principle indicates that these claims are extended 

to also include such goods that designated taxpayers of a particular state derive from 

territories other than their own (see Schaumburg 2011: 489). 

Several pillars of the German taxation scheme are based on these principles, includ-

ing those laws related to the area of income taxes which have been found to be of 

particular importance in expats’ concerns about double taxation. 
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8.5.3  Current requirements under the German income taxation 

law 

According to Section 1 of the so-called Einkommenssteuergesetz (EStG, or Income 

Tax Law) there are two basic forms of tax liability in the German law on income 

taxation: the unlimited income tax liability and the limited income tax liability.  The 

unlimited income tax liability follows the universality principle.  It stipulates, essen-

tially, that all those individuals who either maintain a Wohnsitz (domicile) or a stän-

digen Aufenthalt (constant residence) in Germany are subject to the taxation power 

of the GFG, irrespective of the place from which their said income is derived (see, 

e.g., Heinicke 2011: 3-4). 

The limited income tax liability follows the territoriality principle.  It sets out that all 

those individuals who neither maintain a domicile nor a usual residence in Germany 

are only taxable on such German domestic incomes that are explicitly defined under 

Section 49 of the EStG (see, e.g., Heinicke 2011: 3-4).  Most relevant to German 

expats’ concerns, these incomes include such capital asset benefits as derived from 

the possession of immovable property as well as those generated through rents and 

leases (see, e.g., Loschelder 2011: 2227-2230, 2252-2253). 

The specifics associated with the respective unlimited and the limited income tax 

liabilities are contained under Sections 8 and 9 of the German Aufenthaltsordnung 

(Residence Order).  According to these statutes, persons are said to maintain a domi-

cile when having an apartment or other premises at their disposal under circumstanc-
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es which allow inferences that they will keep and use these dwellings (see, e.g., 

Heinicke 2011: 9-11).   

Hence, the living areas of these dwellings must have at least a modicum of furniture 

and equipment that allows usage at any time.  The dwellings must also either effec-

tively belong to, or at least be hired by, the respective person so that he or she is in 

fact able to use it.  Ultimately, the person must actually stay in the dwelling perma-

nently or visit it regularly (see Heinicke 2011: 9-11). 

The above statutes further indicate that someone maintains a constant residence when 

the relevant person is residing under circumstances that indicate that his or her stay 

in such a living area is not merely temporarily.  Therefore, an uninterrupted stay of at 

least six months is commonly assumed, regardless of short-term interruptions (see 

Heinicke 2011: 11-12). 

 

8.5.4  Sources of double income taxation and German expat reali-

ties 

Having assessed the basic foundations of the German taxation regime as well as the 

particularities of its income tax laws, the following conclusions can be drawn with a 

view to general reasons for double taxation in the respective tax area and in the case 

of Germany more specifically.  Firstly, the international coexistence of unlimited and 

limited income tax schemes serves as a primary source of double taxation in these 

particular tax fields (see Schaumburg 2011: 490, 495). 
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Secondly, Germans abroad basically have been and will continue to be exposed to 

double income taxation according to their income tax liability.  Regardless of the 

income taxation scheme of their host locales, this generally leaves only those expats 

protected who decide not to maintain a German domicile or usual residence and who 

simultaneously do not intend to generate any income from such possessions or assets 

in Germany as defined in the EStG. 

 

8.5.5  State initiatives and German methods to target double in-

come taxation 

Broadly, there are two different ways for states to avoid or at least reduce the impact 

of double income taxation for their respective populations abroad, namely unilateral 

government measures and bilateral Double Taxation Agreement (DTA) initiatives 

with other states.  According to the BMF, DTA initiatives can be defined as: 

… international treaties by which the contracting states aim 

to prevent that the same taxpayer will repeatedly be charged 

on equal income for an identical period of time through com-

parable taxes (BMF 2011a, this researcher’s translation from 

the German-language). 

Having said this, there are a number of different methods available to states to specif-

ically target instances of double income taxation with regard to the above contexts.  

Most notably, these include the so-called credit method and the exemption method 

(see Schaumburg 2011: 503).  Essentially, the credit method means that those in-

come taxes which someone has paid to an authority other than that of their home 
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government are credited to that person’s domestic income tax by the respective au-

thorities.  It is commonly recognised, though, that the practices of this method tend to 

hold disadvantages for such taxpayers because, usually, the foreign income tax is not 

credited fully to the respective domestic income tax, but only partially.  In other 

words: If the foreign tax rate is lower than the domestic one, the respective income 

will still be taxed according to a higher level (see Schaumburg 2011: 509). 

Basically, the exemption method specifies that a state waives its right for taxation of 

foreign generated income by a domestically liable taxpayer.  Usually, the exemption 

method is linked to so-called progressivity provisos which essentially mean that the 

effective taxation rate is calculated on the basis of their entire income.  This can lead 

to a situation in which domestic incomes are upgraded to a higher tax rate through 

the inclusion of foreign taxes (the “positive progressivity proviso”).  However, it also 

may have effects in the opposite direction (the “negative progressivity proviso”) (see 

Schaumburg 2011: 505-508). 

This researcher has found that the GFG draws on both the credit as well as the ex-

emption method in order to target the impact of double income taxation for its expats 

in the localities studied (and, perhaps, in all other sites abroad).  Hence, it has bilat-

eral DTAs with a whole range of countries, including Thailand and the HKSAR (alt-

hough the latter one only extends to the areas of shipping and aviation) (see BMF 

2011b).  Generally, these DTAs are organised variably and can accord with both the 

partially—or, more accurately, ordinary—credit method as well as the exemption 

method.  However, it appears as if the ordinary credit method has been applied to 

most of the current agreements (see BDI & VCI 2011: 29). 
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Furthermore, in situations where no DTA between Germany and other countries exist, 

the GFG also relies on unilateral counter means to prevent its populations abroad 

from instances of double taxation.  These unilateral means also include both credit 

methods, but it is here, too, that the ordinary form is predominately applied (see 

Schaumburg 2011: 516). 

 

8.5.6  German expats’ views about double income taxation issues 

The fact that the German taxation scheme generally allows the crediting of certain 

income taxes derived from Hong Kong despite the absence of a comprehensive DTA 

was widely acknowledged and rated positive by expats in that locale. Some respond-

ents in the research, however, continued to raise double income taxation as an issue 

and claimed that they were exposed to significant financial penalties resulting not 

only essentially from their various income tax liabilities in the purest sense, but even-

tually also due to more technical matters, such as the reported interlink between cer-

tain taxes and particular licenses required to exercise defined occupations.  This will 

be detailed in the following paragraphs of this section. 

For example, this researcher had a dialogue with one GEHK who greatly wanted to 

resume a domicile in Germany but ultimately decided not to do so because this 

would have contributed to a considerable and, one might add, incalculable financial 

loss.  The latter view of these circumstances resulted from the reportedly narrow ap-

plication of creditable taxes which have been described as not seldom being “a result 

of mere chance” (Schaumburg 2011: 510).  The statement of this GEHK was: 
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One actually has to abandon [the idea of maintaining] a dom-

icile in Germany when [venturing to] Hong Kong [or any 

other destination] because … [this carries] a significant fi-

nancial risk personally (HK-19-P). 

Also, this researcher obtained evidence in the HKSAR that certain types of expats 

there continued to pay contributions to various social insurance systems in Germany 

only because of external factors that were ultimately preventing them to resign from 

these schemes, and that they were thus subject to the effects of double taxation.  In 

particular, one GEHK stated that some professional accreditations in Germany were 

interlinked to compulsory contributions into an occupational-specific pension fund.  

This circumstance was preventing persons concerned from contracting out of those 

schemes because they wanted to retain the opportunity to work in this area again in 

case of repatriating themselves back to the FRG at a certain stage.  As one GEHK 

argued: 

I am an architect and so [I have an according] pension plan.  

And if I would resign from this pension scheme, I would lose 

and shall never carry this title again.  This means that I could 

never apply and work as an architect again if I should return 

to Germany one day (HK-18-P). 

For similar technical reasons, some GEHK also seemed to be required to continue 

paying contributions to German private health insurance institutions.  Having worked 

as a self-employed professional with a private practice and hence required to partly 

organise health insurance personally, the above GEHK argued that continuing pay-

ments on her part were aimed at preventing payment at higher rates on her possible 

return to the FRG.  In her words: 
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In the same manner, I would [also] have to re-apply at a [pri-

vate] health insurance company [in Germany].  But, [by] then 

I would be [at least] 50 years of age [and] have reached a 

[higher] rate [because of my health history which is why] I 

would simply become poor.  This means, I [just] cannot 

withdraw (HK-18-P). 

In contrast to those GEHK who felt negatively affected by issues of double taxation, 

one respondent in the Thailand research was more concerned about insufficient 

cross-checking efforts of existing DTAs by German government authorities and the 

adverse effects of these practices with a view to the common good of the general 

public in the FRG, expat populations included.  The GETH particularly was critical 

towards liable German state institutions who seemed to show little interest in track-

ing whether beneficiaries of relevant agreements had truly paid certain taxes to the 

foreign tax office as reported on their income tax return.  The expat noted that, ac-

cording to the DTA between Germany and Thailand, certain income that was actual-

ly subject to taxation in the FRG could be paid to the Thai tax office if one was pre-

sent in Thailand for at least some six months, and that in this case the relevant person 

is: 

… no longer liable for taxation in Germany [and can] report 

to the tax office in Germany that [he/she] will make up for 

this in Thailand on the grounds of the double taxation agree-

ment.  [However, let us just assume, the person is] not mak-

ing up for this … [than there is never any tax officer in Ger-

many who would question that person on return]: “Well, 

where at all is your supporting documentation indicating that 

you have paid your taxes in Thailand?” (TH-21-P). 
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8.5.7  Section summary and policy implications 

Evidence obtained in the studied locales indicates that a number of German expats 

there wish to maintain a domicile in Germany while venturing abroad for various 

reasons, risk precaution included.  For example, one GEHK stated that: 

My husband and I have concluded a life insurance [and took 

other means for precaution as well because] if something 

should ever happen to us, we would have the house and all 

this (HK-18-P). 

Several GEHK informants in the research argued that therefore it should be the aim 

for the German government to conclude a DTA with Hong Kong.  However, the pre-

ceding discussion has shown that Germany also allows a crediting of foreign taxes in 

those situations in which no DTAs exist, and that tax crediting under given DTAs 

still tends to result in financial loss for the applicants—as it also may be the case 

with a view to the exemption method. 

While this researcher supports such expat claims in arguing that someone should be 

able to maintain a domicile in Germany whilst venturing abroad if this person should 

wish so. He also notes that, for the above reasons, the main argument for this cannot 

be one of simply demanding the conclusion of further DTAs from the GFG, but ra-

ther should extend to include a debate about the accompanying effects of the ordi-

nary crediting method and the positive progressivity proviso, respectively. 

In the same vein, this researcher also notes that there is a need for such critiques to 

explain why there is a preference for the application of DTAs in favour of the Ger-
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man domestic crediting scheme for foreign taxes—especially if one considers that 

German taxpayers, according to Section 34 of the EStG, have the basic right to opt 

for the application of another unilateral method to target double income taxation if 

the crediting method proves to be rather disadvantageous—that is, the so-called de-

duction method (see Schaumburg 2011: 518). 

However, while it has been noted that even the deduction method can “basically only 

[lead] to a mitigation, but not to a [total] avoidance of … international double taxa-

tion” (Schaumburg 2011: 511), this researcher supports one additional argument in 

this regard, namely that those unilateral methods aimed at the prevention of double 

taxation lack the competence or authority to influence other states to also efficiently 

implement measures to counter the effects of double taxation on their own behalf.  A 

selected supporting statement of this argument is as follows: 

From the point of a taxpayer, the trust in the existence of 

DTAs … is rather justified than is the one in unilateral initia-

tives on the basis of national law.  Finally, unilateral 

measures aimed at the avoidance of double taxation do have 

no significance in terms of the allocation of tax commodities 

between individual states.  Hence, unilateral measures might 

only establish tax justice for single taxpayers in cases of 

cross-border tax issues.  However, on the other hand, the 

even allocation of tax commodities or the just distribution of 

taxable goods among several states according to appropriate 

and consequently enforced regulations can only be achieved 

through DTAs (Schaumburg 2011: 513). 

It is for these reasons that DTAs contribute to an enhancement of such expats’ senses 

of security and provides them with a strong argument to demand the conclusion of 

such treaties from their governments. 
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At the same time, this researcher recognises the need for the GFG to complement its 

DTA initiatives with further legal adjustments that target those double taxation con-

cerns of expats resulting from the interlinking between certain occupations and in-

surance schemes.  As in the words of a GEHK: 

Well, there is this compulsory membership here [in Hong 

Kong] from which I cannot withdraw.  In Germany, I am fac-

ing this, too.  What could a solution look like? … These are 

financial matters … or contract issues which I do not know 

much about.  I am not firm in this area.  However, it is my 

belief that this should not occur. … I should be able to with-

draw from my pension plan [without losing my accreditation 

as architect] (HK-18-P). 

While it is the view of this researcher, in ending the present section, that issues of 

double taxation and offsetting agreements are of increasing importance, it should 

also be recognised that all such counter-means need to be subject to cross-checking 

procedures that are equivalent to their rated significance or value, as previously stat-

ed.  This chapter section now concludes by querying the prospects of the suggested 

DTA between Germany and Hong Kong, as well as some of its obstacles. 

 

8.5.8  The outlook for a double taxation agreement between Ger-

many and Hong Kong 

In the course of the enquiry, this researcher found that the proposed conclusion of a 

DTA between Germany and Hong Kong seems to be of little concern to the GFG.  A 
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memorandum by the BMF informing about the current status of German-involved 

DTAs and relevant ongoing negotiations stated that: 

Hong Kong effectively became a special part of the PRC on 1 

July 1997. … The common taxation law of the PRC does not 

apply there.  Therefore the DTA between the Federal Repub-

lic of Germany and the PRC dated 10 June 1985 is not appli-

cable to Hong Kong following 1 July 1997.  An inclusion of 

Hong Kong into the scope of the DTA China is not sought.  

Negotiations concerning a separate agreement with Hong 

Kong are not intended (BMF 2011c: 2, italics added, this re-

searcher’s translation from the German-language). 

The Hong Kong government, on the other hand, entered into a significant number of 

DTAs in 2010 alone and it has shown a readiness for further initiatives in this area.  

While a report by the world’s 20 major economies dated April 2009 has been identi-

fied as a major source for causing this attitude for action by the Hong Kong govern-

ment, as it placed the territory in a so-called “grey list” of states that had yet to im-

plement the latest international regulations in terms of mutual information exchange 

which included the conclusion of a certain number of DTAs in order to avoid eco-

nomic and political sanctions (see Lorenz & Partners 2011), it does not serve as an 

explanation for the reluctant German stance on the issue. 

Evidence obtained in the research indicates that one reason for Germany’s reluctance 

to foster a DTA with Hong Kong lies in the contradictory views between the BMF 

and the German Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und Technologie (BMWi, or Fed-

eral Ministry of Economics and Technology) about the design of future DTAs and 

the application of the appropriate counter methods concerning double taxation more 

specifically.  According to a German magazine, this debate on basic principles also 
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have relevance with a view to currently stagnating negotiations involving the adjust-

ment of a DTA between Germany and Singapore (see Spiegel Online 2010). 

In particular, the specific methods pertinent to this controversy are the credit and 

exemption methods.  And, while the former seems to be the preferred method by the 

BMWi, it is the latter that appears to be favoured by the BMF.  A recent report by the 

Bundesverband der Deutschen Industrie (BDI, or Federal Association of the German 

Industry) and the German Verband der Chemischen Industrie (VCI, or Association 

of the Chemical Industry) noted that the credit method was less favourable for Ger-

man companies because foreign taxes generally were countable only under strict 

conditions, whereas the German business tax, for example, was not eligible for cred-

iting at all (see BDI & VCI 2011: 28-29).  Moreover, the credit method was consid-

ered rather beneficial from a state fiscal point of view (see, e.g., Schaumburg 2011: 

505, 509). 

However, a Bangkok-based and German-affiliated legal, tax and business consultan-

cy firm stated in a recent newsletter that, apart from the lack of mutually agreed pro-

cedures, the taxation of licenses was the most significant disadvantage for German 

investors resulting from the absence of a DTA between Germany and Hong Kong 

(Lorenz & Partners 2011: 4).  The consultancy went on to note that: 

German and European investors use Hong Kong [only] as a 

regional base for their Asian or global business.  [Therefore, 

tax] considerations are usually secondary in such decisions.  

In most cases, the proximity to China is the decisive factor, 

combined with better infrastructure and a free capital market 

as opposed to a different place of location in China (Lorenz 

& Partners 2011, italics added, this researcher’s translation 

from the German-language). 
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While the consultancy firm concluded that a DTA between Germany and Hong Kong 

would be beneficial insofar as Germany could assume a similar legal position in 

terms on taxation on licenses as most of its neighbouring countries (see Lorenz & 

Partners 2011), it may be fair to say that there seems to be little business-based in-

centive that could contribute to an early solution of this matter. 

Political parties in the FRG, and the current opposition in particular, have pushed for 

the establishment of further DTAs with German participation in order to enhance the 

participating governments’ capabilities to target “dirty money” and tax criminals (see 

Spiegel Online 2010).  They criticised recent efforts by the governing parties in this 

regard, saying they were not sufficient enough but rather were too considerate of the 

profit interests of private banks (see, e.g., NZZ Online 2010). 

Having assessed the outlooks of a DTA between Germany and Hong Kong, it is the 

view of this researcher that effective political pressure to foster such a treaty may 

only rise under the two following conditions.  Firstly, by increasing expat and public 

awareness of, and demands to, officially strengthen government counter efforts in the 

area of tax crimes.  And, secondly, by increasing expat and public demands on com-

panies to reconsider their attitudes and place greater importance on the income tax 

security of their employees in Hong Kong rather than on possible profits to be de-

rived from Mainland China that might offset their financial losses resulting from the 

absence of a respective DTA. 

However, as it has been shown in the preceding discussion, the conclusion of a DTA 

between Germany and Hong Kong is of great importance to German expats in the 

respective locale because it would decrease these peoples’ senses of insecurity result-
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ing from instances of double taxation in the best possible way under the given condi-

tions of a state-based international system. 

 

8 .6   I s sues  re la ted  to  schoo l ing  and educat ion  

A significant number of GEHK commented on issues related to education and the 

German Swiss International School Hong Kong (GSIS) in this locale more specifi-

cally.  This was a distinctive phenomenon compared to views expressed by GETH 

and Bangkok in particular, where other matters (as discussed elsewhere in this study) 

tended to dominate their lives and concerns.  The importance of the GSIS to the 

German community was highlighted to the researcher very shortly after his arrival 

there when he was told by an expat in an initial meeting that “Hong Kong [for Ger-

mans] is like a village—and the German school is its market place” (Nieberg, infor-

mal dialogues in Hong Kong, 5 May 2010).  The most relevant areas of educational 

concern expressed by the GEHK were:  location of the school and operating hours, 

school fees, and curriculum and credits.  Each of these is considered below. 

 

8.6.1  School locations and operating hours 

Some GEHK respondents in the research raised the location and operating hours of 

the GSIS as an issue, generally to argue that classes were commencing too early, 

given the school’s distinctive location in the city (as described below), and that these 
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factors had a negative impact on partnership relations as well as the overall experi-

ence of living in a site away from one’s place of origin.  For example, a GEHK noted 

that: 

[According to the saying]: Adhering to our [German] charac-

teristics will eventually make the world a better place, the 

German school in Hong Kong starts at 7.30am, as in Germa-

ny.  [This is] [r]idiculous … ‘Well, one has less hassle with 

traffic’, they [i.e., the school representatives] tend to say.  But 

for us, it meant that the children were picked up by the school 

bus at 6.10am every day and … then they sat one hour and 15 

minutes one-way in this bus.  Especially when the school was 

over and they arrived at home again, [the children] were ag-

gressive—they were worn out after this [long] time on the 

school bus (HK-13-P). 

The GSIS was founded in 1969 by German and Swiss families who were looking for 

ways to provide education similar to that of their respective home countries together 

with an international orientation in the designated site of their host environment (see 

GSIS 2006a).  It was established in Hong Kong’s prestigious district of The Peak on 

Hong Kong Island, which the Lonely Planet traveller’s guide describes as “the place 

to live in Hong Kong ever since the British arrived … [where] company bosses built 

summer houses … to escape the heat and humidity [of the city’s lower lying areas]” 

(Stone et al. 2010: 89, italics original).
23

  Since these beginnings, the GSIS has con-

tinued to operate its main activities in this distinctive setting. 

In the course of the enquiry, this researcher observed that the GSIS’s administration 

has in fact recognised that the location and operating hours of the school might cause 

difficulties for those GEHK who are residing further away from The Peak area and 
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 The Peak comprises an elevated zone of the mountainous area that covers most of Hong Kong Is-

land’s interior.  It reaches 370 meters at its highest point. 
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beyond the Hong Kong Island part of the HKSAR in particular.  The school’s admin-

istration also acknowledged that there actually were different ideas and desires 

among the various German expat households about how to organise their life and 

settlement abroad.  At the same time, however, the school’s committee took a fairly 

strict approach in terms of responding to the above criticisms, highlighting that it 

should be the duty of the GEHK to choose their place of residence carefully and re-

sponsibly, given Hong Kong’s geographic and infrastructural conditions—that is, 

primarily not according to one’s own occupational or other individual ambitions, but 

rather with a view to the needs of their partners and children in particular and the 

wants they desired—especially in terms of matters of education (HK-03-E). 

It has been stressed—interestingly not as much in the allegedly “advisory literature” 

provided to GEHK, but rather in the few relevant research publications on the 

theme—that if one expat’s partner and children are happy and well, then their life 

together in any relationship environment away from Germany will be all that less 

tensioned, especially as transition into a different socio-cultural environment occurs.  

In fact, as it has been emphasised, a major source of dysfunction or failure of expat 

relationships is the unhappiness of either of the parties involved (see, e.g., McMillen 

& Su 1998). 

This researcher concurs with this notion and therefore supports one underlying ar-

gument in the preceding discussion, namely that it should be the responsibility of 

every family-like unit intending to expatriate themselves in a viable way and to an 

acceptable social depth to investigate the destination’s conditions and opportunities, 

to evaluate these circumstances against the various expectations and concerns their 
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unit members might hold, and to make preparation arrangements accordingly.  At the 

same time, however, this researcher also strongly feels that efforts need to be made 

by those sections of the German government responsible for the Auslandsschulwesen 

(Abroad School System) to ensure that there is reasonable German-style education 

available to German expats who, for various legitimate reasons, are unable to place 

themselves in tolerable proximity to the location of the respective locale’s main edu-

cational provider—whether in Hong Kong or elsewhere.  This is not to argue for 

Germany to set up and maintain all-new and cost-intensive institutions, but rather to 

improve forms of cooperation with local host and third-party education providers and 

to negotiate and strengthen arrangements for recognisable and accreditable German 

studies as part of their individual curriculums.  And, above all, the German authori-

ties should effectively communicate the existing and any possible new options to 

both the German expat population in the specific locales, but also to the more general 

public in Germany as a potential group of future venturers. 

 

8.6.2  School fees 

A substantial number of German respondents in the Hong Kong research raised 

school fees and debentures as an issue, generally to argue that these were too high.  

Hence, some informants described high rates of annual school fees and debentures as 

a key factor that was preventing them from sending their children to the GSIS.  For 

example, one GEHK stated that: 
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There is a German school here [in Hong Kong] where I 

would like to send [my daughter] to as well—which I cannot 

afford. … And I think actually [every German child] should 

have the opportunity to go to this German school.  Whether 

one really wants that, is a different question.  But I think the 

German state should have an interest in providing German 

school education to German children, given that they have 

such a school here anyway (HK-06-P). 

Other informants indicated that school fees and debentures were crucial factors in 

considerations about their children’s future educational career at the GSIS.  For ex-

ample, a GEHK noted that: 

[My children’s education at present] is related to costs at 

some 10,000 Euros a year plus the so-called debentures—

both of which are currently payed by [my German] compa-

ny … [This], of course, [we] would eventually have to cover 

alone … And this is indeed a considerable amount if we [as a 

family] had to pay for that by ourselves, given my [intended] 

change to a local contract (HK-19-P). 

In the course of the research it was argued that a solution to this issue was for the 

GSIS to reduce its fees and reconsider the debenture scheme.  The argument stated: 

One solution could be that [especially] such deposits … are 

waved for [children from relationship constellations involv-

ing Germans] to implement real incentives to send [one’s 

children] to a German school and not to construct financial 

barriers … [Presently], there is no incentive for a German 

who is not an expat [from a mere technical and contract-

based view] to send children to a German school (HK-08-P) 

Currently, the annual school fees at the GSIS for the 2011-2012 terms vary between 

some 90,000 Hong Kong Dollar (HKD) for Kindergarten level and HKD 140,000 for 
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secondary classes.
24

  The present value of a debenture amounts HKD 250,000 (see 

GSIS 2011).  In response to the above criticisms, a representative of the GSIS de-

clared that given Hong Kong’s general status as an expensive location, the fees and, 

especially, debentures were essential to maintain the buildings and operations of the 

school (HK-02-E). 

For the purpose of informed discussion and better understanding, a few comments on 

the general organisation of the German Abroad School System, and the GSIS in 

Hong Kong in particular, may be instructive here.  Hence, it can be noted that all 

German schools abroad represent what is called a public-private partnership.  Basi-

cally, this means that those institutions are privately maintained by management bod-

ies that pay for a significant share of the school’s budget through the charging of fees 

and the reception of donations.  This share is currently estimated at some 70 percent 

of the annual operational budgets.  The rest of the schools’ budgets are provided by a 

particular education fund of the German FFO’s financial resources, as allocated 

through the GFG and administered through the German Zentralstelle für Auslandss-

chulwesen (ZfA, or Central Unit for the Abroad School System) (see Auswärtiges 

Amt 2011b, 2011c). 

It is against this background that the following explanations of the previously-cited 

representative must be considered, who pointed out that the GSIS had in fact recog-

nised that it was difficult for certain types of expats to pay the fees charged by the 

school.  At the same time, however, the GSIS representative also emphasised that the 

school had a long-standing history of considering social or financial hardship issues, 
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 Note that the approximate Euro (EUR) and Australian Dollar (AUD) exchange rate value for HKD 

10,000 in mid-2011 was EUR 940 and AUD 1,240, respectively. 
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and that a reduction of fees was possible according to GSIS policies on a case-by-

case basis.  The school’s representative further noted that a number of financial sup-

port schemes were available for outstanding students, and that the school was work-

ing on the implementation of additional provisions of such schemes.  Apart from that, 

however, the school’s representative critically stated that the GSIS actually was re-

ceiving only very few applications and requests for those funds by GEHK (HK-02-E). 

Evidence obtained in the course of the research indicates that the reasons for this 

circumstance were, on the one hand, related to issues of communicating information 

about these schemes to the expat population.  On the other hand, it was found that 

there was also a more structural dimension to them, resulting from GEHK concerns 

about the clandestine nature of the GSIS management committees as well as the al-

legedly exclusive character of German abroad schools and related commodification 

tendencies in the area of education more generally.  Each of these issues is discussed 

below. 

 

8.6.2.1  Communication of and access to financial support information 

Evidence obtained by this researcher in Thailand indicates that there sometimes was 

little awareness among the GETH about the possibilities to apply for a reduction of 

school fees to the relevant institutions at their respective places of residence.  Ques-

tioned if they had considered applying for a reduction of school fees in order to ena-

ble their children to receive education at the Swiss Deutschsprachige Schule Bang-

kok (DSSB, or German-speaking School Bangkok), one GETH noted: 
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I have no idea how to apply for these [schemes].  Whether 

those are offered by them at all?  I have not a clue (TH-24-P). 

In the particular case of the GSIS, this researcher found that the school maintains an 

internet website at www.mygsis.edu.hk, which is one relevant gateway for the 

school’s services and information.  At the time of writing, it included, after navi-

gating one click into the website under the category ‘School Information’, a page 

titled “Financial and Membership Information” and, following another click each, 

the sites ‘Scholarships’ and ‘Reduction of School Fees’.  While these sites were 

deemed useful, their presence was not apparent when looking at the title page.  Also, 

no concrete instructions or forms concerning the application procedure were provid-

ed on this page. 

 

8.6.2.2  The exclusive organisational profile of German abroad schools 

According to GSIS policy, a reduction of school fees is possible for qualified appli-

cants on the basis of a test, which includes the completion of a detailed personal and 

financial information statement.  This application is to be submitted to the school’s 

Finance Committee for ultimate decision on an anonymous basis, “ensuring a high 

degree of discretion and confidentiality, with the Chief Operating Officer and the 

Finance Controller being the only [committee members] who will know the identity 

of the applicant” (GSIS 2006b). 

Despite the school’s confidentiality assurance statement, however, this researcher has 

obtained evidence that there seemed to be continuous concern amongst the GEHK 
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about the anonymity of these practices that ultimately might prevent them from sub-

mitting respective applications.  These were especially reflected in the notion of the 

relative familiarity amongst the GEHK, as indicated in this section’s introductory 

quote.  For example, the previously-mentioned GSIS representative offered the view 

that, as money was a crucial factor for expats in defining themselves, some of these 

persons could be afraid that it might be found that they actually were not as wealthy 

as they pretended to be, and that this could become public through the application of 

assessment procedures (HK-02-E).   

One GEHK directly questioned the secretive nature of the School’s organisational 

profile in claiming that the leading committees were strongly influenced by well es-

tablished and powerful families who had no interest in a more inclusive GSIS for 

reasons of maintaining their socio-economic standing and political lobbying status.  

The expat argued that this circumstance was especially reflected in the school’s re-

luctance to adjust its curriculum to the local environment of Hong Kong and to espe-

cially strengthen the promotion of the Chinese language at the GSIS (HK-21-P). 

While this researcher will expound on this particular issue as the discussion proceeds 

in the next sections, the view of another GEHK informant might be introduced here 

as he explicitly expressed doubts about the basic attitude of the GSIS as an inclusive 

institution.  This GEHK declared: 

Of course, [the GSIS has] a unit where they say: Ok, if some-

one cannot afford [education with us], then we might be able 

to do something about it.  But I mean: this is not their [under-

lying] spirit.  [Rather] [t]heir actual attitude is: Either people 

can afford [education with us] or we don’t want them [to be] 

here (HK-12-P). 
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8.6.2.3  The commodification of education 

In the course of the enquiry, this researcher obtained evidence that the notion of an 

allegedly market-centred and thus economic-oriented culture at the GSIS was a mat-

ter of concern to some GEHK.  For example, one informant who had work experi-

ence at German abroad schools, and the GSIS in particular, criticised the increasing 

commodification of education and the mere career and profit purpose-oriented think-

ing of students, as especially reflected in the atmosphere inherent to those institutions.  

This expat specifically argued that the majority of students at the GSIS tended to 

show absolutely no interest in the various subjects of the curriculum for content rea-

sons.  Rather, their basic approach was: ‘What do I have to do to receive this mark 

and that final grade?’  And, he went on to state that when asked nearly all students 

wanted to pursue a career in economics, whereas almost none of them were interest-

ed in the areas of social science or public care (HK-17-P). 

Expat views obtained from data collected in the course of the Thailand research point 

in a similar direction.  Even though the following GETH statement rather tends to 

stress the issue of exclusiveness, as discussed above, it also might be cited to indicate 

the discrepancy between more and less privileged expats in terms of their socio-

economic backgrounds and related priorities:  

[T]he atmosphere [at the DBBS, that is, the German-speaking 

school Bangkok] is very bad [in the sense] that there are huge 

differences between … [conventional] expat families … and 

mixed marriages who are sending their children there [be-

cause] often [the former] do not want their children to play 

with those from the mixed marriages (TH-24-P). 
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The afore-mentioned GSIS representative found the underlying tone of this criticism 

“impossible to understand” and highlighted the importance and broad range of extra-

curricular activities, such as in the areas of sport, music and drama, as well as com-

munity involvement (HK-02-E).   The latter engagements are also stressed in the 

GSIS information brochure which states: 

Our students are taught to apply their learning in their every-

day life, showing consideration for others and for the envi-

ronment.  They focus their initiatives on the areas of social 

care, animal welfare and environmental protection.  We have 

an active Community Involvement Group, which supports lo-

cal facilities for the disabled and homes for the underprivi-

leged, and works with established charity organisations such 

as Unicef.  Students can take part in fundraising activities, 

community arts projects, care giving, and teaching English 

(GSIS n/a: 7, italics added). 

That notwithstanding, one could object that such caring initiatives have become 

some kind of ritual deemed important not because of the activity itself but because of 

the positive perception in terms of career advancement commonly associated with it.  

This argument is in line with a criticism voiced by Florian Kreutzer and Silke Roth 

regarding the general meaning of stays abroad.  According to them these stays might 

often not be constitutive for the actual exercise of one’s occupation, but rather com-

monly considered important for one’s job progress or, in their words, as a “ritualised 

status passage in [someone’s] national as well as international career [advancement, 

merely driven by socio-economic considerations]” (Kreutzer & Roth 2006: 9). 
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8.6.2.4  Summing up these education issues 

This researcher asserts that concern about the increasing commodification of learning 

and teaching is not confined to expats in Hong Kong or elsewhere.  Rather, it is a 

more regular reflection of German public debates, but also more widespread discus-

sion, on the meaning of education generally—as they relate to primary and secondary 

schools as well as tertiary institutions and universities.  The recent and ongoing dis-

cussions in Germany about the introduction of university tuition fees as well as 

Bachelor and Masters programs might be cited as a case in point.
25

 

This researcher supports one underlying argument in these discussions: that Germany 

should have an education system that, on the one hand, prepares its students for a 

variety of professions, but at the same time empowers them to think purpose-free in 

the sense that they are able to critically reflect on why they are doing what they are 

doing.  This is congruent with the principal tone of the overall study here which con-

tends that a particular demand should be placed on education and especially on social 

science scholarship to promote a human-oriented approach to the public.  While this 

does not only require the communication of status and profit as a deficit, it also in-

cludes a critical reflection of the ways in which education might contribute to such 

maximising commodification tendencies and the repetition of respective behaviour 

and attitude outlooks, as it can be considered to have assumed a powerful position in 

a nation’s political economy by itself, too. 

                                                 
25

 Until the last decade attending a public German university did not require paying any tuition fees.  

In the last years, however, university tuition fees were introduced in many states, which caused in-

tense public debates.  Another debated issue was the recent implementation of new programs of study.  

The previous five-year programs were replaced by two consecutive programs (the widely recognised 

three-year Bachelor and two-year Master) with the intention to enhance the international comparabil-

ity of degrees and thus employment options. 
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Applying these ideas and observations to the Hong Kong case and the issue of school 

fees, this researcher concludes that Germany and the GSIS should ensure that their 

expats have access to German education in the ideal design alluded to above and 

irrespective of their socio-economic backgrounds, if they should wish.  It is the re-

searcher’s view, therefore, that it might be too simplistic to discuss the reduction of 

school fees or the waiving of debentures neither in isolation nor in relation to the 

provision of specific financial support and request schemes.  Rather, these issues 

should be considered in the context of the German education system as a whole and 

the wider meaning of learning and teaching.  While this can be expected to become a 

rather lengthy mission, in the short run, efforts should be made by the GSIS to im-

prove the ways in which information about the possible reduction of school fees and 

related procedures is given to the GEHK.  A first step in this direction has been made 

by the GSIS through the recent launch of a new homepage.  However, efforts should 

still be made to improve the ways in which assessments of respective applications are 

conducted.  This might include the establishment of an external evaluation commit-

tee that is able to make independent decisions and further anonymity arrangements.  

Overall, these efforts might also involve increased funding by the German FFO and 

the ZfA, that is, the Central Unit for German Abroad School System, respectively. 

 

8.6.3  School curriculum and transfer of credits 

Another educational issue of concern that was raised during the enquiry relates to the 

curriculum of the GSIS and the transportability of school credits and degrees.  Hence, 
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it was critically noted that learning and teaching in the German stream of the school 

continues to strictly follow German school rules and the curriculum of the German 

federal state of Thuringia in particular; whereas the curriculum of the school’s Eng-

lish stream, and especially its preparation for the International Baccalaureate (IB) 

Diploma, is of much greater benefit to expat children with a view to the worldwide 

transfer of credits and the portability of their degree.  Also, the style of teaching and 

the approach to learning were generally viewed as more advanced in the GSIS’ Eng-

lish stream and in other English language schools in Hong Kong than in the German 

stream of the school—as were the curriculums in terms of Chinese language course 

offerings.  For example, a GEHK stated: 

Well, my daughter is enthusiastic about the English educa-

tional system.  They don’t have this … pressure in fourth 

grade with a view to their upcoming separation.  Are they 

good enough for the Gymnasium or the Intermediate School 

or … That doesn’t exist in schools of English background.  

And, what I also like is the fact that in the English school 

they have one hour of Mandarin [i.e., Chinese] training every 

day.  [While] in the German school this [is rather] Pillepalle 

[i.e., hustle and bustle] what they are doing there in terms of 

Chinese-language [training]. … And [at the English school] 

are also doing the IB … what I like [because] it is my belief 

that the IB prepares [much] better for what the future holds 

(HK-13-P). 

In a similar vein, another GEHK criticised that it was not possible for their children 

to choose Chinese as the second compulsory language instead of English in the Ger-

man stream of the GSIS (HK-21-P), while another expat especially criticised the 

German style of teaching as follows: 

I believe that there is pressure in Germany because students 

tend to dislike learning voluntarily because what they [should] 
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learn is presented so badly that one only wants to run away 

somehow or fall asleep under the table. … It is the way how 

[contents] are communicated which is … very bad in Germa-

ny compared to what is happening here [at English-style 

schools]. … It is simply a totally different philosophy behind 

how [the way] one teaches [there]—and this seems to func-

tion quite well.  When I look at the students: what drive they 

have … because they want to learn … (HK-06-P). 

To put this discussion in context, the GSIS incorporates two educational systems.  

Following the German stream, students can take the Hauptschulabschluss (secondary 

general school certificate, through year 9), the Realschulabschluss (intermediate sec-

ondary school certificate, through year 10) or the Allgemeine Hochschulreife or, 

simply, Abitur (general qualification for university entrance, through year 12).  The 

English stream follows the English curriculum and prepares students for the AS and 

A levels and, from 2013 onwards, the IB, respectively.   

Students at the GSIS are offered foreign language lessons from an early age: English 

for the children in the German stream and German for those in the English stream.  

Other languages, including Chinese, are offered, but are advised not to be taken as a 

compulsory unit in the German stream.  This is because in Germany, there are only a 

few schools offering non-European languages as compulsory subjects—and this 

could become an issue for those students seeking the Abitur after having relocated to 

Germany at some stage during their program, as it was pointed out by the GSIS rep-

resentative (HK-02-E). 

This researcher asserts that the GFG should consider increasing its in-country efforts 

to offer other than European languages as compulsory classes at school level and aim 

to establish institutions having an educational agenda that is contrived with some 
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regional-centred focus.  And, finally, Germany would be wise to step up efforts to 

negotiate international recognition of the Abitur, recognising its particularities and 

promoting education in ways alluded to in the preceding Section 8.6.2. 

 

8 .7   Repatr ia t ion  and re la ted  concerns  

In the course of the inquiry, this researcher obtained evidence that expat Germans 

with the intention to return and those who already had repatriated to Germany have a 

wide range of concerns, including matters relating to entry and residence permits for 

their non-German life-partners, issues concerning the lives and especially education 

of their children, and personal questions with a view to their own future occupation-

al situation.  The focus of the following sections is on evidence of the particular 

concern about the shortcomings of the existing legal regime in terms of issuing entry 

permits for non-German life-partners.  That evidence reflected a feeling that the cur-

rent policies and practices were not adequate, and would in fact undermine German 

basic law, and especially, the protection of marriage. 

 

8.7.1  Current entry and residence requirements under the German 

Federal Immigration Act 

As a basic rule, all persons who are not citizens of any member-country of the EU 

are required to hold an entry permit or visa when entering the FRG.  Exemptions 
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apply to citizens of Australia, Canada, Israel, Japan, New Zealand, the Republic of 

Korea, Switzerland and the United States.  These citizens are also entitled to obtain 

any further residence permit that they may need after having entered Germany under 

the visa-free scheme allowing in-country stays for up to three months.  Citizens of all 

other countries are required to apply for relevant long-term visas and residence per-

mits before arriving in Germany (see Auswärtiges Amt 2011d). 

In this context, a significant amendment to the 2005 German Zuwanderungsgesetz 

(Immigration Act) and Aufenthaltsgesetz (Residence Act) took effect in late August 

2007.  This amendment stipulated, for the first time ever, that all non-EU citizens 

intending to enter Germany on a longer term basis had to demonstrate a basic 

knowledge of the German language as part of their visa application.  This regulation 

is particularly relevant for persons who intend to move to Germany to join their 

Germany-based life-partners and families—a form of movement that is commonly 

known under the German notion of Familiennachzug (Family Reunion) (see Auswär-

tiges Amt 2011e; BAMF 2011). 

In order to prove that they possess the required German language and communica-

tion skills, the persons concerned must obtain a particular level of German-language 

proficiency certification in the place where they are making the application.  This 

certificate is summarised under the Competence Level A1 of the Common European 

Reference Framework and can be obtained from designated educational institutions, 

notably the Goethe-Institutes.  The expenses for the required language-training clas-

ses and the final examinations must be covered by the applicants themselves; at a 

cost of several hundred Euros.  The political aims behind the implementation of this 
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regulation relate to facilitating the social integration for immigrants and to the pre-

vention of forced marriages, as well as illegal immigration through unconsummated 

or convenience marriages. 

 

8.7.2  The current language proficiency regulations and German 

Basic Law 

Some informants involved in the research argued that especially the German-

language proficiency test would have a negative impact on mixed nationality rela-

tionships with the intention to move to Germany.  For example, one GETH inter-

viewee from Chiang Mai on a visit in Bangkok noted (with some emphasis added in 

italics): 

What I think is relatively critical, and that I have to report as 

well, is this language proficiency test which the German gov-

ernment requires now… And this is simply because it is infi-

nitely difficult for most Thais to learn German… The lan-

guages do not match with each other at all… And, it may 

well be that one… can construct some proof of love with a 

completed language test… However, I actually don’t have the 

opinion that it is like that.  It is just simply that the relation-

ship is being undertaken an early stress test through this 

stuff … and I could imagine that many relationships break up 

without any pressing cause due to this stress test—and these 

may not necessarily be the worst relationships that fail      

(TH-13-P). 

The story told by a Bangkok-based GETH points to some truth of the above assump-

tions (TH-24-P).  It is one of the most substantial responses to the research that indi-
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cates the very human hardships that can be involved in this specific issue.  Fairly 

comprehensive extracts from this expat interviewee’s statement are provided here: 

This is actually our next problem—that since, I am not sure 

how long (perhaps two or three years now), foreign spouses 

of Germans must do a language proficiency test. 

And this is a catastrophe.  Basically, this was the beginning 

of the panic attacks of my wife.  Using integration as a cam-

ouflage, some bureaucrat[s have invented] this language pro-

ficiency test: “A1: well, this is just easy”, they say.  But, for 

someone like my wife, this is a catastrophe because my wife 

went to school for three and a half years.  She has never 

learned to study.  She is now at the same age than I am, [in 

the early forties].  Thus, it is not easy [for us] to learn from 

books. 

And this is … indescribable in many respects. … [F]irst of 

all …, the requirements represent an indescribable pressure 

[on our relationship from a mere psychological sense].  

Number two, here, in Thailand, I have actually sent her to 

language courses at the Goethe-Institute for some months.  

[However, there] the majority of students are prostitutes who 

have married their German men, or will do so, because of fi-

nancial considerations, and in this world, my wife somehow 

doesn’t feel at home.  And, [finally, the test regulations put] 

an indescribable pressure on my wife simply because of the 

requirements of learning.  [As mentioned above], that is [to 

say] incredibly hard, and has resulted in my wife starting to 

have real panic attacks. 

[To understand this], one … has to imagine the following: 

People like my wife come from fairly poor [or, to be more 

precise], pretty poor circumstances.  Thus, people like her are 

actually punished in a twofold manner … [F]irst of all they 

are punished for being born into a poor section of population 

in a country with significant socio-economic injustices.  Ac-

tually, they [should be] punished enough by that.  But now, 

they are even punished by Germany as well.  The problem is, 

this bloody German [language]course shows her every day 

that she is from a poor section of the population in her coun-
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try—something that has [already] caused her feelings of infe-

riority.  Therefore, her inherent inferiority complexes are ex-

acerbated—something that, [in turn, too, increases, the] great 

feelings of panic for my wife.  My wife is proud that she has 

managed, to date, to be the first and only person of her family, 

to learn an occupation:  as a cook.  This is a very great thing. 

[And], [f]or someone from a social background like my wife 

this is harder than for a German to obtain a summa cum lauda 

university degree.  This has made her very proud.  She is 

proud that she has [also] finally managed to be able to read 

her own language better.  She still can’t write particularly 

well, but it’s okay.  She has read novels, [or] translations 

from foreign novels, that also have made her feel very proud.  

However, now, through this bloody … German [language] 

course and German [language] test her inferiority is again 

shown to her—caused by our so-called egalitarian country.  

Now, it’s about integration.  Certainly, language is important.  

No one says that my wife shouldn’t learn the German-

language.  However, it is a lot easier to learn German when 

she is in Germany and according to a pace that she wants to 

do and not according to the pace that is dictated to her by a 

cold, inhuman state. 

The thing is, we are a family.  I have been together with my 

wife for more than 17 years.  17 years ago, there wasn’t such 

rubbish. Thus, I would have had to consider that 17 years ago 

‘Oh, she is a foreigner; probably it’s better that I don’t fall in 

love with a foreigner because this could cause [great] troubles 

in terms of integration [at some stage in the future].’  I mean, 

this is not the way to somehow organise my life.   And now, 

persons like me and my wife have to suffer from this—suffer 

to such an extent that it is de facto against the German Basic 

Law.  In the German Basic Law, there is an article that guar-

antees that particular protection is given to marriage.  This is 

one foundation of our culture and society.  I can’t see that 

particular protection is devoted to me in Germany.  On the 

contrary, my marriage is being destroyed by them. 

In response to the researcher’s comment about the de facto availability of language 

classes recognising different types of learning pace, the above-cited interviewee ar-

gued that recent experiences had shown that even the lowest level of teaching would 
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have been too fast for his wife for the reasons indicated above, and her age and so-

cial-educational background in particular.  Moreover, and as outlined above, this 

could not belie the fact that there would be a lot of pressure placed on the persons 

concerned due to the importance that is given to foreign candidates’ language-

proficiency skills in their application for entry and residence permits concerning 

Germany. 

When asked whether they had the feeling that Thai people would have difficulties in 

adjusting to the German way of learning, representatives of the Goethe-Institute 

Bangkok noted, in a way that conveyed the general sense, that no such difficulties 

had been observed so far.  On the contrary, they argued, one had the feeling that the 

learners really enjoyed what they were doing and that the teachers would enable 

many of the students to be intellectually productive for the first time in their lives—

basically, that they would be empowered (Nieberg, informal dialogues in Thailand, 

26 October 2010). 

 

8.7.3  Relaxed visa restrictions for non-German life-partners? 

The interviewee from Bangkok cited above argued that the criteria relevant for any 

decision-making in the visa application process for non-German life-partners should 

be extended much beyond mere proof of language-skills to include more social as-

pects as well.  This GETH’s arguments and suggestions read as follows: 

[The question of] integration also requires an assessment of 

such persons’ family circumstances.  Do we have German 
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friends?  To what extent does my family accept my wife, or 

are we simply isolated? These are the points that are actually 

far more important.  Yes, my father loves my wife.  We do 

have German friends.  My family is absolutely cool with my 

wife.  My wife has been to Germany for a visit many, many 

times.  These are the things that make me so anxious        

(TH-24-P). 

 And a GETH of similar opinion from Chiang Mai argued:  

I would simply say:  In dubio pro reo [To give the accused 

the benefit of the doubt].  If Germany can’t afford the risk 

that someone marries a German and lives with him for three 

years [now five years] only to obtain permanent residency 

status in Germany, then I can just say ‘poor Germany’      

(TH-13-P). 

He concluded that: 

[T]here may be one or another Thai from the bar milieu com-

ing to Germany and continuing to work somewhere as a pros-

titute, but in my view, it is a reasonable risk.  We do have 

enough people working in this area from various countries 

who come to Germany illegally.  They manage to do so in 

different ways, so that we won’t be able to keep the [gates of] 

the fence closed on the long run anyway.  At the more we 

aim to build restrictions, the more illegal activities we will 

witness in the end.  This is the same old story (TH-13-P). 

 

8.7.4  Section summary and policy implications 

This researcher asserts that, while the novel German-language skill requirements 

might indeed contribute to the empowerment of some possible movers to Germany 

and assist them in adjusting to their new social environment, there is also the risk that 
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the respective regulations could cause a great strain on a number of other persons 

who might otherwise bring along a lot of necessary means for a successful transition 

into a different culture.  Given that care-taking for others should be at the core of the 

human condition and associated political action, this researcher therefore agrees with 

the proposal by the afore-mentioned interviewee that the amendments to the Federal 

Immigration Act should be extended to include a broader range of criteria on which 

the non-German life-partners should be assessed when making their case.  This re-

searcher agrees that the current single focus on language-skills is not an adequate 

means to assess the prospects for a person’s successful transition into Germany or 

someplace else, but that these also depend on such circumstances as the social cli-

mate and networks in the intended destination.  This argument is further enhanced by 

the recognition that the language requirement also constitutes an issue in that women 

are far more likely to be less educated (like the woman in the above example) in de-

veloping countries. 

At the same time, the researcher recognises that there are numerous issues involved 

in terms of implementing the suggested assessments.  This acknowledgment, howev-

er, should not be taken as an excuse for not trying everything necessary to achieve 

the best implementation of these proposals—for the reasons stated above. 

This researcher also recognises that, under the current provisions of German law and 

practices in visa matters in particular, it is especially difficult for German expats and 

their life partners to move together to Germany in extreme situations and on rather 

short notice.  For example, there may be situations in which German expats and their 

partners’ sense some kind of insecurity in their host locales and wish to move to 
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Germany as a unit and as circumventive as possible, and simply do not feel that they 

have the time to obtain the necessary language requirements.  However, they could 

not do so without going through the often insecure process of requesting asylum.  To 

counter such “grey area” situations, more flexible entry regulations and procedures 

should be devised by states like Germany.  These could include the introduction of a 

fast track section for entry and residence applications and the possibility to make up 

for the German-language requirements in Germany on the grounds of careful situa-

tion assessments in the host locale.  Besides, they might also include a review and 

possible relaxation of the current asylum practices. 

 

8 .8   Other  i s sues  

This section examines some other concerns of German expats that were identified 

during the course of the enquiry, namely issues related to the GFG’s child benefits 

and inter-country adoption schemes. 

 

8.8.1  Child benefit issues 

A number of research participants in Hong Kong and Thailand raised child benefits 

as an issue, generally to argue that the scope of this GFG aid scheme should be ex-

tended to principally include those Germans, with children, who maintain their regis-

tered residences abroad.  Currently, under German legislation, and in accordance 
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with Number 3 of Paragraph 1 of the EStG, a person not maintaining residence in 

Germany is eligible for the child benefits scheme only if he or she is subject to un-

limited taxation in Germany as in the sense of Number 2b under Section 1 of Para-

graph 62 of the EStG.  According to an information brochure prepared by a local 

German Finanzamt (FA, or Tax Office) in Bonn, this requires that either the overall 

household income during a calendar year must be subject to at least 90 percent to the 

German income tax; or that all those incomes not being subject to German taxation 

are not exceeding the so-called basic allowance level—the calculation of which is 

based on different country lists and also includes those incomes gained by life part-

ners (see FA Bonn-Innenstadt 2010: 11). 

It has been noted that these regulations are too narrow and allowed expats to access 

the child benefits scheme only in exceptional circumstances.  As a consequence, for 

example, this prevented some from providing German education to their children in 

the respective locales.  As one GEHK stated: 

I could use this money here, too, [very well because of] the 

German school where I would like to send [my daughter] to 

like the others, which I can’t afford, though (HK-06-P). 

On the other hand, the current provisions were also described as “unfair and en-

hanced a sense of exclusion”.  As the same expat noted: 

It would be nice if one was also eligible for the child benefit 

scheme when residing abroad. … Somehow [it feels as if] 

one is a total outsider [considering that] I still feel like a 

German. … If I were living in Germany, I automatically 

would be eligible for the child benefit scheme.  [That said, 

should] I not [be] eligible [only because] I am residing 

abroad? (HK-06-P) 
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This researcher is of the opinion that concerns regarding GFG aid are not limited to 

expats, but rather are a regular reflection of the general German debate on wider 

government aid schemes and social welfare provisions.  Therefore, this researcher 

agrees with one underlying argument in these discussions: that Germany should have 

a targeted government aid and social welfare system that enables all expats to feel 

somehow connected to Germany so as to pursue basic needs in accordance with their 

ideas, or at least one that poses no disadvantage for those who have decided not to 

maintain a residence in Germany.  Hence, it is the view of this researcher that it is 

too simplistic to consider the issue of child benefits on its own.  Rather, child bene-

fits should be examined in the broader context of the social welfare system as a 

whole and other government assistance schemes aimed at improving German peo-

ples’ choices and life opportunities. 

This would be in line with those GEHK and GETH who argued that a general exten-

sion of the child benefits scheme was not more than a drop in the bucket because 

“this contribution is … out of proportion to the costs related to the local education 

system” (HK-08-P). 

It also would be in line with a rather sophisticated proposal from one GETH who 

suggested that special consideration should be given to an extension of the child ben-

efits scheme to those expats maintaining their residence abroad who wished their 

children to have an education in Germany. This argument (with some emphasis add-

ed in italics) was: 

If I was [living] in Germany, I would be eligible for the child 

benefit scheme [and could] support my children.  However, 

because I live here [in Bangkok], I am not eligible [for this 
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scheme]. … [And, given that] I don’t have the money, [I 

can’t] support my children in Germany. … I would find it re-

ally important to at least extend the allowance to those whose 

children are in fact in Germany (TH-29-P). 

 

8.8.2  Inter-country adoption 

Another issue of concern raised in the course of the enquiry relates to the practices of 

inter-country adoption between Germany and other countries and political entities—

in this case Thailand and Hong Kong, respectively.  Since 1 March 2002, Germany 

has been a member of the Hague Convention of 29 May 1993 on the ‘Protection of 

Children and Co-operation in Respect of Inter-country Adoption’.  It has been noted 

by the Bundeszentralstelle für Auslandsadoption (Federal Central Unit for Inter-

country Adoption) at the Bundesamt für Justiz (BfJ, or Federal Office of Justice) that, 

as the contracting parties to this Convention have agreed to certain procedural stand-

ards and processes for the execution of adoptions, the individual applicants can gen-

erally count on a carefully and competently conducted selection and allocation of 

adoptees by relevant authorities in both home countries as well as host states.  How-

ever, with respect to applications that involved Germany and non-contracting parties, 

instances have been reported that this circumstance may either delay or undo the ini-

tiative or even result in a decision at the expense of the applicants and the adoptees 

(see BfJ 2010: 15). 

This researcher noted that the HKSAR is not a party to the Hague Convention and 

that some German expats there have experienced difficulties in the adoption process.  
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One GEHK, for example, stated that the adoption process took longer than the family 

was initially told and that they had to stop pursuing this initiative because their work-

contract there was about to terminate prior to the finalisation of the matching process 

(HK-26-P). 

The same interviewee was also critical of the German domestic practices of adoption 

and told this researcher that there was a relative strict 40 years of age cut-off for ap-

plicants in Germany and that authorities also tended to prefer younger applicants.  

The expat claimed that these practices were actually a crucial factor in their decision 

to seek inter-country adoption (HK-26-P). 

While Thailand is party to the Hague Convention, this researcher observed that there 

appeared to be some confusion and anxiety among the German expats there about the 

actual procedures of inter-country adoption.  For instance, a Bangkok-based GETH 

intending to relocate to Germany with his Thai life partner and child in custody, stat-

ed when asked the difficulties in preparing the adoption that: 

Well, there is a so-called weak adoption and strong adoption. 

The weak adoption is the adoption according to Thai law.  

And, then one has to do the strong adoption according to 

German law. … The problem is, in order to pursue [the adop-

tion] according to Thai law, we will need … a so-called 

adoption certificate from Germany.  Yet, the thing is, we 

don’t live in Germany. … I have [absolutely] no idea how 

this could work … What are the means of a German social 

institution to evaluate our life circumstances when we are ac-

tually living here in Thailand? … Well, I have great feelings 

of panic towards this entire bureaucracy (TH-24-P). 

Statements such as this give the impression that there are significant administrative 

obstacles for those Germans wishing to pursue an adoption but not possessing a usual 
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residence in Germany.  However, it is the view of the researcher that this is not the 

case.  First of all, it is not compulsory for expat applicants to pursue an initial adop-

tion in Thailand or any other host country/entity before relocating to Germany and go 

through a similar process.  If the adoption process is undertaken in the home country 

of the adoptee, it seems as if this can be transferred to German law in a quite straight-

forward manner and on the basis of the pre-mentioned Hague Convention (see BfJ 

2010: 19-21, 26-28).  In this regard, it must be noted that the terms ‘weak’ and 

‘strong’ adoptions do not refer to various forms of adoption recognition, but rather to 

different degrees of adoption and the legal definition of relationships between the 

applicants, the adoptees and the acquaintances of the latter (see BfJ 2010: 21-23). 

And, secondly, if German expats decide to pursue an inter-country adoption in their 

host locale, the required adoption certificate can be obtained on the basis of a claim 

made to either a relevant Higher Regional Court on the local level or the Federal 

Court of First Instance, depending on the residence status of the candidate.  In the 

case of a party to the Hague Convention, this can also be done without any additional 

evaluative measures being taken by relevant social institutions in Germany to assess 

the living conditions of the applicants abroad.  This is organised by relevant authori-

ties in the host locale (see BfJ 2010: 26-28). 

At the same time, however, this researcher noted that it indeed might be difficult for 

expats to access official German government information about the practices of inter-

country adoption.  For example, there is no link between the FFO Internet website 

and the BfJ webpage as a main provider of advice on the relevant questions.  Thus, 

available information is not easy to locate for inexperienced or infrequent seekers of 
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online sources.  Furthermore, due to its highly specific and legalistic vocabulary, the 

information is not easily understandable to the lay person. 

It is the view of this researcher that intensified globalisation and the movement of 

people will inevitably lead to growing requests for inter-country adoptions and the 

search of appropriate means to protect adoptees as well as applicants.  The Hague 

Convention may be considered as a beneficial means in this regard, and a particular 

effort should be made by Germany to lobby for Hong Kong’s inclusion in this 

agreement.  In addition, it is the belief of this researcher that not only expat Germans 

but also the general public in Germany would greatly benefit from more accessible 

government information and services concerning the practices of (inter-country) 

adoption—and in a language that is reasonably shaped with clear and specific vocab-

ulary for laypeople. 

 

8.8.3  Section summary and policy implications 

In the preceding sub-sections, some other concerns of GEHK and GETH have been 

discussed, namely those related to the GFG’s child benefits and inter-country adop-

tion issues.  It has been observed that, basically, only those German expats who 

maintained their registered residence in Germany were eligible for child benefits.  

This has caused some senses of being treated unfair among research participants and 

has led some to argue that the scheme should be extended to generally include those 

Germans, too, who venture abroad.  However, it is the view of this researcher that 

any extension of the GFG’s child benefit scheme to enhance peoples’ security should 
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rather be targeted and based on a careful assessment of expat households’ financial 

situations. 

It has also been observed that inter-country adoptions are internationally regulated 

through the Hague Convention.  It was noted that this treaty was signed by Germany 

and Thailand, but not by the government of the HKSAR.  Evidence obtained in the 

research further indicated that, because of this, the processing of some respondents’ 

adoption initiatives in Hong Kong was not as smooth and as problem-free as they 

should be, and that this has caused some concerns for the people there.  On the other 

hand, the major concerns of the respondents in Thailand seemed to lie with weak-

nesses in the GFG’s practices regarding general information about this issue, which 

became evident through a high degree of confusion that characterised the expats at 

this locale.  Therefore, the researcher asserted that a demand should be placed on the 

GFG to pursue the inclusion of the HKSAR into the Hague Convention and to step 

up its efforts to thoroughly inform its populations about the meaning and practices of 

inter-country adoption in a comprehensive manner. 
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C H A P T E R  9  

T H E  A T T I T U D E S  A N D                      

S E C U R I T Y  C O N C E R N S  O F  G E R M A N  

R E P A T R I A T E S  F R O M  H O N G  K O N G  

A N D  T H A I L A N D  

In the course of this researcher’s fieldwork enquiries, evidence was obtained that 

GEHK and GETH were ambivalent in their views about returning (repatriating) to 

Germany.  Research in Germany also indicated that the motivations as to why a 

number of former German expats in those places (repatriates, or repats) has returned 

to the FRG were varied and many.  This chapter briefly examines some of these atti-

tudes (Section 9.1), and discusses a number of security concerns that were held by 

individual GEHK and GETH with regard to a possible return to Germany as well as 

by actual returnees or repats in the FRG—including resentments towards former or 

present venturers and issues of job satisfaction (Section 9.2).  In doing so, the chapter 

addresses the following sub-questions set for the research: What are German expats’ 

views about remaining in their host locale or returning to their home state (or mov-

ing on to a third country); what are German repats’ concerns about security; and 

how are these addressed by the people themselves as well as the governments in-

volved?  A brief chapter summary paves the way for a concluding analysis regarding 

the chances for expat policy implementation (Section 9.3). 
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9 .1   View s  about  repatr ia t ing  to  Ger many  

The survey findings showed that a majority of some 59 percent of the German re-

spondents in Thailand had no intention to change their place of residence in the fore-

seeable future, while only around 18 percent indicated an expectation to do so.  An-

other 23 percent were either unsure or considered themselves not in a position at that 

stage to give a definitive statement.  Of those respondents who intended to move, 

approximately half expressed a purpose to return to Germany, while the other half 

declared a will to venture someplace else.  The HKSAR findings showed a similar 

picture in this regard, even though the proportion of people there who stated that they 

could see themselves changing their domicile in the near future was much higher.  

Only some 20 percent indicated that they would continue to stay in the HKSAR. 

Evidence obtained in the research indicated that, for many expats, the issue of return 

seemed to be of considerable relevance and a rather constant feature in their daily 

lives.  Hence, when questioned about the things that would currently concern them 

most, a significant number of interviewees in the selected sites referred to this theme.  

For example, one respondent in the HKSAR stated that: 

[The things that currently concern me most are of rather gen-

eral nature and are concentrated around the following ques-

tions]: ‘Where does [my family’s] long-term future lie?  Does 

[this future] lie in Hong Kong, does it lie in any other Asian 

country, or does it lie in Germany again?’  This is a recurring 

theme … as are considerations like: ‘Should one actively fos-

ter a return to Germany …?’ (HK-08-P) 
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A significant number of GEHK and GETH respondents indicated that they were con-

sidering repatriation to Germany at some time in the near future because they were 

about to complete a scheduled period of work assignment in their respective locales.  

Besides that, however, broadly-defined lifestyle reasons and family motivations ap-

peared to dominate the views of these groups in this matter.  Representing another 

kind of those persons nominating repatriation considerations as the most-dominant 

theme at present when questioned about their current concerns, the following long-

term GEHK, for example, told this researcher: 

Well, [the thing that currently concerns me most is] actually 

the topic we have talked about for quite a while now [which 

includes me asking myself such questions as]: When is the 

best time to return [to Germany]?  Do I [really] want to go 

back there again? … And, [while] this decision must be made 

by all members of the family, I am especially thinking of my 

daughter [and] my parents [in Germany].  I think that time is 

running out [in the sense] that we all are able to live together 

[as a family].  [And], sometimes I wish for [my daughter in 

particular] that she can live in Germany … just to become 

rooted there to some extent because I think, here in Hong 

Kong … one indeed is living quite privileged as a foreigner.  

And, sometimes I think [it would be good if she could get] an 

insight into other living realities [as well.  With this, I mean 

that] everything here is so nice, everything is so shiny, every-

thing is so clean … while being in Germany, there is just a 

totally different world (HK-06-P). 

Lifestyle reasons were also reflected in widely held beliefs that Germany was a good 

place in terms of environmental-health considerations and because it represented an 

attractive heritage site in terms of culture and nature (e.g., HK-08-P; HK-20-P). 

Another possible reason that was repeatedly raised in the course of the expat research 

in the HKSAR and Thailand, especially by expats from households with younger 
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children, was that of Germany’s solid education system.  As one GEHK respondent 

noted: 

That … what also could motivate me, as [an expat] with chil-

dren, to relocate to Germany, of course, [are] education and 

vocational training [considerations] and [the fact] that the 

German university system [generally] is not bad, but even 

excellent in some areas, such as engineering, and, [too], free 

for the most part (HK-08-P). 

However, respondents overall were split in their views about the quality of the Ger-

man education system, and there was a significant group, too, who reported that this 

was rather something that would keep them away from returning to the FRG.  For 

example, one GEHK argued: 

Well, the school system, for example, represents one of these 

things of which I think that the Germans really could improve 

on significantly … Two years ago, [on one of our visits to 

Germany and to get an idea again what school life is, I have 

given company to my daughter during a one-week test period 

at a primary school] and I was stunned how bad things actual-

ly worked out there—although the teacher was really nice.  

However, I found that [teaching and learning there] was total-

ly out of date and underdeveloped [compared to that of inter-

national schools here in Hong Kong, for example] (HK-06-P). 

The prime reasons stated for returning to Germany, as given by GEHK and GETH 

(and discussed above), were basically reflected by the evidence obtained in the 

course of survey research about German repats from those places in the FRG.  Here 

the leading motivation for a return to Germany had been ‘completion of a scheduled 

work contract abroad’ (47 percent).  This was followed by wanting to be ‘closer to 

family and friends in Germany’ (21 percent).  However, far fewer respondents 

thought that the ‘lifestyle is more attractive in Germany’ (5 percent).  This might lead 
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to the assumption that lifestyle considerations are ultimately less important in Ger-

man expats’ decisions to return to Germany.  An evaluation of the responses given 

by survey participants in the HKSAR and Thailand reporting that they were not con-

sidering a return to Germany at the current point in time supports this view.  Hence, 

some 46 percent of the respondents in the HKSAR and 64 percent in Thailand felt 

that the lifestyle was more attractive in their respective locales (or abroad more gen-

erally). 

While the lifestyle response therefore dominated the reasons for not returning to 

German by expats in Thailand, this was exceeded by a ‘more favourable personal tax 

income abroad’ in the HKSAR (60 percent)—a factor that was of secondary im-

portance in Thailand (34 percent).   

While the issues ‘career opportunities better abroad’ (57 percent), ‘employment situ-

ation better abroad’ (57 percent) and ‘higher income abroad’ (43 percent) completed 

the list of five prime reasons in the HKSAR, only the first was given some im-

portance with regard to Thailand.  There, it was ranked third, together with the issues 

‘family and friends abroad’ and ‘partner confined abroad’, all of which held a share 

of some 29 percent of the responses.  The different weighting in this particular item 

between the HKSAR and Thailand may explain the overall high response rate (26 

percent) of German repats who indicated that better employment and career opportu-

nities in Germany had played a relevant role in their decision to return to the FRG.  

Table 9.1 below provides a full overview of the reasons given by German expats in 

the HKSAR and Thailand for their current attitudes of not wishing to return to Ger-

many. 
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Table 9.1 

Reasons given by respondents in the HKSAR and Thailand for their current 

attitude of not wishing to return to Germany
26

 

Reasons ranked in order of the survey issue 

items 

HKSAR 

(N=35) 

% 

Thailand 

(N=59) 

% 

Career opportunities are better abroad 57.1 28.8 

Employment situation is better abroad 57.1 18.7 

Family/ friends are abroad 20 28.8 

Partner is confined abroad 22.9 28.8 

Children have grown up abroad 22.9 20.4 

Lifestyle is more attractive abroad 45.7 64.4 

Too expensive to relocate to Germany 0 13.6 

Higher income abroad 42.9 20.4 

More favourable personal income tax abroad 60 33.9 

Better state support abroad 2.9 18.7 

Scared if I will fit back into German society 17.1 17 

In summing up this first section, clearly the reasons for German expats in the 

HKSAR and Thailand to return to Germany are evidenced to be many and varied, 

even though the completion of a scheduled work assignment and family matters can 

be identified as the dominating rationale.  Better career opportunities in Germany 

also seems to play some kind of positive role for some in the German expat popula-

tion in Thailand, while it is rather negative with regard to those in the HKSAR who 

tend to remain there because they consider this prospect as more favourable in their 

locale.  Hence, the reasons why German (and other) expats remain in a certain loca-

tion also seem to vary slightly from place to place.  For example, lifestyle considera-

tions seemed to play a greater role for those Germans intending to remain in Thai-

land than for those in the HKSAR.  In a similar vein, more favourable personal tax 

                                                 
26

 Note that the given percentages indicate “strongly agree” and “agree” to the respective reason as 

provided in the relevant issue item of the survey questionnaire. 
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income situations abroad, while representing a relevant factor in both locales, seemed 

to be of greater importance in the HKSAR than in Thailand. 

 

9 .2   The  securi ty  concerns  o f  German r epats  

In the course of the inquiry, this researcher found evidence that actual or prospective 

repat Germans have a wide range of concerns, from matters of resentment or even 

hostility by others, to issues of finding satisfying work on return to the FRG.  These 

issues are considered in detail in the following sections. 

 

9.2.1  Resentments against expats 

This researcher obtained evidence that has shown that considerable concerns related 

to a possible repatriation to Germany, as anticipated by German expats in the 

HKSAR and Thailand, were attributed to a predominantly ‘uninterested’ or even 

‘hostile’ stay-at-home population they felt was unreceptive to repats’ narratives, re-

sentful of their achievements and experiences in various areas (either personally or 

more work-related), and filled with bitterness because of not having experienced a 

similar venture abroad.  Such views were commonly enhanced by the experiences 

these respondents made during periods of visiting Germany or in previous repatria-

tion situations.  The statements of two Hong Kong-based expats can be cited here to 
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illustrate this general lack of interest that was considered to be prevalent in the Ger-

man general public.  They were: 

[Most of our neighbours and friends in Germany] show zero 

interest … in what is happening here [in Hong Kong] … 

They don’t want to know anything [from us and only seem to 

be] concerned about their own situation [in Germany.  And 

yet, they insist] that we do show interest in their lives … [As 

you might imagine], it does hurt quite a fair bit when one has 

to pretend that this period of life isn’t actually happening at 

all (HK-05-P). 

And: 

[I know a fair number of people in Germany who tend to] 

never ask: ‘What is life like there at all?’ … To them, Hong 

Kong just appears to be [nothing else but] an exotic place and 

I am not sure if they even know where it is located at all.  

However, this [seems to] bother them little.  [And], this has 

made me quite upset at the beginning … because I thought 

that … at least some of my friends would be curious about 

that (HK-06-P). 

In a similar vein, one Bangkok-based GETH respondent stated: 

[Being in Germany and talking about my abroad experiences 

in a way that transcended] ‘The weather is good, the beaches 

are nice’, then there was always [someone claiming] some-

thing like: ‘Oh, now he is speaking of Thailand again.’  [And], 

there was no one who [seemed to be] interested in what I was 

actually doing [there].  So, generally speaking … there was 

no one in Germany with whom I could have talked about [my 

abroad experiences], except from those former fellow student 

of mine who were working in a similar area (TH-02-P). 

Evidence obtained in the research focusing on German repats in the FRG supports 

such views.  For example, one repat from the HKSAR told this researcher in Würz-
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burg that, in Germany, it was “best not to speak out too loud about what one has ex-

perienced [abroad] because nobody wants to hear it”.  This repat further argued that 

“I have learned a lot there [in Hong Kong] and … made totally different experienc-

es”, and that all this was “beyond [the] imagination” of many people in Germany 

who were “rather irritated in their everyday So-Sein [i.e., same existence]” if told 

about it.  Therefore, “they do not want to know too many details” (DE-01-P).  An-

other repat from the HKSAR in Nuremberg similarly noted: 

Well, there are already many who are just irritated when you 

have Chinese furniture … and have hundreds of thousands of 

question marks on their faces.  Therefore, we have only told 

very, very little [about our ventures abroad] from the very 

beginning onwards.  I only tell if someone asks me          

(DE-04-P). 

This research has indicated that the preferred strategies by expats to overcome such 

indifferences about repat situations were related to catching up with the news of 

home populations without anticipating for them to reciprocally engage in equal 

measures.  Time was considered as an important factor in the home population de-

veloping such an understanding.  As a GEHK noted (with some emphasis added in 

italics): 

Earlier, I have tried to talk about details.  Now, I just say 

something like: ‘Oh yes, it’s quite interesting [in Hong 

Kong].’  And: ‘[The nature] is quite green, greener as one 

might think.’  Or: ‘The weather is to get used to.’ … That’s it 

(HK-05-P). 

And: 
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Meanwhile, I am taking this ignorance quite tolerantly and 

with little concern … Some time ago, I didn’t understand at 

all how people could live a life like this, that is, always there 

[at the same place].  However, in the meantime, I think: … 

It’s great that this is working for them … while I am hap-

py … to do it in a different way. … [Certainly], I am now 

able to consider all this with fewer concerns (HK-06-P). 

This researcher found that considerations like the ones cited above tended to domi-

nate the discourse regarding this specific issue among respondents.  However, there 

were also a few instances of outright hostility reported by expats, especially with 

regard to those in Thailand.  As one respondent in Bangkok, for example, stated: 

[When I told my friends in Germany that I was going to Thai-

land, they made comments like]: ‘Okay, but when you are 

doing something with children there, then I will end my 

friendship with you.’  And, you [start to] think to yourself: 

‘What are people thinking?  That you are only going to Thai-

land because you are a paedophile and you can’t enjoy life 

[accordingly] at home?’ (TH-14-P) 

The researcher himself also experienced an instance of such a hostile utterance dur-

ing his work for this study.  In January 2011, he received the following email in reply 

to his invitation for participation in this research project in Thailand: 

To begin with: hello. 

Well selected camouflage … writing a doctoral dissertation 

with a special focus on Thailand, Pattaya, etc. should allow 

[you] to combine the one thing with the other—that is, [the 

intention of] all benefactors there who have nothing else in 

mind than enjoying life [in Thailand] according to their per-

verse tendencies … [M]aintaining a social camouflage up-

right … is always good, and [enhances the chance of meeting] 

like-minded people. 

Hats off! 
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This researcher was surprised and even stunned by the harsh tone in some public 

comments regarding expat ventures, and asserts the view that outright hostility to-

wards expats-as-possible-repats is, by no means, “a thing of the past”—as suggested 

in a recent analysis of Australian expats/repats (Legal and Constitutional References 

Committee 2005: 77)—, but it appears to still be rather prevalent in relevant popula-

tion sections.  However, one could argue that such views are not reflective of the 

majority of the public—or, as one respondent in Thailand who took a more sophisti-

cated view of resentment issues, put it: 

I would argue that there is no general disinterest, but also no 

active interest [among the German home population] … [I 

have observed that] people, friends [and such] acquaintances 

who previously have had an interest in other cultures and 

countries [remain] interested indeed.  However, there is an 

equally high level of friends and acquaintances who are simp-

ly not that interested—less in terms of the person concerned, 

but rather … with regard to the relevant country … Hence, [I 

conclude that the situation is ambivalent]: There may be [in-

deed] people who are interested [in hearing of a person’s ex-

periences abroad; but at the same time, there may be persons, 

too] who seem to be rather neutral [or less concerned] (TH-

30-P). 

 

9.2.2  Issues related to the re-entry into employment in Germany 

Some GEHK and GETH research participants, particularly those among the so-called 

Auslandsdienstlehrkräfte (ADLKs, or Foreign Service Teachers), cited difficulties 

related to employment as their main concern with a view to a pending return to Ger-

many.  So, these expats generally did not refer to the fundamental problem of finding 

work, as reinstatement is part of their deployment contract, but rather mentioned a 
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number of procedural issues that became evident in the initial phases of their previ-

ous relocations.  Hence, several ADLK interviewees in the HKSAR and Thailand 

critically stated that they were given too short notice about their next working do-

main in Germany, or whether their current contracts in the respective locales might 

be renewed.  For example, one ADLK in the HKSAR noted: 

I still have no confirmed job commitment … which is some-

what annoying.  And, I am waiting every day and every se-

cond for a call [informing me] whether or not it works out 

with the position [I have requested] (HK-17-P). 

And another ADLK interviewee in Bangkok stated in October 2010 that: 

[My federal state authority in Germany] has recently in-

formed me that it will send me a notice concerning the 

decision on my extension request in February 2011.  

[This might result in my obligation] to relocate from 

here in July [2011] at the latest—together with three 

children for whom, too, a school [in Germany] has to 

be found with all the practical issues behind [such a 

movement] (TH-09-P). 

In the course of the inquiry, this researcher found that German ADLKs generally are 

deployed abroad for a period of three years with the option to further extend their 

stay for another three and two years—up to a maximum of eight years.  While it is 

one of the tasks of the ZfA, or Central Unit for the German Abroad School System, 

in Cologne to organise and coordinate these deployments, it is in the responsibility of 

the sending school and state educational authorities to decide on extension requests 

and to occasionally determine a new site of employment for the applicant, as there is 

a policy stating that posted ADLKs in leading positions are not allowed to return to 

their previous positions after their engagement abroad. 
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The various aspects of these regulations have raised much discontent among persons 

concerned.  For example, as one accompanying spouse reflected on her partner’s 

attempt to organise a return to a previous place of work and living for the final three 

years before retirement: 

The city [and school] would have liked seeing him back 

[since] his successor was about to retire … [and so we, too], 

had an interest in that because then he would no longer have 

to become acquainted with the work there … and we have 

our residence there.  However, in this matter the state authori-

ties said: There are no grounds provided to allow for a return 

to the old place of operation.  It’s over.  File closed.  We are 

finished (HK-05-P). 

Others criticised that on their return to Germany ADLKs had basically no chance to 

change to a school in another German state than the one they worked in before their 

venture abroad because “this does not really work and is exceptionally difficult”—

which is why it might be considered as some kind of “human trafficking” (HK-17-

P).
27

   

Still others critically noted that promotions within the previous German state system 

were also impossible to achieve from abroad, even though one had exercised func-

tions for a considerable period of time there “that would go far, far beyond those of 

colleagues with similar positions in Germany”.  This expat reported that her applica-

tion for a higher position was even rejected by relevant state authorities in Germany 

with the words: “We will ‘park’ you in a state school from which you will have the 

opportunity to pursue your request” (TH-09-P). 

                                                 
27

 It may be emphasised that this is difficult for many civil servants in Germany since they are directly 

employed by the respective state they work in. 
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It should be noted that this latter claim only seems to be partially true.  So, evidence 

has shown that returning ADLKs who exercised a higher position abroad than they 

previously had and now have again in Germany were continued to be paid according 

to the foreign arrangement.  For some, however, this was not sufficient enough.  As 

one accompanying spouse of a GEHK stated: 

[My husband] currently has an A-15 position, so that’s a 

principal position.  Congruently, he is now paid as a principal.  

[Given our return to our home state in Germany, he would 

continued to be paid like this], but exercise the work of a 

head of department or normal teacher.  And for us, for me 

and my husband, money is one thing, but a challenging job 

position another … [So], this is … our problem (HK-18-P). 

Statements like this indicate that finding an acceptable new place of employment is 

only one side of ADLK worries so far as their pending return to Germany is con-

cerned, and that obtaining a fulfilling job where they can make use of their gained 

skills and abroad experiences is the other.  While this matter, and the wider issue of 

varying work responsibilities between Germany and respective locales abroad, is 

elaborated on in the next section of the chapter, it should be noted here that employ-

ment concerns were not only confined to ADLKs, but also concerned some other 

German expats in the HKSAR and Thailand.  Hence, a number of more long-

standing and, especially, more elderly expats, who had previously been locally em-

ployed, also claimed difficulties in finding employment in Germany as a relevant 

factor in their decision to remain abroad.  A 47-year old self-employed GEHK, for 

example, noted that she had no intention to return to Germany during her working 

life.  Her argument was: 
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Being honest, considering my age, it would be difficult to be-

come employed with a corporation [again].  Hence, for mere 

practical reasons [a return to Germany] would not be the best 

idea (HK-04-P). 

In a similar view, a 53-year old chemist in Bangkok, working in a Thai-German de-

velopment project, was asked whether he had the intention to return to Germany and 

if this would be a rather difficult endeavour considering his age.  He argued:  

Working [in Germany]?  Where?  Whom for? … [Finding 

work] is easier here in Thailand [because] if you are 50, 60 

[or] 70, this will be respected by the people here … That is 

something you won’t find in Germany.  When you are there 

and 50 years of age, you have to look very carefully for 

someone who is going to employ you … This is not so easy 

and much easier here in Thailand (TH-07-P). 

Also in Bangkok, another specifically trained development worker with a short-

contract history and a current joint-venture appointment stated that one of his major 

concerns was job uncertainty and the limited availability of positions in his particular 

field in Germany (TH-02-P). 

 

9.2.3  Job dissatisfaction 

As indicated above, the major concern of some GEHK and GETH concerning a pos-

sible return to Germany was less related to the issue of finding employment in a gen-

eral sense, but rather about securing a job that would satisfy them in the same way as 

the position they currently were holding abroad.  The reasons for this were mainly 

seen in the circumstances of reduced responsibilities or decision-making powers in a 
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similar position in Germany and a loss of social standing compared to that of their 

activity abroad.  With regard to the latter notion, a self-employed consultant in 

Bangkok working in the area of seminar development and moderation, stated that: 

It is my belief that the [so-called] culture shock for many ex-

patriates does not occur … when one is arriving, but when 

one is returning again … I mean [during times of expatria-

tion], one [regularly] gathers with ambassadors, … company 

directors [and] heads of international organisations … [at var-

ious] receptions and concerts, but when one finally returns … 

then one has to share their office in parts [and] doesn’t come 

across politicians anymore [that easily, or with other] inter-

esting people … who are at decision-making levels          

(TH-10-P). 

The same GETH continued: 

I think, for what I am doing here I get a lot of [social] recog-

nition.  In Germany, one has to subordinate oneself very 

much—[that is], one is not that visible unless one [really] is 

an exceptional kind of person or [just] lucky (TH-10-P). 

Evidence obtained in this researcher’s investigations in Germany confirmed that job 

dissatisfaction was a relevant feature among German repats from the HKSAR and 

Thailand.  For example, there were participants who, on their return, felt some form 

of under-challenge or restrictions in the activities associated with a certain position in 

Germany because they had experienced a wider interpretation of the same function 

abroad.  They tended to argue that this extended conception of their positions was 

necessary due to the particularities of being placed away from the main office and 

trying to meet the requirements emerging from the specific locality.  As a previously 

cited HKSAR repat noted: 
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What I was desperately missing very much here [in Germany 

after my return was] to constantly make decisions very quick-

ly that simply have to be suitable … [Being back in Germany] 

there have been rules, there actually have been just obstacles.  

So you must always look closely at any rules … and you, 

yourself, make no decision at all because these are only being 

done by the boss anyway.  So, [abroad you generally tend to] 

have a greater authority [in your work]—it is even desired 

[by your employer]. …  So, I felt excessively restricted by 

that time (DE-01-P). 

In addition, one accompanying repat spouse reflected on her partner’s work-related 

difficulties on return to Germany as follows: 

What my husband has enjoyed very much abroad …, and this, 

too, was the problem why he had come back so terribly reluc-

tantly, is that, having worked [there] for a large company in a 

leading position, the decision-making process is extremely 

short.  And this is what he has really loved.  So, if any deci-

sions were to be made there, then [one] had to call another 

person, or occasionally make a phone call to Germany, and 

then everything was done.  So, that means, flexible, self-

dependent and always a bit adventurous … [that is what he 

felt] fascinated about [and] what he misses in Germany.  

[There] is just [all] these rigid structures [and] forms.  At first 

this person must be consulted … and then that other one has 

to sign and so forth.  So, to him, it is too much bureaucracy 

and too many levels [in the decision-making process] (DE-

04-P). 

Moreover, disappointment was expressed about the fact that, in Germany, it seemed 

that the same value was not given to certain skills and/or experiences as during the 

previous expat employment situations.  On the contrary, there was a feeling that the 

notions or explicit applications of such talents and strategies were rather perceived as 

an ‘irritation’, or even ‘annoyance’, given established habits by colleagues for exam-

ple or persons in other situations.  As one repat from the HKSAR in Würzburg noted: 
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[Previously, or before expatriation to Hong Kong], my work-

ing focus was on contents very much. … In Hong Kong, I 

learned that there are other things as well that are similarly 

important …, namely [the ability] to sell … or present … 

However …, these skills were actually not required again 

here [in Germany because] this is not in the interest of 

many. … Sometimes, [I get the] impression … that such an 

abroad experience …, with a view to France or American 

people, is of greater value (DE-01-P). 

Research in Germany indicated that maintaining relations and regular contacts with 

the home country employer during a venture abroad can be an important means for 

prospective repats in assisting with their relocation and attempts to find a satisfying 

position on return (DE-04-P).  Another possible strategy for repats to overcome those 

situations could be to take on additional tasks that exceed their primary occupational 

activity and enable them “to retain some kind of freedom” and to work according to 

one’s own ambitions (DE-01-P).  This, however, also requires the employing institu-

tions to offer relevant positions to their workers and their repats in particular.  In an 

overall ideal case, though, “it would require someone who knows exactly what the 

situation is like [in a certain locale abroad] and what can [and should] be expected 

from the people here [in Germany to provide them with a satisfying job position]” 

(DE-01-P). 

 

9.2.4  The lack of government relocation assistance for repats 

Generally, repatriation processes are shaped by a number of different factors, ranging 

from the duration of an expat venture to its overall character—that is, for example, 

the occupational relationship or situation someone was in during their time abroad.  
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This obviously has a direct impact on the costs of the respective person’s relocation, 

as well as on the nature of the potential problems that may occur in the course of the 

movement, such as pertaining to employment, housing and counselling (see, e.g., 

Clegg & Gray 2002: 617). 

There was a general agreement among the research participants that the main respon-

sibility for coming to terms with these matters was with the individual expat, who 

decided to venture abroad, and with their relevant employers, when applicable.  

However, it is here that some types of repats from the HKSAR and Thailand in Ger-

many, namely the afore-mentioned Foreign Service Teachers or ADLKs, claimed 

that the GFG, as their main occupational provider, could do a much better job in ad-

dressing some of these matters.   

While the more technical or procedural work-related criticisms were already dis-

cussed in the preceding sections, one repat from the HKSAR argued that there is also 

considerable room for improvement in terms of basic programmes aimed at the re-

acclimatisation of former ADLKs in Germany.  Specifically, this repat proposed that 

the ZfA, the state-owned coordinating body for Germany’s foreign educational ser-

vices, should implement a training scheme, similar to that provided to prospective 

expats, which would aid in the relocation/repatriation of ADLKs on a general and 

perhaps more psychological level.  The respective statement was: 

One is actually doing counselling sessions if one is about to 

move abroad.  Therefore, we [the ADLKs] are trained in Co-

logne for one week.  And perhaps it would be nice, too, if one 

would welcome us when we are returning home … [so that] 

we do not have to cope with [all these experiences] by our-

selves and in person (DE-01-P). 
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Besides that, this researcher asserted that the German Bundesagentur für Arbeit (or 

Federal Employment Agency), which is the primary gateway for GFG services and 

information regarding the employment and vocational training situations in Germany 

(on its website entitled www.arbeitsagentur.de) maintains an online job databank 

called Jobbörse (Job Exchange).  While this online job market should provide people 

with a reasonable overview of the opportunities available in Germany, there is little 

doubt that the queries of certain groups, such as repats, could be better assisted 

through specifically designated portals—comparable to the customer-focused state 

communication approaches proposed elsewhere in this study. 

Nonetheless, this researcher continues to propose the view that a primary responsibil-

ity of any expat, especially during working years, should be to remain prepared for a 

possible return and therefore maintain reasonable connections with his/her place of 

origin or, in this case, the FRG.  This can be done through alumni groups and other 

professional or industry association networks, and certainly is much easier to do to-

day by such means as the Internet than it was some time ago.  As a report by the 

Australian Senate (with some emphasis added in italics) stated regarding their ex-

pats-as-repats: 

While networks can probably go only a short way towards 

preparing expatriates for the culture shocks they may experi-

ence on their return, they certainly should be able to offer an 

increasing amount of help in finding work, accommodation 

and general information about [repatriate] services (Legal and 

Constitutional References Committee 2005: 78). 

That is, although social networks most likely will not protect repats against all possi-

ble personal difficulties that might emerge in a relocation process, they may at least 
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serve as an alleviating factor in many technical arrangements and therefore play an 

important role in the reduction of the insecurities that can be associated with such 

movements. 

 

9.3  Chapter summary 

In this chapter, the attitudes and security concerns of German repats have been dis-

cussed from both the perspective of actual and prospective returners.  While resent-

ments towards them as former expats, issues related to the re-entry into employment, 

job dissatisfaction and the lack of government assistance in terms of repatriation 

were identified as major concerns of this group, it should be noted that this treatment 

was only meant as an initial one and that these findings therefore have not been 

transformed into concrete policy recommendations, which are the subject of the con-

cluding section.  First, however, the dissertation proceeds with some outlooks for 

postnational migration policies with a special focus on expats, who are the main con-

cern of the work here. 
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C H A P T E R  1 0  

G O V E R N A N C E  O U T L O O K S  F O R  

P O S T N A T I O N A L  G E R M A N              

E X P A T R I A T E  P O L I C I E S  

The preceding Chapters 8 and 9 of this study identified a number of issues that can 

be raised in relation to German expats in the selected sites of Hong Kong and Thai-

land (and, perhaps, also more generally), as well as German repats from these places 

in Germany.  The chapters also presented some proposals for future policy adjust-

ments to address those issues.  This chapter continues to build on these considera-

tions, and specifically looks at the possibilities and limitations to put such proposals 

into practice.  In doing so, the present chapter addresses the following question set 

for this investigation: How might enhanced expat (and repat) security, and better 

legal arrangements about it, be devised in Germany; and what are the prospects for 

a timely incorporation of the various German expat issues into viable in-country 

policies?  This chapter attempts to answer this question in two stages.  In the first 

stage, and for a start, a general portrayal of home governments’ perceptions and out-

reach efforts regarding such efforts is provided (Section 10.1).  Then, and in a rather 

general manner, states’ interests in fostering expat engagement or postnational poli-

cies are assessed (Section 10.2).  These efforts serve as a basis for the particular 

German-focussed analysis of the second stage aimed at identifying specific expat 

interest groups in Germany and assessing their capacities to put postnational policies 
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into practice (Section 10.3).  The chapter concludes by asking if there is anything 

else that could be done to foster such policies in the German case, but also in the 

more general sense (Section 10.4). 

 

10 .1  The  percept ions  and outreach ef forts  o f  

home governments  regarding  the ir  expats  

In official debates within and amongst home governments, there always have been 

mixed views and opinions about expats—as understood in the broadest sense of the 

original concept stated in Chapter 5.4.4 which is not necessarily linked to considera-

tions of nation-states and citizenship.  Thus, Pál Nyíri (2002: 208-211), for example, 

has asserted in relation to China that the government’s attitude towards its expats has 

been cyclical. 

More specifically, Nyíri firstly observed that the Song and Yuan dynasties, for a start, 

banned emigration of their subject populations on the grounds of a perceived disloy-

alty to ancestral land.  He went on to note that the subsequent Ming dynasty transi-

tionally relaxed these restrictions, and demonstrated that the thereupon-succeeding 

Qing dynasty initially reinstated the ban, before ultimately reversing this course in 

the last two decades of its reign at the beginning of the 20th century in order utilise 

overseas Chinese for the modernisation of the country.  Nyíri further observed that 

Sun Yat-sen’s Republic of China also continued to follow this path of bringing over-

seas Chinese closer to the national population by issuing granting them passports and 
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voting rights.  In addition, he concluded that Mao Zedong’s People’s Republic of 

China maintained and even expanded the benefits applicable to overseas Chinese, a 

practice that continues to the present day. 

Recently, however, a more consistently uniform tendency seems to have emerged 

globally, which is reflected in the basic tone in such official policy discourses about 

expats, which, by and large, is continuously shifting in notable favour of an all but 

positive image of these populations.  Proponents of this view contend that this is mir-

rored in the enormous efforts by home governments all over the world to rhetorically 

reach out to their expats, and to launch new policy initiatives for a greater inclusion 

of those population sections into their in-country affairs.  Thus, Jagdish Bhagwati, 

for example, observed the emergence of an expat policy trend (or what he perceives 

as a diaspora model of state behaviour), “which integrates past and present citizens 

into a web of rights and obligations in the extended community defined with the 

home country as the center” (2003: 101).  In a similar way, Alan Gamlen concluded 

his assessment of the engagement efforts of 70 home governments towards their dis-

tant populations by stating that a majority of them would step up their attempts in 

this regard (2006: 4-18). 

Michael Fullilove is a researcher with the Lowy Institute for International Relations 

in Sydney, Australia.  His recent work, World wide webs: Diasporas and the interna-

tional system (2008), is especially noteworthy for its scrutiny of a wide range of first 

hand sources and government rhetoric in particular, and contains a multitude of em-

pirical evidence to support this notion.  The discussion will now turn to this evidence 

in more detail by first focusing on a description of the rhetoric change, though for the 
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sake of argument, without noting the reasons for it, which are included into the con-

siderations later. 

Fullilove observed that even in those countries where stigma accompanied the prac-

tices of emigration for a long time, these denunciations seem to be nearly absent in 

the present day.  More specifically, he noted a decline in the application of those 

negative terms to expats, such as “runaways”, “deserters” or “traitors”, which previ-

ously characterised the discussions in some countries, accompanied by a proliferation 

of positive connotations in every way, including (but not limited to) “friends”, “unof-

ficial ambassadors” or (national) “heroes” (see Fullilove 2008: 4, 39)—with such 

glorifying terms as the latter seeming to be rather prevalent in developing countries 

compared to the developed world. 

Thus, according to Fullilove’s assessment, for example, Cuban expats were no longer 

regarded as gusanos (or “worms”) but as the Cuban community abroad; while Mexi-

can expats, who were once denoted as pochos (or “rotten fruit”), had become a “very 

important” part of the Mexican nation which, in the words of Mexico’s former Presi-

dent Ernesto Zedillo, “extends beyond the [spatial] territory enclosed by its borders”.  

This attitude had been reinforced when Zedillo’s now-redeemed successor, Vicente 

Fox, said in 2002 that Mexicans in America were “heroic countrymen” and “the cul-

tural engine [or] the permanent ambassadors of Mexican culture” (cited from 

Fullilove 2008: 39-40).   

In accordance with Fullilove’s views, these trends were also reflected in the case of 

Indonesia, where its million or so citizens working in neighbouring Malaysia are 

regarded as pahlawan devisa (or “foreign exchange heroes”) (see Fullilove 2008: 94).  
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Additionally, such trends also became evident with a view to China, which formerly 

considered its overseas students as “unpatriotic” but now celebrates expatriation “as 

a patriotic and modern act”, while “[h]istorical expressions such as ‘sons and grand-

sons of the Yellow Emperor’ are being heard again” (Fullilove 2008: 69).  A look at 

the previously cited work of Nyíri confirms not only that “media reporting on the 

overseas Chinese [has] been put to the service of a triumphalist, unificatory and mo-

bilizing myth of Chineseness as an eternal cultural condition inherited with blood”; 

but also that so-called “new migrants” are presented to the domestic population as 

national heroes, who were “poor” indeed, though “educated, clever, ambitious [and] 

unscrupulous”.  Moreover, as Nyíri pointed out, once the Chinese Communist Party 

had called on its overseas students under the command-like term of huiguo fuwu (or 

“return to serve”), but this term had changed in favour of the more moderate notion 

of wei guo fuwu (or “serve the country”) (2002: 220-226, 2001: 635-653). 

At the same time as governments’ opinions regarding expats have seemingly shifted, 

an abundance of reports has emerged from national think tanks and parliamentary 

committees in several countries that called for a greater engagement with their expat 

populations (see Fullilove 2008: 4).  The case of Australia may be cited here as a 

good example to illustrate both developments.  As Donald McMillen (2007: 16) has 

noted, the Australian government for the first time started to recognise the growing 

significance of its expats in its Foreign and Trade White Paper 2003, which devoted 

an entire chapter to the issue of “Protecting Australians Abroad”.  At that time, the 

official tone towards Australian expats seemed still quite harsh.  For example, as 

Fullilove has pointed out, when the London-based Australian columnist Germaine 

Greer had published an article that was critical of some aspects of Australia’s culture, 
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the then Prime Minister John Howard regarded these comments as “patronising” and 

“elitist”, closing that “if she [i.e., Greer] wants to stay in another country, good luck 

to her” (cited from Fullilove 2008: 40).
28

 

However, the rhetoric changed rapidly in connection to this incident.  According to 

McMillen (2007: 16), this change became especially visible in 2005 when the Legal 

and Constitutional References Committee of the Australian Senate released the pre-

viously cited and bipartisan report entitled They still call Australia home: Inquiry 

into Australian expatriates which found that “the Australian Government needs to 

make greater efforts to connect with and engage [its] expats” (cited from Legal and 

Constitutional References Committee 2005: v).  It was also reflected by a number of 

further studies that appeared during this period.  These studies firstly included one 

entitled Australia’s Diaspora: Its Size, Nature and Policy Implications by the Com-

mittee for Economic Development of Australia which concluded that “Australia 

should develop a national diaspora [i.e., expatriate] policy, recognising that in a 

globalising world a nation’s citizens and its human resources will not all be within its 

national borders” (Hugo et. al. 2003: 14).  They also included another study by the 

above-cited Lowy Institute for International Policy which was entitled Diaspora: the 

world-wide web of Australians and argued that Australia should “engage the diaspora 

[i.e., expatriates] in [its] national life and create a global community of Australians” 

(Fullilove & Flutter 2004: x). 

 

                                                 
28

 It should be recognised in this regard that Greer is one of the world’s leading feminists and that her 

article was published during a period of backlash against feminists (and other things deemed to be 

politically correct) in Australia, and that this may have contributed to Howard’s comments. 
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According to Fullilove, the rhetoric change ultimately found its final expression in an 

address to a meeting of leading Australian expats in late 2006, when former Prime 

Minister Howard declared that “it is enormously to Australia’s advantage that [the 

country has] a talented, energetic, achieving [and] highly successful [expat] diaspo-

ra” and that Australia is “a country of all the talents in all parts of the world” (cited 

from Fullilove 2008: 41). 

In concluding this chapter sub-section, this researcher asserts that there is justified 

reason to believe that the official tones and attitudes of home states towards their 

expats are widely changing in favour of these populations.  Evidence cited supports 

the view that many home governments have moved away from highly begrudging 

rhetoric to extremely supportive claims and extended calls for a closer engagement 

regarding their expats.  However, this had led this researcher to query: What are the 

reasons for this seemingly new behaviour of home states towards their expat popula-

tions, and what are the ends to which states attempt to direct their expats?  Are these 

mainly based on power politics and a glorification or securitisation of the nation-state?  

Or, rather, are they value-oriented, in the interest of the subject people and, as such, 

primarily postnational-centred?  In the next section of this chapter, the study aims to 

address these questions by using the examples of two discourses that tend to domi-

nate treatments about expatriation, namely the provision of political rights and the 

outrageous notion of “brain drain”. 
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10.2  Expat engagement policies:  national securi t-

isation or postnational  value orientation? 

The starting-point of the following exploration of the backgrounds to the recent of-

fensives by home governments to reach out to their expats is this researcher’s asser-

tion that a state’s policies are generally influenced by a variety of interests and belief 

systems.  Drawing on the field of international politics, such governments’ actions, 

for example, can follow the primary principle of Realism, which restricts all its ef-

forts to the single aim of securing and preserving the nation-state as the only con-

ceivable social group unit in world affairs (see, e.g., Dunne & Schmidt 2010).  At the 

same time, they may also follow more altruistic tendencies, such as those associated 

with the notions of postmodernism or postnationalism, which demand that the first 

and foremost concern of state policies should be about the formulation and realisa-

tion of individual norms as derived from the nature of the human condition.  This 

section aims to explore the supremacy of either of these lines of thought in the spe-

cial case of the afore-mentioned outreach efforts by home governments.  It intends to 

specifically do so by looking at the discourses regarding the provision of political 

rights to expat populations as well as the notions of brain drain, brain gain and brain 

circulation. 
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10.2.1 Case study 1: The discourse about the provision of political 

rights to expats 

One of the contexts in which home governments reach out to their expats is by in-

volving them in in-country politics.  And, they are doing this in several different 

ways.  Michael Fullilove suggested picturing the various forms of political rights 

allowing expats to participate in their home state affairs as “a continuum … based on 

the directness of the role afforded to emigrants”.  According to him, the most indirect 

end of this continuum is represented by the convening of meetings between in-

country members of parliament and expat politicians, as had recently occurred in 

Turkey, for example (see Fullilove 2008: 71). 

Following Fullilove, a little further down the continuum are consultative councils or 

agencies, whether elected or appointed, which advise home governments of expats’ 

views and issues but have no legislative authority in the respective state’s political 

process (Fullilove 2008: 71).  Such bodies comprise, for example, France’s High 

Council of the French Abroad, Finland’s Parliament for Finnish Expatriates and 

Switzerland’s Council of the Swiss Abroad, but also may be extended to include 

Greece’s World Council of Helenes Abroad, India’s High Level Committee on the 

Indian Diaspora, Ireland’s Agency for the Irish Abroad, Italy’s General Council of 

Italians Abroad, South Korea’s Committee of Korean Residents Abroad and Poland’s 

Department for the Polish Expatriate Community (see Legal and Constitutional Ref-

erences Committee 2005: 97-101). 
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Still further down the continuum is the provision of voting rights to expats (see 

Fullilove 2008: 71).  According to the International Institute for Democracy and 

Electoral Assistance (IDEA), there recently were 115 state entities, including Ger-

many, having some kind of provisions for external voting (see IDEA 2007: 11-13).  

That is somewhat more than half the number of the currently existing countries and 

territories.  Another five states were listed by IDEA where provisions for external 

voting would exist but had yet to be fully implemented (see IDEA 2007: 13-15). 

According to Fullilove, the most direct end of the continuum is represented by the 

provision of specific parliamentary seats for expat representatives, as elected by the 

respective state’s population abroad (2008: 73).  In accordance with IDEA, there are 

eleven countries which enable populations abroad to elect their own representatives 

to the in-country legislature, namely: Algeria, Angola, Cape Verde, Colombia, Croa-

tia, Ecuador, France, Italy, Mozambique, Panama and Portugal (see IDEA 2007: 28-

30).  For example, since the passing of la legge Tremaglia (the Tremaglia law) in 

2001, Italian expats are allowed to directly elect twelve members to the Chamber of 

Deputies (or, the lower house of the Italian Parliament) and another six for the Senate 

(or, the upper house).  All eighteen representatives are elected from a so-called Cir-

coscrizione Estero (overseas electorate) which is divided into four zones, namely: 

Europe; South America; North and Central America; and Africa, Asia, Oceania and 

Antarctica (see Fullilove 2008: 74; Legal and Constitutional References Committee 

2005: 96). 

In a working paper entitled Diaspora engagement policies: What are they and what 

kind of states use them?, Alan Gamlen has formulated the proposition that home 
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governments tend to “economize” their actions and, as such, grant no more political 

rights to their diasporas/expats than necessary to appease these population sections or 

make them engage in certain activities in their host states or to achieve some specifi-

cally desired outcomes (see Gamlen 2006: 10-11).  Fullilove notes that: 

… it is hard to square this notion of capitals jealousy hoard-

ing their prerogatives with, say, the trend towards allowing 

external voting in very diverse national contexts, let alone a 

move in some cases towards dedicated expatriate representa-

tion (Fullilove 2008: 150, endnote 315). 

Fullilove refers to a case study on the implementation of external voting in Italy as an 

example of the diverse interests and motivations behind such moves.  However, after 

having closely examined the factors contributing to the policy change in this particu-

lar case, he eventually came to the conclusion that it was domestically-bounded, par-

tisan and nationalist politics which played the most crucial role in the provision of 

external voting to expats.  Thus, he pointed out that there was a high degree of op-

portunistic cost-benefit calculation involved in this matter on the part of the then and 

later reappointed administrations hoping that an increase in Italian expat voters 

would work out in favour of Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi and his Forza Italia 

party. 

In addition, Fullilove also asserted that external voting in Italy was also driven heavi-

ly by the nationalist aspirations of the “old-fashioned Italian” politician Mirko 

Tremaglia, whom Berlusconi had appointed Minister of Italians Abroad, and for 

whom this issue never really was about democratic participation and the normative 

ideals behind this practice, “but [rather] about reviving eternal blood ties” (Fullilove 
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2008: 74-75).  It hence reads like a confession when Fullilove states in his previously 

cited Lowy Institute paper, which is noteworthy for its carefully selected formula-

tions, that there was “something important happening in homelands. … Politicians 

are travelling the world stumping for the expatriate vote” (Fullilove 2008: 5, first 

italics original, second italics added). 

This researcher asserts that while it is not easy to detect the exact motivations behind 

home governments outreach efforts in the context of the provision of political rights 

to expats, there is in fact a notable degree of rhetoric involved in several related 

statements pointing to a glorification of the nation-state rather than to an extension of 

civil liberties on the grounds of participatory-democratic considerations.  For exam-

ple, French President Nicolas Sarkozy is reported to have told an enthusiastic French 

audience in London (“one of the biggest French cities”) during his successful elec-

tion campaign that brought him to office in 2007 that: “France is an ideal and not just 

a territory”, and that “France exists anywhere in the world where there are French 

people” (cited from Fullilove 2008: 5, italics added). 

In a similar way, German Federal Chancellor Angela Merkel of the Christlich Demo-

kratische Union Deutschland (CDU Deutschland, or Christian Democratic Union 

Germany) party, during her first successful election campaign in 2005, imputed to 

Germans abroad that the vast majority of them would still remain feeling “whole-

heartedly attached to Germany”.  She was reported to have said that: “A person’s 

roots one cannot and will not deny”, and that therefore the developments in Germany 

would be of great interest for nearly all Germans abroad (cited from Allgemeine 

Zeitung 2005, italics added, this researcher’s translation from the German-language).  
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In fact, in the course of her second successful run for office, Merkel stated that it was 

primarily for these reasons that Germans abroad should take an interest in “the op-

portunity to participate in the decision about which political power will lead Germa-

ny in the next few years” (CDU Deutschland n/d, this researcher’s translation from 

the German-language).  It is notable that there was no mention that Germans abroad 

should participate in German Federal elections for their own personal sake and for 

that of their cohorts outside Germany. 

 

10.2.2  Case study 2: The discourse about notions of brain drain 

The second context in which home governments consider outreach efforts to their 

expats is related to the sphere of economics and reflected in the notions of brain drain, 

gain and circulation.  Taken by its original meaning, the term brain drain is a neutral 

formulation which simply refers to the transfer of human resources across interna-

tional borders (see, e.g., Docquier & Marfouk 2004).  However, it emerged that, in 

the wider community, the term is now perceived in a pejorative way, carrying with it 

the implication that there could be a substantial damage to a state’s economic per-

formance and development prospects if it loses too much human capital to foreign 

countries (see, e.g., Solimano 2008). 

Researchers, such as Michael Fullilove, have suggested that many countries believe 

they suffer from an on-going brain drain.  He cited Australian media reports as an 

example, which noted that the brain drain from Australia was “real and … growing” 

and that it was “sapping Australia’s energy”.  Moreover, it “has reached its most crit-
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ical level” and may eventually “cripple” the Australian population (cited from 

Fullilove 2008: 26).  In a similar way, a British newspaper recently noted that the 

United Kingdom “is experiencing the worst ‘brain drain’ of any country” (Winnett 

2008). 

State officials and leading politicians have also proven open to the negative connota-

tions of the brain drain notion.  Canada’s current Prime Minister, Stephen Harper, for 

example, said before taking office in 2006 that the country would experience “a mas-

sive brain drain of young professionals to … the United States” (Canadian Press 

2005).  In addition, a number of reports from some state’s think tanks and parliamen-

tary committees are also advocating closer engagement with their expats on the 

grounds of serious concerns about a brain drain.  They strongly tend to call on the 

implementation of political counter-schemes and programs especially dedicated to 

facilitate the return migration or repatriation of skilled workers and highly qualified 

professionals.  The previously cited Legal and Constitutional References Committee 

of the Australian Senate, for example, concluded that: “expatriate Australians repre-

sent an under-utilised resource”, that they were an “asset” especially “in terms of 

promoting Australia’s … social, economic and cultural interests”, and that Australia 

should especially “consider ways of harnessing the expertise of its expatriates” to 

safeguard its national interest (Legal and Constitutional References Committee 2005: 

v, 107-119, italics added). 

It has been pointed out that, from a mathematical point of view, a country’s concern 

about its brain drain is rarely supported by meaningful evidence—at least as far as 

the so-called developed countries are concerned.  Several cases have shown that the-
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se states tend to have an excess supply of qualified migrants from other countries, 

and that “these inflows of skilled workers typically more than offset their outflows” 

(Fullilove 2008: 26).  For instance, Fullilove cited Canada as an example where there 

were four times as many university graduates entering the country from the rest of 

the world as they were leaving it for the US.  He cited Australia as another example 

where immigration flows were substantially exceeding emigration flows (see 

Fullilove 2008: 26-27). 

This researcher asserts that the brain drain notion has proven to be quite resistant 

despite such objections.  It may then be fair to agree with those scholars, such as Don 

McMillen, who have argued that the “main driver” of home governments’ outreach 

efforts concerning their expat populations, as well as many academics who study 

them, is “an increasing concern about retaining, attracting, or maintaining linkages 

with [Australian expats] having skills or talents deemed crucial to Australia’s [or any 

other country’s] economic future—no matter where they may currently reside global-

ly” (McMillen 2007: 16).  This researcher contends that, even in those situations 

where discussions have shifted to emerging notions of brain gain or brain circulation 

for the above stated mathematical reasons, these instances can also be seen as very 

clear examples of a strongly inward-directed and national-focused approach that 

seems to be somewhat inherent to any expat outreach efforts by home governments.  

As McMillen has noted: 

Whether expat flows create a ‘brain drain’, a ‘brain gain’ or a 

‘brain circulation’, the important points are that any potential 

loss of expat skills and human resources, diminution or denial 

of their legitimate ties to Australia [or any other country] or 

unaddressed threats to their security [are in fact perceived 
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primarily as not being] in the national interest [of that specif-

ic country concerned] (2007: 3, italics added). 

 

10.2.3  Section conclusions 

It should have become clear from the preceding case studies that a state’s expat en-

gagement policies are notably shaped by concerns over the self-preservation of the 

nation-state.  However, whether these concerns represent the main driver behind the 

recent outreach offensive of home states regarding their expats or ultimately are just 

part of a wider picture (including more humane considerations as well) is not only 

hard to assess but may also be regarded as rather irrelevant.  In fact, for anyone talk-

ing seriously about a postnational critique of domestically-bounded state policies, the 

mere verity that such national-centred tendencies exist (as indicated in the discussion 

above), already raises the basic question of how to adequately counter this trend and 

effectively enhance the value of the people concerned.  The specific question that 

critics should ask in this context is: How can ordinary people, expats and others, es-

pecially in Germany but also elsewhere, positively influence the development of 

postnational policies regarding expats (and, perhaps, others more generally)?  Some 

possibilities and obstacles will be considered in the subsequent section of this chapter. 
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10.3 The possibil i ties  and l imitations of  postna-

tional  expat policy development in Germany 

This section explores some of the possibilities and limitations of postnational policy 

implementation regarding expats in the FRG.  It will do so by addressing the follow-

ing questions: What forms of special interest groups exist pertaining to German ex-

pats, and what is their potential in terms of the formulation and realisation of post-

national policies?  What can be done by individuals to deconstruct or at least amend 

the securitisation of the nation-state in terms of policy development? 

 

10.3.1  Organised forms of interest representation 

Evidence obtained in this study indicates that there are a number of overarching con-

sortiums in the FRG and elsewhere serving as a potential mediator of the various 

interests of the German expat population in both specific and more general terms.  

This section explores some of these umbrella groups, examines their aims in relation 

to the representation of expat interests in German in-country political affairs, and 

evaluates their capabilities in terms of German postnational policy development re-

garding expats. 
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10.3.1.1  The Association for German Cultural Relations Abroad 

The Verein für Deutsche Kulturbeziehungen im Ausland (VDA, or Association for 

German Cultural Relations Abroad) considers itself to be a “cultural mediator be-

tween Germans all over the world and the[ir] old home” (VDA 2004, this research-

er’s translation from the German-language).  The VDA was founded in Berlin in 

August 1881 under the name General German School Association and was modelled 

after the German School Association Vienna, which had been established one year 

earlier.  This forerunner association portrayed its goals as being to support Germans 

outside the Kaiserreich, especially through the establishment of German schools and 

libraries, the purchase of German books, and the placement of foreign-service teach-

ers.  A major concern of the association’s current agenda is said to be the organisa-

tion of youth exchanges between Germany and primarily Chile, Brazil, Argentina, 

Paraguay, El Salvador and Namibia.  According to the VDA, other issues of concern 

include: 

•  the cultural and financial support of German institutions abroad, such as 

schools, kindergartens, libraries, retirement homes, clubs, and so forth; 

•  the support of German foreign media as carriers of the German language 

and culture, but also as a link between the Germans living abroad; 

•  the organisation of encounter trips to Germans abroad and the organisation 

of congresses, seminars and lectures to illustrate the benefits and concerns 

of German communities abroad; and 

•  the issuing of publications and promotion of scientific work (VDA 2004, 

this researcher’s translation from the German-language). 

The VDA portrays itself as not pursuing any party politics and as a supra-

denominational organisation that reportedly has around 10,000 members and con-

tributors in the FRG and abroad.  The association is the editor of the magazine Glo-
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bus, launched some 40 years ago, which primarily deals with issues regarding na-

tional German or German-speaking populations abroad.  Reports on the lifestyles and 

living conditions of Germans abroad, as well as on the support of the German lan-

guage and culture in foreign countries are said to be usually written by expats and 

submitted to the editors from abroad.  The Globus magazine is published quarterly 

with a circulation of currently 8000 copies, a good portion of which reportedly goes 

abroad to German clubs and associations, German schools, churches, cultural institu-

tions, trade missions and diplomatic missions as well as over 400 editors of German 

publications abroad.  The VDA maintains regional associations in the German states 

of Bavaria, North Rhine-Westphalia, Schleswig-Holstein and Saxony.  Its current 

head office is located in Sankt Augustin, close to the city of Bonn (see VDA 2004). 

 

10.3.1.2  The Foundation Solidarity with the Germans Abroad 

Established in 2004, it is the primary aim of the Stiftung Verbundenheit mit den 

Deutschen im Ausland (Stiftung Verbundenheit, or Foundation Solidarity with the 

Germans Abroad) “to build a network of German private persons [as well as German] 

associations and companies at home [in Germany] and abroad” (Stiftung Verbun-

denheit 2009b, this researcher’s translation from the German-language).  With this, 

the Foundation aims to achieve the following specific objectives: 

•  promoting and preserving the German language, culture and customs of 

Germans living abroad; 

•  promoting youth, students, and student exchanges; 

•  granting scholarships; 

•  promoting cultural projects of German media productions abroad; 
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•  supporting German schools and kindergartens abroad; 

• organising and conducting congresses, lectures and seminars related to 

Germany; and 

•  providing social and humanitarian aid to needy Germans abroad (Stiftung 

Verbundenheit 2009b, this researcher’s translation from the German-

language). 

The Foundation was set up by Kurt Linster, a German entrepreneur from Saarland, 

who is said to previously have undertaken numerous business trips abroad where he 

had several encounters with fellow Germans and became concerned “about their ef-

forts in terms of preserving their German language and culture” (Stiftung Verbun-

denheit 2009c, this researcher’s translation from the German-language).  Like the 

VDA, the Foundation is also located in Sankt Augustin. 

 

10.3.1.3  The Association of German international civil servants 

The Verband deutscher Bediensteter bei internationalen Organisationen (VDBIO, or 

Association of German international civil servants) explicitly expresses its commit-

ment to a representation of “the interests of its members vis-a-vis the Parliament and 

Government of the Federal Republic of Germany” (VDBIO 2008, this researcher’s 

translation from the German-language).  Besides that, the association especially aims 

to assist its members—including German international civil servants and retirees 

from the UN, the EU and any other international organisation—in coping with a 

whole range of issues that might occur in relation to the FRG, but also to other states 

and which, as such, may be more effectively addressed by a coalition of people ra-

ther than single individuals.  On its website, the VDBIO specified that the association: 
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… is concerned with issues of social security (especially pen-

sions, life insurance, and complementary health and long 

term care insurance), the right to vote, domiciliation, repatria-

tion, career development for seconded civil servants, and 

schooling and vocational training.  It has built up an infor-

mation resource for its members, covering topics such as con-

tacts with employment services and educational institutions, 

taxation and many others. VDBIO members have at their dis-

posal personal advice and an extensive collection of infor-

mation material (VDBIO 2008, italics added, this research-

er’s translation from the German-language). 

The VDBIO was established on 1 December 1976 in Geneva, Switzerland, where its 

secretariat has been located since, and where the association holds an annual Assem-

bly at which the Management Board is elected and the work programme is proposed.  

Monthly Board meetings, which are also reportedly held in Geneva, Manila, Montre-

al, Nairobi, New York, Paris, Rome, Washington, and Vienna—function as local 

delegations and constantly provide feedback and input to the management regarding 

the issues faced by German international civil servants.  A regular newsletter, the 

VDBIO-Rundbrief, is issued approximately every four months and represents a pri-

mary gateway for communication between the association and its members (see 

VDBIO 2008, this researcher’s translation from the German-language). 

 

10.3.1.4  Section summary and conclusions 

As noted in the preceding section, the governments of several countries provide for 

some form of representation for expats in their in-country legislatures and parlia-

ments.  Evidence obtained indicates that no such representation of interests exists in 

Germany.  Moreover, there seems to be only a limited number of special interest 
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groups regarding German expats in general.  Only one—that is, the VDBIO—of the 

three organisations reviewed in this section was identified as having a clear commit-

ment to take expat interests to the German political arena.  The other two institu-

tions—the VDA and the Stiftung Verbundenheit—mainly specialise in the areas of 

social interaction and cultural advocacy and even distance themselves explicitly from 

direct political involvement to some extent—as in the case of the VDA.  As such, 

their agendas also tend to be rather inward leaning and focused on German ethnicity 

and customs rather than concentrating on issues and addressing these in a postnation-

al sense.  The VDBIO comes closer to this goal.  However, as described, it is an ex-

clusive kind of organisation in which membership is restricted to specific sections of 

the German expat population and the issues related to them.  Nonetheless, the steady 

work of such organisations at a policy level should not be underestimated and could 

be crucial in terms of the formulation and realisation of postnational policies regard-

ing expats in Germany. 

 

10.3.2  Political involvement of individuals 

In a broader sense, there is every right for in-country citizens of Germany as well as 

German expats to ask persons in the political decision-making process, such as 

members of parliament, journalists and other relevant commentators, to explain 

themselves.  With accelerating globalisation and the concurrent dispersion of the 

media, practices of politics are more visible than ever.  However, the language and 

hidden motivations behind these practices still require exposure and explanation.  
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Language plays an important role in the practices of politics and deserves to be ex-

plored as such.  For example, as Thomas Dietz (2008) has pointed out, language ex-

presses the ways political communities are thought about and governed.  Thus, 

communities can be perceived as being merely national-based and representing cul-

tural incompatible common destinies but also as postnational citizenries who deserve 

to be looked after by their home governments irrespective of where they reside. 

As David Lyon has noted in regard to possible counter-strategies to current social-

sorting tendencies in new identification system developments, “such questioning … 

is an appropriate but at present under-used mode of political involvement” (2009: 

151).  In the above context, it may be applied at the level of workplaces, during polit-

ical events, in editorial letters and in educational institutions in order to deconstruct 

the means that statesmen and other persons use in their efforts to shape and securitise 

the nation-state—and to reinforce any ideas of a variety of unsociable values and 

cultures.   

In accordance with Lyon, one could argue that one of the major obstacles herein lies 

with something that could be named “privilege cultures”, which are created through 

many German and other expat ventures, and in which convenience and comfort are 

related to a residence status in some specific nation-state, such as Germany, and 

masquerade as priorities for those who basically have the ability to undertake expat-

riation at any time they wish without abandoning this position.  Thus, the suggested 

questioning especially requires the ability of individuals to communicate a prevailing 

focus on national-centred perspectives as a deficit, and to promote more human-

oriented approaches to the public.  Without such skills it will be hard to persuade in-
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country citizens and some privileged expats that they should care about anything 

beyond the supposed security and ease of movement that is promised to those Ger-

man and other residents who are in the situation of potentially having access to expat 

ventures at any time. 

 

10 .4   Chapter  conclus ions  

As for the deliberative contexts for developing postnational policies in Germany, the 

preceding discussion of this chapter has shown that, so far, there are only a few start-

ing-points upon which to build.  Evidence obtained by this researcher has indicated 

that no formal representation of expat interests exists in the German political system.  

As noted in this chapter, and elsewhere in the study (see Chapter 3.4), Germany pro-

vides external voting to its expat population.  However, the possibility of influencing 

German politics through this system is rather small as there are no separate elec-

torates available to expat voters, like in Italy for example.  Furthermore, even if there 

was such an electorate at the German Federal level, there still is the chance that expat 

issues would remain disregarded because many matters, such as in the field of educa-

tion, fall within the jurisdiction of the states within Germany.  This circumstance has 

been identified as highly relevant with a view to the effectiveness of states’ policies 

directed towards expats.  Thus, Eva Østergaard-Nielsen, for example, observed that 

among the factors limiting Turkey’s success in this regard was the fact that “‘Turkey’ 

is not a unitary actor” (2003: 122)—neither is Germany.  Here, above all, there is 

perhaps a paramount need to firstly detect the issues of concern held by German ex-
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pats, as it was started in this dissertation, and then to think of possible ways to em-

power these population sections so that they can have a say in those matters in the 

future and can help to guide postnational policy development in Germany.  An inves-

tigative unit at the Federal level would be an important step in this direction. 

A closer look at the extra-parliamentary front in Germany also is not very promising 

in terms of bringing about a quick change in the development of postnational policies.  

To date, only one special interest group could be identified—namely the VDBIO—

that basically claims to serve the needs of German expats at the political level.  

While this organisation is certainly significant and well positioned to push for post-

national policy development in Germany, its mere existence, though, must not ob-

scure the fact that it remains an exclusive organisation open only to a selected section 

of the German expat population.  Therefore, the development of further interest 

groups would be of value to Germany, as would a close cooperation between all of 

these organisations.  In addition, it would be the duty of any GFG talking seriously 

about postnational policies to encourage the formation of such groups, to facilitate 

their networking, and to allow easy access to them by including Internet links in a 

central expat web portal. 

Yet, until initial steps in these directions have been taken, not only will a clear and 

critical scholarship be required—in Germany and elsewhere—that elaborates on such 

notions of postnational expat and other policies, but also an individual will and ca-

pacity of both official and private persons to steadily find out more about these ideas, 

to communicate their meaning and to contribute to their formal or informal represen-

tation in the wider public.  And, finally, by then also politicians will be needed who 
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are taking heart in putting the interests of a state’s people first, regardless of where 

they may reside.  The deliberate masquerade of privileges as priorities and the secu-

ritising survival anxieties of nation-states create considerable obstacles to such hopes.  

But, that does not mean that having such hopes is necessarily needless.  In fact, only 

such hopes and related actions, together with sensitive investigation, will contribute 

to a future in which the processes of governance are not overshadowed by rigid or 

resistant governmental structures; and in which the security of people is not limited 

to a person’s presence in some state’s territory or the formal maintenance of his/her 

residence in it, but derived in a truly inclusive manner, based on human security. 
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C H A P T E R  1 1  

F I N D I N G S  A N D  I M P L I C A T I O N S  

By exploring the living conditions and concerns of German expats in Hong Kong and 

Thailand through pluralistic research methods, this study aimed to identify areas of 

insecurity pertaining to these populations and discuss broadly defined governance 

challenges related to the addressing of those issues.  The main objective was to con-

tribute to the academic discussion about such themes and to facilitate the search and 

proposal of political solutions regarding improvements in the well-being of mobile 

populations.  In line with critical security thought, a broader definition of human se-

curity and ideas of postnationalism, this researcher focused his investigations on var-

ious dimensions of peoples’ everyday and general security as well as notions of the 

nation-state, as both an obstacle but also a contributor to such solutions.  In particular, 

this investigator set out to address the following key research question: 

What are the various human security concerns of German expats, 

how are they addressed by their German home government, and 

what capacities and policies should the German state develop to 

meet the needs of those German people who have ventured beyond 

the internationally recognised domain of Germany? 

This chapter, now, summarises the findings regarding this question and discusses the 

various issues of GEHK and GETH concern identified in the research in terms of 

governance implications (Section 11.1).  This discussion is rounded off by a critical 

review of potential areas of conflict between the suggested expat rights and state ob-

ligations, such as those associated with taxation, as guided by equity questions re-
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garding the communal contributions of a state’s population located both inside and 

outside its borders (Section 11.2).  The chapter, then, looks at the limitations of the 

study (Section 11.3), goes on to make some proposals for future research (Section 

11.4), and concludes with some final reflections on the overall scholarly investiga-

tion (Section 11.5). 

 

11 .1   Particular security concerns and their go v-

ernance implications  

Data analysis revealed that expat Germans in Hong Kong and Thailand have a wide 

range of security concerns relating to their home state, including matters such as: 

access to government information; communication with officials; protection of their 

physical integrity; external voting and political participation; the provision of pen-

sions and health insurance; taxation; schooling and education; repatriation; and child 

benefits and inter-country adoptions.  The core issues of each of these themes are 

considered below together with some policy-relevant implications. 

 

11.1.1  Access to government information 

A recurrent theme in evidence from the research was the concern of GEHK and 

GETH about difficulties experienced in accessing relevant GFG information regard-

ing the overall treatment of several issues they raised—especially those from a dis-
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tance via the Internet as the main information source.  To them, information seemed 

not to be easily accessible through the relevant government websites due to compli-

cated searching exercises.  In addition, concerns were expressed regarding the vari-

ous online information services provided by the German foreign missions.  Specifi-

cally, people seemed unsure about what information they could expect to receive by 

subscribing to any particular service.  Both aspects contributed to a considerable 

sense of insecurity among the respective groups. 

These findings (and also those that will be discussed in the next section) are con-

sistent with the results of Bürgelt et al.’s research on Germans in New Zealand, 

which concluded that their “participants did not perceive the German Embassy [in 

Wellington] as inviting communication with German immigrants and that the Em-

bassy did not provide the kind of support the participants expected from them and 

needed” (2009: 228).  Access to government information was also identified as a 

major issue of concern for Australian expats in the Legal and Constitutional Refer-

ences Committee report (2005: 27-35). 

Recognising a responsibility of the individual persons to seek information, it also can 

be expected from governments and their affiliated institutions, such as foreign mis-

sions, that they not only provide such information, but do so in a way that is accessi-

ble and comprehendible.  In this age when information has become of increasing 

relevance, it is difficult to understand why the GFG does not have clearly structured 

web strategies to cater for the information concerns and needs of its population, ex-

pats included. 
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As discussed in Chapter 8, other governments, such as in Australia, have recognised 

a need to create and maintain dedicated web portals under the so-called “Customer 

Focussed Portals Framework”, which allow easy online access to government infor-

mation and services for specific population groups, without these people having to 

know which state agency to contact.  It is this researcher’s view that a similar web 

portal would greatly relieve stress among expat Germans and enhance their feelings 

of security—and that, therefore, the GFG should seriously consider to launch such a 

people-focused initiative. 

 

11.1.2  Communication and interaction issues between German state 

officials and expats 

Two further relevant themes drawn from evidence generated by the research were the 

concerns of GEHK and GETH over difficulties experienced in communicating with 

government officials, especially in Germany, as well as instances of possible dis-

crimination encountered during many dealings.  So, at first, it was expressed that 

sometimes state agencies in Germany, especially those at local levels, seemed to feel 

unauthorised or incapable of handling the often specific and individual queries of 

expats.  Hence, requests were either rejected or needed a long time for processing. 

In addition, concerns were expressed about the modes of interaction with German 

officials, especially involving expats’ non-German life partners or family members.  

In particular, dissatisfaction was expressed about the sometimes arrogant, and even 

discriminative, behaviour of locally employed mission staff in the respective sites—
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as well as the occasional uninterested or insensitive attitudes of lower ranking offi-

cials from Germany. 

This researcher asserts that, in the German case, the responsibilities for the needs of 

expats are distributed across many state departments at various levels of governance 

in Germany.  To target the expats’ stresses caused by this circumstance and reduce 

their senses of insecurity, it could be an option (as some informants have suggested) 

to consider the establishment of a central administrative unit at the GFG level dedi-

cated to a direct processing of expat queries of state and municipal concern and a 

targeted coordination of those requests that fall under the responsibility of superior 

agencies.  This initiative could be facilitated by the establishment of coordinating 

units for expat affairs across several government agencies at federal, state and local 

levels in order to ensure the effectiveness of the respective central body. 

This researcher further asserts that a clear need exists to target instances of discrimi-

nation in interactions between state officials, notably involving mission staff, and 

expats.  The focus on appropriate counter measures in this regard should be placed 

within the aim of enhancing the ability of missions to make well-informed personnel 

decisions and to select their local employees as carefully and to the best of their 

knowledge as possible.  Counter measures could also involve the provision of further 

education/training to employed personnel and, perhaps, the regular conduct of per-

formance evaluations through independent parties and/or the expat populations them-

selves. 
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11.1.3  Issues related to the protection of physical integrity 

Another issue of concern detected during this research was the reservations of GEHK 

and GETH regarding the performance of GFG institutions, and its diplomatic mis-

sions in particular, in terms of disseminating security alerts and communicating in-

structions for conduct in crisis situations, as well as with a view to grant robust con-

sular assistance in emergency situations.  Particularly, concerns were expressed 

about the circumstance that security alerts were only provided via the Internet and 

not in other obvious ways that might assist, such as via SMS.  They also were related 

to a perception that the communicated information through these security alerts 

would not be particularly useful in terms of organising a person’s movements under 

the given conditions.  In addition, concerns were expressed about the specific profile 

of German foreign missions that was dependent on party politics in Germany and the 

related tendency not to give unbiased and pragmatic consular assistance to citizens. 

This researcher asserts that there needs to be an improvement in the way information 

and advice is given to German expats by the means of the current crisis response list.  

This could involve the establishment of an SMS security alert system as a supple-

ment to the already existing procedures in place. 

This researcher further asserts that the structural obstacles preventing German for-

eign missions to grant consular assistance to its citizens need to be reduced.  It was 

found that those rigid structures also played a negative role in terms of the ways in 

which information about political conditions and events is gathered by missions and 

evaluated through the German FFO.  For example, it appeared as if the dominant 
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position of the Ambassador tended to hinder the mission’s Attaches to reach out for 

information associated with views different to those of their mission head. 

One possible way to overcome these obstacles might be through improved power 

sharing between German Ambassadors and their Attaches and more collegial deci-

sion-making processes, as well as the adjustment of channels of communication be-

tween German diplomatic missions abroad and in Berlin.  It might also involve a 

revision of the training that is given to diplomatic personnel with an aim to produce 

less party-bound outlooks and actions, and therefore more value-free and open-

minded procedures.  Possibly, this could be guided by some kind of legislative re-

form that specifically protects and empowers Attaches’ actions to reach out to groups 

of various political backgrounds in their attempts to provide more comprehensive 

and balanced information about certain countries that, in turn, can be utilised in an 

improved security alert scheme.  Such measures certainly would be of great benefit 

to German expats globally. 

 

11.1.4  External voting and political participation issues 

A recurrent theme in the evidence from the research was the concern of GEHK and 

GETH over difficulties experienced in casting their ballot from a distance, and the 

sense that they were structurally excluded from any form of political involvement 

with regard to Germany while venturing abroad.  Hence, it was found that the respec-

tive groups regularly experienced frustration when attempting to participate in a Fed-

eral or any other German election—not to mention those related to the EU.  Inter alia, 
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this was especially because under the current legislation provisions German expats, 

depending on their residence registration maintenance, not only need to take efforts 

of their own to receive the relevant voting papers, but may also be required to do so 

with a view to their entry into the election register more generally.  These efforts also 

have been discovered to be an issue of concern with a view to Australian expats.  

Particularly, it was assessed that both the election enrolment and the voting act itself 

were seen as being too complicated and troublesome (see Legal and Constitutional 

References Committee 2005: 56-71). 

In addition, dissatisfaction was also expressed over the fact that under present Ger-

man law, German expats, through such participation provisions as related to external 

voting, actually could exert no influence on policy-making in Germany—especially 

pertaining to their issues of concern.  Particularly, this was related to the circum-

stance that there currently is no specific Federal electorate for German expats that 

could focus or tie their political power together.  To date, their political status tends 

to be rather scattered among a wide range of State constituencies—and, hence, con-

siderably ineffectual.  As a consequence, extant senses of German expat insecurity 

are further deepened since there generally seems to be no adequate political provi-

sions available to target their concerns.   

Given that a key feature in determining GFG legitimacy, as resulting from German 

constitutional law, is based on how the weakest sections of the population are pro-

tected against any unpredictability and, especially, the harms of life, it can be said 

that the present provisions of German law in terms of external voting and political 

participation contribute little to achieve these aims, and rather decrease the respective 
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expats’ senses of security and well-being.  In order to counter these issues, considera-

tion could be given by the GFG to the establishment of one global or a number of 

more regional-based constituencies for its expats, or any other form of interest repre-

sentation that is adequate to ensure their influence on in-country politics and legal 

decision-making processes in particular. 

In this context, it should be the duty of any GFG taking seriously the relevance of 

inclusive expat legislations, and postnational policies more generally, not only adjust 

their internal practices and mechanisms accordingly, but also encourage the for-

mation of external and non-governmental groups devoted to these aims (like the 

VDBIO mentioned in Chapter 10), to facilitate their cooperation and networking, and 

to provide easy information about and access to them for the general public—for 

example, by including Internet links of such groups both nationally and international-

ly into the central expat web portal suggested to be established.  The inclusion of 

civil society groups concerned with expat/postnational policies in such schemes (or 

even official channels of legislation) could not only underline this political commit-

ment, but also assist in the broader aim of the facilitation alluded to above. 

In any event, increased technical research into electronic voting procedures, recog-

nising the privacy and other basic rights of voters, should be attended to as a matter 

of urgency by the GFG so as to further its implementation as a supplement to postal 

ballot making. 
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11.1.5  Pensions and health insurance issues 

This researcher obtained evidence of much concern held by older German expats, 

especially in Thailand, regarding their pensions and the coverage of the statutory 

German health insurance scheme.  Specifically, concerns were expressed about the 

circumstance that the living costs in Germany, and Europe more generally, were so 

high that they could not be covered by the pensions provided.  For these reasons, 

some German expats felt compelled to leave Germany and look for other locales 

where living costs were lower. 

Besides, dissatisfaction also was focused on the fact that under current governmental 

provisions in Germany the statutory health insurance schemes, including additional 

voluntary agreements to such schemes, terminate once the eligible persons decided 

either to live in a place that has no particular social security agreements with the 

FRG, or to move there in order to work with a company of a different national back-

ground.  It certainly is understandable that these German expats give a lot of thought 

to their health security. 

This researcher recognises the recent GFG’s efforts to investigate the standard of 

living in Germany, for example through the regular living conditions reports (see, 

e.g., BMAS 2008), and thereby to advance a thorough discussion about the adequacy 

of wages, pensions or taxes.  However, this researcher also recognises that the views 

of German expats in addition to those of the Germany’s domestic population may 

need to be included such an evaluation so as to generate more comprehensive and 

inclusive results—and to better target existing expat insecurities so that they are not 
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“forced” to leave Germany or are “hindered” to return if they desire what they per-

ceive as standard living conditions. 

In addition, this researcher asserts that the “welfare state” is mandated by the Ger-

man Constitution and that the current regulations regarding the provision of statutory 

health insurance are arguably at odds with this principle.  Also, these provisions do 

not seem to meet the equality principle, as anchored in the German Constitution as 

well.  It, therefore, seems to be advisable to call for an adjustment of this scheme to 

offer German expats the opportunity to remain registered with the statutory health 

insurance scheme in Germany—whether by compulsion or voluntarily. 

Comparisons with findings of the previously cited Legal and Constitutional Refer-

ences Committee report already have shown that a number of overlapping issue areas 

exist with a view to German and Australian expats’ concerns.  This indicates the 

broader applicability of this dissertation’s findings.  The congruencies are further 

supplemented by similar concerns in the area of pensions and health insurance (see 

Legal and Constitutional References Committee 2005: 85-88, 89-90) as discussed 

above, recognising somewhat differing specificities.  They further extend to taxation 

issues (see Legal and Constitutional References Committee 2005: 81-85), which are 

discussed in the next section.  However, no significant congruencies could be ob-

served with regard to the issues discussed from Section 11.1.7 of this sub-chapter. 
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11.1.6  Taxation issues 

Another issue of concern that caused considerable anxieties for the German expats 

under study, and those in the HKSAR in particular, was that of double income taxa-

tion.  Specifically, it was viewed as a particular problem that there was no double 

taxation agreement between Germany and the HKSAR, and therefore that German 

expats had difficulties in resuming a registered residence in the Federal Republic 

because this had caused them a considerable financial loss. 

However, instances of double taxation not only seemed to be a result of the absence 

of such a treaty, but also had other causes.  For example, it was found that some pro-

fessional accreditations in Germany were interlinked to compulsory contributions 

into an occupational-specific pension fund, and that this in fact caused some German 

expats to continuously pay for these schemes only because they wanted to retain the 

opportunity to work in this area again in case of returning to the FRG at a certain 

stage—a circumstance that also posed considerable financially-based security con-

cerns for the respective people. 

Having positively evaluated the fact that the current law in Germany allows for uni-

lateral methods to target instances of double taxation relating to German expats in the 

cases where relevant international treaties are lacking, this researcher still proposes 

the view that the GFG should urgently seek to establish formal double taxation 

agreements with the HKSAR and other relevant states for its expats.  This is espe-

cially because only international double taxation agreements seem to enhance the 
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security of expats and other taxpayers in a way that they are ensured double taxation 

relief by a clear set of defined taxation conditions. 

At the same time, however, this researcher also recognises a need for the GFG to 

complement its double taxation agreement initiatives with further legal adjustments 

that target those double taxation concerns of expats resulting from the interlinking 

between certain occupations and associated insurance schemes. 

 

11.1.7  Schooling and education issues 

Children’s educational needs (as especially raised by Germans in the HKSAR) are 

another area of expats’ broadly based security and well-being concerns identified in 

the research.  This is consistent with other scholarly works on expat lives, such as the 

one by Caroline Knowles and Douglas Harper (2009) regarding Britons in Hong 

Kong, which contain relevant persons’ references to education and related issues. 

In particular, the educational concerns of this research accounted for the location and 

operating hours of German schools in the relevant sides, the issues of fees, curricu-

lum and credits.  Hence, it was found specifically that the starting time of the Ger-

man school in the HKSAR, given its distinct location in the city, seemed to enhance 

the stress on family relations and thus had a negative impact on the personal security 

of some German expats. 
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Furthermore, it was found that due to the high school fees some German expats were 

unable to send their children to the preferred German school, which caused notable 

cultural security concerns for them. 

Finally, the area of cultural security also is applicable when considering German ex-

pats’ concerns in relation to curriculum and credits.  Specifically, the research find-

ings included the difficulties experienced by some German expats to allow for their 

children to choose the local language (in this case, Chinese or Thai) as the compulso-

ry second language instead of English in order to facilitate life in the respective lo-

calities.  This was because there are only a few schools in Germany offering non-

European languages as compulsory subjects—and this could become an issue for 

those students seeking the German Abitur award after having relocated to Germany 

at some stage during their program. 

This researcher asserts that it should be the responsibility of every family-like unit 

intending to expatriate themselves to investigate, in a viable way and to an accepta-

ble social depth, the destination locale’s conditions and opportunities in relation to 

various areas, but access to education in particular, and to evaluate these circum-

stances against the various expectations and concerns their unit members might hold 

with this plan, and to make preparation arrangements accordingly.  At the same time, 

however, this researcher also strongly feels that enhanced efforts should be made by 

the GFG to assure that there is reasonable German-style education available to Ger-

man expats who, for various legitimate reasons, are unable to place themselves in a 

tolerable proximity to the location of the respective locale’s preferred main educa-

tional provider—whether in Hong Kong or elsewhere.  Therefore, it should step up 
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its efforts in arranging forms of educational cooperation with local host and third-

party providers with the aim to achieve recognisable and creditable German studies 

as part of those institutions’ curriculums.  The existing and forthcoming options 

should be communicated effectively to both the German expat population in the spe-

cific locales, but also to the more general public in Germany as a source of potential 

group of future venturers. 

Recognising the extant possibilities for German expats to arrange a reduction of tui-

tion fees, this research further suggests that the German school in the HKSAR should 

probably consider enhanced efforts in communicating these options and arranging 

more transparent assessments of relevant applications.  Such efforts might generally 

be facilitated by increased funding from the GFG as a shareholder in German abroad 

schools. 

In order to allow its expats a better integration into the society of their host cultures, 

it is the view of this researcher that the GFG should also consider developing an edu-

cational agenda that is contrived with some regional concentration in its various 

states aimed at offering other than European languages as compulsory classes at 

school level. 

 

11.1.8  Repatriation-related issues 

The research also revealed much concern of German expats about the difficulties 

experienced in organising permits for entry and stay in Germany with a view to their 
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non-German life partners, and the current legislations regarding the proof of Ger-

man-language proficiencies in particular.  Specifically, it was found that these regu-

lations in many cases seemed to be too tough to manage and therefore caused a great 

deal of insecurity to the expats concerned. 

Recognising the integrative intentions related to those legislative provisions, this 

researcher agrees with the suggestion by one German expat that the current single 

focus on language-skills does not seem to be an adequate means to assess the pro-

spects for a person’s successful transition into Germany or someplace else, but that 

these also could depend on such circumstances as the social climate and networks in 

the intended destination.  Therefore, this researcher suggests that the GFG might 

consider making relevant amendments to the Federal Immigration Act with the aim 

to include a broader and flexible range of criteria on which the non-German life-

partners should be assessed when making their case. 

 

11.1.9  Child benefit and inter-country adoption issues 

Other themes in the evidence garnered from the research were the concerns of Ger-

man expats over the limitations experienced in accessing the GFG’s child benefit aid 

scheme, and the difficulties they came across in processes of inter-country adoption.  

Hence, it was found that the current provisions of the child benefit aid scheme, even 

though permitting access for all German expats who maintain a registered residence 

in Germany, only allows doing so for those who are not still registered in very excep-

tional cases—circumstances that caused a sense of financial but especially cultural 
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insecurity among some members of the latter group who wanted to send their chil-

dren either to a local German school or even rely on an educational provider in Ger-

many. 

On the other hand, it was found that the inter-country adoption procedure for some 

GEHK did not go as hoped for various reasons—most notably related to time and 

prolonged processing periods which is a circumstance that this researcher, amongst 

others, related to the fact that the HKSAR is not, as is Germany, a party to the inter-

national Hague Convention.  However, because some sense of confusion regarding 

the practices of inter-country adoption also was found in regard to Thailand, despite 

the fact that Thailand indeed is a party to the respective agreement, this researcher 

concluded that a lack of information or communication on the part of the GFG must 

also play into those German expat’s feelings of community insecurity as caused by 

the concerns about that particular matter. 

In order to counter these issues of concern, firstly, an extension of the German child 

benefit aid scheme could be considered by the GFG, targeting a general inclusion of 

those expat households not maintaining residence in Germany who are in need of the 

funds to provide German education to their infants in their respective host locale, or 

whose children are in fact being sent to Germany to receive such education there.  

This would require a solid assessment of the respective expats’ financial situation 

which could be facilitated by the previously mentioned improvement of collected 

data regarding the living standards of Germans abroad, as outlined in Section 11.1.5.  

Considering the Hague Convention as a beneficial means to facilitate inter-country 

adoption processes on behalf of both the adoptees as well as applicants, this re-
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searcher also suggests that the GFG steps up its international diplomatic efforts to 

convince Hong Kong, as with all other non-member countries, to enter into the 

agreement.  He also asserts that adequately phrased and accessible government in-

formation would greatly assist in targeting German expat insecurities regarding this 

matter.  This could go hand-in-hand with the people-focused information initiative as 

recommended elsewhere. 

 

11 .2   Conf l ic ts  between expat  r ights  and s ta te  

obl igat ions  

Arguably, the preceding discussion has suggested numerous ways to better empower 

expats, some of which would likely involve increased funding by the GFG.  In this 

light, questions regarding the justification for such initiatives could be raised espe-

cially by German residents in the Federal Republic.  For example, it could be object-

ed that many expats have left Germany by choice and that it would be unreasonable 

to expect the GFG to pay for the consequences of this decision.  Moreover, granting 

German expats special voting rights and legislative seats would lead to a situation in 

which the many non-citizens inside the country pay taxes and have no special repre-

sentation in politics, while citizens outside the country have such rights but do not 

pay taxes.  This, as it could be argued with some recourse to the political spirit of the 

American Revolution, would mean representation without taxation and thereby make 

for an unfair balance between taxpayers inside Germany and the non-taxpayers out-

side the state. 
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With respect to the latter point, this researcher asserts that there are also many Ger-

man citizens in Germany, such as adolescents-in-training or low income earners, who 

pay low or no taxes.  However, it is his view that it is not desirable to play-off these 

groups against each other and that proposing the respective overall concern is noth-

ing but a reflection of what are largely state-centric considerations.  More specifical-

ly, following the ideas of the previously-mentioned American Revolution that there 

should be equivalence between the contribution of a state’s subject population (in 

this case meaning taxes) and political rights, states’ interference with the lives of 

their citizens abroad should essentially be limited to times of physical distress.  It is, 

however, the broader human security approach advocated in this research that pro-

poses to extend states’ responsibilities for citizens beyond times of crisis and to seek 

an improvement of their lives anytime and irrespective of where they reside. 

To this end, it also can be argued that German (or other expats), as potential repats or 

as permanent emigrants, should be valued as assets by their countries of origin.  For 

example, Bürgelt et al. (2009: 308) suggested that through their acquired skills, 

knowledge and connections, they “can infuse precious vitality into society and busi-

nesses” of countries such as Germany—an immaterial contribution that admittedly is 

hard to offset in pure numbers against the monetary gains from taxes.  This is similar 

to the view of Knowles and Harper (2009), who argued that expat skills should be 

considered also to include the positive ability to, in many ways, successfully manage 

new and challenging situations. 

In fact, people venturing abroad should be desired as returnees, and it would send a 

wrong message to penalise people who are taking this risk by not supporting them in 
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their everyday lives wherever.  Of course, expats should know what they are getting 

themselves into and understand the risks involved.  However, this also carries a re-

sponsibility for their home government to adequately inform them about the wide 

range of matters they might encounter—and, at least in Germany, there is substantial 

room for improvement in this respect, as this study has shown. 

Overall, it can be said that the overarching tensions or conflicts between state-centric 

and more human-based considerations are ongoing issues that will have a strong im-

pact not only on ongoing scholarly discourses but also on the current lives of people, 

both at home and abroad. 

Finally, these tensions and conflicts, together with the findings discussed herein in 

the context of security concerns, highlight the circumstance that expats are not ven-

turing entirely beyond the state but that, in fact, negotiating with states has remained 

a central part of their lives.  It is this notion that this dissertation’s title of “people 

beyond the state?” seeks to express. 

 

11 .3   L imi tat ions  o f  the  research  

This dissertation has included a substantial surveying of respectable samples of the 

German populations in the HKSAR and Thailand, as well as a significant number of 

in-depth interviews with a number of expats in those locales.  Nonetheless, it must be 

emphasised that the findings regarding these groups cannot be considered as abso-

lutely representative—neither with a view to the respective sites, nor as far as Ger-
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many’s entire global expat population is concerned.  This, however, is regarded as 

generally irrelevant in terms of the main argument of this dissertation, which is that 

broadly based expat security issues ought to be addressed irrespective of their numer-

ic distribution among the subject population and on the grounds of the realisation of 

recognised basic human rights as embodied in a state’s legislation (and relevant in-

ternational treaties).  This is not to say that the generation of more representative 

samplings, not only in terms of participants but also in regard to sites of investigation, 

would not allow for a sharpening of these findings and their relevance. 

In addition, the research for this dissertation has treated a wide range of selected is-

sues with respect to the above populations, as well as a considerable body of legal 

regulations applicable to them.  These have included some highly specific areas and 

their interfaces, such as taxation, law and economics, respectively, which largely 

reside outside of the discipline areas of Political Science and International Relations 

in this dissertation.  Therefore, in this regard the discussion of these specific areas 

also must be considered as making no claim to be exhaustive, but rather as being 

informative and inviting, as in line with the pragmatic research design employed in 

the project. 

While the dissertation will elaborate somewhat on issues related to follow-up re-

search in the next section of this chapter, it may be appropriate to note here that con-

ducting a more broadly constructed investigation in this instance was considered at 

the outset of this research but proved to be impossible to put into practice, especially 

given the timeframe set for the project.  In fact, even preparing for research concern-

ing people beyond the state, as described in Chapter 4, was a daunting task.  It in-
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volved a considerable amount of time merely to identify facilitators and partici-

pants—to say nothing about the circumstance that doing this mostly from a distance 

did not seem to be ideal but could not be avoided due to financial constraints.  The 

concerns experienced by the US Census Bureau, for instance, over the difficulties of 

organising even some form of pilot testing in a selected number of three countries far 

ahead of a planned counting of its population abroad may be taken to serve as an 

instructive example here.  It reads: “There are many challenges to conducting a test 

of an Overseas Enumeration [of US-Americans]” (Zelenak n/d: 4693, italics added). 

 

11 .4   Proposa ls  for  further  research  

This researcher acknowledges that necessarily there has to remain room for expan-

sion and follow-up research in any scholarly project, this one included.  The follow-

ing section is aimed at addressing some of these research needs bundled under the 

umbrella of certain themes and presented in the form of recommendations.  It should 

be emphasised that this list is not exhaustive, nor does it seek to assign any priority to 

the individual proposals. 

 

11.4.1  Extending the group of participants and sample locations 

As indicated in the discussion in Section 11.3, there is an on-going need for future 

research to generate further responses from the targeted groups of German expats in 
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the selected sites of Hong Kong and Thailand, but also particularly to obtain addi-

tional data about similar peoples’ human security concerns and needs in other locales.  

This would enable a revision and expansion of the research findings of this disserta-

tion, especially with a view to any policy recommendations alluded to in the preced-

ing discussions. 

Realistically, this would also require the procurement of further inputs from addi-

tional experts who are able to comment on the significant issues at hand, and there-

fore place the efforts of this research in a position to advance the discussion that has 

been initiated here.  Arguably, the insights generated through this present research 

could serve as a solid basis for the construction of such research—including surveys 

as well as expert and other individual interviews. 

Suffice it to say that in this context there also would be a remnant need for future 

research to undertake similar enquiries with a special focus on other different, though 

especially Western, nationalities than the German one undertaken here—recognising 

that they also could be well informed through what has been done and revealed in 

this dissertation. 

 

11.4.2  Bringing repats into the analysis 

Much of the attention in this dissertation has been focused on an assessment of Ger-

man peoples’ human security concerns as current expats during their ventures abroad, 

as especially confined to Hong Kong and Thailand.  However, even though it was 
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recognised that important additional insights, or at least reference views, could also 

be obtained from former German expats and, particularly, German repats in the FRG, 

only some generic information could be drawn from a respectively small number of 

surveys and interviews in the research.  Hence, there would be room for improving 

the data collected in relation to German expats through further research on repats in 

Germany. 

In addition, there also seems to be a need to put the concerns and needs of repats at 

the centre of analysis.  This is especially so, since it emerged not only in the course 

of the research of repats but also during the investigation of expats, that actual or 

temporary returners to Germany also had a range of security issues considering their 

respective situation there.  This researcher attempted to recognise this issue by devot-

ing some effort to assess the security concerns of German repats (see Chapter 9) but, 

arguably, much more research can and should be done in that particular area. 

An initial literature review for this dissertation revealed that repats, especially per-

taining to Germany, seem to be treated predominantly under sociologic and econom-

ic science categories and issues, leaving the underlying political issues basically un-

addressed (see, e.g., Berthoin Antal 2001, 2000). 

 

11.4.3 Extending the expat definition to non-citizens 

It should have become clear from the preceding discussion/analysis that the defini-

tion of an expat could easily be extended to include those persons who are not a citi-
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zen of a particular state, but feel culturally affiliated with the same and may maintain 

relevant links to it.  This researcher initially attempted to include the human security 

views of these German persons into the analysis, but ultimately decided to drop them 

from his considerations because he was unable to derive a sound justification for the 

German government to cater their needs.  This was done in recognition that, by theo-

retical definition, the human security perspective pertains to all individuals, regard-

less of their citizenship status and primary place of residence. 

Hence, there especially would be room for follow-up research on a specific theoreti-

cal and methodological level in order to seek solutions to this particular issue.  This 

could include devoting particular attention to authors, such as the earlier reviewed 

Niklaus Steiner, who put forth the idea of reconceptualization of citizenship and es-

pecially argued for the separation of state resident rights from formal citizenship sta-

tus (2009: 128). 

 

11.4.4  Feasibility studies regarding policy-relevant sets of issues 

A fair number of policy-relevant comments made in the preceding discussion of this 

chapter (see Section 11.1) implied a need for further research into quite specific issue 

areas.  For example, it has been proposed in relation to political participation and 

external voting issues (see Section 11.1.4) that there should be an urgent research 

initiative specifically investigating the problems of distant balloting in order to make 

this mechanism a feasible supplement to postal voting. 
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Other areas of research concern include the investigation of possible rectifications to 

the rigid structures of German foreign missions, and the Foreign Service more gener-

ally (see Section 11.1.3), as well as the development of more human-based selection 

criteria in the context of visa processing practices (see Section 11.1.8).  Each of these 

issues deserve to be further treated, but were deemed to lie beyond the scope of the 

stated aims of this dissertation. 

 

11.4.5  Reinforcing pragmatism and multiple triangulations 

Evidence obtained in the investigation for this dissertation has indicated that there is 

an increasing scholarly need for the adoption and, especially, articulation of a prag-

matic methodological approach to research, including multiple triangulations, since 

exclusively following one particular theory or method seems to be insufficient to 

adequately address the complex questions and issues posed by today’s world. 

The merging of, especially, human and critical security theory thoughts and notions 

of state failure during the overall research design construction and implementation, 

as discussed in the preceding Chapter 5 of this dissertation, may be cited as a case in 

point.  Together with the notion of methodological nationalism, the combination of 

these approaches has been found particularly useful in gaining an understanding 

about how migration issues have been, and are continuously, treated by scholars so 

as to come to an evaluation of the solutions they suggest, and to address their short-

comings by constructing this specific project. 
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As Gitte Harrits (2011: 163) recently has stated in her very thought provoking article 

“More Than Method?: A Discussion of Paradigm Differences Within Mixed Meth-

ods Research”: 

Truth, as pragmatists argue, is constructed in [nothing but] 

the reflexive and rational reasoning within a community of 

scholars using different tools (methods, theories, concepts, 

etc.) to answer specific research problems [within the limita-

tions they set]. 

Harrits specifically called for an improvement of scholarly reflection on methodolog-

ical questions when choosing a particular approach in order to move forward the 

general academic discourse about the utility and relevance of what this researcher 

has termed the combination of different strategies and instruments of data collection 

and analysis (see Chapter 4). 

In doing so, however, Harrits also noted—and this researcher concurs—that promot-

ing pragmatism should not be taken as the only means to impose an ultimate and/or 

universal approach to research, and thus ideological-like homogeneity.  Rather, it 

should be considered, as she suggested, as an opportunity for researchers to disen-

gage themselves from the limitations posed by the other approaches available (name-

ly, positivism and interpretivism) through a useful and reflective combination of their 

different elements (see Harrits 2011: 151). 
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11.4.6  Adding force to methodological nationalism 

As the earlier discussion in this dissertation has attempted to make clear, there seems 

to be a real need for future researchers, especially when delving into the migration 

theme (but also more generally), to become more involved with notions of methodo-

logical nationalism when undertaking their work.  This appears to be particularly 

important with a view to the combined argument—as derived from the critical secu-

rity, state failure and postnationalism theory camps considered in Chapter 5—

suggesting that, in cases where executive priority is given to the preservation of the 

nation, the state can become more of a threat to its subject population than a provider 

of security.  Therefore, a particular demand is placed on social scientists to make 

their research accountable to the centrality of ideas like humanity and morality, and 

to more deeply explore the core principles of social life and its organisation. 

Thus, it also could be criticised in reverse with special consideration of the human 

security perspective that, without a solid reflection of research efforts, even the most 

desirable arguments of this theory provide no more than a defence of a national-

based position, when assuming that their calls for a people’s greater well-being pri-

marily derive from concerns about the state security of the population in question. 

It is for this reason that some scholars of postnationalism, such as James (2006: 294), 

argue that unless morality is not given special academic attention in scholarly discus-

sions about the future organisation of social life and, especially, the role of the state 

in such circumstances, the advocacy of their ideas runs the risk of “repeating, in late-
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modern or postmodern terms, the dead-end modernist arguments over the relative 

merits of nationalism and internationalism”.  James (2006: 293) explicitly states that: 

[W]ithout a thorough-going exploration of the principles of 

solidarity and community, advocating postnationalism 

mounts to little more than a postmodern passion for mobile 

openness, on the one hand, or an ideologically-insensitive 

support for “banal” official nationalism and global capitalism, 

on the other. 

It is here that the arguments for a new pedagogy of postnationalism apply as elabo-

rated in Chapter 10, which have led this researcher also to formulate the following 

recommendation for further research. 

 

11.4.7  Engaging with postnational pedagogies 

Particularly based on the preceding discussion in Section 11.4.6 (but also with a view 

to previous chapters), it can be argued with considerable justification that there 

would be a need for future research to become more involved in developing strate-

gies of political education, especially at universities but also at school level, that 

communicate a prevailing focus solely on national-centred perspectives as a deficit, 

and demands initiatives for a more human-oriented approach in society in general, 

and in the areas of politics and information in particular, notably media and peda-

gogy itself. 

Evidence from the research herein supports this claim.  For example, in a call for 

papers for a scholarly meeting under the title “Postdemokratie, Postnationalität, 
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Poststrukturalismus, … - Herausforderungen für die Politische Bildung?” (Postde-

mocracy, Postnationalism, Poststructuralism, … - Challenges for Political Educa-

tion?), as part of the upcoming 2012 conference of the Deutsche Vereinigung für 

Politische Wissenschaft (DVPW, or German Association for Political Science), the 

organising committee of the Sektion Politische Wissenschaft und Politische Bildung 

(Section for Political Science and Political Education) stated that: 

For several years, the social science discourse regarding the 

transformation of the democratic nation-state is intensifying.  

The states of the Westphalian world system, through process-

es of privatisation and internationalisation, have gathered 

momentum.  The consequences are discussed and named ac-

ademically, but are far from being clear.  One talks about 

governance instead of government, governing beyond the 

state, postdemocracy, postnational constellations and postna-

tionalism.  Unquestionably is: the state is no longer congru-

ent with statehood.  It is herein that, undoubtedly, a chal-

lenge arises for political education (DVPW n/d, this re-

searcher’s translation from the German-language, italics add-

ed). 

The DVPW’s call for papers proceeds by proposing that it would be the particular 

task of political education “to didactically support the transformation of statehood” 

(DVPW n/d, this researcher’s translation from the German-language).  It details: 

Political didactic differentiating and reflecting concepts as 

well as theoretical teaching and learning modules that [can] 

guide a [i.e., some person’s] critical perception, judgement 

and [ability to] influence political developments in the “trans-

formed state” are required (DVPW n/d, this researcher’s 

translation from the German-language). 
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Amongst others, the prospective convenors of the meeting specifically sought contri-

butions based on the following two issue areas for practical research guidance—

recognising that they might best reflect the previous point made by this researcher: 

•  judgment formation and action orientation in the context of postnational or-

ders; 

•  didactic and methodical considerations regarding the treatment of the state 

and statehood in teaching (DVPW n/d, this researcher’s translation from the 

German-language). 

This researcher suggests that language analysis could be one of the learning and 

teaching modules required.  For example, as James (2005: 293, with some emphasis 

added by this researcher) has noted: 

[T]he nation-states at the centre of the international order, in-

cluding the United States and Britain [and one may also add 

Germany given the examination of Chapter 10 in this disser-

tation] are becoming increasingly nationalistic while their 

politicians simultaneously present their countries as postna-

tional carriers of a global freedom. … [T]hey invoke variants 

on the postnational language … [and therefore] mask the in-

iquitous nature of the structural conditions that frame such 

words. 

These modules could further be supplemented by theories and techniques of decon-

struction as developed in the Political Science discipline and embodied in the notion 

of postmodernism that are particularly sought to unveil the power of language in 

structuring a person’s and society’s consciousness (see, e.g., Diez 2008). 
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11 .5   Some f ina l  re f lect ions  

This dissertation has reflected the execution and outcomes of a research project that 

attempted to approach the issue of migration from a perspective that has not yet been 

pursued so much in previous inquiries into the theme—that is, one that places em-

phasis on human security and the individual needs of migrants (in this case, expats) 

rather than on the security concerns of states alone.  At the same time, however, this 

research also has strived to elevate the discussion to another level by reflecting on 

the human security concept itself as supported by ideas of critical security thought 

and critiques of methodological nationalism.  It is the view of this researcher that by 

following this approach there has been a contribution to the sharpening of key as-

pects of the human security concept, not only in terms of migration research but also 

with a view to its general consideration in the social sciences. 

It is argued here that following such an extended approach is imperatively necessary 

in the humanities so as to more accurately comprehend the social dynamics of the 

present day and to develop informative guidance for viable political strategies to deal 

with these dynamics.  For example, Michael Bommes and Ewa Morawska (2005: 2) 

have described the particular strength of migration research as being in the analysis 

of the formation “of society and its individual and institutional actors in [special con-

sideration] of territorially bounded nation-states” (including their “laws and poli-

cies”—but also scholarship as one may add with recourse to earlier lines of discus-

sion), as well as in the development of counter strategies aimed at targeting the “ex-

clusive national identities and commitments” that have emerged through the move-

ments of people, including expats. 
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Confirming this researcher’s earlier analytical reflections regarding the state of hu-

man security thought, Bommes and Morawska (2005: 4, with some emphasis added 

by this researcher) have pointed out, again in reference to migration research, that: 

The recognition and accounting by researchers of their epis-

temological [and ontological] positions … enhances scholarly 

work … [That notwithstanding, and even though] the study of 

international migration would seem a natural terrain for 

such … [an] examination of the premises informing research 

and interpretations in particular disciplines, [little] has thus 

far been pursued in this area. 

Given that it is this researcher’s belief that following the extended approaches adopt-

ed herein is necessary, he also recognises that there are some notable challenges to its 

implementation and, especially, report—a circumstance that became evident at times 

as this dissertation progressed.  Regardless, it is the view of this researcher that to 

simply ignore these challenges helps little in overcoming them.  Social research, such 

as undertaken and reported in this project, naturally has to transcend national or 

state-centric approaches and cannot be accomplished without a constant scholarly 

exercise in critical self-reflexivity.  It is hoped that this dissertation will constitute a 

positive step in such a direction. 
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To facilitate both, conciseness in the main body of the dissertation, as well as easy 

cross-referencing, this researcher decided to present his essential supplementary ma-

terial in this separately bound compendium.  It is hoped that in this way not only the 

comprehension of this dissertation’s fieldwork research will be understood better, but 

also possible future research into the themes can derive maximum benefit from the 

in-depth presentation of these materials. 

In saying this, however, it should be noted that reproducing all supplementary mate-

rial in this separate appendix would clearly have been impractical and unproductive.  

So, all raw and semi-processed data, such as transcriptions and memoranda of indi-

vidual and expert interviews, have been excluded because these are comprised of an 

average of 20 pages or more, as have the field notes taken in the context of partici-

pant observations and the data masks constructed on the basis of survey information.  

In addition, as indicated elsewhere in the main compendium, the appendices were 

also done without a reprint of the comprehensive survey questionnaire, as this in fact 

represented a merger of the short and long surveys provided here. 

These materials, however, are available for perusal as far as allowed by ethical re-

search guidelines.  They can be requested from this researcher by email at the follow-

ing address: Thorsten.Nieberg@usq.edu.au.   
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